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The Railroad Commissioners respectfully submit their Third

Annual Report.

The painful circumstances connected with the catastrophe at

the Revese station upon the Eastern Railroad on the 27th of

August last, and the general interest thereby excited on the

subject of railroad accidents, their causes and means of pre-

vention, have made it convenient for the Commissioners to

divide their present Report into three parts, which relate to :

1st. Matters of local or temporary interest, more particularly

concerning the individual railroads of the Commonwealth,

including the doings of the Commissioners during the past

year and the consideration of matters which, by special order

of the last legislature, were referred to the Board, with instruc-

tions to report thereon.

2d. The Revere collision, with a report of the action taken

by the Commissioners in consequence of that catastrophe

;

including an investigation into the subject of railroad accidents

in general, their causes and means of prevention ; and

3d. Matters appertaining to the railroad system of the State

in its larger material aspect ; including questions of fares and

freights, and the general public policy towards the railroad

corporations most likely to conduce to their interest and to that,

of the people of the Commonwealth at large.
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Part I.

Sixty-eight enactments in all in relation to railroads and

horse-railways, were passed by the legislature of 1871. Of

these, fifteen were of the nature of general and fifty-three were

special laws. Fifteen charters for the construction of new
roads were granted, of which fourteen were railroads and one

was a horse railway ; and four old charters were revived. The

following table supplies the material of forming a comparison

between the legislation just referred to of 1871 and that of the

five preceding years. (Table No. 1.)

It will be observed that during the last six legislative years

no less than forty-nine general laws and Resolves have been

passed in relation to the railroads of Massachusetts, besides

two hundred and ninety-four laws of special application. Of

these, sixty-three have been either Acts of incorporation or of

revival. As nearly as the Commissioners can ascertain from

very defective returns, there were constructed, during the six

railroad years terminating on the 30 th day of September, 1871,

209y^^3^ miles of railroad in the entire State.

The General Railroad Law.

The opinion of the Commissioners on the expediency of

passing a general law authorizing the construction of railroads

under suitable and very stringent limitations and restrictions,

is too well known to make it necessary to dwell upon the sub-

ject here. In accordance with the recommendations contained

in their previous reports (Report 1870,—Pub. Doc. No. 40,

pp. 44-6; Report 1871,—Pub. Doc. No. 35, pp. 6-8), a bill

upon this subject was prepared by the Committee on Railways

for 1871, and submitted in the house of representatives, where

it was defeated after considerable debate. This bill was very

carefully matured by the committee, but difiered in very

many material respects from the measure suggested by the

Commissioners ; it was much more restricted in its operation

and made no provisions as regards several matters which it

seemed to the Commissioners desirable to provide for. The

bill of 1871 was essentially, therefore, the measure of the

Committee on Railways and not of this Board, although its
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defeat was a source of regret to all of its members. Mean-

while, it is wholly unnecessary for the Commissioners to repeat

their recommendations on this subject. Since their previous

reports were made, nothing has occurred which has induced

them to alter the opinions heretofore expressed, and the pas-

sage of a general railroad law in Connecticut, in June last, has

served to confirm them. At the same time the Commissioners

feel called upon to add that, in their opinion, though the pas-

sage of a general railroad law, regulating the organization of

companies and. the construction of roads, would be a measure

of great utility, it would, in itself alone, by no means accom-

plish all that is sometimes expected of it. It is only a step,

though a very important one. The end which should be kept

in view is the entire regulation of the whole railroad system, in

so far as it is regulated at all by statute, by general laws only

;

the name of any particular road should never appear in an Act

of legislature. The enactment of a law of the nature of that

suggested will mark a great advaHce towards this final result,

which can only be attained through the experience and dis-

cussions of a number of years. That it will ultimately be gen-

erally attained, however, may, in the light of the recent ex-

perience of other States, confidently be expected. Meanwhile,

the Commissioners have no disposition on this subject to recom-

mend the trial, in Massachusetts, of any dangerous or even

novel experiment in legislation.

Even a superficial analysis of the legislation of any given

period, such as the six years contained in Table No. 1, dis-

closes a great number of matters, once subjects of special legis-

lation and calling for many annual enactments, which have

since been provided for by general laws and have disappeared

from the more recent statute books. Such, for instance, as the

right of one railroad corporation to enter upon and use the

road of another
;
provisions for the safety of travellers at par-

ticular grade crossings ; and the authorization of towns to

subscribe to the stock of new enterprises. Notwithstanding

these reforms, however, the mass of special railroad legis-

lation tends steadily to increase, and it is a notorious

fact that it is now almost impossible to say what the exact

position or rights of any given railroad corporation are ; in some

cases these depend on the construction of a hundred special
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laws. The matters provided for in these laws are multifarious.

At a late day, in the preparation of this Report, the Commis-

sioners attempted to make a thorough analysis of the special

Acts relating to railroads passed since the year 1860, but they

found that they contained provisions relating to between 1,000

and 1,500 matters of detail ; and the work rapidly assumed

proportions of such magnitude that it had, necessarily, to be

abandoned. The following were found to be the more frequent

causes of legislation, and those most readily admitting of dis-

position under general laws :—Acts of incorporation, of revival,

and for extension of time for construction ; authority to extend

road, to build branches, to change name or location, to increase

or reduce capital, to sell franchise, to sell, lease or mortgage

road, to issue bonds, to take land, to lay additional tracks ;

the union or consolidation of roads ; the change of location of

stations ; contracts between corporations to enable one to aid in

the construction of another.

This list might be largely extended, but it is unnecessary to

do so. The statute books, especially the later ones, are full of

special laws under each of the heads above given. A careful

examination of it could hardly fail to satisfy even the most

prejudiced, of the pressing need, in this respect, of an immedi-

ate and radical reform.

Railroad Construction during the Year,

The year 1871 was a peculiarly active one as regards rail-

road construction in Massachusetts, and 130^*^^ miles of road

were reported to the Commissioners as put in operation between

September 30th, 1870, and the same date of 1871. It is a

noticeable fact and one singularly illustrative of the inaccu-

racy of the returns hitherto made of the railroads of this

State, that it is now wholly impossible to ascertain with preci-

sion how many miles of railroad there were in Massachusetts

at the close of any railroad year anterior to the present one.

No rule was enforced. Some corporations reported their

entire mileage both within and without the State ; others, only

that within the State ; and others, again, reported differently

in different years. Judging by the official figures it would

appear that sometimes the railroad mileage of the State has

increased and that sometimes it has diminished, but that its
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growth has been subject to no law. As a result of this, the

State returns have not infrequently led the most experienced

railroad officials to most inaccurate conclusions and have

caused them to express opinions which would not bear criticism.

This is one point which the Commissioners have this year

attempted to clear from all doubt in the amended form of

returns herewith submitted. From these it would appear that

at the beginning of the railroad year for 1870-1, there were,

in Massachusetts, l,230^4j_ niiles of main road, and 24,^^-^\

miles of branches ; 4:51 f-^^ miles of double track, and MG^^^
miles of siding; being, in all, l,-il5-^-^Q miles of railroad, and

2,278-5^0- miles of railroad track. The additional amount
opened for traffic during the past year increases this aggregate

to 1,Q05^-^^Q miles of railroad in operation; being one mile of

road to each 4:^qq square miles of territory and to every DOT

inhabitants.

Inspection of Roads.

Owing to the fact of a vacancy existing in the Board from

the 1st of July to the 28th of November, and that neither of

the remaining members of it were competent to pass upon

questions of engineering skill, the usual inspection of roads

was, in great degree, deferred until the lateness of the sea-

son and the extreme pressure of other business rendered it

impracticable. In certain cases defects in construction or in

maintenance of way were brought to the notice of the Com-
missioners, either through the public press or private commu-
nications. In every such case a competent engineer was at

once sent to examine the alleged defect, and his report in writ-

ing was, if the occasion required it, forwarded, with recom-

mendations of the Commissioners, to the corporations.

Most of the roads constructed and opened to traffic during

the year have been visited and carefully inspected by the Com-

missioners, and reports upon certain of them, enumerated

below, will bo found appended to this Report (Appendix A) :

—

The Athol & Enfield Railroad.

Boston, Barre & Gardner Railroad.

Duxbury & Cohasset Railroad.

Framingham & Lowell Railroad.

Granite Branch Railroad.
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Complaints and Petitions.

A large number of matters have been brought before the

Board on the complaints or petitions of private parties during

the last railroad year, and quite a number more are now pend-

ing, awaiting the action of the Board. A portion of these were

satisfactorily arranged throngh the intercession of the Commis-

sioners, without the necessity of any formal hearing, and the

petitions were withdrawn. The law establishing this Board

requires it, in all cases where a hearing has been had, to inform

the corporation of the improvements and changes which it

adjudges to be proper, and provides that " a report of the pro-

ceedings shall be included in the annual report of the Com-

missioners to the legislature."

Hearings were had or reports prepared by the Board in the

following cases :

—

1. On the petition of C. Green and others, of "Woburn, in

relation to the stopping of the 6 o'clock P. M. train on the Bos-

ton & Lowell Railroad. Heard December 20, 1870. A report

of the proceedings will be found in Appendix B of this Report.

2. On the petition of Saul B. kScott and others, for a change

of location of the City Mills Depot on the Boston, Hartford

<fe Erie Railroad. Heard 3 1st January, 1871. A report of the

proceedings will be found in Leg. Doc's, 1871,—Senate No. 56.

3. On the petition of Charles Hamant and others of Med-

field, for a change of location of the depot of the Boston,

Hartford & Erie Railroad at that place. Heard on 7th Feb-

ruary, 1871. A report of the proceedings in this case will be

found in Appendix B of this Report.

4. On the petition of the Fitchburg Railroad Co., for

authority to lay a side-track across a public highway in Water-

town. Heard on 28th January, 1871. A report of the proceed-

ings in this case will be found in Appendix B of this Report.

5. Petition of W. H.« Davis and others, for a law compelling

the construction of a new depot at the junction of the Boston,

Hartford & Erie and the Norwich & Worcester Railroad Cos.

in the town of Webster. Heard 9th February, 1371. A report

of the proceedings in this case will be found in Leg. Doc's,

1871,—House, No. 229.

6. On the petition of Thomas M. Hopkinson and others,

relative to the price of season tickets between Groveland and
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Haverhill on tlio Boston & Maine Railroad. Heard 25th Feb-

ruary, 1871. A report of the proceedings in this case will be

found in Appendix B of this Report.

7. On the petition of D. B. Wingate and others, of Natick,

for a change in the location of the passenger depot of the Bos-

ton & Albany Railroad in that town. Heard 16th and 20th

March, 1871. A report of the proceedings in that case will be

found in Leg. Doc's, 1871,—Senate, No. 256.

8. On the order of the legislature, relative to the expediency

of legislating on the subject of smoke and spark-consuming

fixtures on locomotives. A report in this case will be found in

Leg. Doc's, 1871,—House, No. 381.

9. On the petition of the Holyoke Water Power Co., that the

Board examine the location of the Holyoke & Westfield Rail-

road Co. in Westfield. Heard on 12th May, 1871. A report of

the proceedings in this case will be found in Appendix B of

this Report.

10. On the complaint of the selectmen of the town of

Sharon, for early and late trains on the Boston & Providence

Railroad between Boston and that town. Heard on 7th, 13th

and 20th July, 1871. A report of the proceedings in this case

will be found in Appendix B of this Report.

11. On a communication of D. L, Harris, in relation to the

location of track of the Mt. Tom & Easthampton Railroad in

the town of Easthampton. Locality examined on 20th Septem-

ber, 1871. A report of the proceedings in this case will be found

in Appendix B of this Report.

In all of the above cases, except the last, in which a mere

statement of facts was made, the findings and recommendations

of the Commissioners were either accepted as conclusive by the

parties, or were affirmed, on appeal, by legislative action. A
large number of other matters were also brought to the atten-

tion of the Board, besides such petitions as were satisfactorily

disposed of without the necessity of a formal hearing. Certain

of these involved questions of engineering skill, and tlte safety

of bridges and other parts of the permanent way. As, for rea-

sons already given, between the 1st of July and the 28th of No-

vember, no member of the Board was qualified to pass upon

questions of this sort, all such, when they arose, were immedi-
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ately referred to Mr. E- S. Pliilbrick, l)y whose written reports

the Board was guided in its action.

Two other subjects of general interest, though not coming

before the Board through a complaint or petition, can most

conveniently be referred to in this connection. One of these

related to a recent new issue of capital stock by the Boston &
Maine Railroad Co., under authority of an Act of the legislature

of the State of Maine ; the other, to improved depot accommo-

dations in Boston for the passenger traffic of the Boston &
Providence and the Boston & Albany Railroad Cos.

Increase of Capital by the Boston & Maine R. R. Co.

At a stockholders' meeting of the Boston and Maine Railroad

Co., held at Berwick Junction, in the State of Maine, on the

13th day of December last, the following votes were passed :

—

" Voted, That the directors of the Boston & Maine Rail-

road be authorized to increase the capital stock of said corpora-

tion, by a sum not exceeding $2,000,000 over and above the

amount of its capital heretofore authorized, to defray the expenses

of the construction of the extension of their road to Portland ; said

two million dollars being authorized by the legislature of the State

of Maine, for the purpose of building the extension into Portland,

as per Act of said legislature, approved February 17, 1871; and to

divide the same into shares of one hundred dollars each, and to

issue its stock for such amount thereof as they shall deem necessary

for the interest of the corporation.

" Voted, That the stockholders shall have the right to subscribe

for the stock so issued in proportion to the amount of stock held

by them at the time of such subscriptions, and pay for them in

such instalments as the directors may order: provided, that notice

shall be given to the treasurer of their election to take the same,

on or before such date as the directors may order."

Both the matter of the increase of the capital stock of rail-

road corporations and the manner in which such increase,

where authorized, should be made, were provided for by Acts

of legislature of 1871 (Acts 1871, chapters 389, 392). By
the first of these, it was provided that any railroad corporation

owning a railroad in this Commonwealth, and consolidated

with a corporation in another State, owning a railroad thereiUj
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which should extend its line of road or increase its capital

stock or the capital stock of the consolidated corporation,

without the authority of the legislature of this Commonwealth,

should thereby render its charter and franchise subject to for-

feiture. It was specially provided, however, in a saving clause

of this Act, that nothing in it contained should " be construed

to prohibit the Boston & Maine Railroad Co. from extending

its railroad to Portland, in the State of Maine, under the

authority granted by the legislature of said State." Tiie other

Act referred to, chapter 392, was general in its terms, and pro-

vided that " a railroad corporation authorized to increase its

capital stock, or to issue additional shares of stock for any pur-

pose, shall, if the cash market value of its shares exceeds the

par value thereof," sell such additional stock, in the method

prescribed in the Act, at public auction, in the city of Boston
;

and should further issue only such number of shares as would,

when so sold at auction, produce the amount necessary to carry

out the object for which the issue was authorized.

The laws defining the duties of this Board provide, that

whenever, in the judgment of the Commissioners, it shall

appear that any railroad corporation fails, in any respect or

particular, to comply with the laws of the Commonwealtb, they

shall forthwith present the facts to the attorney-general, who

shall take such proceedings thereon as he may deem expedient

(Acts 1869, ch. 408, § 3 ; 1870, ch. 307, § 5). In the present

case, it seemed to the Commissioners a doubtful question

whether the saving clause in chapter 389 of the Acts of 1871

authorized any issue of stock at all by the Boston & Maine

Railroad ; and if it did, it was further questionable whether

such stock could be issued and disposed of, except in the manner

prescribed by chapter 392, viz. : by sale at public auction. The

following communic'ktion was accordingly addressed to the

attorney-general :—

•

Railroad Commissioners' Office, Boston, Dec. 21, 1871.

Hon. Charles Allen, Altornetj-General^ c^-c.

My Dear Sir:—I am directed by vote of the Board of Railroad

Commissioners to call your attention officially to the votes recently

passed at a meeting of the stockholders of the Boston & Maine

Railroad in relation to an increase of the capital stock of that com-

pany.
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The meeting was held . at Berwick Junction, in the State of

Maine, on the 13th inst. I enclose you a copy of the votes passed

thereat authorizing an issue of 20,000 shares of capital stock of the

company to stockholders at the par value of the same ($100), The
stock was then selling in the market for $144,25 per share.

This action was taken in the State of Maine, and under authority

conferred by an Act of the legislature of that State.

In this connection I would call your attention to chapters 389

and 892 of the Acts of 1871. The extension of road provided for

in the votes of the meeting of the 13th inst. was expressly excepted

from the operation of chapter 389 by the final clause of that Act.

No such exception was made in the case of chapter 392. The pro-

visions of this Act cover the case of the Boston & Maine Rail-

road, and I am not aware of any special Act of the legislature limit-

ing the operation of the general law.

The Acts consolidating into one corporation the several roads

in Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Maine, forming the Boston

& Maine Railroad, are as follows: Acts 1841, chap. 56; Acts 1843,

chap. 90 ; Acts 1845, chap, 159.

The point I am directed to submit to you is the following :—Can
a raih'oad corporation owning a railroad in this State, and consoli-

dated with a corporation in another State owning a railroad therein,

issue, under authority of an Act of legislature of such other State,

shares of capital stock of the consolidated road except in the man-
ner provided in chapter 392 of the Acts of 1871 ?

In conclusion, I wish to call your attention to section 5 of chap-

ter 307 of the Acts of 1870, prescribing the duties of this Board in

cases of the violation of the law by railroad corporations. You will

observe that such legal action is to be taken as the Attorney-Gen-

eral may deem expedient.

I remain yours, &c,,

Chaeles F, Adams, Jr.,

liaih'oad Commissioner.

The case was innmediately brought before the supreme judi-

cial court on an iuformatiou by the attorney-general praying

that an injunction might issue, restraining the Boston and
Maine Railroad Company from any issue of new capital stock

in the mode prescribed by the vote passed at the corporation

meeting of December 13th. The case was argued at length

before the full bench on the 6tli of January, and the following

rescript was entered on the 8th :

—

3
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"By the statute of Maine, approved February 17, 1871, the Bos-

ton & Maine Railroad was authorized to extend its railway from

Berwick to Portland, and, for that purpose, to increase its capital

stock and issue new shares. According to the laws of Maine, it

was authorized under this Act to issue the new stock in the man-

ner provided in the vote set forth in the information. After the

defendant had obtained this authority, the legislature of Massachu-

setts passed the two statutes upon which this information is founded,

being chapters 389 and 392 of the Acts of 1871. Both were approved

the same day. The first Act (chapter 389), among other things,

prohibits any railroad corpoi^ation in this State, which is consoli-

dated with a corporation in another State, from extending its road

or increasing its capital stock without the authority of the legisla-

ture of this Commonwealth, under the penalty of rendering its

charter and franchise liable to forfeiture ; but it contains the express

proviso that ' nothing herein contained shall be construed to pro-

hibit the Boston & Maine Railroad from extending its railroad to

Portland, in the state of Maine, under the authority granted by

the legislature of the said state.' This proviso exempts the defend-

ant corporation from the operation of the Act, so far as regards

the extension of its road and the increase of its capital for that

purpose, and as incidental thereto, according to the authority of the

statute of Maine. Chapter 392, which provides 'that a railroad

corporation authorized to increase its capital stock,' shall sell the

new stock at auction in the city of Boston, appears to have been

intended to apply only to corporations authorized by the legisla-

ture of this Commonwealth to issue new stock. If it be admitted

that it was intended to apply, not only to corporations whose roads

are wholly within this State, but also to such consolidated corpora-

tions as obtain authority of our legislature under chapter 389, it

does not reach this case. The exemption of the defendant from the

operation of chapter 389 takes it out of chapter 392. It is not within

the terms of the last-named statute. By the joint construction of

both statutes, it appears that it was the intention of the legislature

to exempt the Boston & Maine Railroad from their operation so

far as the proposed extension to Portland is concerned, and to sanc-

tion such extension under and in the mode provided by the statute

of legislature of Maine. It follows that the action of the defendant

corporation which is complained of was legal, and that this infor-

mation must be dismissed." *

It will be seen that the saving clause in chapter 389 of the

Acts of 1871 was construed as taking the Boston & Maine
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Kailroad Company, so far as the extension of its road to Port-

land was concerned, wholly out of the operation of the Massa-

chusetts laws, and as referring the corporation to the laws of

Maine as to its rights and obligations in this respect.

The Operation op Chapter 392 op Acts op 1871.

Before passing from this subject the commissioners wish to

call attention to certain features in the practical operation of

chapter 392 of the Acts of 1871, which seem to threaten results

not contemplated in the passing of the Act. The object had in

view in passing that Act was very apparent : it was to cause the

full market value, being not less than par, of any issue of new
capital stock of railroad corporations, to be paid into the treas-

ury of the corporations, instead of the par value only of the

stock as provided in cliapter 179 of the Acts of 1870 ; the

object being to keep down the amount of dividend-bearing stock

of railroad companies to tlie lowest point consistent with the

production of the amount of money necessary to accomplish

any purpose. The new issues of stock were held to carry a

right to their proportion of the enhanced value of the corpora-

tion property ; this enhanced value the Act provided should

become a matter of sale and cease to be an incident. In this

respect the law was a reversal of the long-established policy of

the Commonwealth as regards its railroad corporations. The

theory of our legislation hitherto has been that the State needed

both new railroads and the most complete development of all

old railroads ; the full accomplishment of both objects require

large investments of private capital, upon which the Common-
wealth guaranteed no certain return, but it authorized a return

not exceeding ten per cent, per annum, if as much could be

earned ; in other words, a possible return of ten per cent, was

held out to induce private capital to enter into railroad enter-

prises ; and this amount, if it could be earned, the law declared

the community willing to pay. There is not a railroad in

Massachusetts of any general importance which does not now
stand in urgent need of additional large outlays to accommo-

date the growing business wants of the community. Espe-

cially is this the case with the lines terminating in Boston, with-

out any exception ; the growth of the community imperatively

calls for liberal outlays on the part of all of them. The former
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policy of the Commonwealth, by holding out a prospect of ten

per cent, dividends on the new capital necessary to effect these

needed developments, offered a strong inducement to the stock-

holders of the corporations to adopt a liberal policy and to go

energetically forward with it. The Act of 1871, in its practical

operation, cuts off this inducement by limiting the return of

new capital invested in the development of all the leading lines

of the State, not at ten per cent, but at ten dollars per annum
on the market value of the stock of such companies, thus

reducing the return on new capital from ten to eight and even

seven per cent. Less inducement is thus held out to private

capital to seek investment in the railroad system of Massachu-

setts than in any other State of the Union. In all of these,

the law authorizes a possible return of ten per cent, as a mini-

mum, and in many the limit is fixed much higher. It is, there-

fore, matter of consideration whether the Act under discussion,

by reducing the possible return to so low a point, will not cause

those managing the corporations to become indifferent to a

further development, which cannot accrue to their own advan-

tage, and to divert their capital to other quarters where it will

be more liberally remunerated.

It is unnecessary for the Commissioners to add, that while

the law in question is on the statute book, it will be rigidly

enforced, in so far as it falls within their province to enforce it.

They did all which lay in their power in this respect in the case

of the Boston & Maine Railroad Company, and they will do

no less should any similar case arise.

The Passenger Stations of the Boston and Albany and the

Boston and Pbovidence Railroad Companies in Boston.

Much public interest has been felt in the question of the re-

location, now become inevitable, of tlie passenger stations of

the Boston & Providence and of the Boston & Albany roads

in Boston. The matter has not been in any way brought directly

to the attention of this Board, nor have its numbers given

that thorough consideration to the subject which would enable

them to express any opinion upon it which would be entitled to

weight. Certain facts, however, in connection with tiie reloca-

tion of the passenger stations of these two railroads are matters

of general notoriety. Here are two roads, daily sending in and
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out of Boston no less than 111 passenger trains, in which are

carried an average aggregate of 15,000 persons. The decision

which must soon be arrived at involves the question how these

passengers are to have ingress to and egress from the city

daring the next thirty years, at the expiration of which time

their number will probably have increased to at least 60,000.

At present, in approaching Boston, the tracks of the two

companies cross each other at grade, in a way at once both

dangerous and inconvenient, and, under any new arrangement

hitherto suggested, not only is the existing grade crossing to be

perpetuated througliout the life-time of another generation of

travellers, but it seems to bo conceded that in the case of both

roads the points of delivery are to be pushed further away from

business centres. Such a result may in this case be inevitable.

The Commissioners are not prepared to say that it is not. At

the same time, it is certainly opposed to the whole tendency of

modern metropolitan transportation, which always strives, in-

stead of discharging travellers at a greater distance from

business centres, to overcome that distance by means of greater

outlay, and to concentrate delivery at the most convenient

points. The solution of this problem has been more success-

fully effected in London, both under greater difficulties and at

heavier outlay, than anywhere else in the world. In that city,

two railroads, running, the one underground and the other

over the roofs of houses, connecting with almost the whole

railroad system of Great Britain, deliver passengers as near to

tlie Bank of England and the Royal Exchange* as Pemberton

Square is to the Boston post-office. These roads were con-

structed at an expense of many millions of dollars, and during

the busier hours of the day they are traversed by trains at

intervals of from two to five minutes. The Commissioners

do not wish to be understood as suggesting the expediency

of any such outlay in Boston. It .is neither feasible nor, at

this time, required. They refer to it only as illustrating the

tendency of civilization to overcome distance rather than to

increase it. The present case does not involve the whole of

this question. It looks simply to the possibility of these two

corporations effecting that in combination which to either, sep-

arately, would be impracticable, and to thus paving the way to

such further development as the experience of the past clearly
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indicates will in time be demanded of them. The present

object of the Commissioners is simply to call the attention of

the legislature to the subject. They have themselves, at this

time, neither specific recommendation to make nor plan to

propose in regard to it. Anything of the sort should only be

based on the most careful and thorough investigation and

reflection.

The Express Business.

In both of their previous reports the Commissioners took

occasion to recommend as strongly as they could the assump-

tion by the several companies of the local express or " parcels

delivery " business along the line of their roads (Report 1870,

pp. 60-75; Report 1871, pp. 20-1). And a year ago they

expressed their great regret that nothing, in this respect, had

resulted from the voluntary action of the companies. The

efforts of the Commissioners in this direction have been unre-

mitted, and early in the present year they addressed communi-

cations upon it to the leading officials of certain of the

corporations which seemed most favorably inclined to the

experiment. Not meeting with any great degree of encour-

agement, they, in May last, applied to the State Directors of

the Boston & Albany Railroad, and sought to interest them

in the scheme. Here, at last, they were successful, and, through

the active cooperation of these gentlemen, a communication of

the Commissioners on the subject was brought before the board

of directors of* that road in such a way as to insure some

decisive action upon it.

In this connection, the Commissioners would like to express

their sense of the very efficient aid and cooperation which they

have received from these gentlemen, not only as regards this,

but many other matters. Their presence in the direction of

the leading road of the Commonwealth, representing tlie pub-

lic, has given to this Board a means of approaching and

influencing the policy of that company which they have not

enjoyed elsewhere. In other quarters the suggestions of the

Commissioners have been courteously received and a considera-

tion of them has been promised, while by the State Directors

of the Boston & Albany road they have been both received

and definitely acted upon. In this matter of the* assumption
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of the express business the Commissioners were peculiarly

indebted to the active cooperation of the Hon. Stephen M. Crosby,

who was chairman of the committee of directors to wliom their

communication was referred, and who drew up the report upon

which final action was had.

This action insures the fair trial of an important experiment,

which, if successful and fully developed, will extend the essen-

tial conveniences and facility of the post-office system over the

whole field of smaller packages. A fair trial of it is all that

can at this time be asked. The trial is to be made at once, and

upon that portion of the Boston & Albany road known as

the Worcester division. Should it prove a success there, its

rapid development over the other railroads of the Common-
wealth may be confidently expected, as several of them already

have the subject under serious consideration.

Reduction of Freights and Fares.

Shortly after the adjournment of the last legislature, the Com-

missioners addressed a general circular to the several railroad

corporations of the State on the subject of fares and freights,

suggesting to them the propriety of revising their tariffs of

charges, with a view to making such reductions in them as

should seem to be feasible. This, and a subsequent circular on

the same subject, will be found in Appendix C of this Report.

All of the replies to this circular containing any information

of value are herewith submitted. It will be seen that, during

the year more or less considerable reductipns in fares or in

freights, or in both, were made by the following corporations,

owning almost all of the important lines of the State and oper-

ating exactly one-half of its entire mileage ; viz.,

—

>,

The Boston & Albany Railroad Co.

Boston & Maine Railroad Co.

Cheshire Railroad Co.

Connecticut River Railroad Co.

Fitchburg Raih'oad Co.

New Bedford & Taunton Railroad Co.

New Haven & Northampton Railroad Co.

Old Colony & Newport Railway Co.

Providence & Worcester Railroad Co.

Vermont & Massachusetts Railroad Co.

Worcester & Nashua Railroad Co.
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It is impossible to ascertain exactly the money value of these

reductions, or the amount of relief which they afford to the

community. As nearly as the Commissioners can estimate,

they represent between $400,000 and 1500,000' per annum.

Neither does this amount include the reductions made on

through business, which depends not upon fixed and permanent

tariffs, but upon a competition between roads all of which may
be in other States. Rates on this class of business ruled lower

at times during the past summer than ever before ; being, in

fact, on westward-bound merchandise almost nominal. The

circular of the Commissioners had no reference to this business.

The following were the answers received, and the Commis-

sioners have taken the liberty of appending such remarks of

their own as seemed necessary to their correct appreciation:

—

Office of the Boston and Albany Railboad Company, )

Boston, Mass., August 18, 1871. )

To the Hon. Board of Bailroad Commissioners.

Gentlemeis" :—I comraunicated to you quite recently the action

of the Directors of the B, & A. R. R. Co. in reducing the local

passenger fares upon their road. Your familiarity with the whole

subject is such that you will hardly require any explanation of the

reasons for the precise manner and extent of the reduction ; but there

are a few facts which I have thought proper to bring to your notice.

Upon the consolidation of the Boston & Worcester and Western

roads, in 1868, there was not that general revision of the passenger

tariff of the two old roads which perhaps should have been made to

equalize the rates and bring them into entire harmony and consistency

upon the new road. The consequence was, that the fares upon the

Boston & Worcester division, remaining substantially as they were

before the consolidation, and the fares upon the extreme Westei-u

division, where they were controlled by the local law of the State

of New York, continued lower than they were in the intermediate

section, between Worcester and the State line. As for instance,

the fare from Worcester to Ashland, going east 20 miles, was 65

cents ; while going west to Brookfield, precisely the same distance,

the fare was 85 cents. From the State Line to Chatham Centre,

20t§^ miles, the fare is 65 cents ; while from the same place to

Hinsdale it is 85 cents, although the distance is 19-^oV niilss. And
so generally of other places. The towns and villages within twenty

or more miles of Boston have long had the benefit oflow fares, espe-

cially in special trains, and their rapid growth shows the effect of it.
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Now Worcester, Springfield and Pittsfield are the trade centres

of the people living within ten or twenty miles of those places, as

Boston is for all places at greater distances upon all the roads radi-

ating from that city. I have not calculated the percentage of the

reduction by the proposed tariff, upon the present fare, but I have

little doubt that it will average from 20 to 25 per cent, upon the

way travel between Worcester and Pittsfield and intermediate

points
;
perhaps not quite that for the longer distances. While the

new tariff equalizes fares upon all parts of the road, and will thus

remove all cause for the complaints of unjust discrimination which

we have heai'd from the interior and western part of the State, it

will, I think, accomplish something of what your Board recommend

in your circular of August 10, just received, viz., making a heavy

reduction where it is most needed and wUl most tell in a probable

increase of travel upon the road. I append a table showing the

effect of the reduction upon a few places, taken at random, upon

the line of the road.

I have the honor to be,

Very respectfully,

D. Waldo Lincoln.
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Boston and Albany Raileoad Co., President's Office, 1

Springfield, Mass., January 12, 1872.
J

Geis'tlemen" :—In answer to your circular of September 30th, I

•would say that the local passenger tariff of this road, in force up to

the first of October last, was established in 1864, but it had been

modified from time to time by issuing package and mileage tickets,

thereby enabling the local travel to avail of very considerable

reductions. The tariffs in connection with the westeiTi roads have

undergone frequent changes, in consequence of the sharp competi-

tion for that business ; but, as a general thing, they have been about

eight per cent, below the regular rates.

A new passenger tariff was adopted on the first of October last,

and has been in force since. It was estimated that this tariff, as

applied to the business of 1871, would cause a loss of about

1140,000 in the passenger receipts.- In comparing the business for

the months of October, November and December for 1869, 1870

and 1871, we find these three months in 1870 show a gain of 1^^^
per cent, over the same period in 1869, while for 1871 as compared

with 1870, the loss is about $2,000 per month, notwithstanding a

large increase in the amount of work done.

The freight tariff now in force was issued February 1, 1868, and

under its operation a large reduction in rates has been effected. On
coal, lumber, glass, sand, pig-iron and live stock the rates have also

been reduced since 1869 from 25 cents to 11.20 per ton.

How far the gross receipts or net income of the road have been

increased by these reductions in rates it is diflScult to determine

;

certain it is that the gross amount of tonnage has increased in a

much la]^er ratio than the net amount of receipts. It is believed,

however, that the increased facilities for business have had a much
more important bearing upon the large increase of tonnage than

the reduction of rates.

Upon the special article of coal we have already made con-

cessions, and we intend to watch the trafiic in that article with

special care. Thei-e ax-e, however, in this business many things to

be harmpnized. For example : the coal business of the last season,

whether necessarily or unnecessarily, was crowded into a few

months, thereby greatly overtaxing the rolling stock adapted to its

transportation, and causing heavy demurrages to that portion which

was water-borne. The poUcy of the Boston & Albany road has

been, and now is, to provide itself with means to do all the business

which it can attract to its line, and do without loss. We believe

that we are now working on that line, and that no essential reduc-

tion in existing rates can be made, and the present efficiency and
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high standard of accommodation be maintained. Our expenditures

are in the main for labor and materials, largely the former, for

which we were never paying more than at the present time ; nor

can we expect it to be less while the high cost of living continues.

Materials in use by railroads, also the product of labor, while

subject to the present excessive taxation, cannot be had for less

than at present. On the single article of steel rails, so desirable

for every railroad, there exists a tariff tax of some |3,000

for every mile improved by their use. When taxation, local, State

and national, shall be reduced, the subject of reducing the rates of

transportation may well be considered.

A comparison of the rates received for the transportation of

freight ten years ago, when we wexe paying for labor less than two-

thirds of what we are now paying, may not be out of place in this

connection.

The average rate per ton per mile received by the Boston &
Worcester and Western Railroads for all freight carried was,

In 1859, ^^0% cts. per ton per mile.

1860, 2,Vo " " "

1861, 2t%3^
" «

Average, 2^0^ " " "

For the single year 1865 the rate was SjSj^ cts.

In 1869, 2j*g3_^ cts. per ton per mile.

1870, 2^V^ " « «

1871,2^-9^ «_ «

Averaging a fraction less than 2^^^ cts.

Showing that the rate received by us for the last three years is 22

per cent, less than the rate for three years prior to the general

rise consequent upon the war, and that too while we are paying for

labor full sixty per cent, more than during the former period. I

don't know what you will find in other roads, but if we are not
" down on to hard pan," you can make figures tell a different story

from what I can.

Very respectfully, yours,

C. W. Chaptk, Fres't.

To THE BOAED OF RAILEOAD COMMISSIONERS.

The fact mentioned by the President and Vice-President of

the Boston & Albany Railroad in the foregoing communications,

that, upon the consolidation of the Boston & Worcester with

the Western Railroad in 1868, no revision of the passenger

tariffs of the two roads was effected in order to at least equalize
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charges, but that until the 1st of October, 1871, the two parts

of the consolidated road were still operated under the old local

tariffs, affords a very striking illustration of the propriety of

the revision suggested by the Commissioners. It was a source

of great regret to the Commissioners that the reduction effected

was not of a more decided nature,—a regret which is increased

by the statement contained in the reply of the President of the

road, that the immediate effect of the reduction, such as it was,

was, through the increase of traffic, to reduce an estimated loss

of $12,000 per month to the almost nominal amount, under

the circumstances, of |2,000 per month. The full effect of these

changes cannot, of course, be felt at once. Nine months of

the first year of this experiment are yet to elapse, and it remains

to be seen whether the estimated loss of 1140,000 in' this case,

will not, at the end of the railroad year, result in an unequiv-

ocal net gain.

In the case of the Boston & Albany road, before the present

reduction was effected, the Commissioners made a strong effort,

through the assistance of certain State Directors, to secure in

the proposed revision a more decided recognition of the principle

of a reduction of fares increasing according to the distance trav-

elled. A passenger, for instance, who travels and occupies a

seat through a distance of 150 miles can certainly be transported

at less cost per mile by a railroad than one who occupies his

seat for only ten miles, and then leaves it vacant. This princi-

ple is uniformly and decidedly recognized in the sale of season-

tickets. On a road the length of the Boston & Albany, there-

fore, it would seem feasible to charge somewhat as follows :

—

For all distances not exceeding 20 miles, 3 cents per mile ; for

each mile over 20 and less than 50 miles, 2 ^5„o_ cents additional,

for each mile in excess of 50 miles, 2 cents per mile additional.

It was thought that the effect of this decided reduction might

be to largely increase the long travel, and consequently the

most remunerative travel of the road, by drawing the western

counties of the State much nearer to Boston, and holding out a

certain inducement to the inhabitants of those sections to seek

that centre over the Boston & Albany road, instead of going

to New York over the Housatonic and Hartford & New
Haven roads. The principle was in fact adopted, but only in a

very modified degree, all distances over 20 miles being charged
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for at the rate of 2.83 cents per mile instead of 3 cents.

Why the fraction of ^-^q was adopted the Commissioners are not

advised.

So decided a reduction as that suggested by the Commis-

sioners was perhaps premature, and in view of the facts stated

in the above replies could not, possibly, now be ventured

upon ;—at the same time, should the revision of 1871 result in

a financial success, there will be strong justification for urging

upon the corporation a new and bolder step in the same

direction.

The expediency of an early and decided reduction in the

charges on the carriage of coal has also been made the subject

of earnest recommendations addressed to the management of

this company on the part of members of this Board. The
above communications would seem to justify a hope that an

early tariff revision in that respect may be anticipated.

BOSTON, CLINTON & FITCHBURG RAILROAD.

Kates of Transportation on the Boston, Clinton and Fitch-

burg Kailroad.

Passengers.

Highest.

Rate per mile from station at Fitchburg,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869,
" " " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869,
« " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,
" " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,
" » " " in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
"

_ " " " " in 1871,
Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-

setts, in 1869,

E'ate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1871,

Kate per mile for ihrougli passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the
State, in 1869,

Kate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the
State, in 1871,

Cents.

4
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Freight.
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" Int. 2. • What, if any partial revision, such tariffs have under-

gone, specifying generally the date of the same, and the degree in

which rates were increased or decreased in such revision."

Ans. In 1859, a reduction of tariff rates was made at several

points on our line, amounting, at Woburn, to 16f per cent., on pas-

sage tickets, and Vl\ per cent, on coal. At Lowell, season tickets

were reduced 16§ per cent., and coal 18 per cent. In 1860, season

tickets at Woburn were further reduced 15 per cent. In 1862,

season tickets were advanced at Woburn about 4 per cent., and

single tickets at Lowell about 6 per cent. In 1864, season tickets

at Woburn were advanced 20 per cent., merchandise 20 per cent.,

coal 25 per cent., and package tickets were reduced 14 per cent.

At Lowell, tickets were advanced 12^ per cent., merchandise about

12^ per cent., and coal about 30 per cent. In 1865, tickets at

Lowell were further advanced about 12 per cent., merchandise 20

per cent., and coal 6 per cent. Merchandise to Woburn was ad-

vanced about 20 per cent., and coal 25 per cent. In 1866, tickets

at Lowell were reduced 10 per cent., and merchandise and coal

about 9 per cent. In 1868, tickets at Lowell were reduced about

10 per cent., and coal 6 per cent. In 1870, coal was reduced at

Lowell 16f per cent., and iron and other articles of heavy mer-

chandise, 10 per cent. Mileage tickets were also sold at two cents

per mile, being a reduction of 33^ per cent. In 1871, coal to

Woburn was reduced 10 per cent.

" Int. 3. If any increase or reduction has been made, since Octo-

ber 1, 1869, please state in detail its amount and extent ; and, in

case of freights, enumerate the articles affected by it."

Ans. The amount and extent of this reduction are given in the

preceding answer. The articles affected by it, were mainly coal,

iron and its manufactures, lumber, grain, dyestuffs, brimstone,

clay, rags and salt.

" Int. 4. State what amount in money such increase or reduc-

tion was supposed to represent."

Ans. The estimated falling off in receipts, caused by tariff re-

ductions in 1870, was forty thousand dollars.

" Int. 5. State as nearly as you can the effect of such increase

or reduction upon the business, gross receipts and net earnings of

the road." »

Ans. _ The reduction of 1865 and 1866 caused a falling off in

receipts. Since then, there has been a steady increase of about 6

per cent, average per annum ; but it does not appear to have been

caused by reduced rates.

The 6th interrogatory is covered by the above answers.
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In the concluding paragraph of your circular of September 30th,

you say : "While requesting, of you carefully prepared information

in detail upon all the above points, we by no means desire to limit

you to these points alone. The importance of this subject to the

Commonwealth at large cannot be overestimated, and the increas-

ing tendency to legislate in regard to it is very manifest from the

documents which accompanied our circular of August 10th. We
therefore desire to furnish all possible information to the legislature

as to what the corporations have done, and as to what they propose

to do. This information we wish you to give in your own way, so

that there may be no misapprehension upon the subject. With
this general statement as to the ends in view, we leave the form in

which the information shall be given, largely in your discretion."

Under this invitation, to take such latitude of reply as may be

necessary to "correct misapprehension upon the subject," for it can

now only be corrected and not prevented, as the statements of your

circular of August 10th have already gone broadcast into the public

prints, I beg leave to state that, in so far as the Boston & Lowell

Railroad is concerned, you are quite incorrect in your statement that

" it is now more than seven years since the last general revision of

their tariffs was made by the railroad corporations of the State."

The preceding statements of this paper show, that since the high

tariff of 1865, we have made at least three revisions, and in the

aggregate reduced to our principal points, 20 per cent, on passen-

gers, and 25 per cent, on freight. Notwithstanding the great in-

crease of wages, and many other important elements in operating

expenses, costing us at least 50 per cent, more than they did ten

years since, the average price of a passage ticket is actually less,

and the price of transportation on (3oal and other important articles

of consumption is scarcely more now, than it was in 1860.

The policy of our company in this respect is fully expressed in

the following extract from the last report of the directors :

—

"Believing that the interest of the road is pi'omoted by con-

ceding to the public the lowest possible tariff consistent with the

maintenance of first-class accommodations and reasonable dividends,

we have from time to time increased the train and station facilities,

and diminished the scale of tariff pi-ices, as fast as the increased

traffic and the decreased cost of material would warrant."

You make a general suggestion towards cheap carriage of coal.

Our average gross return for transporting a ton of coal will not

exceed one dollar. For this dollar we furnish wharfage and labor,

and cars and haulage. The terminal charges paid out by us for

wharfage and labor at Salem, are thirty cents per ton. At our own
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wharves at Boston and Cambridge, the ground is costly and the

rate there cannot well be reckoned less. The cars are idle one -half

the year. The purchasers of coal are in the habit of buying upon

the lowest possible market, and throwing it upon us in fleets, causing

such annoyance to themselves and trouble to us, that we have in

anticipation not only an increase of equipment for the half year's

service, but further heavy terminal outlays in coal pockets and other

expensive facilities, for a satisfactory handling of the business.

Our tariff is only about ten per cent, upon the full value of the

coal. The amount received by us for transporting coal from the

seaboard to the yards of the manufacturing companies in Lowell, is

less than one-hundredth part of the amount paid for labor in the

same yards. The mercantile fluctuations in the price of the article

itself are frequently twice as much as we charge for transporting

it ; and, while we admit that " cheap coal is cheap power," when
used for power, which it is not to any great extent on our line, we
are unable to see how we can transport it for much less than our

present tarifij or to appreciate that any practicable reduction on our

part, below an average of a dollar a ton, could seriously afiect the

amount of its consumption.

Allow me to amend your somewhat sweeping statements of the

reduced cost of equipment and materials. Tou say that "the

locomotive which formerly cost 130,000 now costs but $12,000,"

&c. It is possible that, at about the close of the war, the govern-

ment, or parties under some imperative urgency, might have paid

as much as you state for a locomotive ; but the highest cost to this

company was in 1866, when we paid 118,000 for one machine.

With this exception, the highest cost to us, at any time, was

115,500.

For a fair comparison of the cost of the principal items of operat-

ing expenses now, as compared with 1860, I beg to submit the fol-

lowing schedule.

Locomotives have advanced from |8,500 to $11,500.

Passenger cars " " $2,300 to $4,800.

Rails, best make " « $63 to $79 per ton.

Chestnut ties " " 25 cents to 55 cents each.

Re-rolling rails " « $25 to $37 per ton.

Car wheels " « $15 to $19i each.

Reflned iron " "
2f cents to 3-^ cents per pound.

Castings " " 2i cents to 3|- cents per pound.

Clear pine lumber has " $45 to $75 per M.
Black walnut " " $55 to $78 per M.
White wood « " $35 to $48 per M.

5
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Spruce has advanced from $13 to |21 per M.

. Wood for fuel lias advanced from $3.75 to $5.25 per cord.

Coal " « " $5.00 to $7.00 per ton.

The element of wages alone is 46 per cent, of all our operating

expenses, and in this item there has been a steady inci-ease up to the

present time. The increase in price of common labor is 65 per cent.,

and in mechanical and other skilled labor not less than 50 per cent.

Labor and materials represent nine-tenths of our expenses. They
are shown above to cost 50 per cent, more than they did ten years

ago. We are running for the public accommodation 70 per cent,

more miles, the cost of which added to other advances enumerated

above, swells up the aggregate of our expenses to more than one

hundred jjer cent, above what they were in 1860.

The receipts per train mile for passengers, were then a dollar and

six cents, and now a dollar and forty-eight. The receipts per train

mile for freight, were then one dollar and seventy-four cents, and

now two dollars and nine cents.

With an increased gross income of only 40 per cent, per train

mile on passengers, and 20 per cent, per train mile on freight, we
have barely been able to meet our heavily increased expenses, and

preserve our ordinary moderate dividends.

It is only by the most vigilant watchfulness, to proportion the

annual expenditure to the annual income—to foster and encourage

all sources of revenue—to carefully feel the way in the imposition

of rates, and the granting of new facilities, and to faithfully dis-

cipline and economize the movements of a thousand servants at

numerous detached points, that we can expect to fulfil our two-fold

duty of satisfying the public, who use our road, and reasonably re-

munerate the stockholders who own it. In the performance of

these delicate and complicated duties, it may often happen that the

apparently conflicting interests of the public and the proprietors,

will lead to jealousy and an unreasonable amount of prejudice.

I have supposed that your honorable Commission was created to,

in some measure, stand between the railroad corporations and their

patrons, and to hold that just balance which should prevent misap-

prehension both of facts and intentions, in the working manage-

ment of the roads. I have not supposed, and do not now suppose,

that the Commission intends to go outside of this high position, or

to seriously attempt advising the trained and experienced managers

of roads in this Commonwealth upon the details of their duty. If,

however, I am mistaken in this supposition, I shall for one be happy

to receive any well grounded advice in matters pertaining to my
profession, and to treat it with all due respect.
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I trust, gentlemen, that you will publish in your report so much

of this letter as will correct the statements contained in your cir-

cular of August 10, which were seriously erroneous, so far as they

might be applied to the road under my management, and I remain.

Your obedient servant,

George Stark,
Manager of Boston and Lowell Railroad.

Rates for Transportation on the Boston and Lowell Eailroad.

Passengers

Rate per mile from station at Boston,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869,
« « << " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869,
" " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,
" " « " " in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,
» " « " " in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
" " " " " in 1871,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1869,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1871,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1869, • . .

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1871,

Freight.
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Freight—Continued.

First
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" the average price of a passenger ticket is actually less " now
on the Boston & Lowell road than it was ten years ago, or that

" the price of transportation on coal and other important arti-

cles is scarcely more " now than it w^s then. Upon such

points as these the statement of the manager of the road is

entitled to the utmost weight, and the Commissioners would

not venture positively to controvert it. In view, however, of

the method recently adopted of computing season-ticket passen-

gers at 52 trips per month for short distances, instead of 40

trips, as formerly, and at 52 trips per month instead of 24

trips, as formerly, for longer distances ; and in view, also, of the

largely increased through freight tonnage of this company, at

extremely low rates, the correctness of these statements is not

immediately apparent from the returns. A comparison of tar-

iffs would settle the question, but the company has been unable

to furnish the Commissioners with copies of those of the

earlier date.

That a heavy rise in prices of all railroad supplies took place

between 1860-5, was admitted by the Commissioners in their

circular and calls for no proof. That a perceptible decline in

the price of many of those articles had since taken place, is

matter of common notoriety. The Commissioners think it

hardly worth while to join issue on the price of locomotives in

1865 as compared with 1870, as it appears to be admitted that

they have decreased from 25 to 33 per cent., which is sufficient

for their purpose.

In regard to the apparent greatly increased cost of operating

this and other roads, as indicated in the returns, the Commis-

sioners will have occasion to discuss this point in another con-

nection. It is sufficient to say here, that even when made
with the care and accuracy which marks those of the Boston

& Lowell Railroad, the returns are yet, owing to the manner

in which accounts are kept, very deceptive. So far as a long

and patient investigation of them will enable the Commissioners

to form an opinion, it is impossible to say what the real cost of

operating any given railroad during a year is. The grounds

upon which this opinion is ventured will be hereafter set forth

more in detail.

The statement that " coal is not used for power to any great

extent on our line," seems to require some qualification, in
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view of the fact that over 41,000 tons, driving 34 engines, of an

aggregate of 5,320 horse-power, are consumed yearly in the

mills of Lowell alone. Of this amount, no less than 14,000

tons, driving 22 engines of 2,010 horse-power, are reported to

be consumed in the single mill of which the President of the

Boston & Lowell Railroad Company is the treasurer. The
Commissioners, however, do not feel at liberty to analyze the

statements on this important point in the above communication.

A wide difference of opinion in regard to it, and the duties of

the Boston & Lowell road in this respect, obviously exists

between the manager of that road and those most deeply inter-

ested in the manufacturing success of Lowell. In support of

this statement, the Commissioners have the honor to refer to

the very able statement of J. L. Stackpole, Esq., counsel for

certain of the Lowell mill corporations, printed, with the

accompanying documents, in Appendix D to this Report. As

it must, in all probability, devolve upon the Commissioners

officially to investigate this subject, they desire to add that they

are in no way responsible for any of the statements contained

in Appendix D ; that they submit it as received by them, at

the request of the parties ; and, also, as offering a singularly

timely illustration of the soundness of the policy contended

for by them, both in their circular of August 10th, and in

the third part of this Report.

In regard to the closing suggestion in the above communica-

tion, referring to the " supposed " duties of this Board, the Com-

missioners must remind the President and Directors of the Boston

& Lowell Railroad Company that the object for which this Board

was created is in no respect a matter of supposition. It is very

clearly defined in the following statute language :
" Whenever,

in their judgment, any repairs are necessary upon the road of

any railroad corporation, or any addition to its rolling- stock, or

any addition to or change of its stations or station-houses, or

any change in its rates of fare for transporting freight or pas-

sengers, or any change in its mode of operating its road, or

conducting its business, is reasonable and expedient, in order to

promote the security, convenience and accommodation of the

public, said railroad commissioners shall inform such railroad

corporation of the improvements and changes which they

adjudge to be proper, in writing * *
; and a report of the pro-
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ceedings shall be included in the annual report of the commis-

sioners to the legislature." (Acts 1869, eh. 408, § 3.) While,

therefore, it is undoubtedly the most delicate and unpleasant

duty which can devolve upon this Board " to seriously attempt

advising the trained and experienced managers of roads in this

Commonwealth on the details of their duty," an obligation in

this respect would seem, under certain circumstances, to be

imposed upon it. Meanwhile, the Commissioners cannot now,

or at any time, regard a simple suggestion on their part that

the managers of railroad corporations in general shall revise

their tariffs, with a view to making such alterations as they

shall themselves deem expedient, as any attempt at interference

in the details of management. That it should be so regarded

by the manager of any railroad corporation, would seem to

carry the doctrine of absolute corporate irresponsibility to its

extreme limit.

BOSTON & MAINE EAILROAD.

President's Office, Boston and Maine Railboad, )

Haymakket Square, Boston, November 1, 1871.

)

To the Hon. Bailroad Commissioners of the Commonwealth of llassachusetts.

Gentlemen:—I return herewith yours of September 30, 1871,

with the blanks filled as requested.

In explanation thereof, and in answer to your expressed desire,

the following suggestions are made :

—

Our last passenger tariff was established in 1867. By it our rates

for single ticket passengers were arranged on the basis of three

cents per mile.

Package tickets are sold at an average of 2i cents per mile.

Season ticket passengers, of which we have twenty-seven hun-

dred, pay, on the average, -^^^ cent per mile.

The question of rearranging the package system and reducing

the rates has been under consideration, by the board of directors,

for some time.

The general freight tariff has not been changed since 1867; but

modifications have been made in it, from time to time, as circum-

stances seemed to require. The most important item affected is the

article of coal. Large quantities of it are carried to Lawrence

(26 miles) and the adjoining towns for ninety-one cents per ton

(gross) by the cargo. This price covers all the expense to the con-

signee, from the vessel at our premises in Boston to its final desti-

nation. This is a deduction of at least forty-six per cent, from the

tariff rates. The amount transported over our road has largely
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increased of late, exceeding 65,000 tons for the current year.

Many other articles are carried, in large quantities, at rates much
below those specified in the printed tariff, such as pig-iron, lime,

cement, paper stock, etc. The atnount of freight on our road

carried less than five miles is very small. The principal items in

the charges for short freight are the terminal charges and the use

of and detention of cars. These are about the same, whether for

five or twenty-five miles. And while this fact makes the price per

ton per mile seem high, it is in fact not so remunerative as longer

freight at much less rates per mile.

In reference to yours of August 10, 1871, I would remark,

respectfully, that notwithstanding the prices of coal, iron and steel

have been reduced and a portion of the national taxes removed

;

yet, in many particulars, the expenses of maintaining and operating

the road have not diminished, but increased rather. Take, for in-

stance, labor in all its departments—skilled or unskilled—the pay to

salaried officers, or for legal services—I am not aware of any reduc-

tion from the highest point ever attained. The general tendency is

to increase, rather than diminish. The amount thus paid out, in

fact, nearly overshadows all other elements of expense in operating

the road.

The amount of taxes, though slightly diminished, is still several

hundred per cent, more than before the war of the rebellion^

Engines and freight cars can be obtained cheaper than during the

war, as the principal customer has withdrawn from the field.

But the cost of passenger cars was, probably, never greater than

at present. The tendency is still higher cost, and nothing will

prevent it but poverty on the part of the corporations.

At no time has the ratio of expense, as compared with the gross

receipts, been so great as at the present. The demand of the public

will not allow it to diminish.

Very respectfully yours,

F. Cogswell, President.

President's Office, Boston and Maine Railroad, )

Haymakket Square, Boston, December 5, 1871. |

To the Hon. liailroad Commissioners.

Gentlemen :—Yours of December 1st was duly received, and

would have been replied to earlier but for my absence from town.

Referring to your inquiry in regard to the price of transporting coal

over the Boston & Mairfe Railroad in 1869, I would say, that

I find that coal was at that time carried between Boston and

Lawrence, Boston and Andover, and Boston and Reading, for one

dollar per ton ; between Boston and Wakefield, for ninety cents
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per ton ; and between Boston and Melrose and Maiden, for eighty-

cents per ton. Coal has since been carried between Boston and

the three first-named stations for ninety-one cents per ton ; between

Boston and Wakefield for eighty-five cents per ton ; and between

Boston and Melrose and Maiden for seventy-five cents per ton.

The amount carried the previous year was about 48,000 tons.

The difierence in money to this road between the rates of 1869 and
since on the amount carried would be about nine cents per ton on
40,000 tons, and five cents per ton on 8,000 tons.

Referring to your inquiry in regard to the rates per mile for the

transportation of passengers over this road, I would say that our

highest rates per mile are, as stated, three cents per mile.

It is true we do vary from the exact rate of three cents per mile,

in order to adapt the price to currency. For example, from Boston

to Cbarlestown, one mile, we charge five cents, but from Boston to

Somerville, two miles, we charge six cents ; from Boston to Mel-

rose, seven iniles, we charge twenty cents ; also to Stoneham, eight

miles, twenty cents. Boston to Reading, twelve miles, we charge

thirty-five cents.

The receipts for the year past, on local business, varied only y-^^

from three cents per mile.

In order that you may have before you the means of informing

yourselves fully in reference to our rates for the transportation ot

passengers, I take the liberty to herewith send you our last pas-

senger tariflT.

In addition to what I have before written in reference to the

price for transporting coal, I would say that in the year 1869 about

8,000 tons were sent from Boston to Haverhill at 11.25 per ton. A
like amount was sent to the same place in 1870 aC one dollar per

ton, making a difference to this road and in favor of customers of

$2,000. Very truly and respectfully yours,

N. G. White, President.

Rates of Transportation on the Boston and Maine Railroad.

Passengers.

Rate per mile from station at Boston,

—

For the shortest distance passengers vere carried, in 1869,
"

_

" " " " " in 1871,
For distances more than 5 and lesythan 15 miles, in 1869,

_

" " " " _" in 1871,
For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,

" " •' " " in 1871,
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Passengers—Continued.

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,
» « « " " in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
u «' « " " in 1871,

Bate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-

setts, in 1869, . . . . . _
•

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-

setts, in 1871, _
•

Eate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1869, ........
Eate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1871,

1_75_^100

Package tickets are sold on an ayerage of 2^ cents per mile,

average of 85-100 cent per mile.

Season tickets are sold on an

Freight.
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BOSTON AND PROVIDENCE RAILROAD.

Boston and Providence Railroad Cofporation, )

President's Office, Boston, Oct 26, 1871. )

To the Hon. the -Railroad Commissioners of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Gentlemen:—Your circulars under date of August 10, 1871,

and of September 30, 1871, respectively, have been duly received

at this office. In both of these communications you substantially

invite an expression of my views upon a problem not easy of solu-

tion, namely : In what manner and through what processes, it is

practicable for this corj^oration to continue to increase its expend-

itures, by furnishing better depot accommodations, running addi-

tional trains, by introducing new and expensive appliances for the

safety, convenience and comfort of the public, and otherwise, while

seriously diminishing the sources of its revenue by the reduction

of its rates for passengers and freight, and at the same time to

leave to its stockholders, embracing a large number of citizens of

the Commonwealth, of moderate, and many of humble means,

su-ch a remuneration for their surplus, or their savings, as the case

may be, which have been invested in its stock, as the legislature

has repeatedly recognized to be reasonable and just ?

I can only state, in reply to your inquiries, which seem to me to

embrace this difficult problem, that for any railroad corporation, whose

affairs are administered with an honest purpose to give to the public,

unreservedly, its fair share oi all its prosperity, and to retain for its

stockholdei's only a moderate and just proportion of its earnings, I do

not see how this feat of financial legerdemain can be accomplished.

Whenever a railroad corporation evinces a disposition to evade

or shirk its proper responsibilities to the public, and by any indirec-

tion to reserve for its stockholders any portion of its earnings

which ought rightfully to be exj)ended upon its road-bed, its sta-

tion houses or its equipment, I can see the justiae and propriety of

the legislature, as the guardian of the public interests, interposing

with the strong hand of the law to coerce such a corporation into

the proper performance of its duty. Fully recognizing the nature

and functions of these corporations as being to a great extent of a

public character, and that they are bound in that character to the

utmost vigilance and alacrity in promoting the public interests and

convenience, I know of no way in which these objects can be

secured other than by making their revenues bear a proper propor-

tion to their expenditures.

Large as has been the agency of railroads in advancing the

civilization, increasing the comforts, and promoting the general •

prosperity of the people, and immense as have been the additions

they have made to the wealth of Massachusetts, it is only quite
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recently that they have been a remunerative property to their own-

ers ; and it is within the experience and observation of every one

who has given any attention to the subject, that in order to furnish

safe, speedy and commodious means of transportation of passen-

gers and freight, they must enjoy a reasonable degree of prosperity

for themselves. If by ill-considered legislation, or by undue com-

petition, their income is reduced and their resources crippled, the

stockholders in them are not the only sufferers. The public must

share with them all the discomforts and perils of poverty, and submit

to the lack of all the new conveniences and safeguards which they

are too poor to furnish, and in the general indifference to the public

safety and comfort which uncompensated service is certain to induce.

In other words, gentlemen, you will pardon me for saying, the

true policy which it seems to me the responsibilities of your Board

to these corporations and to the public may properly lead you to

urge and to enforce is, not at what lowest possible rates the rail-

road business of Massachusetts can be carried on, but how cheaply

can the highest and most satisfactory railroad service be performed,

at such rates as will inspire the encouraging conviction in the

minds of the managers of the railroads, that while they are thus

rendering their best service, they are also advancing the prosperity

of the respective corporations whose interests it is their duty to

promote and protect ?

The pertinency of these considerations to the main subjects of

your inquiries cannot find a more striking illustration than in the

history of the operations of this corporation during the last few

years. Having, like most of our New England railroads, struggled

through trying experiences of adverse fortune, paying no dividends,

and with its stock below par in the market, it was the subject of

constant complaint that its managers were not doing impossibilities

to satisfy the demands of the travelling public. .To maintain the

efficiency of the road in all its departments in which the public had

an interest, so far as its resources would permit, they devoted for a

series of years so large a proportion of its gross earnings to expenses

as to leave its stock a very jioor investment for its stockholders.

This policy, originally adopted by them in deference to their vol-

untary recognition of the rights of the public, and not forced upon

them by legislative authority or popular panic and clamor arising

from railroad disasters, was steadfastly adhered to up to the time

when the war of the rebellion had so materially changed all the

standards of value, both of materials and labor, in operating the

railroads of the country.

At tliis period, when there was every temptation and ample

justification for increasing the rates charged to the public for the
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benefit of its stockholders, and when, in fact, every other railroad

leading from Boston did advance its i ates to a point which the

greatly increased cost of everything required to carry on its busi-

ness fully warranted, no increase of their rates for either passen-

gers or freight was made by the managers of this corporation.

Upon this road the public continued, and still continues, to be

served at the same rates as existed before the war, notwithstanding

the severe service to which all its equipment and all its employes

were subjected by the establishment of the military camp at Read-

ville,—a service which was rendered without demanding a dollar of

additional compensation above the previously existing tariffs, from

either the State or national governments, while it was performed

in such a manner as to receive the warmest commendation from

the late Governor Andrew and from Mr. Stanton, the then secre-

tary of war.

By referring to the answers which I have prepared to the specific

inquiries of the Commissioners, and which accompany this commu-
nication, marked A, B, and C, it will appear

—

1st. That there has-been no change in the local passenger tariff

of this road since the 1st of August, 1859, and none in the local

freight tariff since the 1st of March, 1861, and that both these

tariffs are moderate and reasonable for the character of the service

to which they apply.

2d. That for the last four years, from 1868 to 1871 inclusive,

the highest rate charged per passenger per mile was ^1%% cents

;

and the lowest l^^o cts., the average being 2j\2_ cents per mile for

each passenger carried upon the road.

3d. That for the same period the highest rate charged for a ton

of freight per mile was 3 j%'^^, and the lowest ^-^q^., the average

being ^^^^ per ton, for each mile carried, including all depot

charges, and that the well understood cost of transportation leaves

upon both these averages a very moderate sum as the net earnings

therefrom.

4th. That Ae gross income received during the same period

from all sources, was $4,914,81116-2^5., of which |3,616,761i%2_j., or

73^%^ per cent, was expended in operating the road, in preserving

and renewing it from wear and tear, in supplying it with suitable

stations and equipment, in introducing upon it new and approved

inventions and improvements, and in taxes, gratuities and damages,

leaving $1,298,050, or 26]*o per cent, as the net earnings of the

road during that period, to be distributed to its stockholders.

With these statements, verified by the returns of the treasurer,

and signally so by his returns of the present year through your

Board to the legislature, to which I invite your particular attention
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as evincing the liberality of the corporation in its expenditures for

the public interests, I respectfully submit to the Board the question,

whether those interests are likely to be subserved by any reduction

of a tariff, which, so far as I am aware, is not regarded as other-

wise than reasonable, as it stands, by the great body of freighters

and travellers having occasion to use the facilities now furnished

them by this corporation.

Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,

John H. Clifford, President.

[A.]

[Extract from Circular of Commissioners and replies thereto.]

We desire now very respectfully to request that you will, at the

time you send in your returns for the year ending this day, also

send in, at as much length as you may see fit, all the information in

your possession on the following points, viz. :

—

1. The date at which the local freight and local passenger tariffs

now in force upon the road under your direction were originally

established, or last generally revised and rates raised or reduced.

A. Last revision of local freight tariff, 1 March, 1861.
" " " passenger do., 1 August, 1859.

2. What, if any, partial revisions such tariffs have undergone,

specifying generally the date of the same, and the degree in which

rates were increased or decreased in such revision.

A. None.

3. If any increase or reduction has been made since 1st October,

1869, please state in detail its amount and extent ; and, in case of

freights, enumerate the articles affected by it.

A. None.

4. State what amount in money such increase or reduction was
supposed to represent.

A. Nothing.

5. State as nearly as you can the effect of such increase or re-

duction upon the business, gross receipts and net earnings of the

road.

A. Nothing.

6. Have any reductions been made since October, 1869, in the

charges on coal and the raw materials of manufacture ? If so, state

specifically what, and give such information as you possess as to the

effect, direct and indirect, of such reduction in stimulating the

business of. your road.

A. No.
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7. Please cause the tables on the following page to be filled out

and forwarded with your reply.

A. See Exhibit B.

[B.]

Rates for Transportation on the Boston and Providence

Railroad.

Passengers.

Highest.

Rate per mile from station at Boston,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869
" " " " " " in 1871

For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869
" " " « " in 1871

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869
" " " " " in 1871

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869
« " " " " in 1871

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869
" " « " " In 1871

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-

chusetts, in 1869, . . . . . .

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-

chusetts, in 1871,

Rate per mile for through, passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1869, . . . . . . . _ .

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1871,

5
5

H

¥
None.

3iV

3iV

9 7 8_

O 68

Cents.

91

1 6_

•'loo >

Of
Of

OtVo
0-6-8-

JNone.

68

0-6-8-

9 68

Freight.
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Freight—Continued.
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Gross earnings from all sources for the four years 1868 to 1871, $4,914,811 62

Expenses of all kinds during same time (or about 73^*'^ of

the gross receipts), $3,616,761 62

Balance divided among the stockholders, being about ^Q^^ of

the gross receipts, $1,298,050 00

John H. Clifford, President.

One essential object of the Commissioners in issuing the cir-

culars of August lOth and September 30th, was to elicit from

those entrusted with the management of the several railroad

corporations statements in their own terms of the policy which

had recently been pursued. The value and importance of these

full expressions of opinion, as shedding light on one of the

most interesting questions of the day, cannot well be over-esti-

mated ; in many cases they cannot but go far towards dispelling

any sentiment of popular discontent which may exist without

sufficient cause.

It affords the Commissioners the utmost satisfaction to add

their testimony to that of its President in regard to the excep-

tionally liberal policy pursued by the Boston & Providence

Kailroad Co. during the last ten years. This corporation cer-

tainly met the crisis of paper-money inflation in a manner which

reflected the utmost credit upon it. Relying upon the increase

of its business, through the growth of the population it Served,

it met and overcame the greatly increased cost of operation

without seeking to impose, as it well might have done, any

increased tax upon the community dependent upon it. It is

most satisfactory to know that this bold policy on its part has

in the result more than justified its adoption. Certainly no

railroad corporation in the Commonwealth presents a more suc-

cessful financial record since 1860, or is more prosperous

now than the Boston & Providence. Yet this very record

and the present condition of the company, is nothing less than

an unanswerable argument in favor, so far as the interests of

the railroads themselves are concerned, of the lowest reason-

able tarifl" rates. It was the continued existence of these, and

the popular faith in their permanence, which built up during

the last ten years that local passenger traffic along the line of

the road, which is one chief source of its prosperity. The same
policy has more recently been adopted on other roads, and it

will unquestionably lead to a similar result,

7
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Meanwhile, the very fact stated in the foregoing communica-

tion, that the existing passenger and freight tariffs of the road

have remained unchanged, the first since 1859,—and the last

since 1861,—would seem to furnish a strong presumptive argu-

ment in favor of the revision suggested by the Commissioners.

In this country, and particularly at a time so remarkable for

changes as the present, it seems improbable that a railroad

tariff, well adapted to the condition of affairs in 1859, or in

1861, should be also perfectly adapted tO' that existing in 1872.

While, therefore, the Commissioners give full credit to this

corporation for the exceptional course pursued by it in the past,

it seems, in view of its present condition, not unreasonable to

suggest the propriety of new experiments in the future.

In the case of this corporation, as of several others, the Com-

missioners seem to have unfortunately failed in making them-

selves clearly understood upon one important point. It seems

to have been inferred that they wished to suggest such a reduc-

tion of charges as must either deprive stockholders of their

reasonable remuneration on capital invested, or else must crip-

ple the corporation as regards its power of properly operating

its road. No such alternative was in the minds of the Commis-

sioners when they issued their circulars. They then used this

language :
" It is a perfectly well-established fact in railroad

economy, that where a community is industrially in an elastic

condition, ready at once to respond to any remission of burdens

or improved appliances, a reduction of railroad charges within

certain limits does not necessarily involve any loss of net profits

to the corporations making it. The increase of business and

consequent multiplication of reduced profits more than compen-

sates for the smaller return from each transaction." It was

upon tliis ground, so fully illustrated in the past history of the

Boston & Providence Railroad itself, that they based their sug-

gestion of a revision.

Both the misapprehension of their meaning, and its perfectly

practical nature may best, perhaps, be illustrated by four short

extracts from the reports of three different corporations of this

State for the last year, and from one foreign document for a

former year ; and the illustration thus afforded will obviate any

necessity of again recurring to the subject.
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" I can only state, in reply to your inquiries, * * * * that for any

railroad corporation, whose affairs are administered with an honest

purpose to give to the public, unreservedly, its fair share of all its

prosperity, and to retain for its stockholders only a moderate

and just proportion of its earnings, I do not see how this feat of

financial legerdemain (reducing the rates while sustaining the mode
of operation) can be accomplished."

—

Meport of Boston S Provi-

dence B. B. Co., 1871 ; p. 11-12.

"In their recent circular, the Railroad Commissioners of Mas-

sachusetts recommend a reduction in the passenger and freight

tariffs of the roads of that State. But where a road, managed with

judgment and economy, uses up all its earnings in its expenses and

moderate dividends, which is the case with most New England

roads, it must be apparent that no large reduction can be made
unless the public will be satisfied to use dilapidated roads and less

comfortable and commodious equipment, which would be poor

economy. Whatever reduction is made must come from the net

earnings, the expenses being the same."

—

Beport of Providence c&

Worcester B. B Co., 1871, p. 12.

" Considerable reduction has been made during the last year in the

local fares and freights, especially in the district within fifteen miles

from Boston, This has resulted in an immediate increase in our

business ; and the development of the towns and villages along the

line of the road promises a greater increase in the future."

—

Beport

of Old Colony & Newport B. Co., 1871, p. 9.

"In eight years, between 1856-64, the charges on goods have

been lowered, on an average by 28 per cent.; the public have

sent 2,706,000 tons more goods, while they have actually saved

more than $4,000,000 on the cost of carriage, and the public treas-

ury has earned an increased net profit of 11,150,000."

—

Beport of
Boyal Gominission on Bailways, 1867. App. A. S. ; referring

to State Bailroad of Belgium.

CAPE COD RAILROAD.

Office of Cape Cod Railroad Company, )

Hyannis, Mass., November 15, 1871.
)

Gentlemen" :—In reply to your circular of September 30th, 1871,

will say : The changes in tariffs for passengers and freight have

been very shght in rate since the first, in 1848. In 1868, after the

purchase of the Cape Cod Central Railroad—Yarmouth to Orleans,

19 miles—by this company, new tariffs were made on substantially

the old basis.

In 1870, after extension from Orleans to Wellfleet, the tariff for
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passengers, in present use, was made, and the rates varied slightly

to conform to the following basis,—three (3) cents per mile for

Boston and way stations on the Old Colony and Newport Railway,

and 3| cents for 60 miles and 4^ cents for 5 miles, and in a propor-

tionate ratio for distances between 5 and 60 miles.

On passengers by stages and steamboat to and from us, this com-

pany realizes less than three cents per mile, as amount realized by
this company is less than regular tariff rates.

Most of our freighting for corporations and traders is by con-

tract, at rates much below our tariff. For example : for traders at

Yarmouth and Hyannis, at about 13 cents per hundred pounds from

and to Boston, about 75 miles. Boston & Sandwich Glass Co. have

its freight from Boston to Sandwich, 62 miles, at |16 per 8-wheel

car for light freight, and $1.75 per ton for heavy freight.

The nail companies in Wareham have for years paid $1.60 cents

per ton to Boston on nails, and |2 per ton for iron from Boston,

i&C, &c.

Herewith I return your circular, with answers to questions

thereon.

Very respectfully, yours,

E. N". WiNSLow^ /Supt.

To Hon. Railkoad Commissioners.

Eates for Transportation on the Cape Cod Railroad.

Passengers.

Highest.

Rate per mile from station at Middleborough,

—

For the shortest distance' passengers were carried, in 1869,
"

_
" " " « in 1871,

For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869,
" " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,
•' " in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,
" " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
" " in 1871,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-
chusetts, in 1809,

Rate per mile tlie whole length of main line in Massa-
chusetts, in 1871, .......

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or froiri points on other roads within or beyond the
State, in 1869,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from jKjints on other roads within or beyond the
State, in 1871, . . . * .

Cents.
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Freight.

liii

!•
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In regard to the effect on our business consequent upon the

reductions alluded to, we would state in general terms, that we
think it has stimulated business and encouraged manufacturing and

other interests at our local stations, so that if our present earnings

have not thereby increased, we think that will be the final result.

The date of our passenger tariif in force on the first of October

ult., was March 1, 1867, and was not materially different from the

previous one dated in 1864.

April 11, 1870, we commenced a general sale of mileage and

package tickets, which virtually reduced our fares from fifteen to

twenty-five per cent. And Nov. 1, inst., we have issued a new
tariff, making a general and further reduction of about one-half a

cent per mile, both on the regular and special tariffs. We thus

answer your questions in a general manner, as it is impossible to

give particular and definite replies to the separate inquiries.

We also beg leave to present the enclosed figures in reply

to the questions in tabular form on your circular, and we also

enclose tariffs.

This table, of course, shows much higher rates, per mile, than

we receive on the bulk of our freight business ; and as will be seen

by tariffs, the first and second class include only light and bulky

articles, which are always in small quantities.

Our through tonnage runs from say four to one-half cents per

ton per mile. All of which is respectfully submitted.

Per order of the directors,

R. Stewart, Superintendent.

Cheshire and Ashuelot Railroads, Superintendent's Office,
|

K.EENE, N. H., November 25, 1871. )

Wm. a. Crafts, Secretary Railroad Commissioners.

Dear Sir :—In reply to yours of 23d inst., I find the discount

from regular fires on this road for the year consequent upon the

sale of mileage, package and excursion tickets at reduced fares

amounts to 17,221.28, or about one-half cent per mile, on our local

sales, having had quite a large sale of excursion tickets at half fare,

besides mileage tickets at two cents, two and one-half cents, and

three cents, and package at three cents ; the variations on our receipts

for freight being so numerous and diversified by being partly on rates

and partly by classification, and the classes being numerous, that

it is utterly impossible to show the amount. Tlie passenger business

or rates being more even and uniform, made it comparatively easy

to answer your question. Very truly, yours,

R. Stewart, Superintendent.
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Eates for Transportation on the Cheshire Eailroad.

Highest.

Rate per mile from station at Fitchburg,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869
" " " " " in 1871

For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869
" " " " in 1871

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869
" " " " in 1871

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869
" " " " in 1871

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869
" " " " in 1871

Kate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1869,

Kate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-
chusetts, in 1871,

Kate per mile for through passengers passing over the

line to or from points on other roads within or beyond
the State, in 1869,

Kate per mile for through passengers passing' over the

line to or from points on other roads within or beyond
the State, in 1871,

4

H
n
u

H

Cents.

21
2^

2
2
2

2

2
2

2

2

2

2

* From Tariff of Not. 1, 1871.
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CONNECTICUT RIVER RAILROAD.

Connecticut River Railroad Company, Prfstdknt's Office, )

Springfield, Mass., November 10, 1871. J

To the Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Gentlemen :—My answers to the several points made in your

circular of Sept. 30, 1871, are ns follows, viz :

—

To No. 1. Our local freight tariff was revised July 1st 1868,

the tariff of October 1st, 1864, being reduced about twelve per cent.

The local passenger tariff in force on the 30th day of September,

1871, was established in 1864. On the 1st of October, 1871, the

local passenger rates were reduced from three and three-quarters

cents to three and one-half cents per mile.

To No. 2. August 1st, 1869, the freight tariff to Northampton

and points above was reduced about thirteen per cent.

To Nos. 3, 4, 5 and 6. By change of classification in July,

1871, the rates on cotton and other raw materials of manufactures,

from Springfield to Chicopee and Holyoke, were reduced about

thirteen per cent. Since September 30th, other and large reduc-

tions have been made, and others still are contemplated, in the

tariffs on coal and raw materials, but all the changes are so recent

that Ave are unable at this time to state their effects upon the net

receipts of the road.

To No. 7. See tables inclosed herewith.

Referring to the opening paragraph in your circular letter of

September 30th, permit me to remark, that in the year 1861 the

average cost per mile for running the trains on our road was sev-

enty-nine cents, and the operating expenses absorbed fifty-one per

cent, of the gross income ; that in the year 1871 the average cost

per mile for running the trains was $1.21, and the operating ex-

penses absorbed sixty-six per cent, of the gross income. In the lat-

ter year our average receipts per passenger per mile were three and

one-tenth cents against three and three-tenths cents in 1861, and

our average charges per ton of freight carried one mile in 1871,

were four and five-tenths cents against five cents in 1861.

The business of 1861 is selected for comparison with that of

1871 for the sake of having an even decade; the results would

have been no less favorable if the business for 1859 or 1860 had

been taken. These figures certainly do not accord with the prev-

alent impression that the railroad tariffs on both freight and pas-

sengers were higher, on an average, in 1871, than they were before

the war.

8
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There is one other point in our case to which I ask your atten-

tion in comparing the rates of local freight charges on different

roads. Our road is fifty miles long. While it does an aggregate

business which is respectable in amount, very little of the freight

trafiic is of a strictly local character, more than seven-eighths of it

being carried to and from other roads. Moreover, what there is of

the local freight goes -but short distances, as from Chicopee to

Springfield, three and one-half miles, and Springfield to Holyoke,

eight miles. Fifty cents per ton between Springfield and Cliicopee

would be at the rate of fourteen cents per mile, while $1.50 per ton

for the entire length of the road would be at the rate of three

cents per mile. It follows that the " average rate of freight per

ton per mile " on our road will appear high, as [Compared with that

of a road on which the transportation is for greater distances.

Respectfully submitted,

D. L. Haeris, President,

Kates for Transportation on the Connecticut Eivek Railroad.

Passengers.*

Highest.

Rates per mile from station at Springfield,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869,
" " " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869,
» " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,
" " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,
" " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
" " " " » in 1871,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1869,

Rate per mile the -whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1871,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1869,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1871,

Cents.
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Freight.

lix

First

Class.

Second

Class.

Third

Class,

Fourth

Class.

Highest rate per ton per mile from
Springfield, including station

charges,

—

For shortest distance freight was car-

ried, in 1869,

For shortest distance freight was car-

ried, in 1871,
For distances more than 5 and less than

15 miles, in 1869, ....
For distances more than 5 and less than

15 miles, in 1871, . . . .

For distances more than 15 and less

than 30 miles, in 1869,
For distances more than 15 and less

than 30 miles, in 1871,
For distances more than 30 and less

than 50 miles, in 1869, .

For distances more than 30 and less

than 50 miles, in 1871,
For distances more than 50 and less

than 100 miles, in 1869, .

For distances more than 50 and less

than 100 miles, in 1871, .

For the whole length of main line in

Massachusetts, in 1869, .

For the whole length of main line in

Massachusetts, in 1871, .

28

28

13 3

12

13.5

10.7

10

8.4

10

84

22

22

10.7

10.6

10

8.5

7.6

7.2

7.6

72

17

17

9.3

8

8.5

7.8

7.2

5.6

7.2

5.6

17

17

8

6.6

78

7.1

6.4

4.8

12

12

EASTERN RAILROAD COMPANY.

ZlOMPANY, C.

Boston, November 21, 1871.

Office Eastern Railroad Company, Causeway Street, )

To Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners.

Gentlemen" :—The only change made in the passenger tariff the

past year is from Boston to Everett. Tlie former fare was 10 cents

regular, and commuted 8 cents. The price now is 8 cents regular,

and 6^ commuted. I append a statement of three months' receipts

in 1870 and 1871 :—
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Statement.
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but by chahging the various articles from a higher to a lower class

of freight, as from first class to second, or second to third.

Our passenger tariff was revised in May, 1871. The redaction

on single fares was about one and one-half per cent., that on pack-

age tickets about four and one-half per cent., and that on season

tickets about nine per cent.

4. I cannot state what amount in money such increase or reduc-

tion was supposed to represent.

5. The effect of such increase or reduction upon the business,

gross receipts, and net earnings of the road is a difficult question

to answer satisfactorily. The business of railroads is affected by so

many causes that one cannot always trace the effect of special

action upon the general business of a road,

6. The tariff on coal has been reduced from ten to twenty per

cent., and the r6duction has been followed by a reduced business.

Rates have also been reduced on various other raw materials for

manufacture, such as copper, jute, leather, lumber, logs, piles, ship

timber, shingles, laths, clapboards, paper stock, fertilizers, and other

articles as specified in answer to the third inquiry. We cannot,

however, give any reliable opinion, regarding the effect of these

reduct-ons, in stimulating the business of our road.

Respectfully,

Wm. B. Steaens,
President Fitchhurg Railroad Co.

In another communication Mr. Stearns wrote as follows :

—

Our local passenger tariffs have been repeatedly reduced during

the past few years, the last reduction having been made in May,

1871, and we believe our present local passenger rates are as low,

if not lower, than those of any other Boston railroad. The rates

on our through business, both for passengers and freight, were

materially reduced on the first of last Jane. As connected with

this matter, I would also say, that table No. 5 in your last annual

report to the legislature shows that the passenger rates of the

Fitchburg Railroad have for the last nine years been lower than

those charged by most of the other Boston railroads. The num-

ber of our passenger trains has also been largely increased, adding

materially to the expenditures for this branch of the business. It

is perfectly true that a portion of the national taxes have been re-

moved; yet the other taxes imposed since the commencement of

the war are still continued. The taxes paid by this company in

1860 were 13,995.27, while those already payable for 1871 amount

to $71,314.47, showing an increase of $67,819.20.
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Our directors consider that they had, by reducing their passenger

and freight tariifs, ah-eady virtually complied with the suggestions

contained in your circular some months before it was issued, and do

not therefore feel that they should be expected to make another

general reduction at the present time, while they are making very

large expenditures for the reception of the business from the Tunnel

line, which will probably yield little or no profit for nearly two

years.

Respectfully yours,

Wm. B. Steaens,
President Filchhurg Railroad Co,

We annex accurate schedule of distances to all the points on our

trunk line between 5 and 15 miles distance from Boston, with the

single fare rates for 1869 and 1871, by which it appears, that im

several instances, single fares are less than 2| cents a mile.

%
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Passengers—Concluded.

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
" " » " " in 1871,

Kate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1869, ........

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1871, .

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1869,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1871,

64

0.51

Freight.

First
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NEW BEDFORD & TAUNTON RAILROAD.

Date of tariifs now in force :—Passenger, October 1, 1870

;

freight, July 10, 1871. Passenger reduction, 31^% per cent.

Freight.—No reduction on 1st and 2d classes ; have added 3d

class in quantities of 2,000 lbs., and a 4th class in quantities of

12,000 lbs.

New Bedford & Taunton Railroad, SflPEKiNTKNDENx's Office, >

New Bedford, November 30, 1871. J

Wm. a. Crafts, Cleric R. R. Commissioners, Boston.

Dear Sir :—Yours of the 30th received. In reply, will say that

we do not now make any deduction from tariff rates. On our

former tariff there were but two classes, 1st -and 2d, and we then

made a discount of 20 per cent, to most of the manufacturing

establishments here, not only upon the raw material but upon the

goods manufactured. The same thing is now accomplished by the

4th class; only, instead of confining it to manufacturing establish-

ments, it is open to any one who sends 12,000 lbs. at one time.

The purpose and object of the discount was and is to encourage

and promote manufacturing ; because every manufacturing establish-

ment in operation here not only requires the transportation of the

raw material used in and its production out, but it adds to the

population and prosperity of the city, and thereby increases the

travel upon the road.

Yours truly,

Waeren Ladd, /Sup't.

Kates for Transportation on the New Bedford &

Taunton Railroad.

Passengers.
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Passengers—Concluded.

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1 869,
" " " " " in 1871,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1869,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1871,

Rate per mile for ihrougli passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1869,

Rate per mile for iJirougli passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1871,

Cents.

Freight,

First
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NEW HAVEN" & NORTHAMPTON COMPANY.

New Haven & Northamptox Company, \

(General Offices, Tradesmen's Bank Building, 271 Chapel Street,) V
New Haven, Conn., November 20, 1871.

)

Messrs. J. C Converse, and C. F. Adams, Jr., General Railroad Commissioners.

Gentlemen :—In answer to your inquiries as to the action of

the company relative to your circular, dated Sept. 30, I have to

say—
1st. The freight tariff in use by this company Sept. 30th was

dated July 1, 1869, and at the time of its issue was a reduction of

about 25 per cent, on the tariff fixed by the lessees of our road in

Connecticut.

2d. No partial revisions have been made from July 1st, 1869, to

Sept. 30th, 1871.

3d. Nov. 1st, 1871, we issued a new freight tariff for our road,

making a reduction of about 20 per cent, on all rates to and from

New York and New Haven to stations in Massachusetts, and a cor-

responding reduction on local rates. Coal rates have been reduced

since June 1st 40 cents per ton to all stations over 60 miles from

New Haven, and 20 cents per ton on all stations over 30 miles from

New Haven. As to the effect of reductions, I will refer to the

business of Holyoke, where we have lately opened a branch of our

road, and where paper is largely manufactured. The rates to and

from New York by the Connecticut River Railroad at the time our,

road was commenced, were about ($1.00) one dollar per ton more

than the rates we have established. The manufacturers there

have claimed that high rates of freight prevented an expansion of

business which would otherwise have taken place. Since the

branch road and lower rates of freight have become certain, several

paper mills have been commenced, and other branches of manu-

facture are building. Whether this is the result of the reductions

in freight tariff, or the natural growth of the country, I am not

prepared to state.

I do not believe that a reduction in railway charges will in-

variably increase the receipts or even the business of a road. Much
depends on the location of the road, the character of its business,

and the occupation of the citizens along its line. If the road runs

from a large city, where houses and the cost of living are higher

than in the country towns, a low rate of passenger fixre will doubt-

less induce many to remove to small towns and villages, to live.

But on a line of railway running to and from inland towns and

cities, it will not much affect the business of the road whether the
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fares are more or less, to a reasonable extent. The farmer or the

manufacturer will not ride over a railroad, simply because it is

cheap, but only when their business calls. And the receipts of roads

so situated will only increase as the population increases on its line.

Oar company recognizes the fact that as the business of the road

increases in volume that it can do it for a less charge ; but, at the

same tiine, we must charge enough on the existing business to pay

ojierating expenses, interest on debts, and capital.

In arranging our last freight tariff, to take effect Nov. 1, 1871, we
have considered the business on the line of the road as a whole,

and made our charges more on a basis of the situation of the manu-

facturers rather than distances transported. For instance, take the

paper manufacturers situated on our road at Unionville, Westfield,

Holyoke, and Northampton : they all buy stock in Boston and New
York, and sell their paper in the same markets, and each can afford

to pay as much as any one, and no more ; therefore, we have fixed

the rates about the same to all the points to and from New York,

and as low as we can reasonably do the whole business.

We expect soon to reduce our passenger rates, now 3^ cents per

mile, to 3 cents per mile ; but I do hot think it will increase the

travel on our road to any extent.

As to the question, what amount in money the reduction in pas-

senger and freight tariff was supposed to represent, I can only

estimate, but should think $50,000 to 175,000 per annum.

Yours very truly,

Chas. N. Yeamans, Vice-President.

Rates for TRANSPORTAxioisr on the New Haven and Northamp-

ton Railroad.

Passengers*

Highest. Lowest.

Rate per mile from station at Northampton,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869,
"

_

" " " " in 1871,
For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869,

" " ' " " " in 1871,
For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,

"
_

" " " " » in 1871,
For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,

" " " " " " in 1871,

Cents.

3

3i

* All short fares are ir.ade as near 3^ cents per mile, and all through fares as near 3 cents as can

be, and make even 5 cents.
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Passengers—Concluded.

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
« " « " " " in 1871,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-

chusetts, in 1869, .......
Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-

chusetts, in 1871, .......
Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the

line to or from points on other roads within or beyond
the State, in 1869,

Rate per mile for through, passengers passing over the

line to or from points on other roads within or beyond
the State, in 1871,

Freight.

First

Class.

Second
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OLD COLONY & NEWPORT RAILWAY COMPANY.

Office of the Old CoLnsv & Newport Ratlavat Co., )

Boston, Mass , December 23, 1871. )

To the Board of Railroad Commissioners,

Gentlemen :—In answer to your circular of Sept. 30th, I send

the enclosed papers, marked A to G, containing the information

sought in questions one to six inclusive of that circular. I also en-

close tables giving the rates for transportation on the Old Colony

& Newport and South Shore Railroads, filled out as you request.

So far as I understand the purpose of your circular, these papers

give all the information desired, except as to the effect which the

reduction of -rates has had upon the business, gross receipts and

earnings of the roads.

I have given much time and labor to an examination of these

papers, but the character of the investigation asked is such, and

the analysis so intricate, that I am unable to state results satisfactory

to myself.

The following facts are shown from the papers :—In 1859 a pas-

senger tariff was adopted, which was increased in 1864, and re-

mained unaltered until 1867, when an average reduction was made
of about 7x\ per cent. Since that time further reductions have

been made, reducing the passenger tariff of 1871 8 *o per cent,

below that of 1867, and 15| per cent, below that of 1864.

A new passenger tariff has been adopted, to take effect January

1, 1872, reducing the maximum rate on local business to three cents

per mile, and the average rate to ^1^^ cents per mile.

The average rate from connecting roads is now liVo cents per

mile, including season tickets.

The reduction from the passenger tariff of 1866 (estimating for

an equal amount of business) would amount to 181,425.41 on the

business of 1866 ; while the increase of receipts in 1871 over 1866

on local business is 1182,668.97. The amount of these two sums,

1264,094.38, gives the apparent effect of the reduction of rates

from 1866 to 1871.

The reductions from 1869 to 1871, estimated in the same manner,

are equal to 154,784.70 on the business of 1869; while the increase

of receipts of 1871 over 1869 is 150,206.81. The amount of these

two sums, 1104,991.51, gives the apparent effect of the reductions

of rates from 1869 to 1871.

I presume the greatest effect of reductions in rates would be

shown in the short travel near Boston, and here our largest reduc-

tions have been made.
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Between Boston and South Braintree, from 1866 to 1871, large

reductions were made, estimated at about 33 per cent., upon the

average, from the tariff of 1866.

The larger part of this reduction was made on Jan. 1, 1871, and

sufficient time has not elapsed to see its full effect. The receipts from

business between Boston and South Braintree and intermediate

stations were, in 1866, 1102,598.60; in 1869, $150,241.73; in 1870,

1156,555.32; and in 1871, 1163,826.92. The gain in receipts in

1871 over 1870 was $7,274.60, or about 4 per cent. The average

reduction in rates in 1871 from 1870 is estimated at 24 per cent.

These results are obtained from the same length of road operated

in the different years. But it may be observed that in 1868 the

horse railroad to Quincy was discontinued, and in the same year,

to meet the public demand, trains were run on Sunday between

Boston and South Braintree,—three trains in each direction,—which

have been continued to the present time.

Between Boston and Wollaston Heights the number of passen-

gers has increased from 12,793 in 1869 to 48,270 in 1871, and the

receipts from $2,099.50 to $6,399.91 ; while the rates have beeri re-

duced about 33 per cent, on single tickets, 25 per cent, on package,

and 6 per cent, on season tickets.

The nominal reduction in tariff rates on freight has been about

6^ per cent, since the tariff adopted in 1866 and revised in 1868.

But an actual reduction considerably greater has been made by the

transfer of many of the leading articles of consumption, and those

used in creating motive power, and in building and manufactures,

comprising flour, grain, potatoes, apples, coal, wood, lumber, stone,

brick, lime, cement, sand, slate, pig and scrap iron, ore, cotton,

hemp, wool, tar, rosin, spelter, &c., &c., from the first and second

classes of the tariff to the third class ; and when in large quantities,

to special rates less than third class. It would be very difficult to

give accurately the amount of reductions thus made upon each of

these articles, which constitute nearly one-third the tonnage of the

road.

A reduction of 6} per cent, from the freight tariff of 1866, is

equal to $13,489.61 on the local business of that year, which was

$215,824.18, while in 1871, the local receipts from freight Avere

$362,532.04, an increase of $146,707.86. The amount of these two

sums, $160,196.87, or about 744 pei' cent, gives the apparent effect

of the reduction in rates. In 1868 the local tonnage to and from

Boston, was 117,879| tons, from which the receipts were $205,755.15.

In 1871 the tonnage was 158,156^ tons, from which the receipts

were $263,005.40, showing an increase of about 34 per cent, in ton-
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nage, and about 28 per cent, in receipts. The results are somewhat

affected by the fact that 1871 more freight was hauled for short dis-

tances than 1869— particular attention having been given to

carrying freight between Boston and the neighboring towns.

The gross receipts of the road for the year ending May 31, 1865,

were $1,061,521.13, while for the year ending Sept. 30, 1871, they

were 11,671,478.51, an increase of $609,957.38, or about 57^ per

cent.

But while these results have followed the reduction of rates

which have been mentioned, it is questionable how far they have

been produced by them. Many other causes have cooperated to

increase the business and receipts of the road during the same time.

The general increase of business caused by the development and

growth of the country through which the road runs, and a similar

increase and development of business upon the lines of connecting

roads, have done much to produce these results. The policy and

efforts of the corporation have been directed to the same end.

By the construction of branch roads, about thirty-eight miles of

new road have been added to the line since 1865.

In the construction and equipment of these branches, the rebuild-

ing and enlargement of depots on the main line, and increase of

rolling stock and terminal facilities, over three millions of dollars

have been expended since 1865. The number of passenger trains to

and from Boston has increased from forty-four, running 349,679

miles in 1865, to seventy-eight, running 664,179 miles in 1871.

And many of these are run at much higher rates of speed than for-

merly. The improvement of the road and its equipment and

facilities for doing business, by the expenditure of this large sum
derived from inci'ease of caj)ital and not from earnings, together

with the reasons stated, and others which might be named, have

probably contributed as much as the reduction of rates to increase

the business of the road and to swell the amount of its gross

receipts. The increase in business has, thus far, scarcely kept pace

with the increase in expenditures for its accommodation. So that

the stockholders of the corporation have, as yet, received no adequate

compensation for their investment.

In your circular of August 10, enclosed in that of September 30,

certain statements and suggestions are made for which you request

special consideration and an expression of opinion thereon. In re-

ply to the suggestion that fares and freight should be reduced on

account of the reduced cost of operating the roads, I would say that

from my experience on the roads with which I am connected, this

cost is, as a whole, not less than at any previous time.
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It is obvious from the foregoing remarks that the statement

in this circular " that the rates were largely increased during the

war, and have not since been reduced," does not apply to the Old

Colony & Newport Railway and its branches. Its rates were not

largely increased then, and they are now, on an average, lower than

ever before. Nor does the statement that the " roads have been

relieved from the payment of large taxes," apply to this road.

This corj)oration paid in taxes,in 1865, |65,7C6.82, and has during

the past year paid $76,400.73, which is ISJ per cent, of its net

income, and has been exceeded only in the years 1867, 1868

and 1870, and then by an inconsiderable amount.

Neither can the suggestion that the reduction of rates should be

large, so as to stimulate industry and business, apply with any force

to this road ; as the great centres of industry upon its line are also

accommodated by water transportation, giving cheaper transpor-

tation for those heavy articles of prime necessity than a railroad

can furnish.

The statement that " the roads have added and are now adding

immensely to the value of their properties out of their net earnings,"

cannot apply to this road. While it has been the policy of its

managers to fully keep up its property out of its earnings, all ad-

ditions and improvements have been made from additional capital.

And its net earnings have not increased in proportion to the increase

of its capital. This increased investment of capital has been made
by the managers of this coi'poration in the belief that increased facili-

ties would build up, attract and create business. Dui'ing the past

five years they have exercised every ingenuity to increase the busi-

ness of the road, primarily for their own benefit, but believing also

that this increase of business was co-incident with the development

of the industrial interests of the towns and cities upon its line.

While the returns to its stockholders have been small, the increase

in the value of property in the cities and towns has been large ; and

it has contributed its full share to the advance in the value of real

estate in Boston, which has enabled its owners without effort of their

own to more than quadruple their rentals.

If, as is stated by you, the rates of transportation have not been

reduced since 1860, it is well to bear in mind the fact that there is

scarcely a single commodity in the market, produced by the joint

effort of labor and capital, which can, to-day, be purchased at less

than an advance of 50 per cent, on its cost in 1860. If then trans-

portation is no higher than in 1860, it is in comparison with the

value of money and other commodities, one-third less than it was

then.
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There is one other fact of great moment, which should be care-

fully weighed in the consideration of this question of reduction ot

rates

:

The public demand upon the railroad corporations during the

past ten years for improved accommodations has been constant,

and the managers of this corporation have endeavored to meet

it. The increase in the number of our trains has been very great.

The increased speed demanded for express trains has been attended

by greatly increased expense,—requiring more perfect and costly en-

gines ; more substantial road beds and tracks ; more watchful care

in the operation of the road,—in a word, an increased expense in

all the materials and labor used and employed by the corporation.

The improvements in the cars alone, during the past ten years,

have been very great and made at great cost. Our stations have been

rebuilt and greatly improved. I think I speak within bounds in

saying that if the public upon the line of this road would be satis-

fied to-day with the accommodations in trains, cars and stations

furnished in 1860, the corporation would be the gainer in furnish-

ing such accommodations at rates one-third less than those now
charged.

In my view, speaking with the experience of a life-time in railroad

management, there is great danger to the public interests in en-

deavoring to unduly force down rates of fares and freights upon

railroads. Our railroads are yet far from perfect
;
great expenditures

of capital must yet be made u]3on the existing roads, to enable them

to render the highest service to the public of which they are capable.

Branches must be built, to the expense of which the main lines must

contribute. In my judgment, if the feelings of which you speak as

existing " in the popular mind and in the legislature," upon the

subject of " proper concessions by the railroad corporations," lead

to an unreasonable restraint upon the power given to railroad cor-

porations to fix their own fares and freights, the result will be

disastrous. The prosperity of railroads is dependent upon and co-

incident with the growth and prosperity of the community they

serve. Hence, self-interest will induce them to make their rates as

favorable to the business on their lines as circumstances will allow.

The investment of capital in railroads has been of untold benefit

to the people of this Commonwealth, while it has hitherto made but

moderate returns to its owners.

The roads have been in general economically built and carefully

managed. As yet, they have not returned to their builders the or-

dinary interest of money invested in other pursuits. No one, to my
knowledge, has ever paid continuously the ten per cent, contem-

10
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plated in their charters. If the legislature has the power which is

claimed, to arbitrarily reduce rates in spite of the provisions of

charters, it may exact cheap transportation, but with it will obtain

cheap accommodations.

In my judgment there can be no greater injury to the public in-

terests, than such a reduction of rates as will take from railroad

corporations fair expectations of paying a reasonable return for the

capital which they employ. It must prevent the further investment

of capital in tl^e extension of lines which are necessary to make the

system co-extensive with the public needs, and it will check that

expenditure which is equally necessary to improve and perfect the

existing lines. Very respectfully,

Onslow Stearns, President.

Rates for Transportation on the Old Colony & New-

port Railway.

Passengers.

Highest.

Rate per mile from station in Boston,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869,
" << " » " " in 1871,

For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869,
" " " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,
« " " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,
" « " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
" " " " « " in 1871,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-
chusetts, in 1869,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-
chusetts, in 1871,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1869,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1871,

3.2

loo
100
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Freight.*

Ixxv

First

Class.

Second

Class.

Third

Class,

Fourth

Class.

Highest rate per ton per mile from
Boston,

—

For shortest distance freight "was

carried, in 1869, . . . .

For shortest distance freight was
carried, in 1871, . . . .

For distances more than 5 and less

than 15 miles, in 1869,

For distances more than 5 and less

than 15 miles, in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less

than 30 miles, in 1869,

For distances more than 15 and less

than 30 miles, in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less

than 50 miles, in 1869,

For distances more than 30 and less

than 50 miles, in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less

than 100 miles, in 1869,

For distances more than 50 and less

than 100 miles, in 1871,

For the whole length of main line in

Massachusetts, in 1869,

For the whole length of main line in

Massachusetts, in 1871,

27i

!^ 12|

! 7

J^
6|

fill

Cents.

61

4#

414

Cents.

10

4#

U

24

Cents. Cents.

34-J

2i

2M

2$

* In addition to the foregoing rates a terminal charge of 25 cents fper ton is made for receiving

or delivering freight.

Travel and Receipts between Wollaston Heights and Boston for Years ending

September 30, 1869, 1870, and 1871.
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Rates for Transpoktation on the South Shore Railroad.

Passengers.

Rate per mile from station in Braintree,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869,
" " " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869,
" " " " » " in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,
" " " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,
" " « « " " in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
" » " " " " in 1871,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-
chusetts, in 1869, .......

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-
chusetts, in 1871,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1869, . . •

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1871,

Cents.

4.3

3.4

1.2

1.2

'-Ton

Freight*

First

Class.

Second

Class.

Third

Class.

Fourth

Class.

Highest rate per ton per mile from
Braintree,

—

For shortest distance freight was
carried, in 1869, . . . .

For shortest distance freight was
carried, in 1871, . . . .

For distances more than 5 and less

than 15 miles, in 1869,

For distances more than 5 and less

than 15 miles, in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less

than 30 miles, in 1869,

.

For distances more than 15 and less

than 30 miles, in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less

than 50 miles, in 1869,

.

For distances more than 30 and less

than 50 miles, in 1871,

j

j

1

44#

7^^

341

fi 2

Cents.

271

420

* la addition to the foregoing rates a terminal charge of 25 cents per ton is made for receiving or

delivering freight.
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Freight—Concluded.

Ixxvii
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statement of the experience of the Old Colony & Newport

Railway Co. It is full of instruction to all who feel an in-

terest in the study of railroad development.

The Commissioners fully concur in the closing paragraphs of

this communication. Any public measure of supposed rail-

road reform which results in hampering the development of

the system or in alarming those who are disposed to invest

capital in it, reacts with even more injurious effect upon the

community than on the corporations themselves. Upon this

subject, however, the Commissioners had already set forth their

views in preparing Part III. of this Report, before the reply

of President Stearns was received.

' PROVIDENCE & WORCESTER RAILROAD.

Providence & Worcester Railroad Company, >

Superintendent's Office, Providence, December 14, 1871. \

Massachusetts Board of Railroad Commissioners, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen :—Herewith enclosed I hand you circular with blanks

filled as by your request. I also enclose our passenger and freight

tariffs, last issue. We contemplate an immediate reduction in our

rates of transportation, both passenger and freight, and shall give

particular attention to the rates on coal, iron, sand, and articles

analogous. We should have effected a reduction before this, but

for the fact that our business has been in a great measure crowded

into the closing months of the season, thereby rendering such

reduction impracticable, except at the risk of creating more or less

dissatisfaction.

It is well known that this road depends upon its local traffic for

its strength and vitality, and that we are compelled to haul a large

tonnage of dead weight through, to perform that service. Our

through passenger business is not lucrative ; and to earn the same

amount received by other roads of same length from their through

business, we are obliged to pick up and put down a passenger many
times.

We have a heavy freight tonnage, both through and local, but a

large portion of it is made up of a class of freight on which the

most important reductions are advised and expected, and that at a

time when we find expensive portions of the road want renewing,

after being worn out in building up the business.

Our board of directors is made up almost wholly of men engaged

in manufacturing along the line of the road ; and it is safe to assume
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that the interests of the public will not suffer by their action in fix-

ing the rate of transportation.

Respectfully yours,

Wm. D. Hiltok, Superintendent.

1. The local freight and local passenger tariffs now in force upon

this road were originally established—Passenger tariff, December 2,

1867 ; freight do., April 1, 1867.

Rates of Transportation on the Providence & Worcester
Eailroad.

Passengers.

Highest. Lowest.

Rate per mile from station in Worcester,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869,
" " " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869,
u « « « " in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,
" " " " « in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,
" » " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
" « " " " in 1871,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1869,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1871,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1869,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1871,

'Too

3 68

Cents.

1 72

0*60

O 80

O 78

O 74

loir
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Freight.

Highest rate per ton per mile from
Worcester,

—

For shortest distance freight was car-

ried, in 1869,

For shortest distance freight was car-

ried, in 1871,

For distances more than 5 and less

than 15 miles, in 1869,

For distances more than 5 and less

than 15 miles, in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less

than 30 miles, in 1869, .

For distances more than 15 and less

than 30 miles, in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less

than 50 miles, in 1869,

For distances more than 30 and less

than 50 miles, in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less

than 100 miles, in 1869, ...
For distances more than 50 and less

than 100 miles, in 1871, .

For the whole length of main line in

Massachusetts, in 1869,* .

For the whole length of main line in

Massachusetts, in 1871,* .

Coal, Pig-iron and Moulding Sand to Worcester.

In quantities over ten and less than five hundred gross tons at one ship-

ment, ^2 25

Over five hundred and less than five thousand gross tons per annum
to one person or firm, 2 00

Over five thousand gross tons per annum to one person or firm, . . 1 75

The above rates cover wharfage at Providence, if landed at the Com-
pany's wharves.

* 26 miles.

First
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Kates fob Transportation on the Taunton Branch Kailroad.

Passengers.

Eate per mile from station at Taunton,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869,
" " " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869,
" « " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,
" « " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,
" « " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
" " " " " in 1871,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1869,

Eate per mile the whole length of main line In Massachu-
setts, In 1871,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, In 1869, • . .

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, In 1871,

3 2
IT

IT

1IT

Freight.

First
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VEEMONT & MASSACHUSETTS RAILROAD.

1. Freight tariff revised and rates reduced, October 1, 1870

;

passenger tariff revised, July 1, 1871. Rates not changed.

2. No partial revision except as above.

3. Reduction of freight about 7 per cent.; affects all classes. ,

4. Amount of reduction on freight about $18,000.

5. The net earnings are about the same as before reduction.

6. No reductions on coal and raw materials.

Our passenger tariff will be revised, to take effect December 1,

1871, making rate 3J cents per mile for local business. The amount

of such reduction of passenger fares, on business of the year ending

September 30, would be 125,469.25.

Kates for Transportation on the Vermont & Massachusetts
Railroad.

Passengers.

Lowest.*

Rate per mile from station at Fitchburg,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869,
« « " " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 5 and less than 15 miles, in 1869,
" « « » « in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,
" " " « « in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,
« « << " " in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,

For distances more than 50 and lesy than 86 miles, in 1871,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1869,

Rate per mile the whole length of main line in Massachu-
setts, in 1871,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the

line to or from points on other roads within or beyond
the State, in 1869,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1871,

#50
TO'TT

* We sell about 400 season tickets per month, which pay us at the rate of 1.03 cents per mile.
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Freight.

Highest rate per ton per mile from
Fitchburg,

—

For shortest distance freight was car-

ried, in 1869, 2 miles,

For shortest distance freight was car-

ried, in 1871, 2 miles,

For distances more than 5 and less

than 15 miles, in 1869, .

For distances more than 5 and less

than 15 miles, in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less

than 30 miles, in 1869, .

For distances more than 15 and less

than 30 miles, in 1871, .

For distances more than 30 and less

than 50 miles, in 1869, .

For distances more than 30 and less

than 50 miles, in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less

than 86 miles, in 1869,

For distances more than 50 and less

than 86 miles, in 1871,

For the whole length of main line in

Massachusetts, in 1869, 86 miles.

For the whole length of main line in

Massachusetts, in 1871, 86 miles,

Ixxxiii

First
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not prove a very decided overestimate it would follow that this

corporation has, in proportion to its means, made a heavier con-

cession to its patrons than any other in the State. In any event

the result of the experiment on these three roads cannot but

be watched with great interest and can hardly fail to be instruc-

tive.

WORCESTER & NASHUA RAILROAD CO.

Our present local freight tariff was revised January 16, 1868, a

copy of which I enclose for reference. All or nearly all our coarse

heavy freights come from the north and west, on which we get

only a pro rata division between the point of shipment and our

terminus. Some of this business, however, we take at contract

rates paid us by connecting roads who hold such contracts with us.

We get very short hauls on nearly all our local business, receiving

a large portion of it at the junctions of the Fitchburg, Stony Brook,

Peterboro' & Shirley and B , C. & F. roads at Sterling and Clinton.

Our tariff shows our rate on coal to be |1,60 per net ton between

Worcester and Nashua, but the largest price we get for any distance

is $1.25 per gross ton, and from that down to much less than %\ per

ton for shorter distances. Our local business (freight), is consider-

ably less than one-third as much as the through business to and

from other roads.

C. S. TuENEE, Superintendent.

WOBCESTEE, Oct. 28, 1871.

WoKCESTEK & Nashua Railroad.
Sdpeeintendent's Office, Worcestek, Jan. 5, 1872..1

Wm. a. Crafts, Esq., Cltrk Railroad Commissioners, Boston,

Dear Sir :—In answer to your favor of the 26th ultimo, will

say. We made a reduction of our passenger fares of about 15 per

cent, on the 1st of January, 1871.

Between some points the reduction will show, a larger per cent,

and between others not quite as much, but I think the average is

even more than 15 per cent. Our passenger earnings show a

falling off of about 110,000 during the twelve months of 1871 as

compared with same time in 1870. Yours truly,

C. S. Turner, Superintendent.
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Kates for Transportation on the Worcester & Nashua Eailroad.

Passengers.

Rate per mile from station at Worcester,

—

For the shortest distance passengers were carried, in 1869,
« u u u u in 1871,

For distances more than 5 and less tham 15 miles, in 1869,
" " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 15 and less than 30 miles, in 1869,
" " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 30 and less than 50 miles, in 1869,
" " " " in 1871,

For distances more than 50 and less than 100 miles, in 1869,
" " " " in 1871,

Eate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-

chusetts, in 1869, about

Kate per mile the whole length of main line in Massa-
chusetts, in 1871,

Rate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1869,

Kate per mile for through passengers passing over the line

to or from points on other roads within or beyond the

State, in 1871,

Cents.

3

3

loir

Too
61

59
,

lOlT

Freight.
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Freight—Continued.
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that, although this form of return was prepared with great care

and knowledge by Mr. Edward Appleton, then one of the Com-

missioners, and though a great advance on the old form, yet the

practical experience of the year has developed a number of

points in it which admit of improvement and which will tend

considerably to increase the value of the returns in future. As

none of these changes will call for any alteration in the method

of keeping the books of the corporations, they c^n be made so

as to take effect during the present year.

The Commissioners hope that the present volume will be

found to be a valuable addition to railroad statistics. The

old returns, never very accurate, had gradually, through the

want of any responsible supervision, become almost as much
calculated to deceive as to enlighten. Reference has already

been made to the fact that it is wholly impossible to ascertain

from them even the correct railroad mileage of the State for

any given year. Another instance of their deceptive character

is afforded in the case of passenger fares. A table (No. 5,

p. 45) in the last annual report of this Board shows the

average fares of passengers per mile during ten years on

certain roads in the State. The table is correct according

to the returns, but wholly deceptive in its results. Almost

all of these roads have large numbers of season ticket pas-

sengers. On most of them, season tickets were arbitrarily

computed at a certain number of trips per week during

the earlier years named in the table, and this number was

greatly increased during the latter years. A season ticket com-

puted for example at twenty-four trips per month in 1861 is

now computed at fifty-two trips. An addition, in certain cases,

of several millions was thus made to the total number of per-

sons carried one mile and the average rates of fare were pro-

portionately decreased. No indication of this charge anywhere

appears in the returns. Take again the earnings per mile of

road as reported for any given year in the official tabulated

statement,—that for the year 1866, for instance. It appears

that there were then 1,461 miles of railroad in the State, earning

a gross increase of 121,205,527, or an average of $14,500 per

mile. This is very clear. Take now the Hartford & New
Haven road ;—it returns 5.87 miles of road and $1,591,804 of

gross income,—or the income of its entire 62 miles of road on
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the small fraction of it in Massachusetts, being at the rate of

$271,178 per mile ;—and at this rate it is entered in the grand

total. These inaccuracies have often led even the trained and

experienced officials of the roads into singularly erroneous

statements ; and on one occasion at least, at a hearing before

this Board, the counsel of a corporation, one party to the ques-

tion at issue, wholly declined to be bound by the returns of his

company, just published, on the ground that they were mani-

festly and notoriously inaccurate. No persons probably have

had greater occasion to consult these returns during the last

few years than the members of this Board, and they have been

led to conclude that results to be derived from a study of them

can rarely be depended upon, except when reached after a

most careful analysis of details, and even then they can be

accepted only as approximately correct.

The Commissioners have spared no pains to make the present

returns as accurate and reliable as possible. A very cursory

examination of them will show that great room still exists for

improvement in this direction, and yet they venture to hope

that a very considerable progress will be found to have been

made. The inaccuracies in the published volumes of returns

are of two descriptions : those inherent in the returns of the

corporations themselves, and for which they are responsible,

and those arising from the manner in which returns, based on

different modes of keeping accounts, are put together and pre-

sented to, the public. The Commissioners have caused two

classes of tabulated statements to be prepared, calculated, the

one to present all possible information in regard to the railroad

corporations in a reliable form as reported ; and the other, by

comparison, to detect any errors or gross discrepancies in the

returns themselves. These tables have been prepared for the

Board, under its general direction only, by Mr. Charles Soule,

of Boston. Tlieir preparation involved much labor and famil-

iarity with accounts, and it was manifestly impossible for the

Commissioners themselves to follow the work through its details.

They simply therefore specified the tables to be made up, and

to Mr. Soule belongs all the creditor otherwise of their accuracy

in detail.

The comparative tables constitute, in so far as the Commis-

sioners are advised, a new experiment in published railroad
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statistics. Through a series of tables all the roads of the State,

both as regards construction and operation, are brought into

sharp contrast with each other. This process has been carried

through every detail which suggested itself to the Commis-

sioners, and the result is most curious and valuable. Many
discrepancies and divergencies are brought to light which the

corporations will themselves be anxious to remedy in future.

Meanwhile the test is the most severe to which a body of returns

can be subjected, and from it the Commissioners anticipate most

useful results.

Cost of Operating Railroads.

In an earlier portion of this Report the Commissioners stated

that they were utterly unable to ascertain, after a careful study

of the returns, what was the cost of operating' any given road

in the State for a single year. By reference to Comparative

Table C, No. 24, at the close of this Report, it will be seen

that the average cost of operating a mile of railroad in

Massachusetts is returned for the last year at 16,944.89
;

varying under ordinary circumstances from $2,500 on the

South Reading branch, to over $21,600 on the Boston &
Albany. This discrepancy is natural and easily explained.

The cost per train mile,—or the cost of running each

train one mile,—averages $1.39 ; varying under ordinary

circumstances from 83 cents on the Boston, Hartford &
Erie, to $1.77 on the Connecticut River road. This is the

alleged cost to be deduced from the returns. As a basis of

comparison, take the Old Colony &, Newport road, which returns

$1.08 as its cost per train mile. This is a thoroughly solvent,

well-managed company, running great numbers of trains, and
keeping its rolling stock and permanent way in a condition

which will compare favorably with those of any other road in

the State. That in 1871 the property did not deteriorate is

made clear by the following extract from the company re-

port:

—

"Two new locomotives, six passenger-cars, two baggage-cars,

forty-eight freight-cars, and nineteen coal-cars have been added to

the rolUng-stock.

12
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" Five locomotives, two passenger-cars, twenty freight-cars, and

fifteen gravel-cars have been rebuilt. ,

" About 800 tons of new iron, and 500 tons of steel rails, and

39,000 new sleepers have been used in repairing the track, and

2,000 tons of rails have been taken up, repaired, and relaid.

" Land has been filled up at South Boston to increase our yard-

room. A paint-shop in Boston, and a new engine-house and turn-

table have been built at Fall River, at an expense in all of about

$18,000.

" All the above additions, renewals, and repairs have been charged

to expense account, andpaid for out of our earnings thepdst year.

" The road, equipment, and property is in good and efficient con-

dition."

—

Report, p. 7.

Yet during that same year the Boston k Providence returned

its cost per train mile as 11.67, or 55 per cent, more than the

Old Colony; the Fitchburg at 11.51, or 40 per cent, more ;

and the Boston & Albany and the Boston & Lowell at 11.42, or

31 per cent. more. If, in reply to the assertion, which has

frequently been made, that these latter figures really repre-

sented the expenditures incurred in operating the roads named,

the Commissioners were to assert that the managers of these

roads must then operate them in an extravagant and wasteful

Planner, those gentlemen would most justly feel extremely in-

dignant, and might well charge the Commissioners with gross

lack of familiarity with the subject. No such inference can be

drawn. No roads in the country are probably operated more

economically or with greater attention to detail than tlie several

roads named. The inevitable inference is that a very large

proportion of the money charged under the head of expendi-

tures in operating roads, was not expended for that purpose

at all, but went towards providing those new and increased

facilities imperatively required to accommodate the growing

business of the companies.

For the reasons here given the Commissioners ventured the

opinion they have expressed. The legitimate cost per train

mile on the principal roads of this Commonwealth does not

under ordinary circumstances, so far as the Commissioners can

judge, exceed 11.00. Tliis, however, allows simply and strictly

for operating expenses and proper renewals, and includes no

additions whatever to construction or rolling stock. These
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must be provided for from other sources, of which there are but

two : the one, surplus earnings ; the other, increased capital.

Neither is the average cost of -fl.OO per train mile absolute;

—

it necessarily varies according to circumstances and the nature

of the traffic, whether freight or passenger, of particular roads.

A company called upon to handle great amounts of merchandise

is at a disadvantage when compared with one engaged prin-

cipally in the passenger business, and this disadvantage is in-

creased when the length of such road is very limited. No
reasonable allowance on these accounts, however, will explain

the discrepancies in the table referred to ; they can, indeed,

hardly be attributed to anything but the presence of large

annual surplus earnings on the operations of certain companies

which are devoted to construction.

It is undeniable that this policy on the part of the corpora-

tions has always been favored by public opinion in Massachu-

setts. The demand has been that the railroad corporations

should close their construction accounts, and that necessary

expenditures on account of all ordinary development or in-

creased equipment should be met out of surplus earnings and

charged to operating expenses. In this way vast properties

have been gradually accumulated by the more successful com-

panies, out of all proportion to the construction accounts stand-

ing against them. The jealousy felt of late years as regards all

further increase of capital stock, even when the par value is

paid in upon it, tends strongly to aggravate this condition of

affairs. But the fact meanwhile is, that, instead of paying in-

terest in the form of dividends, on private capital invested in

railroad development, tlie community is itself, through the

medium of surplus earnings devoted to construction, paying in

the required capital ; this additional capital, it must be remem-

bered, receives no dividends, nor is any interest paid on it

;

the community simply pays the cost of development outright

and at once, instead of saving the direct outlay and paying

interest on the cost in perpetuity.

The opposite course would be to systematize railroad accounts,

definitely separating all operating expenses from charges for

construction, and then to encourage the corporations to meet

all charges on account of construction through increase of capi-

tal, under suitable restrictions, while all surplus earnings, after
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the payment of legitimate operating expenses and regular divi-

dends, should be remitted to the community through a reduc-

tion in rates. This policy would call out accumulated capital

to do the work of railroad development, just as it had been

originally called out to do the work of primary construction
;

while it would, through the reduction of rates, leave active

capital in the pockets of the people, to be used in business

development.

The Commissioners do not refer to this somewhat intricate

subject for the purpose of suggesting any change in the policy

hitherto pursued. That policy on the part of the railroad cor-

porations has always been endorsed by the public sentiment of

Massachusetts as sound and conservative, and it is perhaps well

that it should be continued. It ought, however, none the less

to be understood, which at present it is not. Every proposal

for a reduction of rates will always be met with an answer

(whether sound or not on other grounds is here immaterial) that

the corporations, under their present tariffs, earn only enough

to pay operating expenses and moderate dividends. Yet it is

difficult to see how they can ever earn more than enough for

those purposes so long as " operating expenses " are made to

include the cost of an indefinite development. The alternative

is perfectly clear. The development of the system must go on

and the community must pay for it ;—this it can do in one of

two ways, and in one of two ways only ;—it can pay interest on

the necessary private capital invested in the work of develop-

ment, or it can pay the cost of that development itself through

the medium of surplus earnings. It is the last which it is now

in great degree doing. Whether any good results would follow

an attempt to pursue the other course the Commissionei's do

not at this time care to discuss. Their present object is simply

to throw such light as they can on the question of what is

apparently meant by the term " cost of operating- " railroads.
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Pakt II.

Accidents During the Year.

The usual tabulated statement of accidents reported as occur-

ring on the several railroads of the State during the year end-

ing 80th September, 1871, will be found in Appendix D of this

report. It will be seen that 280 casualties in all have been re-

ported to the Board, of which 157 resulted in loss of life. Of

the whole number killed and injured, 141 were passengers, 53

were employes, and 86 were persons of all other descriptions.

Of the casualties resulting in death, 44 were passengers, 40

were employes, and 73 were of persons of all other descriptions.

This unusual number of casualties, and especially of those

to passengers, was due to the occurrence of two train accidents

of a peculiarly disastrous nature.

The Readville Accident.

As the 5 minutes of 10 A. M, train from Southbridge on the

Boston, Hartford & Erie road was approaching the Readville

station a serious accident from derailment occurred, resulting

in the death of one passenger and the more or less serious

injury of 25 others. The inward track of the road at the point

in question approached the Readville station around a curve

and upon a descending grade. As a consequence of this, and

of the fact that the road is double tracked, there is a continual

and decided tendency towards a creeping of the iron in the

direction of travel. This tendency had been probably aug-

mented by the fact that for a short distance at this point the

road was laid with the compound, continuous rail.

Every spring this piece of track had been a source of anxiety

to the road-master, calling for incessant attention and con-

tinued cutting of the rails. The winter of 1870-1 had been

marked by weather of peculiar severity,—the mercury falling

as low as 10° below zero, and the consequent contraction of

railroad iron had been very great. As the weather grew

warmer and the iron expanded the section-master in charge

had cut the rails twice, taking out about six inches each time,
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the last of these cuttings, as he asserts, having been made on

the day immediately preceding the accident. The 7th and 8th

of April, however, were days of unusually high temperature,

the mercury on the first of these days standing at 73° in the

shade, and on the second, the day of the accident, at 87°, and

at 110° where exposed to the sun. The tendency of the iron

to expand was therefore almost unprecedented, and at this

point it resulted not only in the closing up of the six-inch

cutting of the day previous, but the whole track, ties and all,

was suddenly lifted up at least a foot above the level of the

road-bed. The Southbridge train consisted of a locomotive, a

baggage, a smoking and a milk car and four passenger cars. The

forward part of the train passed safely over the point of danger,

but all the passenger cars were thrown from the track, and the

two last, containing some seventy passengers, rolled down the

embankment of some thirty feet into a shallow pond at the foot

of it. Both cars rolled completely over, the first finally resting

on its side, the other coming to its natural position ;—both of

them were greatly damaged, losing their monitor roofs and

trucks. Singularly enough the passengers, though greatly

frightened and bruised, were none of them killed ;—one of

them, a female, sustained internal injuries, from the effects of

which she subsequently died ;—of the others, 25 were in a

greater or less degree strained and bruised, but no limbs were

broken, nor are any permanent injuries known to have been

inflicted.

This accident belongs to that not inconsiderable class against

which it is impossible to provide, except through the constant

vigilance of trained employes. The sudden and violent ex-

pansion of the tracks on this occasion was felt on almost every

railroad in the country, and led to two other cases of derail-

ment at least in New England. That it resulted in no more

serious catastrophe speaks well for the vigilance and caution of

the several corporations. In this case the Commissioners, after

examining the locality, as a matter of precaution recommended

the replacing of the continuous compound rail by the ordinary

T rail, as this last seemed to them to admit of more effective

precautions both against creeping and springing from expan-

sion. This recommendation was complied with by the cor-

poration.
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The Collision at Revere.

On the evening of the 26th of August as the Beverly accom-

modation train on the Eastern railroad was on the point of

leaving the Revere station, at about fifteen minutes after 8

o'clock, it was violently run into by the Portland express train,

which was following it upon the same track. The collision

was the result of a combination of fortuitous circumstances

deeply implicating the management of the road.

The travel over the Eastern railroad is of a somewhat ex-

ceptional nature, varying in a more than ordinary degree with

the different seasons of the year. In the winter months the

corporation is called upon to provide for a heavy, but tolerably

fixed passenger movement of some 75,000 a week, while in the

summer what is known as the excursion and pleasure travel

will not infrequently increase this number to 110,000, and even

more. As a consequence, it has for years been no unusual

thing for the company to find itself overtaxed for accommoda-

tion, for days together, beyond its utmost resources. This was

especially the case in the week ending August 26th, during

which there had been a camp-meeting at Hamilton, a brigade

muster at Swampscott, and an additional camp-meeting at

Kennebunk, on the Portland, Saco & Portsmouth road, for the

accommodation of which the Eastern road had been called

upon to furnish its proportion of rolling stock. Tlie number of

passengers seeking transit over the road had accordingly risen

to over 142,000 ; while the regular number of 152 freight and

passenger trains was increased to 191. The officers of the

road, as subsequently appeared, had never been in the custom

of placing any very great degree of reliance upon the telegraph

in moving their trains, and it did not appear that any use had

been made of it in this emergency. Even the branches and

those portions of the main road which were supplied only with a

single track, constituting 93 miles of the entire 115 miles

operated by the company, depended for their train movement

entirely on a schedule arrangement. Great confusion in the

operation of the road almost necessarily resulted from this

condition of affairs, and, during the day of the accident, trains

arrived at and left the station in Boston in very considerable

disregard of their regular time. This was particularly the
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case towards evening, when the employes of the road seem to

have directed all their efforts to despatching trains as fast as

cars could be procured, thus trying to keep the station as clear

as possible of the throng of impatient travellers which contin-

ually blocked it up. According to the regular schedule four

trains should have left the Boston station in succession between

6.30 and 8 o'clock, P. M. : a Saugus branch train for Lynn at

6.80, a second Saugus branch train at 7, the Beverly accommo-

dation train at 7.15, and, finally, the Portland express at 8 o'clock.

All of these trains left the Boston station out of time and in

the following order :—the 6.30 Saugus branch at about 7 o'clock,

the Beverly accommodation at 7.40, the 7 o'clock Saugus branch,

both out of time and out of place in order of trains, it being

behind the Beverly train instead of before it, at 7.53, and,

finally, the Portland express at not more than 5 minutes after

8. All of these trains went out over the same track, which the

Saugus trains were to leave at the junction in Everett, where

the branch road departs from the main track. Beyond that

point the Beverly and the Portland trains alone ran over the

main line of the road, having a regular and ample schedule

time of 45 minutes between them, which, however, was on this

occasion reduced through the delay in starting the Beverly

train to from 15 to 20 minutes. No other causes of additional

delay therefore arising, the simple case was presented of a slow

accommodation train being sent out to run 18 miles in front of

a fast express train, with an interval, under all ordinary cir-

cumstances amply sufficient, of 20 minutes between them.

The Beverly train was, however, subjected to a still further

delay at the junction of the Saugus Branch with the main line

at Everett. This branch was a single track road, and the rules

of the company were explicit that no outward train was to pass

on to the branch until any inward train there due should have

arrived and passed off of it. No siding had ever been provided

at the junction, upon which a branch train could temporarily be

placed so as to keep clear the main track while it awaited the

arrival of an inward train, neither did tlie special rule regulat-

ing the operation of the road at this point make any provision

for clearing the main track by temporarily moving any outward

branch train on to either the inward or the branch track, under

protection of a flag, while trains behind it passed on ; and then
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moving it back in the same way, after the main outward track

was clear. This the employ^ in charge of the signals and

switches at the junction, subsequently testified that he was in

custom of doing, on his own responsibility, whenever a block

took place, which it appeared not infrequently happened. Ob-

viating the difficulty in this way, he had never reported its

occurrence to the superintendent of the road, who was conse-

quently ignorant of the fact that any practical necessity for .a

siding existed. The severe illness and consequent absence

from his post of the employ^ in question on the 26th of August

was, therefore, one material link in the chain of fortuitous

events which resulted in the accident. In the absence of the

regular switchman, the substitute in charge simply followed the

letter of the rule and took no steps towards relieving the block

of the main train.

The leading Saugus train accordingly remained on the out-

ward main track, blocking the progress of the Beverly train,

which came up behind it at about ten minutes before 8 o'clock,

and awaiting the arrival of a branch train which, according to

the schedule, should have left Lynn at 6 o'clock, or nearly two

hours before. The prevailing confusion and insufficiency of

rolling stock, combined with the accidental breaking of a car-

coupling, had, however, delayed the departure of this train

among others, and it did not leave the Lynn station until 7.30

P. M., or one hour and a half after its schedule time. This

train consequently did not reach the junction until some ten

minutes after 8 o'clock, thus relieving the block which had

then existed for nearly an hour and a half. There were then

standing at the junction the 6.30 Saugus train, a special loco-

motive on its way to Salem, the 7.15 Beverly accommodation,

and the 7 o'clock Saugus branch, in all three trains and one

wild locomotive. In addition to these the Portland express had

now left Boston, and when the block at the junction was relieved

it had already arrived there and was stopped by the signal men
in charge of the rear of the last Saugus train. The engineer

of the express train waited until signalled that the main track

was clear, when he again got under way, seeing as he passed

the junction the tail-lights of the train which had been before

him and had stopped him disappear on the Saugus branch.

13
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The Beverly train meanwhile had been delayed by this block

from twelve to fifteen minutes, thus reducing the original inter-

val of time between it and the Portland express from twenty

minutes to not more than five, even allowing for the slight delay

of the express train in starting ;—the Beverly accommodation

was, in fact, now running on the schedule time of the Portland

express. Had its conductor been aware of this fact, he would

simply have directed the station master at Everett to warn the

engineer of the Portland train. Unfortunately, however, he was

ignorant of it, as it had devolved upon the branch train behind

him in the block to stop the Portland train, and knowing that he

was entirely out of his regular time and also supposing that the

branch train behind him was the Portland train, he seems never

to have doubted that this train had been cautioned before starting

to look out for him, and also knew where he was. He accord-

ingly neglected to take any precautions, and seemed to be less

correctly informed as to the true condition of affairs than some

of the passengers on his train who had already begun to evince

alarm. He resumed his way without even looking at his watch,

and with a general impression that he had not been delayed at

the junction more than six or eight minutes, when in fact he

had been delayed there fifteen. The Portland express was thus

immediately behind him.

Before this train left Boston, the superintendent of the road

had instructed the depot master to caution the engineer to look

out for the trains ahead of him, as, owing to the non-arrival of the

Lynn 6 o'clock train it was known that there must be a block

at the Saugus branch junction. This order was a mere verbal

one and does not seem to have been correctly transmitted, or,

if it was, it was not fully apprehended by the engineer. It was

delivered to him after he had started his train, the depot master

walking along by the side of the locomotive, and was under-

stood to apply to the branch train which had immediately pre"

ceeded him out of its schedule order. When he saw at the

junction the tail-lights of this train disappearing on the branch

track, he accordingly concluded that the main line was clear

before him, and dismissed the caution from his mind.

The close proximity to each other of the two trains after they

left the junction, attracted the notice of certain of the employes

of the company at different points, but no system of caution
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signals seems to have been provided, and the great irregularity

in the train movement of the road seems also to have demoral-

ized the employes to some extent, so that they apparently took

it for granted that those in charge of the trains were fully aware

of their relative position. As the two trains approached the

Revere station they were so close upon each other as to be on

the same piece of straight track at the same time, and the head-

light on tlie locomotive of the Portland express was distinctly

seen by a passenger standing at the rear end of the Beverly

train. The night, however, was not a clear one. An east wind

had prevailed during the day, and a mist was driving in from

the sea and lying in clouds over the marshes,—the vapor at

times lifting, so that objects at a distance were perfectly visible,

while at other times they were much obscured. Although,

therefore, the powerful reflecting head-light of the locomotive

was seen from the Beverly train, it did not follow that the com-

paratively dim tail-lights of the Beverly train could be seen by

the engineer of the train following it ;—it was, on the contrary,

the judgment of the passenger who saw the head-light that they

could not have been seen. The interval between the two trains

was probably less than a mile when the Beverly accommodation

reached Revere.

The station house at Revere is placed at the end of a tangent

of some length, and the curve on the outward track begins

immediately in front of it. The tail-lights of an outward train

standing before that station would, in ordinary weather, be

visible a very considerable distance in the direction of Boston,

and even on the night of the 26th of August they were probably

visible a sufficient distance to enable any train approaching at a

reasonable rate of speed to be stopped. Unfortunately they

were not seen so soon as they might have been by the engineer

of the Portland express. This appears to have been due to the

fact that Revere station is the point at which the East Boston

freight tracks diverge from the main line of the Eastern road.

The engineers of all trains approaching Revere are notified by

means of signals raised to the head of a flagstaff, which stands

near the station, whether the switches are regulated for the

use of the main track or the freight track. When no light is

at the masthead the main line is open ; a red light at the mast-

head indicates that the main line is closed and that the freight
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track is open. The signal was also used whenever any train

was to be stopped at Revere. It was, therefore, the first duty

of any engineer approaching the Revere station to assure him-

self beyond any doubt that there was no light at the masthead,

and that consequently the track was clear. This regular duty

it must be presumed, and there is reason to believe, the engi-

neer of the Portland train was attending to as he neared the

Revere station, running at a speed of from 20 to 25 miles an

hour. The partial obscurity of the atmosphere probably made
it more difficult than usual for him to assure himself about this

signal ;—at any rate, when he next looked down the track

before him he was so near the Beverly train that a collision

was inevitable,—in his own words at the subsequent inquest,

" the tail-lights of the accommodation train seemed to spring

right up in his face." Those in charge of the two trains

apparently became aware of their proximity at about the same

moment and at a distance from each other of some 800 feet.

The Beverly train had just started, but liad not got any head-

way on, and its conductor at once sprang on to the track behind

it, waving his lantern as a signal of danger. The engineer of

the Portland train had, however, already signalled danger

and reversed his engine, while the brakes were being rapidly

set. The rails, however, were in a peculiarly damp and

slippery condition, so that the wheels failed to catch perfectly,

nor did the interval of time which elapsed between the whistle

for brakes and the collision suffice to enable the brakemen com-

pletely to set a single brake. In fact, as immediately after re-

versing his engine the engineer jumped from the train and his

fireman did the same, witliout waiting to apply the locomotive

brake,—as the train baggage master hardly had time to get to

his brake before the collision took place and he was caught

between the cars,—it would appear that not more than two

brakes on the entire train contributed materially to the reduc-

tion of its speed. The 800 feet of interval, therefore, only

sufficed to bring down the speed of the colliding train to the

neighborhood of ten miles an hour at the instant of collision.

The first intimation of immediate danger which the passen-

gers in the rear Beverly car seem to have had was the sudden

lighting up of their car by the glare of the head-light of the

approaching locomotive. Immediately afterwards the collision
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took place, the locomotive striking the rear of the car with

such force as to bury itself two-thirds of its length in it. The

smoke-stack of the locomotive was swept away, its truck was in

some unaccountable manner forced backward until it rested

between the driving wheels and the tender, the entire boiler

rested inside and upon the rear truck of the car, while the

valves were so broken as to admit of the free escape of the

scalding steam.

In the car there were at the time of the accident between 65

and 70 human beings, seated and standing. When the collision

was known to be imminent, a rush of the passengers to the for-

ward part of the car took place, and the colliding locomotive in

ploughing into it crushed furniture, fixtures and human beings

in a mass into the further end of the car. At the same time

the kerosene lamps with which the forward cars of the train

had been lighted were thrown down by the blow and broken,

and the fluid igniting at once set the comparatively uninjured

part of the train in flames. The rear car was probably kindled

from the same cause, combined, however, in this case with coals

from the locomotive fire-box.

The Revere disaster involved a greater loss of life and severe

personal injury than any railroad accident, with one exception,

which ever occurred in New England. On the 6th of May,

1853, a portion of a passenger train on the New York & New
Haven railroad was plunged into the river through the open

draw of the bridge at Norwalk, Conn. An engine and tender,

two baggage cars and two passenger cars went completely over,

while a third passenger car broke in the middle, a portion fall-

ing into the river and the rest remaining on the bridge. About

one hundred persons were carried over in the cars, of whom
forty-five were immediately killed or subsequently died from

injuries received, and some thirty were badly injured.* The

Revere collision resulted in the death of 29 persons ; 57 others

were more or less severely injured. No one not in the rear

car of the Beverly train was killed. The engineer and fireman

* It is an interesting fact, in connection with the statistics of railroad accidents, to state

that, " in the fifteen years ending March 31st, 1871, 23.587,001 passengers were trans-

ported over the New York & New Haven railroad, without any accident to any train

while on that road that caused the loss of a single life or limb to any passenger so trans-

ported."
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of the Portland express jumped off before the collision occurred

and escaped with a few trifling scratches ;—the baggage-master

of the same train was caught between the cars while at his

brake, and seriously injured.

The Commissioners do not understand that it in any way

belongs to them to apportion responsibility among those im-

mediately implicated in the occurrence of the Revere or any

other railroad accident. That duty the law devolves upon

other public officials. The understanding of the Commission-

ers as to their province in this and all similar cases was

expressed in their Second Annual Report (pp. 25-6) :
" The

object of the legislature in directing all accidents to be

reported to this Board, and an examination into them to be

made by it, was undoubtedly twofold : 1st, to provide for the

enforcement of any penalty prescribed in case the accidents arose

from the failure of a corporation to obey the laws of the

Commonwealth ; and 2d, in all cases where it should appear

that the existing laws were insufficient to provide for the secu-

rity of the travelling public, to make provisions for supplying

such deficiency." The Commissioners have seen no reason to

suppose that the Revere disaster was occasioned, or in any way

aggravated by the failure of the Eastern railroad to obey any

law of the Commonwealth. It only remained therefore to

suggest the adoption of such precautions as would be likely

to prevent the recurrence of any such disaster in future.

From the statement already made it will be seen that the

collision at Revere resulted from a combination of causes and

defects of management, all of a preventible nature, but some

of them peculiar to the Eastern railroad, while others were

common to it with almost all other members of the railroad

system. Apart from any immediate carelessness or neglect of

duty among subordinate employes, the accident seemed directly

attributable to the following causes, relating to the manage-

ment or equipment oP the Eastern road :-—

1st. To a laxity of discipline, running throughout the or-

ganization, which had apparently resulted in a very considera-

ble confusion not only in the movement of trains but in the

carrying out of the rules for operating the road generally, and

which was especially noticeable in the confusion prevailing in

and around the station in Boston.
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2d. To a deficiency in rolling stock adequate to meet the

demands of the average summer business.

3d. To the want of a siding at the Saugus branch junction.

4th. To the want of telegraphic communication with the

stations on the Saugus branch road, which would have enabled

the company to move its trains over that road without the ne-

cessity of unlimited delays at fixed points of passing, the hap-

pening of one of which caused the delay which resulted in the

collision.

5th. To the attempt at doing an excessive amount of excur-

sion and extra business, thus imperilling the safety of the

regular travel.

The Commissioners, however, were very desirous that any

action or recommendation of theirs in consequence of this acci-

dent should be based on the calmest and most thorough investi-

gation in their power both into its causes and their means of

prevention, and should have the widest application possible.

Such an investigation required time. As regarded the imme-

diate safety of those travelling over the Eastern railroad, the

Commissioners felt no uneasiness. Travelling by rail is never

so free from danger as while the impression left by some grave

calamity is fresh in the minds both of the public and the em-

ployes, and greater care and oversight have probably been exer-

cised on the railroads of Massachusetts during the last four

months than ever before in their history. The prompt action

of certain committees of citizens appointed at public meetings

held immediately upon the accident, removed any doubt upon

this point and gave the Commissioners ample time for their own
more thorough and extended inquiries. The excited condition

of the public mind immediately subsequent to the accident re-

quired some assurance that action was being taken which would

render impossible its recurrence. During the earliest stages of

the investigation, therefore, this Board was invited by members

of the citizens' committee to advise them as to what additional

safeguards to travel on the Eastern railroad seemed to be of im-

mediate necessity. The Commissioners in reply submitted in

writing such changes and precautions as their examinations had

so far suggested. These were subsequently incorporated with

others into a body of requests which were submitted by the
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committee to the president of the Eastern road, who at once

complied with them upon all material poirits.

There was, however, one cause of this accident, and a very

prominent one, peculiar to the Eastern railroad, to which the

Commissioners wish particularly to call the attention of the

legislature, but which could not be made the subject of any

recommendation addressed to the corporation itself. It was

very apparent that the overcrowded condition of the Eastern

railroad during the week ending the 26th of August was the

immediate cause of the disaster. The company was trying to

do more than it had the means of doing. This arose fully as

much from the active competition it was then carrying on with

the Boston & Maine road on its through business, as from its

exceptional summer travel. The demands coming from the

other end of its line for new connections and increased compe-

tition kept it continually short of rolling stock. The continu-

ance of this competition seems to the Commissioners a matter

of very questionable advantage both to the community and to

the corporations engaged in it. It has had no tendency towards

the reduction of fares and freights for several years past, and

it necessitates the support by the community of two rival or-

ganizations requiring a double machinery of officials, terminal

facilities, freight and passenger trains etc., to do what one con-

solidated company could do much more conveniently and

economically. The consolidation of these two roads was much
discussed a few years ago and seemed not unlikely to take

place ; it was, however, prevented by circumstances which it is

now unnecessary to discuss. Since that time the divergence

between them has been growing wider, and the two corpora-

tions, with a remarkable disregard of their own interests only

to be accounted for by the spirit of enmity existing between

them, have embarked deeper and deeper into costly competing

enterprises, until at last two completely equipped roads have

been developed at an immense outlay of capital to do one mod-

erate through business. So far as the Commissioners can judge,

the consolidation of these two companies, even at this late day,

would be a matter of almost unmixed advantage. It could

not indeed save the millions which have already been expended

in needless railroad construction ; but it would save yet other

millions, the expenditure of which, though equally needless, is
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yet surely involved in the further continuance of the struggle.

Upon all of this capital, both that which has been and that

which hereafter may be expended, the community has got to

pay interest forever. 'A heavy outlay, to be estimated only in

millions, seems now to be impending over one of these corpo-

rations, to secure a convenient approach to and terminal facil-

ities in Boston. The other stands in urgent need of extensive

freighting grounds and deep-water facilities also in Boston. A
consolidation would not only obviate the necessity of much outlay

on those two accounts, but it would go far towards solving the

very difficult problem of terminal stations on the north side of

the city. By combining the properties and tracks of two of the

four roads entering there it would get rid of one vexatious and

dangerous grade crossing; it would enable the two roads to

greatly reduce their num"l)er of officials, to combine their ma-

chine shops, both reduce and simplify their train movement,

and, by combining rolling stock, to use it much more effec-

tively. Finally, it would extend one equable and responsible

management over all the north-eastern portion of the State,

which has for years been a species of battle-ground for these

contending companies. The conflict has resulted also, not only

in a combination as to fares and freight, but in sharp struggles

for the control by one company or the other of all local roads,

not with a view to their developmen t for the purposes for which

they were chartered, but to turn their business from the direc-

tion of the rival road. In this way public interests have not

infrequently been subordinated to corporate interests, until

the over-eagerness of competition greatly contributed towards

the occurrence of the most deplorable railroad disaster in the

history of the State. The Commissioners do not deem it neces-

sary to enter at this time into the details of any measure cal-

culated to bring about such a consolidation as that suggested.

They have, however, given some consideration to the subject,

and they believe that such a measure might be framed without

any excessive difficulty. Should it appear in the course of the

present legislative session that any proceedings looking in this

direction were likely to meet with favor, they would gladly

render any assistance in their power towards perfecting them.

u
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Railroad Accidents : Their Frequency, Causes and Means
OF Prevention.

Returning from the consideration of the circumstances con-

nected with the Revere accident which were peculiar to the

Eastern raih-oad, there were also certain other defects of man-

agement and causes contributing to tliat accident which seemed

to be not peculiar to the Eastern railroad, but to exist in a

greater or less degree upon most, if not upon all of the other

roads of the Commonwealth. In saying this the Commissioners

do not seek to imply that the Massachusetts roads are carelessly

or incompetently operated as compared with other roads, either

in this country or abroad. Such an impression would be erro-

neous in the extreme, as will be made very apparent in the

course of this Report. On the contrary, the Commissioners have

been forced to conclude that the Massachusetts roads are very

carefully operated, though on a system and with appliances

which their business has in many respects outgrown, and with-

out the full aid of many improvements which have been suc-

cessfully adopted elsewhere.

Entertaining this belief, as soon as the earlier investigations

into the Revere accident had been brought to a close, the Com-

missioners issued a circular to all the railroads of the State

calling their attention to certain of the more immediate causes

of that accident, and to the fact that similar causes, which

might not impossibly have led to similar disasters, existed

in the manner of operating many other roads. They also

invited the officers of the roads to meet them with a view to

conference, and to such consequent action as circumstances

might seem to suggest.

In response to this call a large number of gentlemen, repre-

senting all the principal railroads of the State met at the rooms

of the Commission upon the 19th of September, and, after some

discussion, at the request of the Commissioners they selected a

committee of five from their number, consistiing of the Hon.

John H. Clifford, President of the Boston & Providence, D. W.
Lincoln, Vice-President of the Boston & Albany, D. L. Harris,

President of the Connecticut River, J. B. Winslow, Superintend-

ent of the Boston & Lowell, and William Merritt, Superintendent

of the Boston & Maine, Railroads, to advise with and assist the
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Commissioners in preparing for submission to the several rail-

road companies, recommendations as to changes in equipment

and in the method of operating their roads, best calculated to

prevent the future recurrence of railroad accidents of this and

all other descriptions. Having taken these preliminary steps

the Commissioners began a careful examination, both into the

most frequent causes of accident and the best appliances now
known to prevent them. This investigation was long and diffi-

cult. In the course of it the Commissioners visited other States,

consulting with many of the leading railroad men of the coun-

try, and personally examining their methods of operating their

roads and the appliances in use on them. At the suggestion of

members of the committee, they carefully collated the rules for

operating their roads in use by all the corporations of the State,

and compared them with those of several of the best-managed

roads in other parts of the country. They also made a careful

examination of all the accidents which had ever been reported

as occurring in this Commonwealth,—extending through the

reports of twenty-five years,—classified them and compared the

result with such similar classifications as they could procure

from the records of other countries. This last branch of their

investigations enabled the Commissioners to effect a comparison

between the safety of travelling upon the railroads of Massa-

chusetts and upon those of other countries. The results of

this action on their part, and of their consequent discussions

with the committee of officials they have now the honor to sub-

mit.

It has been very constantly asserted and generally conceded

as an established fact that, as compared with those of Europe,

the railroads of America are operated with a peculiar disregard

of human life. Not only in the foreign journals are such

phrases " as periodical American railroad slaughters " constant-

ly met with, but in the American press every disaster is followed

by a series of assertions of which the following is a fair example

:

"It may safely be affirmed that there are more lives sacrificed in

a year in any one of the large States of the Union by railway and

steamboat travel than in all the European States combined."

So fixed is this general impression that it was very currently

asserted both in the press and at public meetings held imme-
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diately after the Revere accident, that a disaster of similar

nature could not have occurred on the railroads of Europe.

It seemed very necessary to ascertain at the outset of the in-

vestigation whether this generally accepted statement was well

founded. If it should prove to be so, it would very clearly in-

volve the necessity of an immediate revision of our laws under

which penalties are visited on those guilty of even this compar-

ative recklessness of human injury. It is, however, somewhat

difficult to effect the necessary comparison in order to establish

the facts of the case. While regular and carefully prepared

statistics on the subject have for a series of years been published

by several European governments, almost nothing of the kind

can be obtained relating to American railroads. Massachu-

setts has probably the least imperfect body of returns on the

subject to be found in this country. Such as they are these

stretch over twenty-five years of railroad experience, but they

are very far from being complete, nor are they sufficiently pre-

cise in their statements of fact. They begin with the volume

of returns for 1847, and in presenting a report accompanying

that volume, the joint committee on railroads took occasion

to say :
—'' The committee have reason to believe that the

return of accidents is very incomplete. They have the best

reason for saying, that many accidents have occurred of which

no notice is taken by some of the corporations in their returns."

The experience of the Commissioners, as will hereafter ap-

pear, affords some ground for concluding that this criticism is

applicable to the more recent as well as the earliest returns.

The Commissioners have no reason to suppose that the statistics

published year by year in such other St&tes of the Union as

prepare any returns at all on the subject, are any more reliable

than those of Massachusetts ;—it is possible that they may be

so, but there is no apparent reason why they should be ; and,

having no means of verifying them, the Commissioners have not

been willing to accept them as accurate. Neither could they

succeed in obtaining any statistics upon this subject from the

companies organized to insure travellers against injury from

accidents. Either these associations conducted their business

on a very vague calculation of chances, or they were unwilling

to impart their information ; but they professed themselves

wholly unable to give the Commissioners any assistance in their
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investigation. The most diligent inquiry seemed finally to in-

dicate that no body of information had ever been collected

respecting American railroad accidents, and also that the

materials for making it, so as to include the whole country, no

longer existed. The investigation was, therefore, necessarily

limited to the experience of Massachusetts alone.

The most obvious basis of comparison, and the one almost

invariably adopted, is that between the whole number of cas-

ualties occurring within any given period of time and the

whole number of those transported within that time by rail.

In arriving at this basis, it is in the first place necessary to sep-

arate travellers from employes, and in the second place neces-

sary to discriminate between accidents happening to travellers

from their own carelessness, and those arising from causes over

which they could exercise no control.

The limited extent of the railroad system of Massachusetts

necessarily makes its returns for any one year, even when care-

fully verified, an insufficient basis from which to generalize ;

—

it becomes necessary, therefore, to base anything like a fair

comparison on the experience of a series of years. The ten

railroad years immediately preceding the time at which the

investigation commenced were selected,—the years between

1861-1870. A careful examination of the returns at once

raised grave doubts as to their completeness. Only fourteen

passengers out of a total of 199,138,491 carried, were reported

during those ten years as having been injured by causes beyond

their own control, and yet the same returns indicated the

occurrence of no less than seventeen train accidents. Such

a result as this would be unparalleled so far as the Conimis-

sioners are advised in railroad annals. It was in any case

necessary to verify the result before basing any comparison

upon it. A circular was accordingly prepared and forwarded

to the officers of the several companies, calling for a state-

ment of the whole number of cases in the ten years specified

in which any sum of money had been paid to passengers, as the

result either of proceedings at law or of voluntary compromise,

on account of personal injuries received. The answer to this

circular disclosed the fact that the corporations had, during the

period named, paid an indemnity in no less than one hundred
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and thirty-five cases of death or personal injury, instead of in

fourteen as appeared by the returns. The Commissioners were

perfectly aware that the test applied to the Massachusetts roads

in this case was a very severe one, and one which, as supplying

a basis of comparison between them and the roads of other

countries, was hardly just. Damages are not infrequently paid

by corporations in order to avoid litigation, both in cases where

the injury was in some degree occasioned by the act of the pas-

senger himself, and where it is of such a slight nature as not

to deserve to be made the subject of an official return. Among
cases of this description reported in answer to the circular, was

one where a woman was injured while leaving a train in

motion, but she was very poor and the corporation paid her on

account of her injuries ;—in anotlier case of a very narrow

escape from an accident similar to that at Norwalk in 1853, a

great number of passengers were wet and very badly frightened,

though sustaining no personal injury properly so called, but

the corporation paid them rather than stand suit ;—in yet other

cases the injury sustained seems to have been indemnified by

payments as small as five dollars. If arrived at through a

similar process, the accidents returned as happening to passen-

gers from causes beyond their own control on European roads

would be greatly increased. For instance, in one country (Bel-

gium) in 1867, the whole number of such accidents on the

state railroad was returned at three, out of a total of fifty-four

accidents to strangers from all causes, but in this the official re-

port stated that the administration, though it would have been

justified in denying all responsibility in the great majority of

cases, had yet in most cases made payments of money, to which

the public treasury was not legally bound. Tiie Commission-

ers wished, however, to make the comparison as severe as

possible to the Massachusetts roads, so that no question could

possibly be raised as to the accuracy of their conclusions in this

respect. They accordingly accepted the basis of comparison

supplied by the answers to their circular, rejecting only the

particular cases in which it was obvious that the injury was of

a trivial nature, or was occasioned by circumstances over which

the party injured had some control. The subjoined table shows

the number of accidents happening in the ten years, 1861 to
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1870, inclusive, on the several roads, the whole number of per-

sons transported and the proportion of cases of injury to that

number. (Table, No. 2.)

It remains to effect a comparison between the results thus

arrived at and those deduced from the returns of foreign roads.

In their last annual report the Commissioners referred to the

statement of Captain Douglas Galton, made in 1862 in a paper

on " Railroad Accidents " read before the Institute of Civil En-

gineers,* to the effect that " the returns of the ' Messageries

Imperiales' (stage-coach company) show, that in a series of

years the number of passengers killed and injured, from causes

beyond their own control, was 1 in 28,000 ; whilst from the

latest comparative returns of railway accidents, the number of

passengers killed and injured from causes beyond their own

control would appear to have been on British railways 1 in

334,000 ; on Belgian railways 1 in 1,600,000 ; on Prussian

railways 1 in 3,000,000 ; on French railways 1 in 4,000,000." f

A more careful examination of the various authorities within

their reach has satisfied the Commissioners of the substantial

correctness of the averages here given. As compared with the

countries specified and averaged over a number of years, it

would then appear that the casualties on the railroads in

Massachusetts were 1 passenger killed in each 24,904,048 pas-

sengers carried ; 1 passenger injured in each 1,568,759 car-

ried ; and 1,475,795 passengers are carried to each passenger

either killed or injured. Or, bringing the figures of the several

countries into direct comparison, the returns would indicate

that among passengers carried on the railroads of the several

countries there are killed and injured on

* Minutes of Proceedings, Vol. 21, p. 363.

t Captain Galton adds: "The greater comparative safety of foreign over British rail-

way's can be clearly traced to differences in the conditions of the traffic and management,

and in the habits of the people, which lead them to allow the convenience of the railway

companies to be consulted in the running of the trains, before that of the travelling

public."

It is important to bear this unquestionably correct limitation in mind in discussing

accidents on the railroads of this country. The tra/elling public of America in their

demands for speed and comfort compel the railroads to take risks which are never taken on

the Continent of Europe. Neither would our people submit for a moment to the restric-

tions enforced on the German or French roads. It is only with the railroads of Great

Britain that any fair comparison can be made.
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British railroads, one in

Massachusetts railroads, one in

Belgian railroads, one in

Prussian railroads, one in

French railroads, one in

430,000*

1,475,000

1,600,000

3,000,000

4,000,000

The average length of each journey made by rail in Massa-

chusetts is reported at 13 miles ; it would accordingly appear

that upon a calculation' of average chances any given person

would accomplish 24,904,048 journeys of 13 miles each, or an

aggregate journey of 324,000,000 miles before meeting with

any accident resulting in death, and 19,000,000 miles before

meeting with any resulting either in death or in personal

injury.

Even during the year 1870-1, the most disastrous year as re-

gards railroad accidents in the annals of the State, when the

cases of death and injury among passengers from causes beyond

their own control rose to 1 out of every 256,762 passengers car-

ried!,—even in this year the average journey resulting in death

was 12,400,000 miles, and that resulting in either death or

injury was over 3,300,000 miles.

So far from indicating, therefore, either carelessness or disre-

gard of human safety on the part of the railroad corporations

in operating their roads, the most perfect statistics would seem

decidedly to negative any stich inference. It is of course impos-

sible to wholly prevent the occurrence of accidents on railroads.

The utmost care and skill can only reduce them to a minimum,

while anything like neglect will increase them indefinitely.

The railroad system is but a human agency for the transporta

tion of persons and property, and the safety of that which is

transported depends upon an infinite variety of conditions of

every conceivable nature, from the state of the atmosphere to

the strength of a nail. A positive derangement of any one of

these conditions, dependent as they all are upon natural and

human agencies, may lead at any moment to disaster. In con-

* The English method of computing the journey of season-ticket passengers differs

from that used in Massachusetts. The figures given by Captain Galton are changed to

make the necessary allowance for this variation of returns.

t During the year 1870, the proportion of passengers killed and injured on the rail-

roads of Great Britain, from causes bej'ond their own control, computed on the basis ot

returns used in Massachusetts, was one in every 372,098.
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eluding this part of their Eeport, therefore, the Commissioners

feel constrained to say that, instead of charging the railroad

companies with habitual recklessness, the result of their inves-

tigations has led them to regard the combination of speed and

safety with which human movement is kept up by rail as

perhaps the most remarkable result accomplished through an

unceasing exercise of human care, skill and foresight which

has ever come within their range of observation.*

Apart, however, from accidents occurring exclusively to pas-

sengers and from causes beyond their own control, a similar

popular impression also exists as to the reckless management

of American railroads as regards employ(^s of corporations

and the public other than passengers. The Commissioners have

also to a certain extent investigated this subject, and the result

of their examination has tended somewhat conclusively to show

that the generally received conclusion is as erroneous in this

respect as in the other. The material for a comparison of a

very unreliable nature between the results on this point reported

on the state railroad of Belgium, the railroads of Great Britain

and those of Massachusetts is supplied in the accompanying

table. (Table No. 3.) The figures in this table relating to

the Belgian road probably set forth the exact and complete

facts in the case. Those relating to the British and Massachu-

setts roads are manifestly imperfect, but the best which can be

obtained. So far as any reliable inference can be drawn either

from Table No. 3 or from an examination of the returns in

detail it would seem that, making every reasonable allowance

for the imperfection of statistics, the amount of deaths and

personal injuries of every description and arising from all

causes annually incident to the .operation of the railroad

system of Massachusetts does not materially differ from that

experienced in European countries.

As regards the causes of accidents also, the commonly

received idea that a certain description of railroad disasters,

generally those of a most distressing character, are peculiar to

America, does not seem sustained on a more careful investiga-

* During the ten years examined by tlie Commissioners, in which eight deaths were

occasioned by train accidents on the whole railroad system of the State, there were, in the

city of Boston alone, 1,663 deaths from accident, besides 73 homicides and 93 deaths from

sunstroke. #
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tion. As will hereafter be seen, the causes of accidents in all

countries are very similar. As regards the Revere accident,

for instance, reference has already been made to the assertion,

frequently made immediately after its occurrence, to the effect

that such an accident could not possibly have occurred in Eu-

rope. How unwarranted this assertion was is made apparent

by the following facts. It will be noticed that in the statement

of Captain Galton, the railroads of France are pre-eminent for

their freedom from accidents. On the 4th of September, how-

ever, on the chemin-defer du Nord, an " omnibus " train, 50

minutes behind time, was run into at a station called Seclin,

near Lille, by the Paris express and three of its cars were com-

pletely demolished. The " omnibus," or accommodation train,

was in this case in the act of being switched on to a siding, the

express train was moving at a high rate of speed at the moment

of collision, the steam escaped from its locomotive, and the debris

of the cars caught fire. Nine passengers were killed on the spot,

75 were very seriously injured, generally by scalds and burns, a

number of whom subsequently died ; the merely bruised were

not enumerated. The accident was caused by the failure of an

employ^ in charge of a semaphore signal to give the necessary

notice that the track was closed.

On the 13tli of December 1871, the " tidal " express train

from Paris to Boulogne with London passengers, while going

at full speed ran into a locomotive which was " manoeuvring,"

as the report expressed it, upon the track, near Chantilly.

Both locomotives were destroyed, and seven employes and

twelve passengers were injured. Both of these accidents, it

will be noticed, have happened since the occurrence of the col-

lision at Revere.

The following extracts from the very valuable report of Capt.

H. W. Tyler to the Secretary of the Board of Trade on rail-

way accidents in England in 1870, affords conclusive evidence

that disasters like that at Revere are not unknown in Great

Britain :

—

" As four London & North Western excursion trains were return-

ing from a volunteer review at Penrith, the fourth came into colHs-

ion at Penruddock with the third of those trains. One hundred

and ten passengers and three servants of the company were injured

;
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* * * the regulations for telegraphing the train were altogether

neglected^

"A passenger train, following close upon another passenger

train, came into collision with it at Brighouse, in the absence of a

better system for securing intervals of space between the trains,

and of better accommodation at the station for a very crowded

traffic. One passenger was killed, and nineteen passengers and one

servant of the company were injured. The results would have been

far more serious if the running train had not been provided loith

contimcous brakes.''''

" A London & ISTorth Western passenger train came into collision

at Ashton with part of a Lancashire & Yorkshire goods train which

was being shunted. * * * Three passengers were injured. * *

* There was a loant of locJcing apparatus at a junction passed,

' on the Lancashire S Yorkshire line alone^ by 270 regular trains

in the twenty-four hoursP
" An auxiliary mail train, approaching the Carlisle station at an

incautious speed, with all signals lowered, came into collision with

an empty passenger train standing at the platform. Twenty-six

passengers were injured. * * * There were only three brakes

out of ^Q) vehicles in the train.''''

" A fast passenger train from Liverpool to Manchester came into

collision in a fog with a Tyldesley passenger train which preceded it

* * * six passengers were injured."

" An express passenger train from London came into collision

at Harrow with a portion of a goods train, which had been delayed

by the fracture of a coupling. Seven passengers and one servant

of the company were killed, and forty-one passengers and three

servants of the company were injured."

" A passenger train from Manchester to Bowden came into col-

lision, at Altrincham, with a combined train about to leave that

station for Northwich. Eighteen passengers were injured."

" A passenger train from Paddington to the city overtook and

came into collision with a preceding passenger train at the King's

Cross station. Twelve passengers injured. * * =* The block in-

terval toas thus reducedfrom five-eighths of a mile to 76 yards. * *

* There were 469 trains, including both directions, passing King''s

Cross station daily.''''

" A passenger train from Derby to Ripley come into collision

near Derby in a fog with a passenger train from Derby to Man-

chester. Twenty-five passengers and four servants of the company

were injured. * * * The block telegraph system had been aban-
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doned, as ' inconvenient and almost impracticable ' on this portion

of the line.''''

Those given above are a few of the cases classified in Captain

Tyler's report under the head of " Collisions between Engines

and Trains following one another on the same line of rails, or

at Stations or Sidings." Under this head were returned 61

accidents for the year 1870 alone, resulting in 14 deaths and

692 cases of injury.

The ascertainment of the comparative degree of safety in

travelling on the railroads of Massachusetts and those of other

countries was not, however, the end the Commissioners had in

view in entering upon their investigations. They have no desire

to underestimate or to defend any shortcomings or defects in

management which may exist on the roads of the State ; they

have, in fact, rather been charged with unduly magnifying every-

thing of the sort. The only useful result to be arrived at through

their inquiries was the attainment of a greater degree of posi-

tive safety ; to accomplish this it was necessary to form some

reliable opinion as to what additional precautions against acci-

dent could usefully be adopted. An examination and conse-

quent classification of accidents could alone supply a basis for

action on this point. The Massachusetts returns contain an

incomplete record of the accidents of the last 25 years. The
statements in the several cases are so very meagre that they do

not supply the material for a satisfactory analysis of causes,

but the accompanying table contains as perfect a classification

in this respect as it was found practicable to make. (Table

No. 4.)

The review of the railroad history of Massachusetts necessa-

rily made in the preparation of this table conclusively estab-

lished the fact that it was singularly free from the record of

serious train accidents.* The following are in fact the only

* The following are a few of the more disastrous railroad accidents which have occurred

in this country during the last twenty years:

—

May 6th, 1853. The Norwalk Bridge accident. Forty-five persons killed and some

thirty injured.

July 5th, 1854. A collision between an excursion train of twelve cars and an accom-

modation train took place on the Baltimore & Susquehanna railroad. The excursion

train was being pushed at the time of collision by its locomotive and some six cars were

crushed. Twenty-nine persons killed and over fifty injured.

October 27th, 1854. A passenger train from Niagara on the Great Western railroad of
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cases of the sort which seem to have resulted in any consider-

able loss of life or infliction of personal injuries.

1. November 6, 1847. By the falling of one end of a brake

a car was thrown off the track of the Boston & Worcester

road in Brookline and was crushed against the abutment of the

bridge. Six persons were killed and four or five seriously in-

jured.

2. November 3, 1848. A collision of extra trains took place

at Marblehead Junction on the Eastern railroad. Six persons

were killed and some thirty-three injured.

3. January 6, 1853. A car of the Boston & Maine road at

Andover was thrown from the track by the breaking of an

axle. Three persons were killed (one the only son of Presi-

dent Pierce) and several were injured.

Canada ran into a long gravel train backing towards it. Forty-seven persons were killed

and some sixty injured.

August 29th, 1855. A passenger train on the Camden & Amboy road while backing

ran into a wagon, and the four last cars of the train were thrown down an embankment.

Twenty-five persons were killed and some sixty injured.

November 1st, 1855. An excursion train of eleven cars on the Pacific railroad of Mis-

souri on the occasion of the opening of the road, was crossing the bridge over Gasconade

Kiver, when the bridge gave way, precipitating the train thirty feet into the water. Twen-

ty-two were killed and some fifty injured.

July 17th, 1856. A collision took place on the North Pennsylvania road between an

excursion train of ten cars, containing some 500 children with their teachers, and a regu-

lar train. Five cars were burned, sixty-six persons were killed and over one hundred

injured.

March 12th, 1857. A locomotive ran off the track of the Great Western Eailroad of

Canada while approaching the bridge over the Des Jardines canal. The train fell

through the bridge and crushed through the ice into 18 feet of water. Sixty persons

were killed and a large number wounded. I n this case it was thought that a self-coupler

would have saved the rear cars of the train, which were, however, both linked and

chained to the forward cars and were dragged over by them.

June 17th, 1858. A passenger train on the Erie road, near Port Jarvis, encountered a

broken rail. The last two cars were thrown from the track and precipitated down a 30

foot embankment. Six persons were killed and fifty injured. In this case had the coup-

ling held no injuries to persons would have been sustained. The cars ran 25 rods after

derailment, before the coupling broke.

June 27th, 1859. A passenger train on the Michigan Southern road was precipitated

into a rivulet near South Bend by the giving way of a culvert. Thirty -four persons were

killed and some lift}' injured.

April 14th, 1867. A night express train was thrown from the track at Carr's Eock on

the Erie railway, bj' a broken rail, and rolled down an embankment. Twenty-four per-

sons were killed and eight}' injured.

February 6th, 1871. A night express train on the N. Y. Central & Hudson Eiver

road was thrown from the track on a bridge near New Hamburg by collision with an oil

car. The locomotive and one or two cars were precipitated through the ice and others

set on fire. Twenty-one persons were killed and a large number injured.
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4. August 12, 1853. A collision occurred between an ex-

cursion and a regular train near Valley Falls on the Providence

& Worcester road. This accident, properly speaking, did not

take place in Massachusetts. Thirteen persons were killed and

some twenty-five injured.

5. September 11, 1856. A passenger train was thrown from

the track near Reading, on the Boston & Maine road, through

the breaking of one of the axles of the tender. Four persons

were killed and a number injured.

6. October 26, 1860. The rear car, containing some thirty

passengers, of the steamboat express, on the Old Colony & Fall

River road was thrown from the track near Assonet, while

moving at the rate of 35 miles an hour, was capsked and

dragged on its side nearly a quarter of a mile. No one was

killed ; three persons were seriously, and a number were

slightly injured.

7. September 17, 1862. A collision between an excursion

and a regular train took place in Wenham on the Eastern rail-

road. One person was killed and some thirty-two persons were

injured.

8. November 21, 1862. The Reading passenger train on

the Boston & Maine railroad ran into the draw of the bridge

over Charles River. Six persons were killed and thirty were

injured.

9. January 10, 1864. A car was thrown off of the track of

the Boston & Lowell road near College Hill. No person was

killed; fifteen persons were injured.

10. June 16, 1869. A passenger train was thrown from the

track on the Vermont & Massachusetts road in Athol and

was precipitated into Miller's River. Three persons were killed

and twenty-two were injured.

The examination of the Commissioners, however, disclosed

the somewhat interesting fact that three accidents of a pre-

cisely similar character and accompanied by the same circum-

stances, except as regards loss of life and personal injury, had

in this State preceded the Revere collision.

The first of these took place on the morning of the 28th of

March, 1850, on the Boston & Lowell railroad in the town of

Medford. The engine of an accommodation train which left
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Boston at 7.05 a. m. met with a slight accident and was obliged

to stop for repairs. A severe snow storm was prevailing at the

time and the 7.30 express train from Boston overtook the ac-

commodation train and collided so violently with it that the

engine of the latter train stove in the rear car of the former

train, stopping inside of its shell. The alarm had in this case

been given in time and most of the passengers, few in number,

escaped ; two only were seriously injured, and the fireman of

the colliding train in jumping off to save himself so injured

his arm that amputation w"as necessary.

The second of these accidents occurred on the Fall River

road on the evening of November 21, 1853. The steamboat

express was disabled by the breaking of the axle of a second-

class car and obliged to stop. An accommodation train was

following it, but, though the conductor of the disabled train

hurried back to give notice of danger, owing to the foggy state

of the atmosphere his signal was not seen in time, and a colli-

sion ensued of such violence that the colliding locomotive and

most of its tender were buried in the rear car. The steam at

once escaped from the boiler and of the few passengers in the

car one was killed and a number more or less injured, princi-

pally by scalding.

The third of these rear collisions took place on the Salem &
Lowell road on the 27th of August, 1864. This road was oper-

ated jointly by the Boston & Lowell and the Eastern companies.

As a Boston & Lowell train was passing Fry's Mills, near Salem,

it encountered a load of hay entangled at a grade- crossing.

The train stopped and very shortly afterwards the Lawrence

train of the Eastern company followed round the curve striking

the train so forcibly that the locomotive ran half its length

under the Lowell cars. Several were injured in this accident,

but no one was killed.
*

* A similar accident took place on the Housatonic road on August 16, 1865, but not

within the State of Massachusetts. A new engine out on an experimental trip ran into

the rear of a passenger train which was at the time backing towards it. In this case the

colliding locomotive ran wholly through the rear car and into the one next to it, where

its boiler burst. Eleven persons were killed, and some seventeen badly injured by

crushing, scalding etc.

An accident preciselj' parallel to that at Revere occurred at Bristol N. J, upon the

Camden & Amboj' road, on March 7, 1885. The Washington express for New York ran

into the rear of a Kensington and New York train which was two hours behind time.

In this case the express train was going at a high rate of speed and its engine
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The most remarkable feature in the classification presented

in Table No. 4 is the very small proportion of casualties for

which the companies are responsible as compared with the

large proportion directly attributable to the recklessness of the

persons injured. Forty-five per cent, of all the accidents exam-

ined, resulting in 835 deaths and 235 cases of injury, or 39 per

cent of the whole aggregate of killed and injured, fell under

the two headings of " Unlawfully or carelessly on track," and
" Getting on or off trains in motion," these two headings,

with certain facts connected with the heading " Striking over-

head bridge," will sufficiently illustrate this point.

The practice of unlawfully walking on the tracks of rail-

roads has twice before been referred to in the reports of this

Board. (Report 1870, p. 92. Report 1871, p. 25.) More deaths

and cases of personal injury have arisen from this cause alone

than from all the train accidents which have ever occurred in

the State. The whole number of deaths from train accidents,

properly speaking, has been 172, with perhaps 250 cases of in-

jury ; 570 deaths and 98 cases of injury are reported to persons

walking on tracks, and this does not include 105 other cases

(86 deaths, 19 injuries) to persons lying on the track, or the

195 cases (132 deaths, 44 injuries) of persons crossing the

track in front of the locomotive ; or the 14 cases of suicide.

Not only is the practice very dangerous in itself, but it has

always been forbidden by law (Gen. Laws, Chap. 63, § 102).

At the same time it is one which it is found impossible to pre-

vent, either in this country or abroad. No less than 57 trespas-

sers, for instance, as they are there called, were 'killed, and

9 were injured on the railroads of Great Britain and Ireland in

the year 1870, 105 in 1869 and 45 in 1868. As a rule, no at-

tempt is made in this country to enforce the law prohibiting

the practice ; certain roads have, however, at points where acci-

dents most frequently occurred, undertaken to arrest trespas-

sers and to enforce against tliem the penalties of the law. This

action has excited so much hostility in the neighborhood that

obstructions have immediately after been found placed secretly

on the track. In attempting to protect trespassers, therefore,

Bhattered to pieces the rear car of the procodinf? train, and buried itself in the next car.

The steam escaped, tlie cars cauglit lire and tea passengers were cruslied, scalded or

burned to death, while some forty were injured.
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the corporations found that they were jeopardizing the safety of

their own passengers and employes. In this case neither per-

sonal risk nor respect for the law suffices to restrain great num-

bers from a practice found to be somewhat convenient.

So also as regards entering and leaving trains in motion, or

leaving trains on the wrong side. These are the second most

fruitful cause of accident, resulting in 16 per cent of the casu-

alties. It is well nigh useless to pass laws or to attempt to en-

force regulations wholly opposed to the habits of the commu-
nity. The American people have always been accustomed to

take care of themselves, and no law or regulation looking to

their safe confinement in cars or in waiting-rooms, or prescrib-

ing on which side they should enter or leave trains could prac-

tically be enforced. If they could the railroad corporations

would unquestionably be glad to adopt and enforce them. Un-

der the circumstances, however, it would seem more reasonable

to afford every appliance for safety in these respects, and then,

within reasonable limits and after due notice of danger given,

to leave people to take care of themselves.

Another striking illustration, in two respects, of the inherent

recklessness both of individuals and of the community at large

is furnished in the case of grade crossings and overhead bridges.

Both grade crossings and bridges as they have hitherto been

constructed, have proved fruitful causes of death and per-

sonal injury ; the one to travellers on highways, the other to

brakemen standing on the top of freight cars. Of the two the

overhead bridge has occasioned the greater number of casual-

ties, there having been reported 117 cases of death and 42 of

injury from this cause, to 69 deaths and 80 injuries from the

other. The original height of bridges on Massachusetts roads

was about 14 feet in the clear. The increased size of rolling

stock rendered this insufficient and 18 feet was prescribed by

law for bridges thereafter constructed (Acts 1869, Chap. 308).

Meanwhile it was sought to provide for the safety of brakemen

in passing under all bridges of less than the standard height by

directing bridge-guards to be placed before them. These

guards gave the brakemen notice of the proximity of the bridge

and, though they at times injured them and frequently annoyed

them by blows, yet in practice it has been found that they in a

very great degree prevent the occurrence of this class of acci-
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dent. It has, however, also been found on certain roads ex-

tremely difficult to keep these guards in use, owing to the fact

that the brakemen themselves destroy them. They prefer to

take their chance of death from the bridges, rather than to be

continually annoyed by raps from the guards. The only abso-

lute protection against this class of accidents would seem to be

found in the erection of 18-foot bridges. Here, however, a

new difficulty is to be encountered. These bridges are even

more unpopular with those using the highways than are the

bridge-guards with brakemen. Bitter opposition is made to

them on account of the increased strain they impose on all

draught animals. As a consequence, whenever a new railroad

is now constructed, or a new highway laid out, the residents in

the vicinity almost invariably petition that the crossings shall

be at grade ; especially is this the case in all crowded neighbor-

hoods and in the vicinity of Boston. Cases have recently came

before the Commissioners, and others can be cited, where the

advocates of new thoroughfares have refused to accept a bridge,

even when it was urged upon them, and have preferred

temporarily to give up the desired way rather than be sub-

jected to the inconvenience necessary to preserve them from the

dangers and certain disasters of a grade crossing. Within the

last year corporations against their strongest renaonstrance

have had such crossings laid out across their roads in place of

bridges and at very dangerous points of approach. The Com-

missioners are satisfied that some distressing calamity, which

they are wholly powerless to prevent, must ultimately occur at

certain crossings,—as for instance at the Western Avenue cross-

ing in Brookline ; but they greatly fear that nothing but such an

accident will cause that remedy to be applied which soon or

late must be applied, though at a cost greatly aggravated with

each year of delay.

The opinion of the Commissioners on this point is perfectly

well known and does not need to be repeated. Every grade

crossing and every overhead bridge, less than 18 feet in the

clear above the track, with absolute certainty involves, soon or

late, death or personal injury to a given number of persons.

Not only should no more of either in future be constructed,

where it is possible to avoid them, but those already in existence

should gradually be replaced. If, however, the majority of the
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community think otherwise it is impossible for the Commis-

sioners to effect any essential reform in this respect, especially

as jurisdiction in the premises belongs not to them but to the

county commissioners. The alternative should, nevertheless,

be distinctly understood ; it is, that the community accepts as

the price of its unwillingness to submit to an inconvenience a

certain regular percentage of casualties.

Passing from the consideration of accidents arising from the

various causes against which it is almost impossible in the

nature of things for the companies to provide, it was found that

the other class of casualties could generally be traced to some

defect under one or more of the following heads :

(1.) Derailment by breaking of axle or rail.

(2.) by expansion of rail.

(3.) by defective switch.

(4.) by reason of insufficient cattle-guards.

(5.) Collisions caused by carelessness of employes.

(6.) by imperfect regulations.

(7.) by defective signals.

(8.) by want of telegi'aphic communication.

(9.) by want of brake power.

(10.) by railroad grade-crossings.

(11.) by breaking through bridges owing to

want of guards.

(12.) by falling of train through draw.

(13.)
' by concussion in starting or stopping train.

(14.) by falling between cars while passing

through train in motion.

(15.) by explosion of locomotives.

Apart from anything peculiar to the management of the

Eastern railroad company the following causes of a general na-

ture seem to have essentially contributed to the occurrence of

the Revere disaster.

1st. A deficiency in the system of signals by which an inter-

val either of space or of time was insured between trains

following each other

;

2d. The want of a complete telegraph system which should

keep the central office fully advised at all times of the exact

17
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position of each train on the road, and in communication with

all of such trains at the several stations
;

3d. To an insufficiency of brake power

;

4th. To the use of tail-lights of insufficient penetrating

power.

This special analysis of causes, together with the preceding

general one, the Commissioners compared with two other sim-

ilar analyses of causes of accidents which had happened in

Great Britain; the one made by Mr. Brunlees and submitted

to the Institute of Civil Engineers,* and covering the years

from 1854-60 inclusive ; the other contained in the report of

Captain Tyler already referred to.

That of Mr. Brunlees was a!s follows :

—

Insufficient accommodation, .

Insufficient establishment,

Want of engine power,

Wcmt of brake power, . .

Want of communication with locomotive,

Want of adequate signals, .

Want of time-pieces, ....
Want of turn-tables, ....
Unpunctuality, .....
Insufficient or badly enforced regulations,

Insufficient intervcd between trains,

Negligence of employes.

Speed too great for class of road.

Want of electric telegraph, .

58

61

17

65

31

88

15

2

50

198

70

211

8

97

Out of 975 causes contributing to the accidents analyzed in

making this table, 729 were common to it with the analysis

made by the Commissioners of Massachusetts accidents.

The analysis of Captain Tyler (Report, p. 33.) refers the

accidents investigated, 122 in number, to the following con-

tributing or combined causes :

—

Fractures of coupling,

Defective maintenance.

Defective construction,

Defective accommodation for traffic.

4

9

12

16

* Minutes of Proceedings. Vol. 21, p. 316.
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Insufficient or inexperienced staff, or too long hours of duty, 12

10

60

2

27

Insufficient hraJcepower^

Defective signal and sioitchioig arrangements,

Want of means of ascertaining correct time,

Want of improved regidations or defective discipli7ie, .

Want of telegraphic communication, or of system for secur-

ing intervals of space between trains,

Mistakes or oiecfHgence of employes, ....
Excessive speed with reference to conditions of road or roll

ing stock,

Foggy weather,

Improper interference by persons not under control of the

companies, .........

43

2

17

Of the 308 contributing causes specified in this analysis, 228

were common to it with the analysis of the Commissioners. It

seemed, therefore, not unsafe to conclude that the above in-

cluded all the ascertainable causes of railroad accident, and

that any system which adapted and vigilantly used all the appli-

ances best calculated to prevent the occurrence of accidents, so

far as they were preventible, arising from these causes was

doing all that could be required of it to secure the safety of

travellers.

Acting upon these analyses and such general information as

they could procure, after frequent consultations with the mem-
bers of the several citizens' committees, and the committee of

railroad officials appointed to advise with them, the Commission-

ers finally united with the latter body in making nine recom-

mendations to the railroad corporations of the State. As will

be noticed they covered only the causes of accidents numbered

6, 7, 8, 9, 13 and 14 in the analysis of the Commissioners

(p. cxxix). The causes numbered 1, 2, 5 and 15 were mani-

festly beyond the control of legislation, or even of the railroad

companies themselves, except to a limited extent. Those num-

bered 3, 4 and 12 were already sufficiently provided for on the

statute book. There remained only those numbered 10 and 11,

and these have already been made the subject of as emphatic

recommendation by this Board, both to the legislature and to

the corporations, as it is in its power to make (Second Annual

Report, 1871, pp. 26, 27, 30). The recommendations of the
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Commissioners as agreed to by the committee of railroad offi-

cials were as follows :

—

I. A revision of the rules under which the several roads are

operated.

II. The general adoption, at the earliest possible time con-

sistent with a reasonable regard to the present condition of

passenger rolling-stock, of brakes operated from the locomotive

and enabling the engineer at all times to control his train.

III. The construction of all new passenger cars in such a

manner as to prevent telescoping in case of accident, and the

change of existing cars in this respect within a reasonable time

in the regular course of repairs.

TV. The adoption of some approved standard heating appa-

ratus, properly secured, to obviate in the greatest possible degree

all danger from fire in case of accident.

Y. The disuse on passenger trains of any illuminating sub-

stance other than candles or a fluid incapable of ignition at less

than 800° Fahrenheit.

VI. The substitution of Fresnel lanterns in place of the

ordinary tail-lights now in use.

VII. The general adoption of a rule prescribing that a brake-

man shall be stationed upon the last car of every train, whether

freight or passenger, who shall be known as the " signal brake-

man," and whose special duty it shall be to have charge of all

train-signals, and to immediately provide for the safety of the

rear of the train in case of danger.

VIII. The adoption of a uniform dress or cap for all em-

ployes whose duty brings them into contact with the travelling

public.

IX. The general use of the telegraph in aid of the present

time-table system.

In accordance with these recommendations a schedule of gen-

eral rules for the operation of all the railroads of the Common-

wealth was prepared by the Commissioners, approved by the

committee of railroad officials after careful revision and much

harmonious discussion, and will undoubtedly be very generally

adopted. A copy of tliese regulations is printed in Appendix

F of this Report. A comparison of the various codes of
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rules now in use on the several railroads of the State made

the expediency of this reform very manifest. Three corpora-

tions only, operating in all but 142 miles of road in the State,

made use of the same set of rules, and in this case, though

well arranged and clear, the rules were unnecessarily long,

numbering no less than 220, besides some 40 additional run-

ning rules. Regulations for operating railroads should be as

short and as few in number as possible, and so systematized

that each employ^ can at a glance ascertain his own peculiar

duties. In the case of these three roads the code prepared by

the Commissioners reduced the number nearly one-half. Other

roads again were found to be operated under a great number

of rules put together without apparent system and exceedingly

difficult to understand. One small road had no printed regula-

tions, others very few ; very few allusions to the telegraph, or

to the duties of employes on receiving train despatches were

found in the whole collection. In very many cases the rules of

the different roads guiding employes in relation to the same

subject-matters were at variance. It is confidently hoped that

the general adoption of the system proposed will tend, through

its uniformity, to an increased acquaintance with their duties

among employes, and hence to a greatly improved discipline
;

the public, also, will gradually become familiar with these rules

and consequently with their own rights and obligations.

It is not deemed necessary to comment at any length on the

propriety of each of the foregoing recommendations. The ne-

cessity of the train-brake was illustrated in the Revere collision.

Could the engineer in that case, instead of whistling " brakes,"

have himself applied the brakes by an effort no greater than

was required to give the signal, it scarcely admits of doubt that

the collision would have been averted. The great advantage

enjoyed by the Westinghouse and Steinard brakes, over most

other train-brakes which have been experimented with, is that

they are in constant use and are not reserved for emergencies,

when they are apt not to be in order. Neither is the use of

either of these improvements at all incompatible with the appli-

cation of the brake by hand should the train apparatus be out

of order. The economy as regards time, in making regular

train-stops where this brake is in use, is also an important con-

sideration ; those who have had the greatest experience with it
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estimating the saving at 45 seconds to the stop. Where stations

are close together, as on the roads in the vicinity of Boston, the

importance of this saving in time is very obvious. The general

adoption of train in place of hand-brakes may be considered a

mere question of time, and the Commissioners have reason to

believe that the change in this respect is now being eflfected

upon the roads of Massachusetts with as great rapidity as can

reasonably be expected.

The third recommendation was modified at the request of

the committee of railroad officials, and is expressed in more

general terms than was originally intended. The high opinion

entertained by the Commissioners of what is known as the Mil-

ler buffer-platform, as an improvement in car construction both

as regards comfort and safety, has already twice been expressed

in previous reports. (Rep. 1869, pp. 90-1. Rep. 1870, p.

14.) By its general adoption alone can full effect be given

as yet to the third recommendation. Objection has been made

to its adoption upon certain Massachusetts roads on the ground

that by bringing the cars of a train into firm contact with each

other, it would not allow the play or slack necessary for start-

ing trains on a rising grade, or in certain conditions of the

track ; and, also, that being a self-coupler it subjected trains to

danger of parting in rounding sharp curves or in case of derail-

ment. Upon no point in connection with rolling stock do the

highest authorities differ more than upon the relative advan-

tages and disadvantages of the self-coupling apparatus. Acci-

dents, and very serious ones, like those at the Des Jardines

canal and at Port Jarvis for instance (awfe, p. 123), could be

referred to by the Commissioners, which have arisen, or been

greatly aggravated, in the one case by the train having been

held together, so that one part unnecessarily dragged another

to destruction, and in the other case from the train having

uncoupled and come apart so that disconnected cars were

destroyed, simply for want of the support of the rest of the

train. Any objection to the self-coupler on this score is

obviated by the simple use of connecting chains. The sug-

gested difficulty in starting trains with the buffer-platform in

use is a purely practical one. Upon this point the Commis-

sioners applied for information to Mr. C. E. Perkins, Superin-

tendent of the Burlington & Missouri River R. R. Co. , who has
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had great experience of the buffer-platform on a road present-

ing far greater difiiculties of the sort referred to than any road

in Massachusetts. His reply to their inquiries would seem to

be fairly conclusive on the practical question involved and

will be found in Appendix G of this Report. The buffer-plat-

form, however, has great advantages over the other forms of

car construction now in use in various respects, especially as

regards the jerking of trains in starting or stopping, safety in

passing from car to car, the use of train-brakes and resistance

in case of collision. As regards all these matters, however,

the Commissioners desire simply to refer to the very valuable

communication addressed to them by Mr. Isaac Hinckley, Presi-

dent of the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore R. R. Co.

The great and very generally recognized authority of Mr. Hinck-

ley upon questions relating to railway equipment and manage-

ment lends great value to his opinions, and the Commissioners

have been placed under much obligation to this gentleman, who

rendered them most important assistance throughout their in-

vestigations, and by whose advice they were largely guided.

The communication referred to will be found in Appendix G of

this Report.

The propriety of the changes and additional precautions sug-

gested in recommendations TV. and Y., seem too obvious to re-

quire comment. Recent inventions have wholly obviated any

necessity for using kerosene, or any other explosive or quickly

igniting oil for the lighting of cars. All such add greatly to

the horrors of the worst forms of railroad accidents, for, even

if they do not themselves explode or ignite, by saturating

upholstery and furniture with inflamable matter, they largely

increase the danger from fire.

Recommendation VI. was especially insisted upon by the

commissioners and was finally acceded to. The investigations

made in consequence of the Revere accident disclosed the fact

that collisions of trains following each other on the same line

of tracks were of not infrequent occurrence, and were peculi-

arly liable to occur on foggy nights. It has already been stated

in this Report that in the case of the Revere collision the reflect-

ing head-light of the following locomotive was distinctly seen

by a passenger standing at the rear of the Beverly train, and

that, in the judgment of this person, an ordinary tail-lantern,
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such as those with which that train was equipped, could not

have been seen at the same distance.* The accidents of 21st No-

vember 1853 on the Fall River road, and of 7th March 1863 on

the Camden & Amboy road, beside the Seclin collision and

several of those referred to in England, seem not improbably

referable to the same cause. No stronger illustration of the

necessity of this simple and inexpensive precaution could, how-

ever, be furnished than was furnished at Revere.

The propriety of the changes and additional precautions sug-

gested in the fourth and fifth recommendations seems too obvi-

ous to require comment. The eighth recommendation also

was suggested by the facts disclosed in connection with the

Revere disaster. The extreme disorder habitually, according

to the evidence, prevailing in and about the Boston station of

the Eastern railroad was in no small degree attributable to the

difficulty experienced by those using the station in recognizing

the employes of the company, so as to enable them to obtain

correct information as to the position and movement of trains.

The same trouble notoriously exists throughout the railroad

system of the Commonwealth. All travellers, and especially

women and children, are continually perplexed and rendered

anxious by their inability to recognize employes at sight. These

are generally dressed as civilians, with the exception perhaps of

some obscure badge or label. How great an inconvenience

this fact occasions and how injurious it is to good discipline is

only appreciated by travellers when they pass onto some road

or steamboat where another system prevails. There is in fact

more real necessity, so far as the public convenience is con-

cerned, that all railroad employes, who are brought by their

* This fact is of such importance that the Commissioners take the liberty of printing

the extract relating to it from the private letter addressed to them by Mr. Arthur T. Ly-

man of Boston, the passenger referred to. "While standing at the rear door of the rear

car of the Beverly train on the evening of 26th August last, after leaving Chelsea and be-

fore stopping at Revere, I saw behind us the head-light of an engine, which I supposed

was that of the Bangor express. It looked dim; but I positively saw the light. The

distance I could not estimate in the darkness and fog * * * Soon the light came in

sight again, I think rather less than three-quarters of a minute before the collision * * *

In direct answer to your question I am decidedly of the opinion that the ordinary red

tail-lights could not have been seen by the engineer of the express train at the time when

I saw the head-light ofthe express engine; or if they were perhaps absolutely visible,

yet that they were only so to such a degree as, at the distance at that time, to be practi-

cally invisible, and that no one on the engine could have been reasonably expected to see

them."
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duties in contact with travellers, including conductors, depot

and baggage masters, brakemen and private police, should be

uniformed than that the regular police should be. The reason

for such a regulation is in each case the same, but the appeals

of all descriptions made by strangers to railroad employes are

probably much more frequent than those made to policemen.

Upon this point the Commissioners suggested an entire uniform.

This would have remedied the evil. The officials of the roads,

however, did not deem it necessary to go so far, and a dis-

tinctive cap and band were finally settled upon as suffi-cient.

It was only as regards signals and the use of the telegraph

in operating their roads that the Commissioners and the com-

mittee of officials were unable to arrive at a thoroughly satis-

factory understanding. The suggestions originally made in

this respect by the Commissioners were as follows :—

-

IX.—The general adoption upon all single-track roads and

branches of a system of telegraphic control of trains in addition to

the present time-table system.

This was returned by the committee amended so as to read
—" The general use of the telegraph in aid of the present

time-table system," and agreed to as amended.

X.—Wherever, upon any road, trains are intended to run within

ten minutes' of each other, the adoption of a system of telegraphic

communication from station to station, enabling each train to be

fully informed as to the condition of the track to the next station

ahead. Or in lieu of a system of signals providing for intervals of

space between following trains, a system which shall provide for a

certain interval of time between such trains.

This was returned with the following indorsement:—"Of
questionable expediency. The committee deem the accom-

panying rules a sufficient provision for securing the object the

Commissioners have in view." (See Rules 37 and 121,

Appendix.)

XI.—That an acquaintance with telegraph operating shall, in

future, be made one of the essential requirements in the case of all

applicants for certain positions under the railroad companies, in the

same way that reading and writing now are.

18
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This was endorsed as follows :

—

" In view of the possible failure of the telegraph when most relied

upon, the committee fear that disaster would be increased and

aggi'avated by a dependence upon its operation in the hands of

persons who would have only infrequent occasions for its use.

They are also confident that the interest which the Commissioners

have excited on the whole subject of safety signals will lead to

better results in the adoption of such as are suited to the circum-

stances of the respective roads than can reasonably be expected

from any iron rule applied to all."

The object of the Commissioners in making recommendations

IX.-XI. was to bring the telegraph into complete use, as an

auxiliary to operation throughout the railroad system of the

State ;—to have, in fact, the telegraph a necessary and recog-

nized part of railroad machinery, with the use of which every

station-master and conductor must be familiar as a prerequisite

to his holding his place. The expediency of this change, merely

on the ground of economy to the corporations, was strikingly

illustrated throughout the investigation which followed the

Revere disaster. A very large proportion of the rolling stock

of the Eastern railroad was rendered unavailable during the

week ending the 26th of August, when it was most needed,

because trains were standing still at points of passing, waiting

for other trains which were out of time. The track was per-

fectly clear for miles, but no orders were received, the road was

operated in the dark, and the wheels stood still to the equal loss

and inconvenience of the public and the corporation. The sys-

tematic use of the telegraph can alone enable a company to get

the greatest possible amount of work out of a given quantity of

rolling stock, whether freight or passenger. Again, as regards

the laying down of double tracks : this is a most costly expe-

dient to accommodate an increasing business. The necessity

of it is in many cases obviated by a thorough use of the tele-

graph. The Copamissioners are not acquainted with a single

double-track road in the United States west of Buffalo. There

may be such, but they have never heard of them Roads like

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Michigan Central, etc.,

accommodate their vast traffic on a single track simply because
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they make use of the telegraph, and yet experience has shown

that these roads are as free from accidents as any double-track

roads in Massachusetts. The Commissioners do not wish to be

considered as saying anything to discourage the construction of

double tracks—they are of course safer and more convenient

than any single track can be ;—all they desire to do is to call

attention to the prodigious accuracy effected by those who have

learned to thoroughly utilize the telegraph. That no Massa-

chusetts road has ever yet done this was demonstrated by the

single fact already mentioned, that in the rules of very few of

the roads had any provision, even of the simplest nature, been

made as to the effect of telegraphic orders, or the course to

be pursued by employes in charge of trains on their receipt.

The use of the telegraph without such cannot but be accom-

panied with danger. The Commissioners of course do not seek

to convey the idea that no use has hitherto been made of the

telegraph in operating Massachusetts railroads. On the con-

trary, all the companies, as a matter of course, make use of it

more or less, and many of them make very general use of it

;

but at the same time the evidence in the Revere collision and

the action of the committee of officials on the ninth, tenth and

eleventh recommendations of the Commissioners make it clear

that it is not in all quarters used either as much or as systemat-

ically as it well might be. The deficiency is most apparent as

regards the movement of trains. Many of the roads of Massachu-

setts at the time of the Revere accident made use of appliances

more or less crude and antiquated, such as semaphore signals,

dials, sand-glasses and green flags to secure intervals of time be-

tween succeeding trains. All of these, however, have served

their purpose and been abandoned elsewhere under the pressure

of an increasing traffic necessitating a more rapid movement.

It is in England that the system of telegraphic signals has been

developed to the highest point of perfection, and some of the

results attained there are very remarkable.

For several years past the utmost exertions of the English

Board of Trade inspectors have been directed towards securing

the general adoption on the railroads of Great Britain of what

is known as the block system. The essence of this system lies

in the substitution of an interval of space between following
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trains instead of an interval of time* Its operation is very-

simple. Where a road becomes crowded by a too rapid sequence

of trains, telegraphic stations are established from point to point

along the more busy portion of the road. The passing of a

train by any given station is telegraphed back from that station

to the preceding one, and no following train can pass this pre-

ceding station until the telegraph has notified such train of the

fact that the intervening space is clear. In the case of the

Revere accident, for instance, after the Beverly train left Chel-

sea the Portland express would have been unable to pass that

station until the Beverly train was signalled as having left

Revere. A description of this system as in use in England, will

be found in Appendix H of this Report. Where it has been

thoroughly adopted the roads have been comparatively free

from collisions. The South-Eastern and the London, Chatham

& Dover, for instance, operating four hundred and sixty-six

miles, worked throughout on a telegraph block-system, met

with no train accident in 1870 ; while the London & North-

western, worked for a small portion only of its fourteen hun-

dred and seventy-seven miles on a block, had no less than

* "The principle of securing intervals of space in place of time intervals between trains,

which has now become generally known as the bloch-system, is (me improvement on which

much has of late been said, and the extension of which the inspecting officers have had

occasion constantly, and too much in vain, to recommend during many years. But it is

not, of itself, a panacea for the prevention of railway collisions, nor is it even, as I shall

have to show, the principal remedy required. It becomes valuable only where it is applied

under good regulations, with suitable apparatus, in the hands of trustworthy servants, and

with the aid of good discipline, especially as regards signal-men and engine-drivers. It

'

requires, also, to be introduced, employed and properly maintained, in combination with

sufficient accommodations,—sidings, and independent sidings or relief lines, for marshal-

ling, shunting and generally disposing of goods trains out of the way of passenger traffic;

with carefully adapted signal and point arrangements, including concentration of the

levers and interlocking between them in proper signal cabins; with ample break-power

in the trains; and with more stringent regulations in regard to reduction of speed, the

observance of signals, and the greater use of detonating signals in foggy weather."

Report of Capt. Tyler, p. 3.

The above extract conve3's apparently a fair idea of the excessive precautions necessary

to the safe operation of English railways. In speaking of the accidents upon them it is to

be borne in mind that they are called upon to accommodate a traffic absolutelj' unknown

in America. As, for instance, where two hundred and seventy regular trains of one line

alone pass a given junction each twenty-four hours; or four hundred and sixty-nine

trains both ways pass a single station daily, with a regular interval of five-eighths of a

mile; or where one hundred and thirty-two trains enter and leave one station during

three hours of each morning, and the same number during three hours of each evening,

being one train for every eighty-two seconds.
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thirty-four train accidents which required investigation during

the same year.

No such system has as yet been introduced upon the Massa-

chusetts roads; simply because their traffic is comparatively light,

collisions are of rare occurrence and the necessities of an over-

whelming business have not compelled the innovation. And
yet in discussion with the Commissioners some of the expe-

rienced officials of the roads running out of Boston have not

hesitated to assert that they did not think it would be possible

to operate thejr roads on the block principle ; the fact mean-

while being that more trains enter and leave the Cannon Street

station in London each day through the aid of the block system

than enter and leave all the stations in Boston combined. It

has been estimated that an average of fifty thousand persons

were, in 1869, daily brought into Boston and carried from it, on

three hundred and eighty-five trains, while the South-Eastern

railway of London received and dispatched in 1870, on an aver-

age, six hundred and fifty trains a day, between 6 A. M. and 12

P. M., carrying from thirty-five thousand to forty thousand

persons, and this too without the occurrence of a single train

accident during the entire year. On one single exceptional

day eleven hundred and eleven trains carrying one hundred

and forty-five thousand persons are said to have entered and

left this station in the space of eighteen hours. Yet under the

so-called pressure of increasing business certain of the roads

leading out of Boston, unable to preserve a sufficient time

interval between trains, are considering the costly remedy of a

third track. The Commissioners are unable to see any equiva-

lent advantage to be derived from such an outlay. A double

track road, with good sidings, and supplemented by a thorough

block and telegraph system, besides being easier to manage and

less expensive, could apparently accommodate a far greater

number of trains than a mere three-track road.

One only subject remains to be considered in connection with

the causes of railroad accidents, and this was not discussed

between the Commissioners and the committee of railroad

officials, except in connection with rule 29 of the regulations.

It is, however, a fact that the most distressing class of railroad

accidents, as the Norwalk, the Des Jardines canal and the New
Hamburg, occurs on bridges. There is reason to believe that
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almost everywhere, in Europe* no less than this country, the

increased weight of rolling stock and of modern traffic subjects

our railroad bridges, especially where deteriorated by age, to a

strain for which they were not originally intended. The Com-

missioners would again renew the recommendation concerning

guard rails, or joists, contained in their last annual report.

f

There is reason to fear that the severe lesson of the Athol dis-

aster has not in this respect borne its full fruit. In the coming

spring the Commissioners propose to give especial attention to

this important matter.

It only remains to consider what legislation, if any, in addi-

tion to that now on the statute book, the investigations of the

Commissioners would seem to indicate is required to secure the

greater safety of the travelling public. As has already been

seen, the subjects of walking on track, grade-crossings, bridge-

guards, brakes on freight cars, safety-switches, and car lighting,

to which causes thirty-seven per cent, of all injuries returned

have been attributable, are already provided for sufficiently.

Certain other fruitful causes of accident, such as getting on or

off cars in motion, falling from cars in motion, crossing track in

front of locomotive, leaning from train in motion, derailments

generally, crushing between cars in shifting and shackling,

explosions, suicides, «tc., including about fifty per cent, of the

* "Many railway iron bridges have been in use for a great number of years, and some

of them were originally constructed with a view to lighter rolling stock than that of the

present day. As these deteriorate from wear and tear, and from rust, they necessarily

become weaker, and it is of the utmost importance that they should, under careful super-

vision, be supported, strengthened or renewed, before any risk of actual failure occurs."

Tyler, pp. 5-6.

t "Did the roads make it a rule to lay down upon all bridges and the approaches

thereto double or guard rails inside of each rail of the track, a locomotive or car, meeting

some obstruction on the rails on one side, would have its wheels on the other pide held

between the track and the guard rail, and would thus move only straight forward and

could not diverge ia such a manner as to run off the stringers. Or, if above the stringers,

good sound cross-ties were placed, not more than IJ feet apart from centre to centre, and

extending three or four feet outside the rails to an additional stringer, with a guard

timber placed midway between the rails, the engine or car on leaving the rails would be

supported by the cross-ties, and would be prevented by the guard timber in the middle

from diverging so far as to strike the side of the bridge. As old and used-up iron would

answer every purpose of guard rails, the cost of taking this precaution would be very

slight to the corporations. It would constitute a great safeguard to the travelling public,

and the loss entailed by one such accident as that at Athol would probably cover the ex-

pense of laying down guard rails on every bridge of the Commonwealth."—Secojic^ ^»m«al

Report, pp. 2G-7. See also upon this point Mr. Hinckley's letter, App. G.
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whole, relate to matters obviously beyond the reach of legisla^

tion. It is difficult to see how any law could be framed to pre-

vent their recurrence. There remain only the matters which

have been discussed, and made the subject of recommendations

to the companies by the Commissioners. Enactments of more

or less binding force might be passed in relation to train-brakes,

car construction, car heating and lighting, tail-lights, signals,

use of the telegraph, joists on bridges, and the uniforming of

employes. As regards some of the less material of these, such

as the lighting of cars, the use of more powerful tail-lights, joists

on bridges, and the uniforming of employes, it would not be

difficult to frame laws which might be effectually put in force.

As regards other and more really important matters, such as car

construction, train-brakes, and car heating, legislation would be

of very doubtful expediency. The general adoption of any im-

provement in these respects can only be the work of time,

involving very considerable changes, effected only at great

expense, in all the rolling stock in use. Meanwhile new and

improved appliances are continually offering themselves for

trial, and any legislation which should tend to exclude such

from use would probably work more harm than good. Finally,

the law makes the corporations responsible, both civilly and

criminally, for the careful operation of their roads ; it is, there-

fore, a question worthy of great consideration, whether, sub-

jected as they are to this responsibility, they should be

compelled by statute, on these important points, to adopt

appliances in regard to the safety and efficiency of which they

may entertain grave doubts. This last consideration applies

with peculiar force to any legislation looking to a compulsory

use of the most important of all the improvements suggested,

the telegraph, and the system of block signals. In England

the subject has been much more discussed than in this country,

and the opinion of those most competent to judge, including

the government officials, was decidedly adverse to legislation,

and upon grounds which seem entitled to weight. * Much

* Upon this point Capt. Tyler says in his report (p. 38) :
—" The next question that

naturally arises is, whether further interference, either by powers delegated to a govern-

ment department, or by the more direct action of the legislature, is now desirable, and

whether any measures of this description would tend t© diminish the number of accidents

on railways. * * *

"Looking to the various remedies, divided under fifteen heads, which were eniira=
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prominence was given, in the first place, to the question of

responsibility already alluded to. The extreme injustice of the

government assuming practical management, as regards essen-

tial details, and yet leaving the whole liability for disaster on

the private corporations, was pointedly stated. The decisive

objection, however, was found in the extreme and apparently

insuperable difficulty which accompanies the framing of any

legislation which shall be at once effective and yet elastic

enough to meet all the conditions and requirements of a most

erated, it is obvious on a first glance that many of them might speedily be applied,

wherever they are required, with great advantage; and that the sooner they were

brought into practical operation the sooner, piv ianto, would the number of accidents;

diminish, and benefit result in respect of the comparative safety of railroad travelling.

* * And there can be no doubt that for the immediate object of safety any pressure

from without, by which the companies could be induced or compelled more rapidly to

adopt remedies of this description, would so far be advantageous. But it must be re-

membered, on the other hand, that a railway requires daily and hourly supervision and

repair, as regards its works, permanent way, rolling stock and other parts, as well as that

many of the remedies enumerated have reference to care in design and construction of

details; to maintenance, regulations and discipline; and to increase of conveniences in

working, as from time to time they become required. Any interference which would

tend to relieve the railway companies of such responsibility as now rests upon them,

would have a mischievous rather than a beneficial tendency, as would also any system

of interference which led to divided control; and any attempt at interference in the

actual maintenance or working of railways must lead to a division of responsibility, as

well as to a division of control. It is desirable, and even unavoidable, that improvements

should, on any railway which is worked as a joint-stock concern, for the profit of share-

holders, be introduced bj'-, and under the auspices of those who are entrusted with its

management; and especially in cases in which success depends upon care in construc-

tion, maintenance, and daily discipline. Either the government must take the manage-

ment of railways into its own hands, in which case all the oflicers and servants of the

railway companies would become officers and servants of the government, or it must

leave the management to the companies. Direct interference with details of working,

of management, of maintenance, or of increase from time to time of accommodation or

appliances,would necessarily lead, as long as the companies are working for a profit, to

constant complaint and recrimination. The shareholders would be discontented, and the

public dissatisfied; the officers of the companies would point to government interference,

and the government officers to company management, as causes of evil; and when an

accident occurred the responsibility would lie between the two, and it would be the natural

endeavor of each to shift it to the other."

To the same effect the Commissioners take the liberty of printing the following forcible

extract from a private letter, addressed to one of their board by a prominent official of the

Board of Trade, or Great Britain:

—

"Any scheme for the purchase of the railroads by the government will have my
warmest support when it comes. At present we are only pestered by constant demands

that the government should interfere in all kinds of trivial details of management, by

means of legislation, e. g. :—that tliat they sliould introduce a bill to compel companies to

supply foot-warmers! My constant answer to these applications is that government is

not afraid to work the railroads itself, but that it will not meddle with existing manage-

ment, nor divide responsibility with it, nor endeavor to effect by legislation that which is

beyond the province of legislation, namely, the settlement of administrative details."
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complex system. A thorough system of block signals, for in-

stance, would be absurdly unnecessary, if applied to all the rail-

roads in the State, and would be calculated rather to increase

than diminish the number of accidents. So, also, as regards

telegraphic communication with all railroad stations. This the

law could easily prescribe, but the use to be made of it in

practice must still remain within the discretion of railroad

officials. Its careless or unregulated use tends to increase the

number of accidents, while to its enforced use, whether really

complied with or not, every disaster would be attributed.

Finally, the only §ffect of additional legislation on the really

important points which have been discussed, would be to im-

pose additional criminal and civil liability in case of accidents

the occurrence of which would obviously have been prevented

by the use of certain appliances indicated in the statute. This

liability would already seem to have been practically imposed

on the corporations by the joint action of the committee of rail-

road officials and of this Board. The corporations can disregard

the recommendations which have been made only at their own
risk, and the occurrence of any accident clearly attributable to

a disregard of those recommendations would, in presence of a

jury, affect the interests of those responsible in a way not to be

mistaken. The Commissioners have good reason to believe that

the desired changes are now being effected with all reasonable

rapidity throughout the Commonwealth. There is little danger

that the lesson of the Revere disaster will be lost. Many cor-

porations have already, within the last few months, extended

the use of the telegraph, adopted improved train-brakes and sig-

nals, and taken other precautions. The extremely harmonious

action of the committee of railroad officials with this Board,

will unquestionably lend a great stimulus to this movement,

and as it is now progressing the Commissioners feel warranted

in expressing a confident hope that the close of another year

will find the railroad system of Massachusetts, taken as a whole,

as thoroughly provided with improved appliances and as well

protected against danger of accident as are the more advanced

members of the systems elsewhere.

19
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Part III.

The last portion of the present Report the Commissioners pro-

pose to devote to the consideration of those questions of more

general interest arising out of the material relations existing

between the people of the Commonwealth and the several mem-
bers of its railroad system ; stating, as clearly and succinctly

as they can, the reasons of their action during the past year,

the ends they have had in view, the means they have adopted

towards the attainment of those ends, and, finally, the course

they propose to pursue, unless otherwise instructed, during the

coming year.

A definite plan, both of investigation and of action, has been

pursued by this Board since its first organization, as steadily as

circumstances would permit. It was first sought, through a

thorough analysis of the past and present industrial conditions

of Massachusetts, to arrive at a clearly defined conception of the

policy on the part of its railroad corporations which was best

calculated to meet the needs and to promote the development of

the State. This once established and accepted as correct, the

methods through which the private corporations controlling the

several members of the railroad system should be induced to

adopt that policy, would be matter for ultimate discussion.

The first part of the work,—the analysis of the industrial

condition and of the consequent requirements as regards trans-

portation of the existing community of Massachusetts,—was a

comparatively simple task, and one in which the conclusions

arrived at admitted of little discussion. To this subject the

larger portion of the first annual report of the Board was de-

voted. The relative importance to the community of its several

leading branches of industry was found greatly to have altered

since the construction of the railroad system was begun. While,

as was indicated in the tables published in the first report, the

products of the industry of Massachusetts had developed more

than fourfold between the years 1845 and 1865, rising from an

aggregate of 1125,000,000 in the first year to nearly $520,000,-

000 according to the census of the last, a very great change

was noticeable in the growth of the several industries contribut-
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ing to this result. The original branches of industry from

which the people of the State had accumulated the basis of their

subsequent wealth, the fisheries and agriculture, had remained

during the period referred to nearly stationary, the former con-

tributing an increase in 1865 of less than $50,000 over the

amount returned from the same source in 1845, or less than the

eightieth part of one per cent, of the total increase ; while the

relative importance of this industry to the entire industry of the

State had, during the same period, decreased from 8.08 to 2.11 per

cent, of the whole. During the same period the second source of

prosperity, foreign commerce, had increased less than $15,000,-

000, or 3.5 per cent, of the whole ; while on the other hand

manufacturing production in all its branches had undergone

the amazing development of $326,000,000, or 77 per cent, of

the whole increase. These conclusions, drawn from a compari-

son of statistics, did but verify that which was matter of almost

common notoriety, and which has been yet more strikingly re-

vealed by the figures of the last United States census. It had

Ipng been matter of general observation that the farmers of New
England were carrying on a most unequal struggle with those

who cultivated the richer soils of the West, which the railroads

were yearly bringing into more direct competition with them.

All question which may have hitherto existed upon this point,

has been removed by the recent investigations of the Bureau of

Labor Statistics. The fisheries, also, except the inland, were in a

stationary, if not languishing condition, and the recent national

census has indicated that the fishing towns, save in certain

exceptional cases, have experienced within the last ten years a

decline in population. It is likewise a matter of equal noto-

riety that the whole foreign commerce of the State, once dis-

tributed among several thriving ports, has long since entirely

concentrated at Boston, while even there it has for some

years been in a languishing condition, from which it has but

recently begun to revive. Meanwhile, within the twenty years

referred to, the whole interior of the State had been revolution-

ized. Cities, towns and villages, devoted to almost innumerable

branches of manufacturing industry, have sprung up in every

direction, and are increasing with wonderful rapidity. The

State is thus becoming one vast workshop sending the results of

its labor all over the world.
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Arguing from the result of this analysis it required but little

reflection to decide upon the policy on the part of the railroad

corporations, best calculated under these circumstances to pro-

mote the common interest. The case, indeed, hardly admitted

of doubt. The future of every material interest of Massachu-

setts, whether of agriculture, of fisheries or of commerce, was

clearly involved in the utmost possible development of her man-

ufacturing industry. Could the State and the region of which it

is the geographical and business centre be gradually developed

into the recognized manufacturing centre,-—the Belgium, in fact,

of the North American continent,-—there need no apprehension

exist as to the continued prosperity of all collateral interests.

The necessary demand existing in wealthy and populous manu-

facturing towns would create, and that alone could create, a

reliable home market for every possible product of the soil or of

the sea, and the immediate proximity of this market would

enable the New England agriculturist or the New England

fisherman to sustain himself in the work of production against

the superior natural advantages enjoyed by others. A system

of transportation, therefore, which tended to develop manufac-

turing industry, indirectly and not remotely stimulated every

other branch of production. This solidarity of interest indi-

cated with great precision the point upon which efforts should

be concentrated.

Fortunately, also, as greatly simplifying the questions they

were called upon to consider, at the very time the Commission-

ers began their labors one long-standing cause of difficulty and

of popular complaint was permanently removed. The increased

proportional cost of transporting agricultural products from the

West to Boston over the cost to other points of shipment, com-

bined with the failure of the railroad corporations to furnish

either access to deep water or the most approved appliances,

such as elevators, etc., to handle such produce when brought

to Boston, had for years constituted a ground of complaint

against certain of the principal railroad companies of the State.

The whole foreign commerce of Massachusetts languished, also,

for the reason that foreign vessels bringing cargoes into that port

had been obliged to go elsewhere in search of a return freight

;

it had, indeed, become almost a custom for ships after discharging
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at Boston, to go round to New York in ballast, there to procure

outward cargoes. To such a length has this gone that in the

year 1867 the outward bound Cunard steamers were withdrawn

by their owners, and, for the first time since ocean steam navi-

gation was an established success, Boston was threatened with a

complete cessation of all direct steam communication with Liver-

pool and Europe. In their first annual report the Commission-

ers had the satisfaction of stating that arrangements had already

then been perfected which made it very improbable that this

evil would be of long continuance. The Grand Junction rail-

way had some time previously passed into the hands of the

Boston & Albany Railroad Co., and that corporation was then

building an elevator at East Boston, and had inade arrange-

ments under which it was enabled to lay down consignments

for actual shipment to foreign points at Boston, at the same

rate from interior points at which they were laid down in New
York.

The Commissioners then expressed a confident hope that

these changes, and the known advantages of Boston as a place

of export over New York in other respects, such as accuracy,

promptness, etc., would constitute a sufficient inducement to

Western shippers to export through this channel. In the two

years which have since elapsed this hope has been fully real-

ized. During the last railroad year only did the preparations

referred to in 1870 fully develop their results, but during the

autumn of 1871 outward-bound freights accumulated at Bos-

ton in excess of all means of transportation, and great quanti-

ties of breadstufFs, etc., have lain in the elevators and even in

the cars upon the track awaiting opportunity for shipment.

The accompanying table (Table No. 6) shows the course of

grain shipment from the West to Boston during the last four

years, and since the organization of this Board. It perfectly

illustrates the rapid course of railroad development in this

description of business. It will be noticed that while in 1868

about one-half of the barrels of flour and more than two-thirds

of all other cereals which reached Boston reached it by sea,

during the last year these proportions had decreased to one-

third of the barrels of flour and one-seventh of the other ce-

reals. The result of this change upon the commerce of Bos-

ton has been most encouraging ; not only have the lines of
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ocean steamers been returned to the port, but the arrivals and

clearances have largely increased, and while the imports have

risen 27 per cent, the exports have increased in value no less

than 57 per cent, Meanwhile the development in this direction

is rapidly progressing. The Boston & Lowell, as the represent-

ative of the northern line of roads, is preparing for a large

deep-water business on the Mystic flats ; and the Fitchburg

road is considering the propriety of making some arrangements

for the reception of the increased business' it anticipates upon

the completion of the Hoosac Tunnel.

The exterior or through railroad business of the State can-

not, therefore, but be considered as in a satisfactory and im-

proving condition. So far as transportation is concerned the

result desired in this respect may be considered as attained.

This branch, however, of a foreign commerce, the export of

the agricultural products of the West, however important it

may be, interests but one city in the State, and but a compar-

atively small portion of the people. In their first report the

Commissioners ventured the opinion that the material for a

healthy and really profitable commerce for the people of Massa-

chusetts would probably be found in the wants and products of

their own workshops rather than elsewhere. An analysis of the

elements entering into the largely increased money value of the

imports at Boston during 1871 fully corroborates this proposi-

tion. The great staples of import are the raw materials of

manufactures,— coal, cotton, logwood, hemp, hides, molasses,

sugar, tobacco, indigo and wool. The importation of these

staples depends on the demand which exists for them, and that

demand depends wholly on the manufacturing development.

No matter, therefore, from what standpoint of individual inter-

est the investigation sets out it returns to the same conclusion :

the development of her manufacturing industry is the first ma-

terial interest of Massachusetts, and so much is it the first, that

in the development of this industry is found to be included the

development of all other industries.

Accepting this as a fundamental principle, therefore, the

Commissioners had next to consider the policy on the part of

the railroad companies which experience and common sense

would indicate as that best calculated to supply the wants and

stimulate the development of a manufacturing community. In
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approaching this question, however, the Commissioners were

obliged to keep the circumstances of tlie railroad companies

carefully in mind. They could not proceed on the assumption

that these corporations were mere public agencies, the interests

of which might properly be sacrificed when a decided balance

of public advantage would clearly result from so doing. The

railroads, on the contrary, were the property of private compa-

nies to whom a franchise had been granted which devolved

upon them certain public duties. They could not in justice be

called upon to labor at a loss. However deeply, therefore, the

members of this Board might be impressed with a sense of the

public exigency calling for the adoption of a certain policy,

they were obliged not to lose sight of the effect which the adop-

tioYi of that policy would have upon those owning the rail-

roads. Those who manage the railroads directly—the presi-

dents and boards of directors—have two duties to perform, the

one to their stockholders and the other to the community.

They are essentially trustees ; and in the first place they are the

trustees of those who elected them to their offices. As such

they would be bound, upon every principle of duty, to resist

to the uttermost every attempt, whencesoever emanating to

deprive those whom they immediately represent of that reason-

able profit to which they are lawfully entitled. It is moreover

of scarcely less importance to the community than to the body

of immediate stockholders that every railroad should be amply

remunerative. A poor, bankrupt, or even needy company
almost as a necessary consequence has a road ill-equipped, un-

safe and insufficiently operated ; and, indeed, all such as a rule

constitute a heavy drawback on the communities which they

are supposed to serve. Any policy, therefore, the adoption of

which the Commissioners might urge on the companies, would,

if in practice it was found to unduly reduce net earnings, result

as disastrously to the community as to the stock-holders.

In approaching the railroad officials with any proposed ex-

periment in transportation, the Commissioners had, therefore,

to be prepared to show them not only that such experiment in

its result would greatly subserve the public interest, but

they had further to satisfy them that it would also benefit, or

would at least inflict no serious or permanent injury upon the

railroad stockholders. To any adventurous or immature sug-^

20
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gestion of change tlie railroad officials would not only have been

justified, but in duty would have been bound to reply, that as

guardians they could not allow the property entrusted to their

care to be gravely jeopardized for a possible public benefit

;

that stockholders were dependent upon dividends for the means

of living, and that measures of reform which threatened seri-

ously to curtail dividends should not be attempted by those

managing private corporate properties in trust for others.

The Commissioners have here attempted to define their posi-

tion on these points with all possible distinctness. They desire

to do this for obvious reasons. Whenever they have attempted

any step in advance as a result of their investigations they have

been met with a statement of some of these elementary propo-

sitions put forward as if they were recent discoveries. It is

very desirable that the discussion should make some progress,

and to this end the Commissioners desire once for all to con-

cede in the fullest manner both the training and experience of

the railroad officials and their position as trustees ;—on behalf of

the community at large, as well as the stockholder class in par-

ticular, they equally recognize the inexpediency of any meas-

ure which would tend either to unduly decrease the reasonable

returns on capital already invested in railroad enterprises, or

to discourage further investments. These questions disposed

of, and having definitely satisfied themselves as to the policy

as regards railroad transportation which would most directly

conduce to the industrial development of the Commonwealth,

it remained for the Commissioners to suggest some method

through which this policy could be carried into effect without

serious curtailment of net profits.

Had the State itself owned or controlled any portion of the

railroad system, so that it had found itself in a position to

experiment at its own risk, the Commissioners would not have

hesitated to recommend a trial of the bold policy of heavy

reduction on all articles of raw material entering into manu-

factures, which some years ago was inaugurated in Belgium

and there resulted in a brilliant success in which community

and corporations shared equally. A similar success achieved

at this time in Massachusetts would probably secure to the

State for the next half century an established preeminence

among American manufacturing communities. Any such
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course was, however, manifestly out of the question where all

the railroads were controlled by private corporations. It only

remained, therefore, to present at this time a general policy,

and through a slow course of argument and public discussion

to ultimately and by degrees effect its adoption. This general

policy, which the Commissioners have during the last year

urged upon the railroad corporations, was a very simple one,

in no respect original with this Board.

It is a perfectly well-established fact in railroad economy that

where a community is industrially in an elastic condition,

ready at once to respond to any remission of burdens or im-

proved appliances, a reduction of railroad charges within certain

limits does not necessarily involve any loss of net profits to the

corporations making it. The increase of business and conse-

quent multiplication of reduced profits more than compensates

for the smaller return from each transaction. But in effecting

reductions and tariff reforms, the concessions which are to be

made should not be distributed over too many objects, so that,

through an excessive division, their influence may not be felt,

but on the contrary, they should be concentrated on one or a

few objects of general use, so that the interests effected may ex-

perience a considerable impetus, and thus, through the result-

ing development may not remotely return even more than was

conceded. When, therefore, a railroad company, in response

to a public demand for a reduction of rates, makes a trifling

average reduction throughout its tariff, it does that which ex-

perience shows is apt to reduce its own receipts by the exact

measure of the concession made, while it perceptibly benefits

almost no one.

Had the industry of Massachusetts been devoted to the pro-

duction of any one staple, the application of these principles

would have been a comparatively easy task. This, however, is
^

very far from being the case. Certain towns in the State do,

indeed, devote themselves almost exclusively to particular indus-

tries, as Lowell and Lawrence to the manufacture of textile

fabrics, and Lynn to that of boots and shoes ; but other towns,

such as Springfield and Worcester, have an extremely varied in-

dustry, and it is not easy to specify any one article directly entering

into manufactured products, a cheap supply of which would be a

common benefit. Evcrytiiing in fact is needed, and everything
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has to be brought from without the limits of the State. The
greatest good of the greatest number in a manufacturing com-

munity was the general end towards which efforts had to be con-

centrated. A decision as to how this could most effectively be

secured once arrived at, the Commissioners proposed to urge

upon the corporations heavy and concentrated reductions on

some one article specified ; or, in case under the peculiar condi-

tions of the community which any corporation supplied, a reduc-

tion on this article was of minor importance, then an equally

concentrated reduction on some other no less important item in

transportation. Greatly reduced tariff charges for the carriage

of coal appeared to the Commissioners, both in its practical im-

portance and by way of illustration, the point towards which

they could direct their efforts with the greatest assurance of

success.

Next to the possession of a large body of skilled and intelli-

gent citizens, the most essential element to the success of all

manufacturing industry is the control of a cheap and reliable

source of power with which to keep machinery in motion. This

is enjoyed by New England only in the form of its mill-privileges,

and these are subject not only to the three great drawbacks in

the value of all water-power, ice, droughts and freshets, but as

is now very generally known, this source of power is year by

year diminishing. This is partly owing to the felling of forests?

but much more to a superior cultivation which drains the

swamps and low grounds which were formerly natural reser-

voirs. To such an extent has this process of shedding the

water been carried that, not only is it estimated that the reliable

power of valuable mill-privileges has been reduced forty per cent,

but the freshets have so increased that twice within the last

fifteen years it has been found necessary to elevate the bridges

over such a river as the Connecticut. This change is still

going on, and, with the increased population of the State, its

influence will become more and more pronounced.

Meanwhile, though in itself and under the most favorable

conditions water-power is unquestionably the cheapest of all

means of operating machinery, it is yet mainly of use as a pro-

pelling force, and even where it is enjoyed in perfect abundance,

a very considerable supply of fuel is also required in the com-
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plicated processes of modern production. Next to food, shelter

and clothing, fuel is also the greatest necessity of life. The
inestimable value of a cheap and reliable supply of coal to a

manufacturing community is singularly illustrated in the case

of England. The annual production of the mines of that

country has now reached the enormous amount of 120,000,000

tons, and Mr. Gladstone, then Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, in his Budget speech of 1866, in the House of

Commons, did not hesitate to attribute to this fact the

industrial prosperity of Great Britain. He then used the

following language:

—

" A race is going on between nations in industry and enter-

prise, and no doubt can exist on the question which nation is

at this moment foremost in the race. The people of the United

Kingdom are by far the foremost * * * We have undoubt-

edly got the start in the race, and it behooves us to inquire

what special cause has given it to us ;
* * * the chief cause

is the possession of our mineral treasures : the fact not merely

of the possession of coal, but of the possession of vast stores

of coal under such circumstances that we can raise it to the

surface at a lower price than any other country in the world
;

* * * 1 think it is clear that at whatever time we may
cease to be able to raise coal at a lower price than any coun-

tries, our relative position towards other nations must be seri-

ously injured." In a subsequent debate Mr. Vivian said :
" It

is utterly impossible to exaggerate the enormous importance of

this question. The greatness and prosperity of England reposes

on her manufactures, and her manufactures repose on her coal."

To the same effect Mr. Liddell remarked :
" It is a mere truism

to say that the manufacturing supremacy of this country depends

upon our retaining a cheap and abundant supply of coal," and he

added, " I do not regard the prospect of America being our

competitor with alarm or envy, but I wish to point out that an

advance in the price of coal will turn the scale in favor of that

country." These and similar expressions of opinions in the

course of several lengthy debates were controverted by no one.

The Commissioners by no means wish to unduly magnify the

importance of this question as an element in the industrial

future of Massachusetts. The manufacture of iron, and espe-

cially of pig-iron calling for a great consumption of fuel, is a
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far more important feature in tlie industry of England than in

that of this Commonwealth. The people of Massachusetts have

neither fuel nor ores of their own, and they consequently have

turned their attention more particularly to those branches of

manufactures in which skilled labor plays a much more impor-

tant part than coal. In many branches of our industry they are

well aware that the mere cost of power is but an insignificant

item in the expense of production. Nevertheless, into all of

them it does enter in some degree, and as such may undoubt-

edly be classed with food, and labor itself, as a prime element in

our industrial future. •

Accepting ^this, therefore, as that raw material, whether of

industry or of comfort, which the community stood most in need

of,—pressing it forward as a particular illustration of a general

policy, the adoption of which they wished to urge,—the Com-

missioners have next sought to convince the several railroad

corporations that the cheapest possible carriage of coal by them,

amounting in fact to carriage at cost, was a matter in which

they were no less materially interested than was the community

itself. In the minds of the Commissioners this proposition

almost admitted of demonstration. No railroad corporation

can ever, for any length of time, succeed in separating its own

interests from those of the community it serves,—the growth

of that community is its growth, and any reasonable policy

which will surely tend to the increased prosperity of that com-

munity cannot fail to redound to its own emolument. This

elementary proposition no one will deny, so long as the statis-

tics of Massachusetts show that every human being on the

line of a railway yearly contributes to its treasury an average

amount not less than seventeen dollars. An increase in popula-

tion upon any line of railroad simply means an increase in the

number of these tribute payers,—a gradual departure of popula-

tion from its line to other localities more favorable to the exercise

of their peculiar industries, means simply a reduction of its prof-

its. The vastly greater portion of the railroads of Massachusetts

were constructed to subserve the wants of interior regions.

To all of the more important of these a cheap supply of all ar-

ticles of raw material, and more especially of coal, is almost as

the breath of life to their industry. It is from these fields that

the railroad companies gather their harvest of dividends, and in
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the successful production of that harvest, a cheap and reliable

source of power is the prime essential. It is, in fact, to the

manufacturer all that manure is to the agriculturist, and it

has seemed to the Commissioners, and during the last year they

have repeatedly urged it on railroad officials, that it was as bad

economy for them to insist upon receiving large profits from the

carriage of coal along the lines of their roads as it would be

for a farmer to insist upon being handsomely paid for the cart-

age of every load of manure which he spread upon his fields.

In the one case as in the other, the carrier should look for his

reward in the increased production of his territory,—it is the

crop he seeks for and not his pay as a carter.*

Yery numerous and pointed illustrations could be cited in

support of this view. The Commissioners have in discussion

with officials of certain of the more important railroads of the

State, gone so far as to maintain, though without urging upon

any company the adoption of such a measure, that it would be

not only a wise but a paying policy for any railroad corporation

to hold out a standing proposition that it would for a space of

five or more years transport without charge all the coal or

other single article of raw material required for manufacturing

purposes by any new manufacturing company which would es-

tablish itself upon the lisie of its road ; the railroad in such

cases looking to make good its losses in gratuitous carriage by

increased receipts from travel, and for the carriage of all man-

ufactured articles and articles of domestic consumption to and

from a more populous and busy community. The Commission-

ers cannot cite any precedent in direct support of such a prop-

osition, but they can cite one which comes very near to it. In

1869 a land company was organized at Wollaston, a station

about six miles from Boston on llie Old Colony & Newport rail-

* As this Report was passing through the press a singularly apt illustration of the cor-

rectness of the proposition here advanced was furnished on the high authority of the

Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Eailroad Co.

"This company encourages the cultivation of the Peninsula, by transporting manures

at a slight advance upon cost, and by moving the fruit at high speed, in cars adapted to

the business, mounted upon springs and trucks like those of passenger cars, and well ven-

tilated; while charging for thfe service, rates which are very low. considering its character.

The result has been a constant and large increase of the area devoted to the growth of

peaches, strawberries and other fruits. And * * * great profits have resulted to the fruit

growers, encouraging them to invest more and more capital and labor each year in the

cultivation of fruits and vegetables."

—

Thirty-fourth Annual Re/joi't (1871), p. 5.
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way. In order to promote building at this place, and so in-

crease their business at the station, the railroad company offered

a free pass for three years to one person residing in any house

which should be constructed there. At the time this offer

was made, in 1869, the annual receipts of Wollaston station

amounted to only 12,099 per annum, received from 12,793 pas-

sengers. On the first of October, 1871, some seventy-five houses

had been erected in the neighborhood, from which as many per-

sons had a right to travel over the road to Boston on a free

pass
;
yet at the same time the receipts to the road had risen to

$6,399 per annum, and the passengers to 48,270. (See Table,

ante, p. 75.) The cost of a season ticket from Boston to Wol-

laston is sixty-four dollars per annum, and the free passes would

therefore in this case represent an amount of travel for which

the road would ordinarily receive $4,700 a year. This sum

had, therefore, in this case been temporarily sacrificed, repre-

senting the carriage of so much raw material,—coal, cotton,

iron, or other article of prime necessity,—in order to secure at

once the $4,300, representing the usual and inevitable return

from the consequent increased population on the line of the

road, while, as passes expire, the 14,700 per annum will also be

secured in perpetuity.

Again, take the two cases of Lowell and of Fall River,—two

of the leading cities of the Commonwealth, and competitors in

the same branch of manufacturing industry. Both started in

it many years ago, using water as the source of their motive-

power. So far as cotton spinning was concerned Lowell was in

the year 1865 largely in advance,—returning 385,412 spindles

in the cei\sus of that year, while Fall River returned but 241,-

218. Shortly after that Fall River exhausted her water-power,

and more recently Lowell has done the same. The progress of

each place then came to depend upon the possibility of obtain-

ing a cheap and reliable supply of new power. Fall River was

situated upon the southern seaboard, while Lowell was twenty-

six miles by rail removed from tide-water. The mills of Fall

River, cither now in operation or in course of construction con-

tain 1,017,114 spindles ; while Lowell numbers only 570,586.

The Commissioners by no means wish to be considered as

expressing an opinion that it is to its more reliable and cheaper

supply of coal alone that the recent remarkable development of
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Fall River is due ;—it is probably attributable in at least an

equal degree to otber causes connected with the organization of

its industry. At the same time they are led to believe that this

proximity to the coal supply has been, and is, one essential point

ia its development, without which it would not have taken

place. Meanwhile, the future of Lowell, whether it is to be

a stationary or a progressive place, would seem to be wholly

bound up in the question of an adequate and reliable

supply of cheap power. Every considerable mill in that city

has already been forced to have recourse, in a large degree, to

auxiliary steam power, having already introduced into their

works engines with an aggregate of 5,320 horse power, and con-

suming, in all the processes of manufacture some 41,000 tons

of coal per annum. Upon the prompt and economical feeding

of these engines the future growth of Lowell exclusively depends.

From among a very large number of communications on this

subject, sent to the Commissioners from all parts of the State, a

memorial received by them from certain of the manufacturers

of Lowell has been selected for publication as sufficiently illus-

trating the proposition here advanced, and it will be found in

Appendix D of this Report. To its statements and conclusions

the Commissioners desire to call especial attention. As regards

the facts upon which this memorial is founded, the Commission-

ers have already stated that they have not examined into them,

and are not responsible for them. These, however, in no way
affect the importance of the communication in its bearing on the

general question. It will be noticed, in this case, that the alleged

causes of complaint arise from demurrage, and the expense

and inconvenience incident thereto, rather than from high rates

of freight. At the same time, on the statement made by the

manager of the company in another part of this Report, this last

point would be worthy of consideration. Taking the facts as

given in the communication from the manager of the Boston

& Lowell road, printed in the first part of this Report {ante

pp. 30-5), and examining them in the light of the returns of the

company for the present year, it is not easy to see how less than

two-thirds of the entire amount here charged for the carriage of

this article of prime necessity can represent anything but profit

to the railroad company. It is very true that the cost of power,

as compared with labor and other raw materials, enters only

21
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in a slight degree into the production of textile fabrics, having

been estimated as low even as one per cent. The presence of a

cheap and reliable source of motive-power caused Lowell,

nevertheless, to be placed on the banks of the Merrimack ; and

the exhaustion of that power, in spite of the start she has made,

will, unless it be replaced by a new one, surely put a stop to

her growth, and to the further increase of her annual contribu-

tions to the stockholders of the Boston & Lowell Railroad

Company.

The case of Worcester, however, affords an even more strik-

ing illustration than Lowell of the extreme importance to the

railroad corporations themselves of adopting some such dis-

criminating policy as that here suggested. In the variety and

remarkable success of its industries Worcester is, perhaps, as

distinguished a monument as can anywhere be pointed out to

the ingenuity and enterprise of New England. Crowded with

manufactories, the successful operation of all of which depends,

in some degree, upon power, this city has almost no source of

power except such as is brought to it from without. Its arnnual

consumption of coal amounts to at least 100,000 tons, and the

heavy tax on power which the railroad companies centering at

Worcester agree in levying, affords a good illustration of that

policy against the continuance of which the Commissioners

are contending. The strong case of the Washburn Iron Com-

pany was referred to at some length in the first annual report

of this Board (p. 41). It there appeared that the amount paid

by this company for carrying coal each year, in excess of the

entire cost of such carriage, with a reasonable profit of fifteen

per cent, added thereto, was some 118,000. This power tax

was equivalent to a municipal tax of about 1 82 50 per thousand

upon the assessed valuation of the company. An equally strik-

ing instance in point is furnished in the Washburn & Moen

Manufacturing Company, also established at Worcester. This

company probably does the most extensive business as makers

of wire of all kinds, in the United States. They annually pay

to the railroad corporations from 160,000 to $65,000 on the

freight of raw materials alone. For power they are almost

wholly dependent on coal, of which they use about 15,000 tons

per annum, and this is brought to them over four roads at rates

varying from 2.38 to 4.07 cents per ton per mile. The Com-
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raissioners are informed by the officers of this company that

" the chief obstacle to a present increase in our business is the

high rate of railroad transportation from the seaboard. We
should be enabled to successfully compete with any manufac-

turing point in the United States could we have any consider-

able reduction in the cost of transporting raw material : our

profits also would be largely increased, as our works are exten-

sive, and fully equipped with improved machinery and facilities

for doing much more than is now done."

Here, then, is a single establishment, the presence of which

in Worcester involves the receipt of $30,000 a year to the rail-

roads centering there on the carriage of its raw materials alone.

Indirectly, through the carriage of its manufactured products,

the travel and incidental business whicli its operations involve,

its annual railroad value would probably amount to at least

twice that sum. It becomes of interest, therefore, to make some

estimate of what it really costs the railroads to supply this source

of their own profits with that raw material of power without

which it must cease to exist.

Four seaboard railroads centre at Worcester, over all of which

more or less coal is carried. These vary in length from 43 to 63

miles, and all charge what is practically the same rate. The
longest route is from Boston ; the shortest from Providence.

The rates from the mine to Boston are, however, materially higher

than to Providence, so that, in order to equalize matters and some-

what divide the business, while the 43 mile route charges 11.75

per ton, the 63 mile route charges only $1.50. Owing to the

recent construction of certain competing roads, however, which
have not yet had time to agree upon a combined tariff, the

charge of 11.75 per ton to Worcester is not insisted upon in the

case of coal shipments to points beyond that place, and in such

cases the roads have, during the last season, been eager to de-

liver coal at Worcester to connecting routes at $1.25 per ton,

though they were thus deprived of the use of their cars during

the time required for the longer journey. They, in fact, tax

their own local business in favor of more distant points.

In their report for 1870 (pp. 38-41), the Commissioners en-

deavored to arrive at some estimate of what would be a reason-

able charge, on the part of the railroad corporation having the
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shortest connection, for the carriage of coal from Providence

to Worcester. Allowing 14 mills per ton per mile for haulage,

15 cents for the single terminal charge which devolved upon

the company, and 15 per cent, for profit and contingencies, they

expressed the opinion that a charge of 11.10 per ton, in place

of $1.75, would amply secure the company from loss. Subse-

quent investigation has not enabled them to detect any error in

these figures. On the contrary, estimates based upon other

processes of reasoning are even less favorable to the corpora-

tion. According to the returns of 1870-1, the expense incurred

by the Providence & Worcester R.R. Co. in moving freight dur-

ing that year was 11.52 per train mile. Allowing the expense

of running coal trains to have been fully up to this average,

and charging such trains with the double trip, as they are pre-

sumed to go up full and to return empty, the entire cost of such

round trip would seem to be •$1.52 X 86 = to $130.72. The

usual load of a coal train is about 250 tons, which, at $1.75 per

ton, would seem to amount to $437.50. Allowing the company,

in addition to its regular train- mile expenses, which, however,

include these items, 20 cents per ton for terminal charges at

Providence, and 20 per cent, for contingencies and profit on the

carriage of raw material, the entire charge per ton, based on

their own returns, with large extra allowances, would seem to

be 82 cents instead of $1.10 as previously estimated by the

Commissioners, or $1 75 as actually charged by the company.

The real cost of carriage on a full train, estimated on the com-

pany's returns, would seem to be 52 cents per ton.

In selecting the two cases of Worcester and Lowell for com-

ment, the Commissioners do not desire to be understood as

expressing any particular censure on the railroad companies

which undertake to supply those two cities. They require ex-

amples to illustrate their meaning, and they take them wherever

they find them. The various communications which have been

made to them lead them to believe that other illustrations,

equally effective, could easily be found ; the Commonwealth

abounds in them. As a general rule, every town of 30,000

inhabitants in Massachusetts consumes in the neighborhood of

100,000 tons of coal per annum ; and this consumption increases

or decreases in almost exact proportion with the rise or fall of
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price. It is probably safe to say that 3,000,000 tons of coal are

yearly brought from without into New England. This quantity

is destined, with the growth of our industry, to be indefinitely

increased.

The influence of this question on the increase and course

of population in Massachusetts has not hitherto been fully

appreciated. Fifty years ago, when the career of New Eng-

land as a manufacturing community began, tliere was not a

town in the State away from the seaboard of over 4,500 inhab-

itants : Worcester had 3000, Springfield 4000 ; Lowell and

Lawrence had not been incorporated. Then took place the rise

of the water-power towns, and the tide of population and of

wealth flowed to the interior. "Within the last few years, for

the reasons already stated, this tide has again turned to the sea-

board, as coal power is found to be as cheap and more reliable

than water, and Fall River, New Bedford and Salem are more

accessible to the sources of supply than Worcester, Lowell or

Chicopee. The next and final turn of this tide may now with

tolerable certainty be foretold, depending as it does, upon a

simple question of carriage.

The transportation of coal is comparatively a new question for

New England, and one as yet but little understood. It is inter-

esting in this connection to consider what is the probable differ-

ence in cost between the amount of coal now annually brought

into New England at the mouth of the mine and in the hands

of the consumer. During the present year, the price throughout

New England may be roughly averaged at |8 per ton ; on the

cars at the mouth of the mine the cost has been f 1.75. The
difference between these two prices, |tJ.25 on 3,000,000 tons,

or 118,760,000 may be taken as a fair approximation of the

amount paid during 1871 to the transporters and middle men
engaged in forwarding this one staple. Meanwhile the coal-

fields are not more than 375 miles from Boston, and are perfectly

accessible by all rail routes, which would obviate all breaking

of bulk and demurrage as well as insure a reliable supply at

every season of the year. Under these circumstances, it is

wholly improbable that the present inconvenient and expensive

method of supplying the commodity will long continue. Not

only will all the interior towns of the State, at a very early day,

receive their coal supply direct from the mines, and thus more
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readily than from the sea- ports, but the Commissioners themselves

entertain no doubt that Lowell, Boston and Providence will do

the same. London, though much more accessible to the English

mines by water than Boston is to those of Pennsylvania, has for

years received the larger part of her coal direct by rail, and at

rates per mile which would at present prices reduce the cost of

coal in Boston to $5.50 per ton. So great an advantage is land

carriage in England obtaining over carriage by sea, that a direct

line, to be wholly devoted to the carriage of coal, has recently

been projected from the sea-board collieries of Newcastle to

London, itself on tide-water. During the past year, a similar

project for a narrow-gauge road, to be exclusively devoted to

the carriage of coal, running from the mines of Pennsylvania to

the centre of manufacturing New England, has been brought to

the attention of members of this Board. The projectors of this

enterprise were the owners of coal-fields, and proposed to build

the railroad as an incident to the mining business, regarding it

merely as a part of their machinery for getting the product of

their mines to a market. The project was a bold one, and the

Commissioners have no means of knowing whether it will be

carried out. It is difficult, however, to see any reason why, if

it were carried out, it should not prove a success. The con-

sumption of coal in New England is limited only by its price.

Now 3,000,000 tons a year, there is no reason, except cost, why

it should not rapidly be increased to 6,000,000, and even

10,000,000 tons. A company which could afford, as was in this

case claimed could be done, to lay coal down in Worcester at

86.00 per ton at all seasons of the year, could almost from the

start depend upon as large a business as that of the Reading

railroad.

Meanwhile the all-rail movement of this staple will not de-

pend on the carrying out of any such proposed undertaking.

Within the last few months, for the first time, a direct connec-

tion of uniform gauge by rail has been effected between Bos-

ton and the mines of the Delaware & Hudson Canal Co., by

way of Albany. There can be no doubt that at a very early

day a traffic over this route will be developed which will success-

fully compete with the water transportation not only to the

interior towns of the State, but as far as Boston.
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In pressing their views upon this subject on the consideration

of the railroad ofificials the Commissioners have frequently been

met by an inquiry as to what they considered a reasonable rate

per ton per mile for the carriage of coal. This question, in its

general form, they are not prepared to answer ; neither do they

believe that a specific answer to it is possible except where

every condition entering into the cost of transportation is first

definitely established. Few things are more fallacious than the

usual estimates made in answer to inquiries as to what it costs

to move a ton of freight
;
yet the answer to the question of what

is a reasonable charge for moving it, necessarily depends upon

what it costs to move it. A given railroad company may by a

system of averages arrive at some general results upon this

subject, deduced from its individual experience, asserting that

the cost is one, two, three or more cents per mile. When, how-

ever, this statement is generalized upon and made to cover the

whole railroad system, creating, as it were, a standard of cost,

the result is no less deceptive than it would be to argue as to

the cost of raising a bushel of wheat or a barrel of potatoes

from the experience of a single farm or a particular district of

country. The cost of moving freights varies, under giver; cir-

cumstances, at least as much as the cost of raising crops. In

the one case it depends upon soil, climate, cost of labor and

the amount raised, with the appliances used for raising it ; in

the other upon the value of money, {lie cost of construction

and operation, including wages, fuel and material ; also upon

the quantities seeking transportation, the regularity of its

movement and the facilities for handling it. Take for instance

a single item in the cost of movement from the accounts of the

Boston & Albany and of the Pennsylvania railroads—that of fuel.

In 1871 every ton of coal used by the Boston & Albany, cost

the company 88 ; during the same year it cost the Pennsylva-

nia road, operating at the mouth of the pit, $1.50 per ton

:

when, therefore, the cost of movement as deduced from the

experience of the Pennsylvania road is accepted as generally

correct and applied to the Boston & Albany a very considerable

item of difference is lost sight of. The Commissioners do not,

therefore, propose to commit themselves to any tariff on coal

as now carried by the various roads which they believe would
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in general terms be pronounced " reasonable "
;—in each case

this must depend upon the peculiar circumstances of that

case. A concession which one road could make with safety

would bankrupt another, for there are roads in this State,

young, poor, built in great degree to carry coal through an

undeveloped country, which are in no condition to make any

considerable concession. To all such, the remarks of the Com-
missioners are intended to apply only in a limited degree

;

other roads again run through populous manufacturing dis-

tricts whore each concession is felt almost at once in an in-

creased production ; it is to these last that the Commissioners

have especially addressed themselves.

The principle of concentrated reduction is no less applicable

however to fares than to freights. Hitherto it has in this State

only been applied to short, local travel ; it remains to be seen

what effect it would have if the reduction were made under

certain conditions, as it is in Europe, in the form of " return

tickets," for greater distances and in proportion to distance

traversed. In this case, for instance, persons residing at Pitts-

field might be induced by more favorable terms to go to Boston

over the Boston & Albany, rather than to New York over the

Housatonic ; in the other case, a concentrated reduction on

short travel, especially in the neighborhood of trading centres,

has tended to build up thick settlements along the lines of the

roads. In regard to this last form of reduction more than one

railroad official has met the suggestion of the Commissioners

with an answer which strikes them as fallacious in the extreme.

They have produced the returns of different stations on the

lines of their roads, and have claimed that the commutation, or

season-ticket business, for instance, was the least remunerative

that they did, pointing to the small aggregate sum annually

received for the daily transportation of large numbers of per-

sons. In presenting the case in this aspect, they, however,

seem wholly to ignore the fact that nearly every one of these

commuters represents a family; that each member of this

family not only travels constantly over the road at the regular

rates of fare, but that the family is an integral part of a local

community, every member of which has annually to pay the

railroad company so much for transportation. The commuter
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at low rates its to one class of stations what cheap coal is to

another ; no source of profit, perhaps even in itself a burden

and a loss, but yet as stimulating a development which results

in the demand for well nigh innumerable services from the cor-

poration of a profitable nature, this burden is to the railroads

only a necessary part of the outlay of their business. The case

of Wollaston, already referred to on the Old Colony &, Newport

road, is an illustration in point. The policy of the road has

been one element in lieading to an increase of passenger traffic

at this point from 12,793 in 1869 to 48,270 in 1871. The re-

ceipts from season-ticket passengers meanwhile, owing to the

free-pass inducement held out to those building houses, in-

creased only 1283.42 in these years, but the general receipts

from other classes of travel increased from 11,332.75 to $5,349.-

74. Looking at the receipts from season tickets alone the cor-

poration was rapidly losing money ; looking at the receipts

from those whom the season-ticket passengers brought in their

train, the experiment was a singularly successful one.

Indeed, the only reductions in tariff charges which the Com-

missioners can now see their way to urge on the corporations,

is the steady and tentative one which they have already indicated.

Progress through this method is both safe and sure, the advance

being made step by step. If, for instance, a cheapened supply of

power stimulated industry to such an extent that the net re-

ceipts of any road increased instead of falling off, then the pub

lie might reasonably demand of such road another step in

advance. This might be the concession of a drawback of a

given proportion of the regular tariff charges in the case of all

articles of raw material certified to be used for manufacturing

purposes on the line of the road or of connecting roads. Such a

system, moving forward only so fast as results reveal themselves,

the Commissioners believe to be both progressive and conserva-

tive, affording ample protection to the interests both of the rail-

roads and of the community, and this course they feel a con-

fi'dent hope has already been entered upon.

It now remains to consider the different methods through

which the adoption of this or of any other systematic policy may
be introduced into the railroad management of the State. This

is by far the most difficult task which has devolved upon the

Commissioners. Railroad officials are apt to receive with com-
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placency, if not with indifference^ abstract discussions of any

system of railroad management differing from that to which

they have been accustomed, so long as the proposed change is

matter of discussion only ; when, however, it becomes a ques-

tion of actually accepting a policy suggested, the case changes

greatly. The tolerably extended investigations of the Commis-

sioners have disclosed three methods and three methods only,

through which it might be attempted to impose upon the rail-

road corporations a fair trial of such a policy as they have

suggested. These methods are,

—

1. Through the agents of compulsory legislation, seeking

to regulate fares and freights by statute enactments.

2. Through the influence of competition and example, by the

operation of certain public or State roads side by side with

roads in the hands of private corporations ; and

3. By the results gradually but inevitably brought about in

this country through the agency of an enlightened public

opinion making itself felt by means of discussion and popular

agitation.

It is now proposed briefly to discuss the results which may be

expected to follow the persistent adoption of each of these

several methods. That by legislation is the one most familiar

to all countries living under a representative form of govern-

ment, and it has been systematically pursued from the first in-

ception of the railroad system down to the present day both in

England and America, as well as to a certain degree on the

Continent of Europe. The great obstacle in the way of its

practical success has been the excessive, if not insurmount-

able difficulty found in regulating a most complex and delicate

system, subject to all sorts of vicissitudes and requirements,

by laws of general application. Where the acts passed

were simple and easily understood, as the many acts which

have been passed in almost all the States of the Union regu-

lating fares and freights at so much per mile for each passenger

and for each ton of freight, they have in practice been found to

work results so unanticipated, and in many cases so unreason-

able, that such acts have proved hardly more than dead letters on

the statute book. Nowhere has this system been more per-

sistently followed out than in Ohio. Rates have there repeatedly

been established by law for the carriage both of persons and
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of merchandise ;—tlie State commissioner on railroads and tele-

graphs in his last annual report expresses himself very distinctly

on the practical operation of these laws. He says :
" There is

not a railroad operated in the State, either under special char-

ter or the general law, upon which the law regulating rates is

not, in some way, violated, nearly every time a regular passen-

ger, freight or mixed train passes over it." He then proceeds

to enumerate the laws and to point out the anomalies to which

the enforcement of them must lead, and finally closes his com-

ments with the remark that " a strict enforcement of these pro-

visions would compel some companies ultimately to suspend

business, prohibit the transportation of certain articles by rail,

or compel their transportation below actual cost." (Annual

Report 1870, pp. 6-8.)

The examination of the Commissioners into the practical

operation of laws similar to those in force in Ohio in other

States, has led them to believe that the experience of Ohio has

not been exceptional. Simple and comprehensible laws have

uniformly been found impracticable in application. Where, in

order to avoid this difficulty, more complicated and discrimi-

nating statutes have been passed, the complexity of the system

has uniformly, so far as the Commissioners are advised, caused

the law when put in operation to break down under its own
weight. Where special legislation has been resorted to, as has

repeatedly been done in England, long tariffs and lists of

charges covering all articles of merchandise transported by rail

having been inserted in the charters of particular companies, it

has been found that the development and necessities of trade

have in practice, and even with common consent, nullified these

provisions, which did not possess the flexibility absolutely

requisite to the movements of modern commerce.

The only laws of this description, with which the Commission-

ers are familiar, which have practically been enforced, are those

regulating by a fixed standard the carriage of persons by rail.

Of this class are the English statutes which compel on certain

lines the running of what are known as Parliamentary trains,

and so called because run in accordance with Act of Parliament

;

and in this country the laws prescribing rates of fare at so much
per mile, the most familiar example of which is the two- cent

rule on the New York Central railroad.
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In the case of the Parliamentary trains the end in view was

a simple one. There is in England a vast population which is

very poor and which cannot afford in travelling to pay for a

great rate of speed or for the best class of accommodation. The
law was simply intended to compel the companies to provide

certain slow and cheap trains at a low rate of fare for this poor-

er class of the community. This the law accomplished and this

a similar law would accomplish in Massachusetts did a like ex-

igency exist. In Massachusetts, however, there is yet no such

well defined separation of the travelling community into various

classes.

The familiar law in force on the New York Central is, how-

ever, of a different character and applies to all trains, descrip-

tions of travel and rates of speed. No package, commutation

or season ticket is sold at any reduced rate, and consequently

the man who travels every day and by accommodation train

pays exactly the same rate (2 cents) per mile, as he who travels

once a year by express. When a similar law, applying to all

roads in the Commonwealth paying more than eight per cent,

dividends per annum, was proposed in the legislature of 1871,

the discussion upon it elicited such unexpected results from the

operation of such a law that the measure was rejected. For

instance : though the bill was limited in its operation to roads

paying annual dividends of eight per cent, and upwards, the

effect of competition made it apply to other roads which

either paid less dividends, or, in some cases, had never paid any

dividend at all
;
practically threatening such roads with bank-

ruptcy. Again, there is not a considerable business centre in

the Commonwealth which is not surrounded by towns in which

people have settled, built houses and effected every arrange-

ment for residence, relying upon a regular and very cheap ac-

cess by rail to their places of daily business. A law which

substituted a uniform rate of two cents a mile for the commu-

tation rates at which such persons travel would necessitate an

entire change in their modes of life. Such a system might

work well where a community has grown up under it ; if,

however, suddenly by act of legislature introduced into a com-

munity which has established itself under the discriminating

tariffs always hitherto in use in Massachusetts, the Commission-

ers do not see how it could fail to produce most disastrous
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results. How serious as regards regular season-ticket passen-

gers such a change would be may be inferred from an exami-

nation of the tables accompanying the answers of the corpora-

tions to the Commissioners' circular of August 10th, ante pp.

25-85. From these it will be seen that those who travel most

on the roads of this State, instead of paying two cents per mile,

as is proposed, now pay but from \ cent to 1\ cents per mile.

The rule of uniform mileage rate is also wholly opposed to

the fundamental principle of taxation, that the burden should

in all cases be so imposed as to rest most heavily where it will

be least felt. The man who travels every day over a given

route has a right, on every principle of economy, to buy his

passage at wholesale rates, and to him a concession is a matter

of great moment ; whereas it is of comparatively little con-

sequence what he pays, within reasonable limits, to the man who
travels very rarely. A law, therefore, which imposes an addi-

tional cent per mile on the daily traveller to give it to the

occasional one does not seem to place the burden of taxation

where it is least felt. The Commissioners do not wish to ex-

press a decided opinion on a point which they have had no

opportunity thoroughly to investigate, but they are nevertheless

inclined to believe that the system of discriminating rates now

generally in use on the Massachusetts roads is not only more

profitable to the corporations than the uniform price per mile

system of the New York road, but it at the same time is more

advantageous to the travelling community through its practical

adjustment of the burden.

An effort at another form of statute regulation of freights

and fares has recently been made in Illinois, and the experi-

ment is now upon trial. The several roads have been classified

according to their gross earnings per mile, and tariffs of maxi-

mum charges have been framed and made applicable to each

class of roads. It will be interesting to observe the results of

this experiment, but the recent report of the State Commis-

sioners holds out no encouragement in regard to it ; it is difficult,

also, to see how competition can fail to make the rates intended

for roads of one class applicable in practice to roads of another.

Such a system of classification must further prove a somewhat

inflexible rule, as it admits of no discrimination in favor of

the special requirements either of localities or of' corporations.
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The Boston & Providence railroad, for instance, and the

Reading railroad may annually earn equal amounts per mile,

so that upon this basis they would be classified together, but

the first is a passenger and the second a coal road. To compel,

however, the Boston & Providence to carry coal at Reading

rates, or the Reading to carry passengers at the Boston &
Providence rates, would not commend itself as a thoroughly

matured measure of railroad reform.

The final difficulty with all legislation of this class is its ex-

cessively dangerous and politically corrupting tendency. It

forces the corporations, whether they wish to come there or not,

into the lobby of the legislature and the rooms of committees

and commissions ; they are forced there for the protection of

their interests, for the essence of the system is that certain per-

sons, whether the legislature itself or officials designated by the

legislature, have devolved upon them the responsibility of estab-

lishing the revenue of property belonging to others. The Com-

missioners have grave doubts as to the success of any effort at

the regulation of the railroad system which practically effects

a separation between the ownership of a railroad and its man-

agement. Where the ownership of a railroad is, there both

the safety of travellers and the certainty of traffic require

that the responsibility of management should be also ; and this

consideration naturally suggests the question of State ownership

of railroads.

2. In their second annual report (pp. 46-69), the Commis-

sioners recommended the purchase by the State of the Fitch-

burg railroad with a view to its ultimate consolidation with the

Troy & Greenfield road, including the Hoosac Tunnel, which

is now the property of the State ; thus making a connected

line of rodd from Boston to the Hudson, to be managed in the

public interest by trustees selected by the legislature, and

affording a fair trial of the experiment of a public State rail-

road. The subject was carefully considered by the railroad

committee of the last legislature, and their report upon it is

contained in Leg. Doc's., 1871, Senate, No. 276. In view of

the elaborate manner in which the subject was discussed a

year ago, it does not seem necessary to encumber the present

Report with anything more than a mere recapitulation of the

argument.
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The Commissioners took the ground that the experiment of

cheap transportation was one of such vital consequence to

Massachusetts that it ought unquestionably to be tried. It was,

however, if thoroughly attempted, an experiment of doubtful

issue which the officials of no private corporation would be

justified in undertaking, except with the utmost caution, unless

the State would guarantee their stockholders against loss.

This of course could not be expected. The remarkable success

which had attended the trial of similar experiments on the

State railroads of Belgium, attracted the notice of the Commis-

sioners and was described by them at some length in their re-

port. They could see no reason why results of the same nature

should not be arrived at through a similar process in Massachu-

setts ; the industrial condition of the communities was cer-

tainly not unlike.

The real difficulty in the way of the experiment lay in the

recognized fact that, as a rule, governments are notoriously less

efficient than private parties as managers of any business under-

taking. The necessary security against this, as the Commis-

sioners believed, lay in carefully preserving the active competi-

tion between railways ; not, however, as hitherto attempted be-

tween railways all in the hands of private corporations, but

between roads owned and managed by government operating

among and in direct competition with other roads owned and

managed by private companies. In this division of manage-

ment and the competition consequent upon it, and not in exclu-

sive State ownership the Commissioners thought they discovered

the secret of the success of the Belgian system. In support of

this opinion they quoted the official statement of the minister

having charge of the State roads of Belgium to the effect that

the result of the system of mixed public and private ownership

was that " the State railways find themselves placed in constant

comparison with the railways worked by private companies

;

on the one hand stimulating them to general improvements,

and on the other acting as a sort of check against any attempt

to realize extravagant profits at the cost of the public." Mixed

or competitive ownership and not exclusive State ownership

was the essential principle of the experiment recommended by

the Commissioners. The Commissioners saw no reason why
such a system should not result in Massachusetts as it had in
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Belgium. The State road running side by side and in direct

contrast with the private road would be held up to the highest

standard of management, or it would prove a speedy failure

and be disposed of; meanwhile, in case the experiment proved

a success the private corporations would find themselves com-

pelled to adopt any successful reform introduced on the public

road as a necessity of competition. Neither in this case could

the private companies complain that the test to which they were

subjected was an unfair one, upon the ground that profit was

immaterial to the public road, as the public road would neces-

sarily be obliged to earn enough to pay the whole interest on

its cost (the equivalent of 10 per cent, dividends at least on the

capital stock of any competing road), or, if it failed to do so,

the people of other sections of the State would refuse to be

taxed for the purpose of running for a local benefit an unprofit-

able railroad.

The object the Commissioners had in view in making the rec-

ommendation as regards the Fitchburg railroad contained in

their last report, was to bring this important part of the discus-

sion in which they were engaged prominently and as a definite

proposition before the public. This accomplished, they have

no further duty to perform. In making their recommemdation

of a year ago the Commissioners called attention to the fact

that it is their province to deal exclusively with material con-

siderations and it is for others to weigh political objections.

They used the following language upon this point: "There

are also very grave political considerations involved. The prin-

ciple upon which our government is founded—that of least

possible governmental interference and largest possible individ-

ual development—has a strong hold on the popular mind. The

public opinion of the Commonwealth unquestionably accepts

with great reluctance any measure calculated to bring indus-

trial enterprises within the influence of politics. * * *' The

political considerations involved do not however fall within the

province of this Board ; it is for the Commissioners simply to

recommend that course which is, in their opinion, best calcu-

lated to certainly and safely reduce the transportation tax ; and

it is for the people and their direct representatives to decide

whether the advantages likely to flow from that policy are or

are not counterbalanced by the dangers to our political system
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involved in it. The problem before the Commissioners is a

purely material one, and it is for another tribunal to weigh

ulterior and political considerations." (Report 1870, pp. 60-1.)

It would, of course, be extremely impolitic for the Common-
wealth to hurry into so costly and complex an experiment as

the purchase of even a minor line of railway, before public

opinion has fully and calmly settled down into a conviction of

both the necessity and the propriety of such a measure. How-
ever clear the minds of the Commissioners may be on this sub-

ject, they are fully aware that it is still a novelty in the minds

of many ; it is no part of their duty to in any way attempt to

precipitate a decision on any point connected with this railroad

question ; whatever is done should be done only after full dis-

cussion and a thorough sifting of arguments. As regards this

matter of the State ownership of some line of railway, having

sufficiently set forth the line of reasoning and the precedents

which led them to make the recommendation contained in the

previous report, there is no apparent reason why they should

now devote further space to the subject.

3. It now only remains to consider the last of the three modes

suggested, through which it might be hoped that any public

policy could be engrafted on a private railroad system ;—through

the results gradually but inevitably brought about in this

country by the force of public opinion making itself felt

through discussion and the recognized official channels.

The Commissioners are not prepared to say that this may not

be a remedy adequate to every present emergency, and the

results of their labors during the last year would seem, they

believe, to go far towards warranting such a conclusion. It

must be remembered that Massachusetts was never so prosper-

ous as now ;—and while there is good reason to believe that

a more public-spirited management of certain of our railroads

would greatly tend to stimulate that prosperity, yet time must

be allowed for such a management to develop itself, and it is

only within the last two years that these questions have been

systematically investigated. Public opinion as yet has had no

sufficient time in which thoroughly to inform itself, and to con-

centrate upon some definite statement of what is demanded.

To ascertain this demand, and to formulate it, has always been

held by this Commission to be the most important of its func-
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tions. When this shall have once been fully accomplished

there can be little doubt that the companies will make every

reasonable concession. In many respects, particularly as com-

pared with some other States of the Union, Massachusetts is

very fortunate in those who control her individual railroad cor-

porations. They are, almost without exception, men of stand-

ing and character. The relations of the Commissioners with

these officers have hitherto been very harmonious, and every

recommendation which they have made has received a consid-

eration at least respectful and fair. It shall be no fault of the

Commissioners if these relations do not continue to exist.

They certainly have no disposition to interfere, any further

than a faithful construction of the laws vmder which they act

shall compel them to, in the minor details of railroad manage-

ment. If this Board is to fulfil its mission, it must be through

its successful dealing with general questions in a large spirit of

the public service, and it can only waste its strength by inviting

struggles on matters of lesser consequence. Neither as regards

the larger issues would it be reasonable to expect that officials

of great experience and high standing in their profession should

implicitly accept every suggestion emanating from a Board of

comparatively recent creation, and whose position can only be

established through the gradual results of its labors. Up to

the present time, however, the Commissioners have seen no

good cause for discouragement. They believe that they have

already succeeded in establishing a public policy which meets

with popular acceptance, and this policy has already been

sufficiently adopted by the railroad corporations to insure for

it a trial of moderate fairness. Should it succeed under pres-

ent conditions, and should public opinion demand a further

extension of this policy, it will doubtless be conceded. In

America the force of public opinion is well-nigh irresistible,

and the experience of the Commissioners has convinced them

of the fact that railroad officials as a rule are peculiarly sen-

sitive to it. It is only necessary to convince them that it is

aroused and that it will not die out. For this reason, if the

people of Massachusetts are now laboring under any grave

inconveniences of railroad management the Commissioners

feel constrained to say that the people are themselves mainly

responsible for them. It is not easy for those who have not
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had personal experience to understand the difficulty which a

public official, such as a menaber of this Board, meets with in

getting any cause of complaint presented in such a tangible

form that he can base any action or representations upon it.

Manufacturers, men of business and travellers stop them in the

streets and enter into angry complaints, or they write letters

presenting detached facts requiring further investigation. In

the vast majority of cases the matter ends here. No effi3rt of

the official will bring forth any evidence on which action can

be based. The complainant is either busy and will not affiDrd

the time to make his grievance specific, or, where the difficulty

is a radical one, he rather prefers to bear it than to undergo

the trouble and inconvenience necessary to remedy it. Yet no

case has yet come before this Commission and been regularly

examined into and brought to the notice of a railroad corpo-

ration, with a distinct recommendation of a remedy, that a suf-

ficient measure of relief has not in consequence been conceded.

The Commissioners have endeavored in this report clearly to

indicate their opinions upon every subject which has presented

itself. They are fully sensible, however, that it is the legisla-

ture which must either approve the course hitherto pursued, or

indicate such other course as may better commend itself to its

judgment. In any case, whatever policy is indicated will re-

ceive the active support of this Board, with a view to giving it

a fair and unprejudiced trial. Meanwhile, should no intimation

of a desire to enter upon some other line of action be given,

the Commissioners propose during the coming year to follow

up as energetically as they may that policy which has been de-

veloped in the course of this Report. They propose carefully

to observe the results of the experiments which have already

been initiated, and to keep the public and the several corpora-

tions fully informed as regards them. Should they result in a

success, it may fairly be hoped that progress in the same direc-

tion will in the future be much more rapid, and that it will in

the end be found that both the Massachusetts community and

the Massachusetts railroad corporations have entered upon a

period of greatly increased prosperity.

In bringing this Report to a close, the Commissioners feel that

some explanation is due to the Legislature, both of its excessive
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length, and of their delay in submitting it. So far as its

length is concerned, it is to be remembered that during the last

year only has it been possible for this Board to get fairly in

operation. As a consequence of this fact, and of the occur-

rence of the Revere disaster, a most unusual amount of ground

had to be gone over. This work has been performed, and the

results will constitute the necessary basis of future labors.

So far as the delay in submitting the Report is concerned, it

will be noticed that it consists properly not of one, but of three

distinct reports, each of them believed to be necessary and each

of them in their preparation requiring no inconsiderable ex-

penditure of labor. While this work has been accomplished,

with a vacancy existing in the Board, and with no inconsider-

able amount of regular business to dispose of, the returns have

also been remodelled and rules for operating the roads of the

Btate prepared. This explanation of their delay, the Commis-

sioners hope will not be unsatisfactory.

Meanwhile it is not probable that these circumstances will

again recur.

J. C. CONVERSE,
CHAS. P. ADAMS, Jr.,

A. D. BRIGGS,
Commissioners.
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[A.]

REPORTS UPON RECENTLY CONSTRUCTED RAILROADS.

ATHOL & ENFIELD RAILROAD.

[Incorporated (Sv.-ift River R. R.) Acts 1851, chap. 314; 1853, chap. 361; (Athol &
Enfield R. R.) 1869, chap. 174. See also Acts 1869, chap. 315, 404; 1870, chap. 296;

1871, chap. 289.]

This road constitutes a link in a projected through route running

direct from Springfield, on the Connecticut River, to Concord, N. H.

;

connecting at the former point with the New York & New Haven
road, and at the latter with the northern New Hampshire railroad

system. Two short links in the line only now remain to be con-

structed,—that between Springfield and Enfield, about twenty miles,

at one end, and that between Athol and Winchendon, upon the

Cheshire road, upon the other. NTo charter at present exists for the

construction of either of these pieces of road. As now completed

and in operation, the Athol & Enfield road connects with the Ver-

mont & Massachusetts at Athol, and with the New London North-

ern in the northern part of the town of Palmer, passing through

the towns of Dana, New Salem, Petersham, Greenwich and

Enfield. The road is constructed through a rough, wooded and

farming country of a very broken and uneven character, and sparsely

populated ; shortly after leaving Athol, and climbing by easy grades

the divide between the Miller and Swift Rivers, it strikes the ponds

which are the source of the latter, the course of which it closely

follows.

The grades of tbe road are easy, but, like all the roads recently

constructed in Massachusetts, it has been built with a strict eye to

economy, and is consequently much less straight than it otherwise

would be. It is indeed a remarkable evidence of contractors' skill

that a railroad could have been constructed through so broken a

region, so large a portion of which was a mere surface road. At
the time the Commissioners passed over it the ties for several not

inconsiderable portions of the line had been laid down directly on

the turf or upon a thin bed constructed of loam thrown in from the
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sides. Considerable future expenditure for proper ballasting will con-

sequently be found necessary. The rails are new and of English

make, weighing fifty pounds to the yard, and twenty- four feet in

length. The road is well equipped with solid chestnut ties, 2,300

to the mile, and procured along the line at a cost of about forty

cents each. The rails are secured to these by the full quantity of

spikes, and their ends, with the exception of about one mile of road

which is fish-jointed, rest upon the ordinary crab-chairs. The
switches are equipped with the Tyler guards for the main track,

with the exception of six, which the Commissioners requested the

company immediately to remove in accordance with the provisions

of chap. 24, of the Acts of 1871. Any switch upon the road other

than the safety switch renders the corporation liable to the penalties

provided in this Act. All the public-way crossings upon the road

are at grade, and at the time the Commissioners passed over it, were

unprovided with cattle-guards,—an omission rendering the company
further liable to the penalties prescribed in Gen. Statutes, chap. 63,

sections 43-4. The bridges and trestle-work were of good pattern

and apparently well constructed. The stations averaged one in

three miles of road, and were extremely well adapted for the business

they were expected to accommodate. Although a single-track road,

no telegraphic facilities had been provided at the time the Commis-

sioners went over it ; the attention of the directors was called to

the extreme importance of this omission, and they stated that an

arrangement had already been effected with the Western Union
Telegraph Co., under which it was intended to have telegraph com-

munication with each station on the line. Meanwhile, for the present,

no two trains need ever be on the road at the same time, unless one

is a special. The whole cost of the road has been about 120,000 per

mile. Its stock is held, one-half by the contractor, and the

remainder about equally between the towns and individuals along

the line.

The road cannot be said to be either well or thoroughly built, nor

could it sustain any considerable trafiic and continue safe. This,

however, it is not likely to have, and it is sufficiently well con-

structed for all practical purposes. For the present and for some

time to come the business this road expects to receive must be very

limited, and such as would not have justified the construction of a

first-class railroad. It will carry out lai'ge quantities of wood—chest-

nut, oak and pine—from along its line, as well as manufactured ar-

ticles from the various establishments on Swift River. These are now
ten in number, and represent the usual New England variety of

product ; there are duck, woollen and paper mills, a saw-mill, a man-
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ufactory of furniture, and also one of piano and billiard table legs

;

further back from the road and among the hills are numerous mill-

privileges from which a large supply of lumber is anticipated. On
the other hand, the chief articles to be brought into this region will

be coal, merchandise for general consumption, and the various raw
materials consumed in the factories.

The road was evidently much needed and will be of great service

to the district through which it runs ; it was, in fact, necessary, to

save it from the danger of depopulation. The recent construction

of this and of other similar roads is to the Commissioners an unan-

swerable argument in favor of the policy of allowing towns, under

reasonable restrictions, to subscribe to the stock of new railroads.

The roads are absolutely necessary, not merely to the prosperity,

but to the continued existence of the communities. "When pru-

dently managed, also, these roads are found to be a source of reason-

able profit to their owners. There can be hardly a question that,

though much remains to be done upon it and a considerable amount

must yet be expended in construction, the Athol & Enfield will

prove no exception to the rule.

BOSTON, BARRE AND GARDNER RAILROAD.

[Examined December 6tli, 1871.]

This road was originally chartered as the "Barre and Worcester

Railroad" by chap. 276, Acts of 1847, and amended in chap. 106

of 1848. It took its present name by chap. 55, in 1849, and has

had additional legislation in chap. 63 of 1851, chap. 336 of 1853,

chap. 114 of 1856, chap. 93 of 1857, chap. 97 of 1859, chap. 84 of

1863, chap. 18 of 1865, chap. 30 of 1868, chap. 69 of 1870, and

chaps. 343 and 395 of 1871.

It is now built from Worcester to Gardner, and was opened for

travel in November, and three passenger trains and one mixed

train for passengers and freight are daily run each way over its

whole length of 23| miles. It passes through portions of Worces-

ter, llolden, Princeton, Hubbardston and Gardner. The summit

from which water is shed easterly into the Nashua River, and west-

erly into Ware River, is passed at a point a little westerly of

Princeton station, sixteen miles from Worcester. At Holden there

are^important manufacturing establishments of cotton and wool,

and at Gardner, large and extensive chair factories. The balance

of the route is generally through an agricultural section, hilly and
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uneven in character. The early setting in of winter has prevented

the completion of the road at some points, but so far as it is done,

the work is creditable to the company. Some of the embankments
need widening, and some of the excavations to be widened, sloped

and ditched, all of which will receive attention as soon as the frost

is out of the ground next spring.

The ties are mostly chestnut, of good size and quality, placed

about 2J feet apart, c. to c, or 2,200 per mile. The rails are of the

"Crawshaw" brand, 3 1 inches high, 3| inches base, weighing 56

lbs. per lin. yard, and mostly in lengths of 24 feet. The switches

are of the " Tyler," and the " frogs," of the Mansfield patent.

The bridges are of short spans, there being none of more than

30 feet, and are all of stone or wrought-iron, there being eight

trussed girders of the latter material, and three arch bridges from

12 to 20 feet span of stone.

The maximum reported grades going easterly, are 45 feet per

mile, and going westerly, 60 feet per mile, and the curves are all

five degrees or less. The turnouts or sidings appear of ample

length for present business, and the station buildings between

Worcester and Gardner, though not large, are sufticiently so. The
passenger houses are models of convenience, and in their arrange-

ments, the fact that men have rights, which this road at least, is

willing to respect, is unequivocally admitted. Provision has been

made for an ample supply of water by reservoirs and aqueducts

at all the stations. The fencing of the road is mostly of iron wire

network, with chestnut posts, though some of it is of posts and
boarding, and some of stone wall. The omission to build efiective

cattle.guards at the grade crossings of highways, with fences from

them to the land lines was observed, and the ofiicers of the road

were notified in regard thereto. Most of the highway crossings

upon this road ai-e at grade, there being upon the line thirty at

grade, two where the highway is carried over, and one where it is

carried under the railroad. In this respect, although built under

the direction of the county commissioners, the Railroad Commis-
sioners believe that a great mistake has been made, especially as at

several points an inconsiderable amount of money expended in

changing the line of highway for short distances would have

allowed crossings to be built over or under the railroad at moderate

cost and easy grades. In approaching Worcester at a point about

2f miles from the Foster Street station, this road connects with

and enters the city upon the tracks of the Worcester and Nashua
railroad, and uses the station buildings of that road for the trans-

24
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action of its Worcester business, and will probably continue to do

so until the question of the Union Depot is settled.

At Gardner, the connection with the Vermont and Massachu-

setts railroad is inconvenient and inadequate, and proper regard for

the wants of the travelling and business community, require better

facilities for the exchange of passengers and freight at that place.

The total cost of the road and equipment to date, has been

$616,196, an average of about 126,355 per mile for the 23| miles

constructed.

In one respect this corporation can in its practical operations,

and in its eifects upon the district it was built to accommodate,

hardly fail to be a most interesting subject of observation. Built

by the towns through which it runs, and a controlling interest in

its stock owned by these towns in their corporate capacity, the

management of the road should aiford on a small scale an illustra-

tion of the results of public railroad ownership. This road was

designed to supj^ly a public want, and was not undertaken as in

itself a profitable investment. The towns built it very much as

they would build a highway. It is understood that they now pro-

pose to oj)erate it, not as a feeder to some trunk line, nor with a

view to dividends on its stock, but in that manner best calculated in

their view to promote the general prosperity of those who built it.

Its future history should, therefoi'e, throw a good deal of light on

one of the most interesting questions of the day. Certain towns,

as such, have here undertaken to themselves control their transpor-

tation by rail. If the exf)eriment of the State ownership and

management of railroads is ever to be tried, a preliminary experi-

ment of its feasibility could not perhaps be made either more safely

or under more favorable conditions.

THE DUXBURY AND COHASSET RAILROAD CO.

[Incorporated 1861, chap. 147; 1867, chap. 65. See also Acts 1868, chap. 340; 1870,

chap. 47; 1871, chap. 104.]

This road was formally opened for traffic to South Duxbury, on

the 2l8t of August, 1871. It was visited and examined by the Com-

missioners on the 15th of September. It is an extension of the

South Shore road from its terminus at Cohasset to the town of

Duxl>ury. It is constructed along the seashore of Plymouth

County, through the towns of Cohasset, Scituate, Marshfield and

Duxbury ; it runs through a somewhat rough agricultural region of
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rolling uplands, interspersed with salt marshes. The entire length of

the road is 17.50 miles, audits total cost was $310,407.57, or |16,-

640.43 per mile. It is therefore probably as economically constructed

a road as has ever been built in Massachusetts. Economy has, in

fact, in some respects, been more rigidly kept in. view than is per-

haps wholly consistent with a true policy. There are, for instance,

grades for short distances of 796 feet to thfe mile. This fact neces-

sarily entails the use of locomotives sufficiently heavy to surmount

these grades with the largest trains the road is likely to have occa-

sion to use. Accordingly the entire length of a neighborhood road,

built to accommodate the lightest of traffic, must be j)ermanently

crushed by the heaviest class of ordinary locomotives, because a

sufficient sum was not at the outset expended at a few points to

make the track reasonably level. The road, however, apart from

the possible cost entailed in its operation, which concerns only the

company, is sufficiently well built for the light business it is designed

to accommodate. The rails are partly new and partly those removed

from the Old Colony & Newport Railway to give place to steel,

weighing 56 to 60 lbs. to the yard, fish-jointed and well spiked

down to cedar and hemlock ties, numbering 2,000 to the mile. Its

bridges, of which there are several, are of pile trestle-work, well

built and equipped with draws. The sidings, etc., are supplied

with the Tyler switch, in accordance with statute requirement.

The stations are 11 in number, being one to 1 J miles; they are

well built and sufficiently commodious for present purposes. Upon
this road as upon almost all others now constructed in this Com-
monwealth, every highway crossing is at grade. Upon this subject

the Commissioners have sufficiently expressed their opinions.

Highway crossings at grade are a most fruitful source of railroad

accident, but their continued construction would seem to be inevit-

able as long as both citizens and railroad companies prefer them.

This road is intended to accommodate mainly a passenger travel,

not only enabling the people along its line to communicate readily

with Boston, but opening up for summer residence several miles of

sea-coast hitherto comparatively inaccessible. There is but little

freight traffic to be expected upon it, as the country through which

it runs has no industries at present, other than fishing and agricul-

ture. This road, however, can hardly fail greatly to enhance the

value of all real estate in its vicinity. Owing to the rapid filling

up of the interior States of the country and the accumidation of

wealth, the seaboard of New England enjoys a species of monopoly

of the most valuable description. Every year both the desire and

the ability of a large class of those living in the inland cities to
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pass a portion of the summer on the coast become more decided.

In consequences of this it needs but a railroad to bring any sea-

board town into a place of great resort. This has already been the

experience in a striking degree of the towns along the Duxbury and

Cohasset road.

The stock of this company is owned entirely by four corporate

bodies, none of it being in private hands. The towns of Duxbury,

Marshfield and Scituate, each hold 750 shares, and the Old Colony

& Newport Railway owns 1,250 shares. The control of the road is

therefore held by the towns along its line. Its future policy and

management will be an interesting matter for observation, as all the

parties in control must apparently be actuated by motives of self-in-

terest different from those which usually control railroad directors.

Their interest is indirect ; their object in constructing will be at-

tained, not by making the road directly profitable as an investment,

but by making it enhance the value of other property already be-

longing to them. The South Shore and the Old Colony & New-
port Railroad Companies regard it as a feeder to their own lines

;

the several towns owning the remainder of the stock, regard it as a

public improvement enhancing the value of real estate. The future

history of this enterprise may, therefore, not improbably furnish

some means of forming a reliable opinion as to the effect both upon

the prosperity of a company and of a community whose railroad is

designed and operated not so much to make large dividends on its

stock as to build up the largest possible business in the region it

traverses.

FRAMINGIIAM & LOWELL RAILROAD.

This road was incorporated, by chap. 113 of the Acts of 1870, to

run " from some convenient point on the Boston, Clinton & Fitch-

burg Railroad, in the town of Framingham, thence by some con-

venient route through the towns of Framingham, Sudbury, Concord,

Acton, Carlisle, Westford, and Chelmsford, to some convenient

point in the city of Lowell," &c.

It had also subsequent legislation by chap. 241 and chap. 246 of

1870, and by chap. 33 of 1871. The road as built commences at

Framingham on the line of the Boston, Clinton & Framingham

Railroad, about two miles from the South Framingham station on

the Boston & Albany Railroad. It is an important link in the new

chain of railroads between Maine, New Hampshire and North-

eastern Massachusetts, on the north, and Rhode Island, Connecticut
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and tide-water on the south. It is twenty-six miles long and cost

to October 1st, 1871, $797,683.07, or 128,803 per mile between

termini. It has a total length of siding or turnout of about one

mile, for the most part consisting of spur tracks with but one con-

nection with main tracks. It crosses the Fitchburg Railroad " at

grade" at West Concord, about one and a half miles westerly of Con-

cord station. The crossing is made at nearly right angles, but

there is a Y connecting track for transferring freight and other cars

from one road to the other. The road was opened for public travel

October 16th, 1871, but can hardly be called a completed road.

The early setting in of winter has prevented the widening of

some of the excavations and embankments, which are tpo narrow

for economy of operating, or the highest degree of safety of the

travelling public.

The ties are of good quality, and sufficient in quantity, about

2,400 being laid to the mile. The rails are of iron, weighing from

50 to 56 lbs. per lineal yard, and mostly of the " G. W. M. Avon"
brand, in length of either 21 or 24 feet and laid with wrought-iron

chairs of the " Crab " pattern. A short portion of the northerly

end of the road is laid with " fish-plate joints."

The law in regard to " safety switches," chap. 24, of 1871, has not

been fully observed, as most of the switches are of the ordinary

kind, though a few of the Tyler switches have been laid. The
Commissioners have notified the railroad company of this omission.

The heavest grades are reported as 45 ft. per mile, and the sharp-

est curve as of 1,910 ft. radius. There are no cattle-guards at high-

way crossings (of which there are thirty-seven on the line, and

"at grade"), nor fences from the side lines towards the tracks, to

prevent the entrance of cattle upon the road, to which the attention

of the company has been called.

The fencing of the line is light, but probably equal to the usual

division fences of the adjoining lands. There is only one "Truss

Bridge " upon the line, and that of about 100 feet span over the

Assabet River.

The road runs through a sandy section of country, and no rock

excavations were required in its construction.

Its terminal and iiitermediate connections are good and conven-

ient, being as before stated at the southerly end, at the Fitchburg

Railroad crossing, and at Lowell, The last is made by working

upon and connecting with the tracks of the Boston & Lowell Rail-

road, about one mile from the Lowell station.

Four passenger and one freight train pass over the whole length

of the road each way daily. The road has been leased to the Boston,
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Clinton & Fitcliburg Railroad Company for a long term of years,

subject to confirmation by the legislature, the rental being undei"-

stood to be thirty per cent, of the gross earnings upon the line.

A line of telegraph is now being constructed from Framingham
to Lowell on the line of this road.

THE GRANITE BRANCH.

[Incorporated Acts, 1825, chap. 183; see also 1831, chap, 48; 1836, chap. 160; 1846, chap.

232; 1848, chap. 84; 1854, chap. 271; 1858, chap. 174; 1870, chap. 378; 1871, chap.

54.]

This road was formally opened for traffic on the 9th of October,

1871. It is a branch of the Old Colony and Newport, leaving that

road at Atlantic station, 5.50 miles from the Boston terminus, and,

running over the location of the Mt. Hope branch, originally con-

structed to bring gravel for filling a portion of the South Cove

flats ; it strikes the old Granite railway a short distance from the

original terminus of the latter on Neponset River ; it then follows

the location through Milton to the present terminus in West
Quincy.

The length of the road is 3.10 miles ; its grades are moderate, not

exceeding fifty feet to the mile ; the rails are of iron of sixty pounds

to the yard, which had been in use on the Old Colony road but

replaced while still serviceable by steel, are fish-jointed and well

spiked ; the ties are of cedar, and number 1,700 to the mile. The

depots are two in number and are well adapted to the business the

road expects to do. The switches are all of the Tyler pattern. There

are three highway crossings ; two of these are important roads ; they

are all at grade, and the two referred to must be considered dangerous.

A peculiar interest attaches to the construction of this road,

owing; to the fact that it is built over the road-bed of the oldest

railway in America, and the one first chartered in Massachusetts

;

the original road was opened to traffic on the 7th of October, 1826.

It was a tram-way, adapted only to horse-power, four miles long,

running from the granite quarries of Quincy to a wharf on Neponset

River; its tracks were at all gradingslaid on a bed formed by filling

in between walls of split stone very solidly tied together ; the rails

were what are technically known as strap-rails, bolted to parallel

stone sleepers. The original cost of the road was 150,000, the

whole of which sum was supplied by Col. Thomas Hendasyd Per-

kins of Boston, though the credit of originating, maturing and exe-

cuting the scheme is due to Gridlcy Bryant, its civil engineer. The
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road as constructed by Mr. Bryant was successfully operated down
to a period immediately anterior to the purchase of its charter by

the Old Colony & Newport Railway Co., in 1871.

The original road was designed to facilitate the transportation of

granite from the Quincy quarries for the construction of the Bunker

Hill Monument ; it was not adapted nor was it ever used for the

carriage of passengers. It was equipped only with stone-cars, and

wpon these were transported blocks weighing not less than sixty-four

tons in the rough. The present road is intended to do a combined

freight and passenger business, connecting the Quincy quarries both

with Boston and the tide-waters at Neponset. The amount of

freight in the way of granite now awaiting at the Quincy termi-

nus is beyond calculation. In the immediate vicinity of the station

there are several millions of tons of stone, formerly regarded as

worthless and thrown into waste piles, which has lately become

valuable through the introduction into our cities of the square block

pavement. From 2,500,000 to 3,000,000 of the paving blocks

made of this stone are now annually purchased and laid down by

the city of Boston alone, while the present railroad will probably

decrease by one-half the cost of carrying them to that city from

Quincy. Large quantities of rough and dressed stone for building

purposes are also constantly seeking carriage, not only to Boston

but to tide-water and to interior points over connecting roads.

Owing to the short haul on stone to Boston the tariff rate per mile

charged is almost necessarily very high ; there can, however, be

little doubt entertained that the road in this case was needed, and

that it will be both reasonably remunerative in itself and will lend

a great stimulus to the district it is intended to accommodate. At

present it is simply a branch road ; ultimately, however, it will in

all probability be desirable to further extend it until it shall agaiiF

strike the Old Colony & N ewport road within the town of Brain-

tree, thus forming a loop road.

The road is built and owned wholly by the Old Colony & New-

port Kailway Co., and cost, completed, 175,000, or $21,430 per mile,

of which amount, about 113,000 per mile was expended in con-

gtruction.
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PROJECTED RAILROADS.

The following list comprises all the projected railroads under

existing charters, from the coi-porators or officers of which any

report has been received.

Ameshury Railroad.—From Amesbury Mills to West Ames-

bury. Chartered, 1869. The corporators have organized, but no

further action has been taken.

Amherst Branch Railroad.—Chartered, 1848 ; charter revived,

1864. From New London Northern Railroad, in Amherst, to Con-

necticut River Railroad, in Northampton or Hatfield. Charter

amended, 1870. The corporators organized under Act of 1864, and

a part of the stock was provisionally subscribed for. The amended

charter has not been accepted, and the former charter was " long

since abandoned."

Ashhurnham Railroad.—From Ashburnham Centre to the junc-

tion of the Cheshire and Vermont & Mass. Railroads. Chartered,

1871. Stock subscribed for, company organized and assessments

paid in. Construction of the road commenced in December, 1871.

Bedford Railroad.—From Bedford, near the mineral springs, to

the Lexington & Arlington Branch, in Lexington. Chartered,

1869 ; time extended, 1870. Corporators organized, but no further

action has been taken. The line of the Middlesex Central Railroad

is through substantially the some territory.

Brighton Branch Railroad.—From Allston, on Boston &
Albany Railroad, through Brighton and Newton to Welles! ey, on

the Boston & Albany Railroad. Chartered, 1871. Corporators

organized, Nov. 20th, 1871. Surveys have been made and a new
route is asked for.

JEast Walpole Branch Railroad.— From Boston, Hartford and

Erie Railroad in South Dedham, to East Walpole. Chartered,

1868. Time extended, 1870. No action has been taken under the

charter.

Mxeter and Salisbury Railroad.—From Salisbury to Exeter,

N. H. The Salisbury Railroad was chartered in 1869, and authorized

to unite with a New Hampshire corporation, under the name of the
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Exeter & Salisbury Railroad. Sufficient stock has been subscribed

for by towns and individuals to authorize the construction of the

road, and the company is organized ; but the subscriptions are on

the condition that the road shall be leased to some responsible rail-

road company. The directors have not yet succeeded, in leasing the

road.

Forest River Railroad.—From Eastern Railroad in Salem,

to some convenient point on the Marblehead Branch. Chartered,

1871. No action under the charter.

Gloucester and Lanesmlle Railroad.—From some convenient

point on the Gloucester Branch or Rockport Railroad in Gloucester,

to the village of Lanesville, in said town. Chartered, 1867.

Time extended, 1869. No action under the charter.

Graft07i and Millhury Railroad.—From some convenient point

on the Boston & Albany Railroad in Grafton to Millbury. Char-

tered, 1870. Corporators organized, but no further action taken.

HolyoJce and Belchertown Railroad.—From Holyoke to a point

on the line of the Massachusetts Central Railroad in Belchertown.

Chartered, 1871. No action under the charter.

Hopkinton Railroad.—From Milford and Woonsocket Branch

Railroad in Milford, through Hopkinton to Boston & Albany
Railroad in Ashland. Organized under Act of 1870, authorizing

the union of the Hopkinton Branch and the Hopkinton & Mil-

ford Railroad Companies. Stock to the amount of 1165,000 sub-

scribed for, and eighty per cent, paid in. Construction of the road

is in progress, and it will be completed in the summer of 1872.

Lancaster Railroad.—From some convenient point on the Wor-
cester and Nashua Railroad, in Lancaster, to some point on the

Lancaster and Sterling Branch of the Fitchburg Railroad. Char-

tered, 1870. Capital stock subscribed for, the company organized

and first assessment paid in. The road is to be built immediately.

Lebanon Springs Railroad.—See Williamstown & Hancock
Railroad.

Lee and Hudson Railroad.—From some convenient point on

the Stockbridge & Pittsfield Railroad in Lee, to some point on
the West Stockbridge Railroad, or the Boston & Albany Railroad

25
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in "West Stockbridge. Chartered, 1871. Organized and road

located. It is " believed the road may be constructed the coming

year, providing fair arrangements can be made with the Boston

& Albany Railroad Company to operate the same."

Middlesex Central Hailroad.—From the Lexington and Arling-

ton Branch Railroad in Lexington, to the State line at the town of

Brookline, N. H. Chartered, 1871. Corporators and associates

organized, and measures taken to secure the construction of the

road.

Nashua, Acton & Boston Railroad.—See Returns, page 164.

NewbuTyport City Railroad.—From some point on the Newbury-

port Railroad or the Eastern Railroad to tide water on the Merri-

mack in l^ewburyport. Chartered, 1869. Charter amended, 1870.

Stock taken by city of Newburyport and individuals, and the road

in process of construction. It will be finished early next summer
and is leased to the Eastern Railroad Company.

North Adams tb JBennington Hailroad.—From North Adams
to State line to connect with a road from Bennington chartered

by Vermont. Chartered, 1867 ; time extended, 1869. No action

has been taken under the charter.

Northampton & Shelhurne Falls Railroad.—Chartered, 1861.

Road located between Northampton and Williamsburg; subse-

quently constructed by the New Haven and Northampton Com-

pany. The time for locating the road between Williamsburg and

Shelburne Falls was extended 1866, but no action has been taken.

Plymouth County Railroad.—From South Scituate to a point

on the Old Colony & Newport Railway between Quincy and-

Wollaston stations. Chartered, 1871. Corporators and associates

organized, and stock partly subscribed for.

Plymouth & Sandwich Railroad.—From terminus of Old Col-

ony and Newport Railway in Plymouth, to the Cape Cod Railroad

in Sandwich. Chartered, 1871. Corporators organized, and meas-

ures taken to secure the construction of the road.

Plymouth & Vineyard Sound Railroad.—T^he Vineyard Sound

Railroad was chartered in 1861, from Monument station on the

Cape Cod Railroad in Sandwich, to Wood's Hole. In 1868 the
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name was changed to Plymouth & Vineyard Sound Railroad,

and the company was authorized to build a road from Monument
station to the Old Colony & Newport Railway in Plymouth.

The franchise between Monument and Wood's Hole was subse-

quently conveyed to the Cape Cod Railroad Company, and that

company is now constructing that part of the road. The Plymouth

& Sandwich Railroad appears to be chartered for the other part

of the proposed line, and no action has been taken for its construc-

tion under this charter.

Hoxhury Branch Mailroad.—From Shawmut Avenue, Roxbury,

to the Boston, Hartford & Erie Railroad, near Bird Street station

in Dorchester. Chartered, 1867; charter revived, 1871. The cor-

porators have not organized or taken any action under the charter,

but an extension of the projDosed line to the Boston & Providence

Railroad is contemplated.

Southhridge <£• Palmer Mailroad.—From the Boston, Hartford

& Erie Railroad in Southbridge to Palmer. Chartered, 1870.

Corporators organized. Brimfield and Sturbridge have voted to

take stock conditionally, but no further subscriptions have yet been

made.

Springfield & Farmington Valley Railroad.—From Spring-

field to State line in Southwick or Agawam, to connect with a Con-

necticut railroad. Chartered, 1856 ; time for location, etc., extended

by successive acts. Corporators organized. City of Springfield

voted to take stock to the amount of one and one-half per cent, of

valuation (about 1350,000), and to guarantee bonds to the amount

of one per cent, of valuation. Arrangements are in progress for

the construction of the road to connect with the Connecticut West-
ern Railroad.

Springfield S Longtneadoxo Railroad.—From Springfield to

State line in Longmeadow. Chartered, 1849 ; charter revived 1864;

authorized to consolidate with any railroad chartered in Connecti-

cut to connect with it, 1869. Corporators organized. Springfield

voted to take stock as in the Springfield & Farmington Valley

Railroad, and to guarantee bonds to the amount of one-half per

cent, of valuation, but no further action has been taken.

Taunton (6 Providence Railroad.—From junction of the Old

Colony & Newport and New Bedford & Taunton railroads in

Taunton to the State line in Seekonk. Chartered in 1869. Corpo-

rators have organized but no farther action has been taken.
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Tyngshorough S UrooJdine Railroad.—From the Nashua <fc

Lowell Railroad in Tyngsborough, to the State line at the town of

Brookline, N. H. Chartered, 1871. Corporators have organized

and the line has been re-surveyed, but no further action has been

taken.

Weymouth Branch Freight Railroad.—Chartered 1870. No
action has been taken under the charter.

Williamstown S Hancock Railroad.—From Vermont State

line in Williamstown, to New York State line in Hancock. Char-

tered, 1852 ; authorized to consolidate with Lebanon Springs Rail-

road of New York,'1853; charter revived 1869. Corporators have

organized but no further action has been taken.

'Wrentham Branch Railroad.—Chartered 1862 ; time for loca-

tion, etc., extended by successive acts. Corporators organized, but

nothing further has been done.

West Ameshury Railroad.—From village of West Amesbuiy to

Boston & Maine Railroad in Newtown, N. H. Chartered, 1868.

Company organized ; stock subscribed for and twenty per cent,

paid in, and the road is being constructed.
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[B.]

Complaint of the SBLECTMEisr op Wobuen, on Petition op O.

Green and Others, asking foe additional Train Accom-

modations AT WoBFRN "Watering Station, on the Boston
& Lowell Railroad.

[ Heard December 20, 1870.]

In this case the petitioners showed that the station on the main

line ofthe Lowell Railroad, known as the Woburn Watering Station,

was the most convenient for them, the station at Woburn Centre, on

the branch, being by public roads one and one-eighth miles distant

westerly from the Watering Station, and the station known as East

Woburn, at the junction of the Stoneham branch with the main

line, being by public road seven-eighths of a mile southerly from the

Watering Station; and that although some of the petitioners lived

between the Watering Station and the Centre, more of them lived

northerly and easterly from the Watering Station, and all of them

would be much better accommodated by trains stopping at that

place. The latest train now stopping at the Watering Station

leaves Boston at 5 o'clock P.M., and they asked that the trains

leaving Boston at 6 o'clock P.M. should be required to stop there.

It was also claimed that the number of passengers at the Watering

Station had diminished in consequence of not having a six o'clock

train to that point, as formerly, and that if they had such accommo-

dation the number of residents in the vicinity, and consequently

of travellers on the railroad, would be increased.

In reply it was shown by the officers of the railroad that the train

leaving Boston at 6 P.M. was an express train, designed to

take passengers for Lowell, and the northern roads connecting at

that city ; that the train leaving Boston at 5 P.M. is an accommo-

dation train, stopping at all way stations ; that, in accordance with

<• the recommendations of this Board, made last year, this express

train now stops to leave passengers from Boston at Wilmington,

Billerica and North Billerica, and that if it should be required to

make more stops it would be difficult for it to reach Lowell and

make the northern connections at the required time, without run-

ning at a higher rate of speed than is considered prudent by the
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officers. It was also shown that the number of season tickets to the

Watering Station is eight, and that the holders of these tickets can

use them over the branch to Woburn Centre, or to East Woburn,
at the junction of the Stoneham branch ; also that trains leave Bos-

ton at 5.15 and 6.30 P.M. for East Woburn, and at 5.15, 6.10 and

6.30 P.M. for Woburn Centre. The officers of the road also claim

that the train leaving Boston at 6 P.M. would be too early for the

mechanics and clerks, who, as the petitioners claim, desire this

accommodation ; that such parties usually quit work at 6 o'clock,

and must have after that hour some time allowed to reach the sta-

tion in Boston, and that these parties are sufficiently accommodated

by the trains for Woburn Centre and the Stoneham branch leaving

Boston at 6.30 P.M. In regard to the supposed increase of passen-

gers, it was claimed by the officers of the road that the histoiy of

the past did not warrant the supposition ; that the population near

the Watering Station had increased but very little since the road

was first opened, although formerly all trains stopped there; and

also that, judging by the experience at Wilmington, Billerica and

ISTorth Billerica, since this 6 o'clock train had stopped at those

points, there was no probability of increase of business.

In view of the evidence above given, the Commissioners adjudge

that the petitioners have not given sufficient reason for requiring

the express train for the upper roads to stop at their station, as re-

quested in their petition.

The question in this case involves some consideration of the differ-

ence existing between what the Commissioners can but designate as

metropolitan and local travel. Every road running out of Boston

has a certain point on its line where the metropolitan travel, by

which is meant the travel of those families living in the country, but

"doing all business in Boston, necessarily ceases. This point is gen-

erally from nine to twelve miles from the city. At this point the

corporation has its engine and car-houses, fuel and watering appa-

ratus, agents, and machinery in general for an extensive and pecu-

liar business. Between this point and the city frequent trains are

run, and the close connection existing between the inhabitants along

this part of the line of the road and the city is uniformly recog-

nized. Beyond this point a different service is necessarily main-

tained, and the roads pass into the regions of ordinary local travel.

The limits of metropolitan travel are in every case perfectly defined.

On the main line of the Lowell road, Woburn junction is the limit.

All parties, therefore, desiring, for motives of convenience, economy

or health, to live on the line of this road while pursuing their

avocations in Boston, must, if they wish for the conveniences of
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metropolitan travel, fix their homes within the limit of that travel.

It is manifestly out of the question for this Board to recommend

railroad companies to extend the limits of a costly and complicated

service, merely to suit the convenience of a few individuals who
have seen fit to settle outside the limit of that service. The peti-

tion, therefore, in this case could not be sustained on the ground

of convenience to metropolitan travel. It remains to consider

whether any recommendation could be based upon it as regards the

just and reasonable demands of ordinary local travel. The Commis-

sioners wish here very distinctly to state that they cannot counte-

nance the theory imiDlied, if not directly stated by the officers of the

railroad, that a railroad should not furnish any train service, or

other accommodation for the public, which does not at once and

directly remunerate the road for the expense, if it does not aiford it

a profit. On the contrary, the Commissioners believe that in many
.cases a railroad may be expected to furnish some accommodation

for the public which does not afford it any immediate profit,

or which may even cause them some apparent loss, while in the

long run, and in its effect upon the general business of the road, it

will be of advantage to the company. In return for privileges

granted by the public, the railroads must expect to bear some bur-

dens.

The general rule, in cases like the present, is sufficiently cleai".

Every road running out of Boston recognizes and supplies the wants

of the local, distinguished from its metropolitan travel, by running

an outward train from fifteen to twenty-five miles from Boston at or

after 6 P.M. The Lowell road constitutes the single exception to this

rule. Ordinarily such an exception would call for a very decided

recommendation on the part of this Board. The case of the Lowell

road is, however, very peculiar. It has almost no local business on

its main line beyond Woburn junction. The Lowell travel is

amply accommodated by through trains, which ought not to make
local stops. Persons going to Lowell at or about 6 P.M. will seldom

take a slow local train. A 6 or 6.30 P.M. train, therefore, beyond

Woburn junction, must rely for its support almost wholly on the

travel of persons desiring to stop between Woburn junction and

Lowell. This is a distance of sixteen miles. The average cost per

mile run of the Massachusetts railroads, by the last return, was

|1.37|^. Allowing the cost in this case to be only |1 per mile run,

the expense of running this train would be about |5,000 per annum.

The evidence presented to the Commissioners showed that this train

would not probably accommodate, at a liberal estimate, over twenty

persons a day, and these persons would not average to the road |50
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each for outward trips, resulting in an expense of $5,000 for a

return of about |1,000. Perhaps had a local train about this hour

been run permanently for many years, it would have given

better remuneration ; but in the history of the road an accomraoda

tion train at this hour has been subject to frequent vicissitudes, run

during one year, or one season, and not during another, and subject

to change or discontinuance, as the exigencies of other business

on the line seemed to require.

If the Commissioners were to make any recommendation in this

case that the road should run another train, it must be based on the

understanding that the arrangement proposed was to be permanent.

This is an essential consideration in any arrangement, and the Com-
missioners have no desire to recommend temporary experiments.

While, therefore, they wholly discountenance the theory that a

railroad corporation is not called upon to do any business which is

not immediately remunerative, they must recognize some propor-

tion existing between the cost of a permanent arrangement and the

probable return from it. Were the return in this case at all com-

mensurate with the apparent outlay, the Commissioners would not

hesitate to recommend to the Lowell road the arrangement in use

on all the other roads. Under the existing circumstances, however,

they are not disposed at present to do so.

It only remains to consider the propriety of requiring the 6 P.M.

express train, which now stops at Wilmington, Billerica and North

Billerica, when it has passengers for those stations, according to the

recommendation of this Board in 1869, also to stop at the Woburn
Watering Station. Were the people at this station in the same

circumstances as those in the stations north of them, having no

other train that would at all accommodate them, the Commissioners

would, without hesitation, advise the road to stop for their accom-

modation. But as it appears that they can be accommodated by

the trains to Woburn Centre and to Stoneham at the hours they

desire, though left a little farther from their homes, the Commission-

ers do not think a sufficient reason has been shown for the action

desired by the ^petitioners.
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Report oisr the Petition of Charles Hamant and Forty-

eight OTHERS, FOR A REMOVAL OF THE DePOT OF THE BOS-

TON, Hartford & Erie Railroad Company, in the Town of

Medfield *

The Commissioners viewed the premises and different localities

referred to in this petition, and heard the statements of all parties

interested, on the 7th day of February.

The station at Medfield was located and built in 1861. The

people of the vicinity were informally consulted in regard to the

location by the officers of the corporation, and contributed both

labor and material to the building. The location selected met with

popular approval, and the only question was between the present

site and one some distance nearer Boston, which has since been

otherwise provided for. When the Mansfield & Framingham road

was built, for reasons unnecessary to specify, it was located across

the Boston, Hartford & Erie road at grade, and at a point some

1,200 feet beyond the Medfield station. To this point of intersec-

tion, public ways have since been laid out by the town of Medfield,

upon the sujDposition that a station-house common to the two roads

would be erected here to facilitate the exchange of passengers and

luggage between the intersecting roads. And the petitioners now
ask for a special Act compelling the two corporations to join in

erecting such a station.

Representatives of each of the two intersecting roads were pres-

ent at the hearinor. The Framingham & Mansfield road made no

objections to bearing its proportion of the cost of the proposed

work, but declined to recognize any equities existing in the Boston,

Hartford & Erie, on account of the changes that company was

necessitated to make because of the location of the other road.

The Boston, Hartford & Erie admitted the greater public con-

venience which a joint station would afford, but showed, from the

lay of the ground, that much the heaviest portion of the expense

incurred in making the change, would fall upon it; it claimed that

its present accommodations were ample, that a removal would

necessitate their total abandonment, that the new station approach-

es, etc., etc., would cost the corporation some |5,000 or $6,000, that

the financial position of the Boston, Hartford & Erie railroad was

matter of public notoriety, and that it ought not to be subjected by

special Act to an outlay which at this time, being in the hands of

r eceivers, it had no means of meeting.

* Referred to this Board by the Committee on Railways.
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The petitioners stated that the town of Medfield lay about a

mile and a half from the present station by the old road, and a mile

and a quarter from the point of railroad intersection by the new
road. The Boston, Hartford & Erie road did not pass within a

mile of the centre of population, but the Mansfield & Framing-

ham road, after crossing the Boston, Hartford & Erie, passed

directly through it. Travel to and fro between Boston and Med-

field therefore naturally uses both roads, changing from one to the

other at the intersection to which they petitioned to have the depot

removed. No town meeting on the subject had been held or pub-

lic action had. The matter had, however, been long and generally

discussed, and the change was believed to be in accordance with a

large preponderance of public desire.
i

Two remonstrants appeared and made statements. They com-

plained of want of notice, and said that the subject had not been

discussed, that the petition for a change had not been generally

circulated, and had been prepared in a single day; that the change

was not demanded by public convenience, and was in the nature of

an interference with vested rights.

Under all the circumstances, the Commissioners could not but

conclude that a clear and manifest preponderance both of public

convenience and public desire jDrobably, in this case called for the

change proposed. They would, therefore, be inclined to recom-

mend it but for the objections stated by those representing the

Boston, Hartford & Erie road. The proposed change would

inconvenience no one much, and would greatly accommodate very

many. So far as the Commissioners could judge, it would have no

appreciable effect on any existing business or the value of any

property. It would merely enable both roads to do their work

more conveniently for the public. The allegations of want of notice

and insufficient discussion in the case are not, however, to be dis-

regarded. The moving and re-locating of railroad stations, is a

very important subject,—far more important than nine questions out

of ten which are made the subject of public town action. In the

opinion of the Commissioners, a matter of this consequence to

local communities should never be acted upon by the legislature on

the mere request of irresponsible private individuals
;
public town

notice and action should, in all cases, be required as a guarantee

against surprise, and to insure discussion. This is necessary before

the smallest town way can be laid out, and the removal of a rail-

road depot is of vastly more importance. Neither do the Com-

missioners wish to imply that the action of a town meeting should

necessarily be considered decisive when in favor of a change. The
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sound rule they believe is that a change of this sort must be clearly

and manifestly demanded by a heavy preponderance of both public

convenience and popular desire, before legislative authority should

be exerted to effect it. Any rule less stringent than this would

place our railroads, and the facilities of those who may use them

and depend upon them, at the mercy of any popular majority which

might for the moment get control of a town meeting.

In this case there is no evidence that the subject has been fully

and generally discussed, or that the minority, if any exists, has had

an opportunity to make itself heard. The petitioners at the hear-

ing also intimated that they desired more than a merely permissory

Act,—they wished one compelling the roads to make the desired

change. In view of the position of the Boston, Hartford &
Erie road in the courts, both State and national, the Commissioners

cannot recommend the passage of such an Act at this time. They
do not question the power of the legislature to pass such an Act

under ordinary circumstances, but to do so here would be to take

means set aside for creditors, and to apply them to a measure of

mere public convenience and not of actual necessity.

For the reasons above stated, the Commissioners would respect-

fully recommend that the petitioners have leave to withdraw.

While making this recommendation the Commissioners would also

call attention to the fact that this is one of a numerous class of

similar cases which should not take up the time of the legislature.

The whole subject is one which should be regulated by a general

law authorizing, under any restrictions the legislature sees fit to

impose, the re-location and discontinuance of existing railroad

stations, whenever it shall be proved to the satisfaction of this

Board that such re-location or discontinuance is clearly and mani-

festly demanded by a decided jireponderance of public convenience

and po]3ular desire. The propriety of passing such a law at the

present session of the legislature is respectfully submitted.

Report on the Petition oe the Fitchbueg Railroad Com-
pany, FOR Authority to construct additional tracks in

the Town op Watertown.*

This is a petition of an existing railroad corporation asking for

authority to lay down an additional track across a public highway

* Referred to this Board by the Committee on Railways.
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outside of its location. No provision for such a case is made under

the General Statutes. Two very similar cases are provided for, (1)

the laying out of public ways across a railroad, and (2) the laying

out a railroad across a public way, loithin its location. The county

oommmissioners have ample and final powers in both these contin-

gencies.

The case in point is very simple and the facts are undisputed.

The corporation had originally a right to the five-rod location. It

took forty-six feet only. It has recently purchased property of

private parties outside of this location on both sides of the highway

;

built upon the land so obtained a turn-table, on one side of the road

and six feet from it ; and on the other side of the road has laid down

a switch-track up to the limit of the road, so as to get access to the

turn-table on the other side of it. This switch-track crosses the

public way outside of the forty-six feet originally taken by the cor-

poration, but within the five rods which it might have taken had

it seen fit. The corporation now asks by special Act to be restored

to the right which it might have availed itself of but did not.

If the view taken by the Commissioners of the law and usage,

well established in such cases, is correct, the facts on which a de-

cision of it must rest do not admit of dispute. This is a petition to

lay out an additional track across a public, and greatly frequented

way at grade^—this track to be used for all freighting operations at

the point, and for approach to a turn-table. The corporation ofiers to

take every precaution to reduce all danger from the use of the

track to a minimum. That it will do so the Commissioners enter-

tain no doubt ; that all such crossings are dangerous and occasion

great inconvenience to travel on the public way thus crossed is

equally free from doubt. In this particular case both the incon-

venience and danger are necessarily increased by the fact that, to

use the proposed switch, both locomotives and freight cars must

necessarily pass to and fro over two greatly frequented public ways,

one of which is also used for a horse railway.

The obvious and very proper rule in all cases of crossings at

grade is distinctly laid down in §§ 58-9 of chap. 63 of General

Statutes, that they are not to be permitted except on " special au-

thority," and "unless public necessity so requires." This rule

would clearly hold as to additional tracks over which locomotives

are to pass, to and fro, from turn-tables, and freight trains are to be

made up. The safety and convenience of travel is not to be affect-

ed by such additional passing unless the public necessity manifestly

requires it. All such operations must, wherever practicable, be con-
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ducted within yards and away from crossings. Does a clear public

necessity demand an exception by special legislation to this rule in

this case ?

The corporation does not claim that this crossing involves any

general question of public convenience. The question is a purely

local one; having this switch-crossing and turn-table, the cor-

poration maintains that it will furnish more facilities and greater

convenience to Watertown than it can without it. So far as the

corporation and general public convenience is concerned, the turn-

table can equally well be placed at a distance from the Watertown

station and away from all highways, within the neighboring cattle-

yards of the company.

The question then finally reduces itself to this very simple issue :

Does a clear and manifest necessity exist in the local, public neces-

sities and convenience of Watertown for the laying out of this

additional grade crossing ? The burden of proof is upon the cor-

poration. It is manifestly impossible for the Commissioners to

report that a clear and indisputable case of public local necessity

is established, while the great majority of those dwelling in the

locality, and to serve whose necessities the exception is to be made,

vehemently declare that the proposed crossing and additional

track and turn-table will greatly inconvenience and annoy them, en-

danger their safety, and in no way, they believe, promote their

interests. This view of the case has been regularly and officially

taken by the citizens of Watertown. At a large town meeting held

on the 25th inst., the selectmen of the town were instructed

accordingly, and appeared before the Commissioners in earnest

opposition to the petition. The corporation oiFered to produce,

and doubtless can produce, numerous individual citizens expressing

a contrary opinion. The Commissioners do not see how this could

affect the decision. Where a clear and decisive preponderance of

evidence as to public necessity and convenience is required to war-

rant an exception to a general and salutary rule, the Commissioners

do not see how their own private opinions or those of individuals

can be made to outweigh the official remonstrance of the whole

community, the safety and convenience of which only is involved.

The Commissioners would recommend that the petitioners in

this case have leave to withdraw.
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Report on the Petitioist of Thomas M. Hopkinson and others,

FOR A Law requiring more equal and just rates foe

Season Tickets on the Railroads in this Commonwealth.*

A bearing in this case was had on Saturday, the 25th of Febru-

ary, when certain of the petitioners appeared and made a statement

as to what was desired. A general law was asked for, regulating

the rates of reduction below the usual fares, at which season and

package tickets should be sold throughout the Commonwealth.

The petitioners called attention to the fact that no proportion exist-

ed between the price of season tickets on the railroads to various

points, established on the basis of the distances of those points

from the common terminus for such tickets. For example, a ticket

to a point one mile from the terminus might be $7 per quarter

;

one to a point eight miles from the same terminus, 115 per quarter;

a third to a point twenty miles from the same terminus |30 per

quarter. The petitioners wished a law providing for the sale of

these tickets on something approaching a pro rata principle, the

price of the ticket being fixed approximately to the numbfer of miles

of road over which it gives the right to travel.

There was no peculiar hardship in the case of the petitioners.

They travel from Groveland to Haverhill,—a distance of three

miles,—^for $9 per quarter ; that is about six cents a trip. None of

the roads running out of Boston to points equally distant, whether

operated by steam or horse-power, afford any better rates to the

public as will be seen on examination of the subjoined table (page

ccviii). The rates paid by the petitioners may therefore be assumed

as the standard rates of the roads in this State.

The question is twofold: (1) whether the amounts generally

charged for season tickets over short distances on the roads of the

State are in themselves excessive ; and (2) whether these amounts

are excessive as compared with those charged for longer distances.

The first question has already undergone some very recent ex-

amination in connection with the Quincy petition for cheap work-

ingmen's trains. (Leg. Doc's, 1871 ;—House, No. 176.) A rate

equivalent to 50 cents a week for one trip each way was suggested,

after examination of the returns, as the lowest reasonable basis

for the trial of that experiment, this rate to be uniform for

all distances run by the proposed cheap trains. The trains

referred to by the petitioners are not exceptional, or experi-

mental trains. They ask for a general law applying to tickets

* Referred to this Board by the Committee on Railways.
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good in all trains. The rate alleged to be excessive is 72 cents per

week, in place of 50 cents. If 50 cents a week is to be considered

a fair rate for an experimental system of cheap trains, the Commis-

sioners are unable to say that they consider 72 cents in itself an

excessive charge, calling for remedial legislation, for season tickets

on ordinary trains. It is as low as ever has been, or now is usual

on the roads of this State. Whether a lower scale of rates can be

successfully adopted is yet a matter of experiment. Legislation

looking towards it would at this time, in the opinion of the Com-

missioners, be premature.

Can the rate named be considered excessive as compared with

the rates charged for longer distances? When only |18 per quar-

ter is charged for eight miles, should |9 per quarter be regarded as

excessive for two miles ? The formation of an opinion upon this

point involves some consideration of the principle of the season-

ticket business. Any extensive demand for these tickets can exist

only in the neighborhood of considerable business centres, and its

accommodation requires a regular equipment of cars, stations, &c.

The trains which accommodate the travel run a given distance.

The company must necessarily supply cars, &c., for the whole of

such travel, no matter at what point it may take the train, through-

out that distance. These trains, therefore, do not continually

empty and fill, but they arrive, or they start full, and go over a

large portion of their route more or less empty. The heaviest

item of expense to the corporation in this case is the initial cost of

starting the train. Practically it costs a railroad company as much

to carry a passenger a small part of any given route which a train

runs as it does the whole of it. The difference between hauling an

empty seat and a seat with a passenger in it can hardly be esti-

mated. Take, for instance, a regular train between Boston and

Albany. The dead weight of such a train will not average less

than 150 tons. The mere cost of running it in the items of fuel

and in the wear and tear of rolling stock and road-bed is about

fifty cents per mile, or three mills per ton per mile. If, therefore,

the train has to be run, it makes to the railroad company a differ-

ence of not more than five cents in the cost of running it whether

a passenger leaves the train a mile out of Boston or goes through

to Albany,—always, of course, provided that no other passenger

gets in to occupy the vacant seat. If, therefore, fares on railroads'

were regulated on the principle of cost, or each person paying for

what he received, a one-price system for the train route, rather than

the system petitioned for, would have to be adopted. The princi-

ple involved is perfectly illustrated in the postal system. The^
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initial cost only of forwarding letters is regarded in this case and

rates of postage are uniform without regard to distance.

For obvious reasons the railroad companies cannot apply this

principle, however just in reason it may be, to ordinary, casual

travel. They can as regards this only average the cost and charge

according to distance. They can, however, and do recognize the

distinction as regards regular and reliable local travel. The initial

cost of starting the train is here approximately divided among all

those for whose convenience the train is started ; and, in addition to

this, each passenger pays for the distance he travels, be the same

longer or shorter. This rule of division the Commissioners believe

to be a just one. Such a law as is petitioned for would very

unequally distribute an expense incurred, for the common benefit.

So far from inclining towards it, the Commissioners are, on the con-

trary, disposed to believe that for a large regular and daily travel

over short distances to and from business centres, the one-price

system would be the more just and equitable. The cost of depots,

of road-bed, of motive-power, of rolling stock and of officials in-

curred in running these trains is the same no matter what distance

the passenger goes ;—the only difference to the corporation is the

inappreciable one of the cost of hauling perhaps 130 pounds more

or less. The initial cost constitutes jDrobably at least nineteen-

twentieths of the whole expenditure.

For the reasons above stated the Commissioners would respect-

fully recommend that the petitioners have leave to witlidraw.

Distance in

Miles.

Season-ticket

rates per
Quarter.

Boston §• Maine Railroad Company.
Boston to Somerville,.....

" Wellington's, ....
Andover to Lawrence, ....

Boston Sf Lmvell Railroad Company.
Boston to Winter Hill, ....
Chelmsford to Lowell, ....

Fitclihurg Railroad Company.
Boston to Cambridge

Boston iSr Providence Railroad Company.
BostoQ to lloxbury, .....

" Boylston Street, ....
Old Colony ^ Newport Railway Company.

Boston to Savin Hill,.....
" Harrison Square, ...

$10 00
13 50
9 00

10 GO
10 00

10 00

7 00
9 00

12 50
14 00
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Report ok the Petition" of the Holtoke Water Power
Company rblatiyb to the Location of the Holyoke &
Westfield Railroad in Holyoke.

This subject "was brought before the Board on a petition origi-

nally intended for the legislature, but presented to this Board upon

an intimation of the Chairman of the Joint Committee on Rail"ways,

that this would be the proper course to pursue. The Board took

cognizance of it under the general supervisory authority conferred

by section 2 of chapter 408 of the Acts of 1869.

A hearing was had on the 12th day of May, and the locality was

examined by the Board. The Holyoke Water Power Company, the

Holyoke & Westfield Railroad Company, and their lessees, the

New Haven & Northampton Company, were severally represented

at the hearing, and certain persons intending to build factories in the

neighborhood of the proposed depot of the Holyoke & Westfield

road were also present. No party claimed to represent the citizens

generally unless it was the Water Power Comj)any, who alone

advocated a change of location. The Connecticut River Railroad

Company was not represented.

The facts in the case are as follows : the Connecticut River Rail-

road is located through the town of Holyoke. The Holyoke &
Westfield Railroad was cbartered by chapter 379 of the Acts of

1869, to run from a certain point in the town of Holyoke, to con-

nect with the New Haven & Northampton Railroad at some point

in the town of Westfield. The Holyoke & Westfield Raih-oad

Company is now constructing its road, grading and laying cut its

depot grounds, and locating its branch tracks in the town of Hol-

yoke without reference to the stations, tracks or branch tracks of

the Connecticut River Railroad. The petitioners allege that such

an arrangement is injurious to the property of the Water Power

Company, contrary to well-understood principles of railroad con-

nection and traffic, and subversive of the best interests of the town

;

they accordingly desire such, action from the legislature, or from

this Board, as will cause the two roads to unite in the construction

of a union depot, and to make use, as far as practicable, of common
branch tracks.

On general principles there can be no question as to the utility

and economy of union depots. The railroads of every community

should constitute a system, and not exist as petty, disconnected

and often conflicting members. In the early days of railroad

construction this principle was ignored, and, in consequence, both

27
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in this country and in Europe, millions of money are now annually

spent to bring about that which in the beginning could have been

effected without additional outlay. During the present session of

the legislature two striking examples of this waste of means have

been brought to public notice—the one in relation to the terminal

facilities of the northern roads in Boston, the other in relation to

the union depot in Worcester. In both cases the public exigency

imperatively demands, at almost any cost, some action to undo just

what is now being done in Holyoke. As the population and busi-

ness increases in this State, and as our railroad system becomes

more and more complex and inter-dependent, the tendency in the

direction indicated will become more pronounced. The interests

of this community cannot permanently be sacrificed to the jealousies

and personal dislikes of railroad managers, and yet it will be found

that these jealousies and dislikes have led to arrangements of lines

which it will prove both difficult and costly to rearrange.

In the case now under consideration, in view of the present

position and probable business of the two roads, there is less likeli-

hood than usual that there will be any considerable interchange of

passengers or freight between them. Nevertheless, it is with great

regret that the Commissioners see railroads centering in any town

pursuing the course now begun at Holyoke. They are convinced

that both the railroads and the town will sometime, and perhaps at

no very late day, find cause to regret it, and may yet be obliged to

undo all that they are now doing.

The power of the Commissioners is limited to the making of

recommendations, and, in this case it is extremely doubtful whether

it is within the power of the legislature to interfere effectually.

The charter of the Holyoke & Westfield Railroad Company specifi-

cally limits to a location "commencing at any convenient point on

Front Street, in the town of Holyoke." The company has accordingly

located its station on Front Street, expended considerable sums of

money there, and proceeded to build its road in exact compliance

with the terms of its charter. (Acts 1869, chap. 379.) It has gone

further ; it has leased its road, under a power contained in section

four of its charter, to the New Haven & Northampton Company,

and the contract especially provides for a road to " commence on

Front Street." In consideration of the hostility well known to

exist between the New Haven & Northampton Company and the

Connecticut River Railroad Company, any action compelling the'

Holyoke & Westfield Railroad Company to commence its road at

the station of the Connecticut River road, instead of on Front

Street, could hardly fail to be regarded as invalidating this contract.
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Under these circumstances it is manifestly out of the question for

the Commissioners to take any steps in compliance with the prayer

of the petitioners. The legislature has, for reasons of which it is

the only judge, disregarded in this case the general principles of

railroad connection refei-red to at the beginning of this Report. The
charter might perfecty well have authorized the Holyoke & West-
field Railroad Company to locate its road from the station of the

Connecticut River Railroad Company, or even generally from
" some convenient point in the town of HoJyoke " ; this, however,

was not done, but a point on Front Street was specified. It is to be

presumed that this limitation was designedly imposed. Very pos-

sibly the legislature sought to excite a railroad competition and

therefore intended to keep the two companies in separate stations.

In any event, however, it is clearly beyond the province of this Com-
mission to take any action in a case where the rights of parties are

so unmistakably defined by law.

Complaint of the Selectmen of Shaeon, on the Petition op

D. W. Pettee and others, against the Boston & Prov-
idence Railroad Company.

This matter came originally before the Commissioners on the peti-

tion of W. C. Myrick and one hundred and three others, inhabi-

tants of Sharon, calling attention to the existing lack of raih'oad ac-

commodations given to the town, and particularly asking for an early

and late ti-ain to and from Boston. This petition bore date May 3,

1871, but was referred back to the petitioners, that the subject

might be brought before the Board in the manner prescribed by
statute, through the action of the selectmen. Upon the 16th of

June the present petition was filed, approved by the selectmen, and
referring exclusively to " an early and late passenger train to and
from Boston, leaving Sharon about 6 or 6.30 o'clock A.M., and return-

ing, leave Boston about 6 o'clock P.M." Subsequently, and before a

hearing took place, a public town meeting was held in Sharon, on July

5th, and it was voted that the town appear in the matter by a com-
mittee who were instructed to "seek to get more passenger trains,

one to reach Boston as early as seven o'clock and twenty minutes

(7.20) A.M. ; trains to leave Boston about 2 P.M. and 6 P.M. Also

to secure a freight station near the passenger station at Sharon Centre^,

Also to secure better facilities for shipment of freight to New York.
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Also better express facilities." Petitions in aid were also received

from citizens of Mansfield, through the selectmen of that town, ask-

ing for a " passenger train that shall leave Mansfield for Boston

about 6 o'clock A.M. ; and returning, leave Boston at about 6 o'clock

P.M. ; said train to stop at Foxboro' and Sharon."

Several subjects were thus brought before the Board.

1. The question of early and late trains between Mansfield and

Boston, stopping at way stations.

2. The increase of freighting facilities at Sharon.

3. The improvement of freighting facilities to New York from

Sharon.

4. The stopping at Sharon of the two o'clock passenger train

from Boston to Providence.
i

5. The increase of express facilities afforded at Sharon.

A hearing was had on the petition and accompanying papers at

the ofiice of the Commission on July 7th, and at Sharon on July 15th,

and was concluded on July 20th. Many witnesses were examined,

and the case for both sides was argued by counsel.

The only point included in the original proceedings was that of

early and late trains. Upon this subject the position taken by the

counsel for the corporation seemed to the Commissioners to be the

correct one— that corporations are called upon to afford increased

facilities only in case that sach facilities should give promise of being

reasonably remunerative ; they should not be called upon to furnish

such facilities, unless in exceptional cases, where no returns approx-

imating the outlay involved could be anticipated within any

immediate lapse of time. The question in the pi-esent case was,

therefore, whether an early and late train, as petitioned for,

would probably involve, for an indefinite period, any decided loss

to the corporation, for it was not contended that this case was ex-

ceptional in character. Very many witnesses were examined,

whose evidence was conclusive to the fact that the prosperity of

Sharon had been greatly retarded by the want of the facilities asked

for, and that a large increase of travel to that place would ensue if

they were conceded This was not denied by the corporation.

The question was thus reduced simply to one of cost. The corpo-

ration took the ground that, as the distance between Boston and

Mansfield was about twenty-five miles, and the average cost of

operating their road was $1.71 per train mile, therefore that the

cost of the round trip petitioned for would be $81.50 per diem,

or $26,839.75 a year. As the present total receipts from the sta-

tion at Sharon by the corporation were but slightly in excess of

$9,000 per annum, it was contended that the desired trains could
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not be approximately remunerative, and should not be required

of the company.

This line of argument has heretofore been several times urged

upon this Board in similar cases, but it seems to be fallacious in the

extreme. Were this the measure of cost applied by the corpora-

tions themselves in all cases, it is extremely doubtful whether addi-

tional trains would ever be put upon any route. In putting on

exti'a trains, corporations are perfectly aware that the whole plant

of a road, nearly the whole of its service, much of its rolling stock,

and a portion of its motive-power are fixed quantities. Once in

existence the granting or withholding of accommodations, within

reasonable limits, affects them only in an inappreciable degree.

Trains such as those petitioned for in this case are not trains only for

the accommodation of Sharon, or any other locality, but serving the

whole line they constitute a mere extension of the service of trains

already in use. In the present case, the Boston & Providence

Railroad Company already run trains at the hours petitioned for to

South Canton, within three miles of Sharon, and to extend the ser-

vice of these trains to Mansfield would make an additional trip of

twenty miles a day.

The questions for the Commissioners to decide are, then, what

new and additional expenditures on the part of the corporation

would such an increase of service involve, and would the increased

business to be derived from it remunerate the company within a

reasonable time. The Commission has been wholly guided in

coming to a conclusion upon this point by the evidence given in the

case by the Superintendent of the Boston & Providence road. The
whole annual cost—cars, motive-power, service and wear and tear

of road-bed—of a train made up of a locomotive, a baggage and

two passenger cars running one hundred miles a day, was estimated

in detail as not exceeding |25,000 per annum.

The items were as follows :

—

Motive power complete, 145.00 per diem, . . $14,085 00

Cars, cost 111,000 ; 15 per cent., . $1,650 00

Wages (conductor and brakeman), . 1,616 00

3,266 00

Wear and tear of track, 23 cts. per mile, . . 7,199 00

Total, $24,550 00

This estimate, it is believed, covers everything except those fixed

expenses of the road which are only inappreciably affected by the
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putting on of such a train as that desired. In the present case the

motive power would be required for about twenty miles per diem,

in addition to the present requirements ; the car service would be

required for about fifty miles ; and a full wear and tear of the road-

bed for twenty miles, and a partial wear and tear for thirty miles

per day should also be added. Making these deductions the Com-

missioners are unable to see, on the basis of the figures put into this

case by the superintendent of the road, how the increase of service

petitioned for could involve the corporation in any new expenditure

in excess of $7,000 per annum.

Would the additional accommodation thus afiforded lead, within

a reasonable time, to an increase of $7,000 per annum in the receipts

of the company ? Upon this point the Commissioners were largely

aided in forming an opinion by the evidence of the superintendent.

He furnished a curious illustration of the result of affording sufficient

railroad accommodations in the case of Stoughton. This town is

a short distance off from the main track of the Boston & Provi-

dence road, but connected with it by a branch ; its population is

considerably larger, being 4,914, while that of Sharon is 1,508;

but it is also one mile further from Boston than Sharon. Owing to

railroad competition, however, it has early and late trains. Yet

the superintendent stated that whereas there were but six season-

ticket holders in Sharon, in Stoughton there were between sixty and

seventy on his road alone, and that the passengers on the early and

late trains to that town filled two cars. This also is but that portion

of the Stoughton business which falls to the shai-e of the Boston

& Providence Railroad. The Commissioners are further officially

advised that the Old Colony & Newport Railway has an average of

forty season-ticket holders from the same town, while the total pas-

senger receipts of this last road from Stoughton, amounted to over

$14,000 per annum. Allowing for the difference of population

there would seem to be five times as many holders of season tickets

in Stoughton as Sharon.

The accumulation of evidence, however, upon this subject was

too strong to be resisted, and satisfied the Commissioners that the

desired trains, if put on between Boston and Mansfield, would be

remunerative almost from the start. They involve no new outlay,

as all facilities for housing and starting trains already exist at Mans-

field, and the only difficulty suggested by the corporation, apart

from expense, lay in the motive-power between the junction of

the Stoughton branch, where the early and late trains leave the

main track, and Mansfield, a distance of ten miles. This is a ques-

tion of practical management with which the Commissioners do
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not feel called upon to deal. The superintendent of the road

failed, however, to convince them that this was a difficulty which it

would be impossible to overcome.

As regards so much of the petition as relates to increased facili-

ties for the receipt and delivery of freight at Sharon, it appeared

that the passenger station at Sharon is placed upon a thirty- seven

foot grade; owing to the difficulty and danger involved in the

handling of freight cars at this point, the corporation has done all

its freight business at another point in the town nearly a mile dis-

tant and at the summit of the grade. The petitioners asked to

have freighting accommodations at the passenger station, in ad-

dition to those now affiDrded at the summit. The corporation in

reply showed that they could mucb more conveniently to them-

selves accommodate freight and passengers at one station, if the

grade was not an obstacle to overcome which would involve a heavy

outlay. In the view the Commissioners have taken of this ques-

tion, it is not necessary to go into an estimate of the cost which

the granting of the desired facilities would entail upon the com-

pany. The entire freight received and shipped at Sharon, in 1870,

was returned to the Commissioners as 2,397 tons, upon which

$2,514.22 freight money was received by the road. The petitioners

do not pretend that public opinion in Sharon is not divided as to

the most convenient place for receiving and delivering their freights,

but they ask to have two points, less than a mile apart, for the

handling of the amount specified. Such a request does not strike

the Commissioners as reasonable. Were the petitioners of one

mind, and did they unite in asking that all freight should come to

their passenger station, it might be necessary to discuss the ulterior

questions as to obstacles and expense ; as such is not the case,

however, the Commissioners do not think it necessary to enter

farther into this question.

As regards that part of the petition which relates to the giving

increased facilities for shipment of freight from Sharon to New
York, the evidence showed that the present arrangement is not so

convenient as that in use some years ago. The corporation in reply

explained the way in which this inconvenience to certain towns

arose out of the increased competition between Boston and New
York, to which their line was subjected. The explanation seemed

to the Commissioners to be reasonable and satisfactory, and no

sufficient grievances to warrant any recommendation in this respect

were proved by the petitioners.

As regards the stopping at Sharon of the two o'clock express

between Boston and Providence, the evidence was that this train
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was put on to accommodate a large number of persons doing busi-

ness in Providence and Boston, and that to convert this into a

local train would greatly delay and inconvenience all this class of

travellers. If the results of increased railroad facilities should

prove as favorable to the growth of Sharon as the petitioners hope,

there is every reason to suppose that the corporation will meet all

increased local demands by increased local accommodations ; should

it fail to meet every reasonable expectation in so doing, it may, per-

haps, become the duty of this Board to remind it of its responsibil-

ities. Until, however, some absolute increase can be shown, this

Board, though very willing to aid the citizens of Sharon in securing

their own rights and privileges, is not willing to make any recom-

mendation which would impair the reasonable rights and privileges

of other people. Upon this point the petitioners failed, in the

opinion of the Commissioners, to show sufficient grounds for inter-

ference.

As regards the increase of express facilities, the petitioners

showed very conclusively that a practical monopoly of this busi-

ness, so far as Sharon is concerned, was secured by the company to

Earl & Prew ; that the competition of independent local expresses

was decidedly discouraged, and that the accommodations afforded by
Earle & Prew to Sharon were very insufficient. Numerous wit-

nesses concurred in expressing the opinion that an independent

local express would be a great convenience to the people of Sharon,

and that the business of the place would sustain it. Upon this

question the Commissioners do not deem it necessary to express any

opinion. The subject of the rights of expressmen upon railroads,

under existing statutes, was discussed at length by them on the

complaint of the mayor and aldermen of the city of Lowell,

against the Boston & Lowell Railroad Company, and the report

in that case was published in the appendix (page 101) of the

first annual report of this Board. If, as the petitioners assert, the

business of Sharon will support a local express, and any one can be

found to take charge of it, the Act of 1867 (chap. 339, § 1) compels

the Boston & Providence Railroad Company to give such express-

man "reasonable and equal terms, facilities and accommodations, for

the transportation of himself, his agents and servants." It was not

in evidence that the company had neglected or refused to do this,

though it was not denied on their part that they would do it very

reluctantly. This Board, however, very clearly cannot make the

reluctance of accompany, or even its neglect or refusal to comply

with a distinct statute duty, the subject of a recommendation. If

the petitioners desire to establish a local express for Sharon, they
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already, and without any action on the part of this Board, have a per-

fect right to do so. Should the company, upon application therefor,

then refuse to give such express all " reasonable and equal terms,

facilities and accommodations," their refusal or failure to do this

would constitute, not a ground for any recommendation on the part

of this Board, but simply an opportunity for an enforcement of the

statute penalties in such case prescribed.

After hearing the parties, and a full consideration of the facts set

forth in the above complaint and petition, the Commissioners find

the prayer of the petitioners reasonable in so far as it relates to the

aflfbrding early and late trains between Boston and Sharon, and

they accordingly recommend the Boston & Providence Railroad

Company to establish such a train, leaving Mansfield to arrive in

Boston not later than 7 o'clock A.M., and returning to leave Boston

not earlier than 6 o'clock P.M. ; and in relation to all other matters

set forth in the above complaint and petition, the Commissioners

adjudge that the petitioners have failed to establish such a condition

of facts as would warrant any recommendation or action on the

part of this Board.

Petition" of Samuel WiLLiSTOiir fob the Relocation of certain

Railroad Tracks in Easthampton.

Upon the petition of Samuel Williston, Esq., of Easthampton,

in the matter of relocating a portion of the tracks of the New
Haven & Northampton Railroad and the Mt. Tom & Easthampton
Railroad, the Commissioners went to Easthampton and examined
the premises, and became satisfied that they had no power to decide

upon questions of that character, and therefore confine themselves

to a statement of facts in the case as they were developed.

The Mt. Tom & Easthampton Railroad was represented by its

president, Mr. D. L. Harris, and Mr. Williston represented his own
wishes in the matter. No one appeared to represent the New Haven
& Northarnpton Railroad.

It appeared that the New Haven & Northampton Railroad was
built many years ago, and has long been open for transportation

of passengers and freight at this point. Since that road was
opened, Mr. Williston has built a large cotton-mill on the easterly

side of the track, the main body of the mill being about seventy-

five feet distant therefrom.

The track of the Mt. Tom & Easthampton Railroad, built last

year, is laid about mid-way between the mill of Mr. Williston and

28
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the track of the New Haven & Northampton Railroad, and the

petition of Mr. Williston was, that the track of these two roads

might be moved further from his mill, and this to be accom-

plished by straightening the track of the New Haven & Northamp-

ton Railroad, which is here upon a curve, for a distance of about

two thousand feet, moving it opposite his mill, about twenty-five

feet westerly. This would allow the track of the Mt. Tom & East-

hampton Railroad to occupy substantially the present line of the

New Haven & Northampton Railroad at that point.

The objections to these changes, if any there are, are not of an

engineering character, and the expense of making the change the

petitioner is willing to pay, in consideration of the greater conven-

ience and safety in operating his mill
|
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To

[C]

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
'ICE, No. 7 Pemberi
Boston, August 10, 1871

Eailkoad Commissioners' Office, No. 7 Pemberton Sq., ?

Sir :—The Board of Railroad Commissioners takes this occasion

to suggest to you a careful revision of the freight and passenger

tariifs of the railroad of which you are one of the officials, with a

view to making such reduction in charges as may seem to be prac-

ticable. It is now more than seven years since the last general

revision of their tariffs was made by the railroad corporations of this

State. All or nearly all of them at that time were materially

increased. With this no fault could then be properly found ; not

only had new taxes been imposed, in the collection of which the

companies had been forced to assume the duties of tax-gatherers,

but the cost of everything which entered into the operation of a

railroad had largely risen in price, and a somewhat corresponding

rise on railroad charges was an almost inevitable necessity. Within

the last few years, however, the railroads have been relieved of the

duty of collecting government taxes, and they have also enjoyed

the advantages of a great reduction in values. The locomotive

which formerly cost $30,000, now costs but 112,000. American

rails, which, six years ago, cost $90 per ton, now sell for between

$60 and $70 ; foreign rails have fallen in price in the same propor-

tion as gold ; fuel, which, during the war, cost our companies |12

per ton, now costs the same companies $8 ; steel has even fallen

more than iron, and a sensible reduction, though not so marked,

perhaps, as in the instances cited, has taken place in almost every

article of railroad supplies. Since the year 1860, on the other

hand, the gross earnings of the railroads in Massachusetts have

increased from nine to twenty-five million dollars annually, and

their net earnings from less than three to considerably over six

millions. The increase in the wealth and population of the Com-
monwealth during the same period has been equally gratifying, and

that it should be continued is a matter of no less consequence to

the railroad companies than to the people of the State.
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As a result of very careful investigation during the last two
years, we are strongly inclined to believe that Massachusetts is at

this time susceptible of a very great and sudden industrial develop-

ment. All the conditions essential to such a development have, for

a series of years, been gradually and slowly accumulating ; capital

has been amassed, skill has been acquired, industries have taken

root, machinery has been invented and a reputation has been

acquired ; it only remains to take full advantage of these circum-

stances to secure to the people of the State a decided and lasting

preeminence among the manufacturing communities of America.

"What is now needed is a stimulus, which can be furnished either

by removing some existing burdens of taxation or by affording

industry new and cheaper facilities. Both measures of relief rest

very largely in the hands of the railroad corporations of the State,

and in the result they are deeply interested.

It is a perfectly well-established fact in railroad economy, that

where a community is industrially in an elastic condition, ready at

once .to respond to any remission of burdens or improved appliances,

a reduction of railroad charges within certain limits does not neces-

sarily involve any loss of net profits to the corporations making it.

The increase of business and consequent multiplication of reduced

profits more than compensates for the smaller return from each

transaction. So far as Massachusetts is concerned, every experiment

made by the railroad corporations of the State, during the last few

years, in the direction of decreased charges, has entirely confirmed

this proposition. In no case has any recent reduction led to any

material loss in net profit, and in several cases such experiments

have been followed by a decided increase.

It is undeniable that a knowledge of these facts, and a conscious-

ness on the part of the community at large that the corporations

have been very slow and reluctant to make even the concessions

which experience has shown to be safe and reaspnable, have gradu-

ally excited a very considerable feeling, both in the popular mind
and in the legislature. As sufficient evidence of this, and of the

practical shape in the statute book which the feeling threatens to

assume, we beg leave to refer you to a copy of a law which the

Committee on Railways of the last legislature reported under

instructions, and which was defeated on its third reading in tlie

Senate by but a single vote, and also to two reports of leading com-

mittees of the last general court, all of which will be found appended

to this communication. Both of these latter documents are so out-

spoken as to leave no doubt of the purpose of those who ju-epared

them, and both of them were in many influential quarters decidedly
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criticised because they confined themselves to intimations as to the

future, and fell short as regards immediate action.

The present is the first year in which the new form of railroad

returns are to go into use, and consequently, should any general

change of railroad tariffs be made to take effect on the first of the

coming October, the results of the next year would furnish an excel-

lent test of the effect of such change, and throw much light on the

course to be pursued in future.

In approaching this revision we wish to suggest a few leading prin-

ciples upon which we believe it should be based. A small uniform

reduction of charges throughout a railroad tariff has been generally

found to be simply equivalent to a loss of so much net profit to the

company making it. To be effective, and to communicate a decided

industrial impetus, a heavy and concentrated reduction, which will

make itselfimmediately felt, is necessary. The Commissioners believe

that this rule is to be deduced from the experience of all countries.

In making any reduction, whether in freight or fares, we would there-

fore suggest to you the propriety of strongly favoring certain com-

modities in general use along the line of your road, and, by so doing,

strongly stimulate development, rather than neutralize the whole

effect of any concessions you may make by dividing it among too

many objects. Take for instance coal. This is a material not only

in general use, but a primary raw material in all manufacturing

industry. Cheap aosl is cheap power ; and cheap power is cheap

manufacturing. A reduction of five per cent, throughout the

charges of a tariff would scarcely produce an appreciable effect on

the consumption of anything; a tariff, unchanged in numerous

other respects, which gave a reduction of fifty per cent, on the cost

of carrying coal, would at once communicate an impetus to every

branch of industry dependent on power. So also of travel. A
trifling average reduction will lead to no results except diminished

receipts, but a heavy reduction of fares in the neighborhood of

large cities will stimulate short travel to an almost unlimited extent.

The examples given will fvilly illustrate the meaning we wish to

convey. Our desire is to impress upon you our deep sense of the

importance of effecting this change tentatively,—not attempting to

do everything at once and accepting results as conclusive, but con-

centrating relief on that point where relief is most generally need-

ed, and where the most decided expansion may he expected to

result from it. A tariff reform commenced in this way, and carried

forward as fast as results will justify, would probably, in a very

limited time, include every industry in the State. In effecting it

the corporations would not be called upon to make any permanent
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sacrifice of net profits ; and a public consciousness that an honest

attempt, at least, at progress was being made, would go very far to

allay popular discontent. Of course very great judgment and an

intimate acquaintance with local development is necessary to the

proper initiation of any such measures as those now recommended.

The directors and ofl&cials of each road should naturally be more

familiar than any one else with the needs and projects of the terri-

tories they accommodate. They can, therefore, best judge as to

how such a system of reductions should be commenced and carried

forward. As one of the persons directly concerned in this way in

the management of a railroad of the State, the Commissioners

would most respectfully but urgently press this subject in all its

bearings upon your early attention.

As we propose in the forthcoming annual report of this Board,

to devote considerable space to the subject of this communication,

we shall, before the 1st of October next, call upon each corporation

to inform us specifically what, if any, revision of its tarifis has been

made, and how recently. The answers of the several companies

will be incorporated into our report, that the coming legislature

may be fully and specifically informed uj)on this important subject.

Hoping that you will judge it consistent with the interests of the

company with which you are associated to efiect, before that time,

a thorough and careful revision of its tarifis,

We remain, &c.,

James C. Converse.

C. F. Adams, Jr.
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[D.]
Boston, January 2, 1871.

To the Railroad Commissioners of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Gentlemen :—I beg leave, on behalf of the Lowell Bleachery,

Lawrence Manufacturing Co., Boott Cotton Mills, Massachusetts

Cotton Mills, Lowell Manufacturing Co., Middlesex Company and

Hamilton Manufacturing Co., to submit to your consideration the

statements of the treasurer of each of these corporations, together

with a letter from Mr. Willard B. Phillips, manager of the Phillips

Wharf at Salem, at the terminus in that city of the Salem & Lowell

Railroad, accompanied by certain carefully prepared statistics show-

ing in detail the manner in which the business of receiving and

transporting coal has been conducted by this railroad during the

past two years.

The object of this communication is to call to your attention the

continued neglect of the Boston & Lowell Railroad, lessees of the

Salem & Lowell Railroad, to provide proper facilities for the transpor-

tation of coal from Salem to Lowell, and as results of such neglect,

the large sums paid by these corporations as demurrage, the increased

cost to them of coal, which in the end falls on the consumer of their

manufactured product, the consequent inability of Lowell to com-

pete in cheapness of manufacture with Fall River, Providence and

other manufacturing towns, and the probable withdrawal of the

coal trade from Salem, with its necessary injury to wharf property

there.

Without entering on a lengthy argument, I submit the following

facts :

—

1. There are now from 550,000 to 600,000 spindles running at Low-
ell, representing about $14,000,000 of capital, and giving employ-

ment to a large number of persons. The 'prosperity of the place

depends upon its manufactures. The great increase of manufac-

tures in Lowell has demanded a greater amount of power than water

alone can supply. The water-power in the Merrimack is all con-

sumed, and during the dry months is unable to keep the mills run-

ning. For this reason auxiliary steam-engines have been placed

in almost all the mills, and are used to a very large extent. Not
only is steam-power in constant use in many processes supplement-

ing and auxiliary to manufacturing, but in seasons of drought is the
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sole reliance of the manufacturer in keeping the organization of the

mill together. The more frequent recurrence of droughts is now
matter of common experience. It is clear, too, if the water-power

is insufficient to-day, that, with the constant advance of our manu-

factures and increase in the number of spindles, it will become

more and more insufficient in the future.

Coal is therefore a necessity to Lowell, and the cheaper and

more expeditiously it can be delivered at the yards of her mills, the

cheaper will be her goods and the greater her power of competition

with other manufacturing centres. Without water-power the pros-

perity of Lowell depends entirely on the price of coal.

2. The shortest, quickest and most convenient way of bringing

coal to Lowell is by delivering it from vessels into cars at deep

water at Salem. The Salem & Lowell Railroad is but twenty-five

miles in length, and connects with tracks directly upon the wharves.

Being a branch road there is no reason for delay caused by the

interference of more distant traffic.

The terminal facilities at Salem are admirable. The wharf

covers over nine acres, has 2,500 feet of dock-room and a capacity

of discharging fifteen vessels into cars at one time. This, at the

average of only 100 tons per day to each vessel, gives a power of

receiving 1,500 tons per day, or 37,500 in a month of twenty-five

working days, double the quantity ever received in any month, even

in the height of the coal season. The freight charged, of 11.25

per ton, or about five cents per mile, should be, even after the deduc-

tion of the thirty cents paid at the wharf, largely remunerative,

and is indeed excessive when compared with other coal freights.

It has, however, been willingly paid.

In the year 1870, 75,420 tons, and in 1871, 76,372 tons, were

delivered at the wharf, and transported by the railroad.

3. In spite of these large facilities and high freights, the railroad

company, instead of transporting this coal with promptness, have

so conducted their business as to materially increase the cost of

every ton brought by them to Lowell, by a demurrage paid by the

consignees, representing no value received, but simply wasted time,

and enhancing the cost of every yard of manufactured fabric. Hav-

ing exclusive possession of the franchise of transporting this coal, and

knowing that every ton must in the end pay its freight, the com-

pany has supplied only such number of .cars and at such times as it

has seen lit. The result has been that, from the time when coal

. has begun to arrive in the spring until the cessation of the trade in
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December, there has been a constant and unremitting coal block-

ade,—thousands of tons remaining on the vessels and the wharf

awaiting transportation, and every day adding to the heavy score

of demurrage. In 1870, from April 9th to December 14th, this

blockade was incessant. The same was the case in 1871, from

June 1st to November 29th, the date of the preparation of the

table for that year, when 6,659 tons still remained to be trans-

ported. In 1870, the quantity daily delayed reached 8,644 tons,

and in 1871, as high as 10,917 tons. From September 1st to Novem-
ber 1st, the amount was never less than 3,000 tons, and averaged

nearly twice that sum ; while from June 20th to November 1st, in

the following yeai-, the smallest amount on any day awaiting trans-

portation, was 4,307 tons ; for ten successive days, from October 2d

to .October 12th, was over 10,000 tons ; and averaged nearly 7,000

tons. When it is remembered that demurrage is charged on the

whole cargo until all is unloaded, and that the quantity on hand

therefore bat partially represents the amount on which demurrage

is paid, the gi-ossness of the abuse may be appreciated. Yet dur-

ing these long periods, extendiog from April to December, in a traffic

regular, not exceptional, with terminal facilities unexcelled, and with

a remuneration high if not excessive, the railroad company made no

material increase in the number of cars. As an instance of their

diligence, on October 12th, 1871, with 10,249 tons of coal awaiting

transportation, they carried away but 190 ! It may be added, that

as a practical result of this, fast schooners are unwilling to take

freights to Salem, for, even with the large demurrage paid them,

they find the employment unprofitable through the long delay there.

The tables show that the usual number of carloads of four tons

each carried per day varies from about eighty to one hundred and

ten, averaging somewhat over ninety. They also disclose the fact that

had the railroad seen fit to carry an average of forty more carloads per

day, or on an emergency from fifty to sixty, and to keep up the supply

with a fair regularity, the blockade would not have occurred. An
increase of forty to fifty carloads per day is no extravagant demand
to make upon a prosperous railroad company,—yet though frequently

and urgently made it has always been neglected.

The average demurrage of many of the mills is from sixty to

seventy cents per ton, from eight to twelve per cent, on the aver-

age cost of coal. This demurrage increases rather than diminishes,

showing no attempts on the part of the railroad to remedy the evil.

In the case of the Lowell Bleachery, which used the same amount
of coal in 1870 as in 1871, this demurrage was nearly doubled,

increasing from 11,794.93 in 1870, to $8,921.46 in 1871.

29
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4. As to the remedy for these abuses.

In the language of Mr. Phillips, " there certainly is no way in

which coal can be transported upon arrival, and without delay, ex-

cept by an increased number of cars per day." He clearly shows

how double the amount now received might easily be met by a proper

increase of equipment. Pockets are unable to meet the difficulty

or to accommodate the extreme amounts delayed, while they would

increase the cost of every ton twenty-five cents, causing an extra

hoist, besides injuring the coal through extra handling. No remedy

increasing the cost of the raw material should be resorted to while

another is within easy reach. This, too, would be totally ineffective

without an increase of cars. Delays of certain consignees in return-

ing cars are doubtless necessarily incidental to every traffic of this

kind, and must be considered by every railroad as such, in esti-

mating the number of cars necessary to transact the business. A
penalty or increased charge easily remedies this. This delay

obtains in this instance only among consignees of smaller quan-

tities, and it appears that no delay is as a rule caused by the mills,

where almost perfect arrangements for discharging coal with

promptness are well known to exist. " Even if," says Mr. Phillips,

" all the cars conveying coal were promply discharged and returned,

there would still be, in my judgment, a necessity for an increase

of cars to be used by the railroad in this service."

It is undoubtedly true that favorable winds, or a large supply of

schooners offering at the coal ports, or low freights, or all these

causes in combination, may on certain days during the season pro-

duce larger arrivals than a railroad in the exercise of reasonable

prudence can expect to provide for. Of demurrage caused by

exigencies like these, there can be no just cause of complaint. That

is not this case. This is not the case of a " fleet " unexpectedly pre-

cipitated on a railroad. Here, on the contrary, is a regular traffic,

lasting during eight months of every year, with a quantity of coal

not varying essentially from quantities of previous years, arriving

with no greater irregularity than is incident to every commercial

shipment; constituting, in short, a fixed and definite branch of busi-

ness offered to a railroad
;
yet conducted in a manner -wmich from

tlie beginning to the end of the season regularly causes loss and

delay to the manufacturer, increased cost to the manufactured prod-

uct, and will, if persisted in, materially injure the prosperity of

the largest manufacturing city in the Commonwealth.

This application is not made until other means have been ex-

hausted. Repeated and urgent appeals have been made to the

management of the road, but utterly without success.
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On behalf of the corporations I represent, I would earnestly urge

upon you such measures as may speedily remedy this abuse. It

seems clear that legislative action is necessary, and that this is the

only resource. I therefore respectfully ask that this communication

may be recommended by you to the consideration of the general

court at their approaching session.

It is not thought necessary in this letter to further advert to the

large mass of just complaint, especially of coal dealers in Lowell,

which is easily accessible. Each citizen using coal in Lowell may
fairly be said to have an interest in this question. A striking letter

from a single coal dealer is merely selected and appended, stating

that although a cargo of 217 tons belonging to him had been landed

at Salem, on the 5th of July, on the 12th of December he had not

succeeded in obtaining a carload of it ! But it is useless to multiply

these instances.. On the facts here stated, it is confidently believed

that a sufficient case is presented to entitle us to early remedial

legislation.

I am, very respectfully,

J. L. Stackpole.

Eailroad Ereight Station, PniLLrPS Wharf,
Salem, December 5th, 1871.

To the Eailroad Commissioners

.

At your request I send you three detailed statements, showing

the coal business of the Lowell Railroad at this station during

those portions of the years 1870 and 1871 in which coal was de-

layed in its transportation.

Statement A is the daily statement for 1870 of coal received,

forwarded and remaining ready for transportation between the

ninth day of April, when the block first began, to the fourteenth

day of December when for the first time during a period of over

eight months^ all the coal ready for transportation had been for-

warded. By this statement it also appears that the largest quantity

forwarded' on one day was on July 29th, when 672 tons were for-

warded, while on three several days, June 14, Sept. 14 and Dec. 7,

only 80 tons were forwarded each day. During the nineteen* work-

ing days of April the quantity not transported reached, at the end

of the month, 1,375 tons, so that 72 tons or 17 cars more per day

were required. At the end of May there remained ready for trans-

* In all the statements only worMng days, that is, not including Sundays and holidays,

are used.
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portation only 656 tons, so that during that month the railroad trans-

ported 719 tons more than was received. Daring the twenty-five

days of June there was an accumulation of 1,547 tons, in addition to

the 656 tons remaining at the end of May, or say 62 tons or 15 cars

per day, while to have carried off the whole 2,203 tons would have

required 21 cars more, or 88 tons per day. During the twenty-five

days of July the balance remaining on June 30 had increased to

5,785 tons, say 3,582 tons, requiring 143 tons (34 cars) more per day

to be carried, while to have cleared the wharf ofthe 5,785 tons would

have required 231.4 tons, or 54^ cars more per day. During August

(twenty-seven days) the quantity remaining was reduced from 5,785

tons to 4,190 tons, or 1,595 tons, so that the railroad transported an

average of 59 tons per day (14 cars) more than was received. But to

have cleared the wharf at the end of that month would have required

155 tons, or say 37 cars more per day. During September (twenty-six

days) the quantity remaining to be transported had increased to

8,452 tons, or4,262 tons during the month, which would have required

41 cars more per day, while to have cleared the wharf would have

required 82 cars more per day. During October (twenty-six days)

the accumulations were reduced from 8,452 tons to 4,299 tons, or

4,153 tons, which is at the rate of say 160 tons, or over 37 cars per

day ; but to have cleared the wharfwould have required the forward-

ing of 165 tons, or 38 cars more per day. During November

(twenty-five days) the accumulations were reduced from 4,299 tons

to 1,389 tons, or 2,910 tons, which is at the rate of more than 116

tons, or nearly 28 cars per day. In the twelve days of December

the wharf was easily cleared. From this statement it also appears

that on June 13th the accumulations had been reduced to only 100

tons, while on 29th September they had increased to 8,644 tons,

although in August the railroad had transported 1,695 tons more

than had been received during that month. From the 16th August,

when the accumulations were 2,942 tons, to the 29th of September

(thirty-eight working days) when they had reached 8,644 tons, an

increase of 5,702 tons, which would have required over 35 cars more

per day, to have carried it. The largest quantity arriving in one

day in 1870 was 2,898 tons.

Statement B is the daily statement for 1871 of coal received,

forwarded and remaining to be transported from June 1, when the

block first began, to the 30th November, on which day there re-

mained, ready for transportation, 6,659 tons. During this year, the

largest quantity forwarded in one day was 650 tons on July 6th,

while the smallest quantity was 190 tons, on October 12th. During

the twenty-six working days in June, the receipts in excess of trans-
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portation reached 6,109 tons, an average of nearly 235 tons, or

nearly 56 cars per day, which would have been required to clear the

wharf. During the twenty-five days of July these accumulations

had increased to 8,818 tons, or 2,709 tons more than in June. To
have prevented increased accumulation would have required nearly

26 cars more per day, while to have cleared ofi"the whole 8,818 tons

would have required 83 cars more per day. During the twenty-

seven days of August the railroad carried 4,171 tons more than

were received, and reduced the accumulation to 4,647 tons. In

carrying the 4,171 tons the railroad furnished an average of over

86 cars per day more than the receipts required, but to have

cleared the wharf at the end of the month would have required

over 40 cars more per day. During the twenty-six days of Sep-

tember the accumulations had increased from 4,647 tons to 9,723

tons, say 5,07&tons, to have carried which would have required an

increase of nearly 46 cars per day, while to have cleared the wharf

during the month would have required 88 cars more per day than

were furnished. During October (twenty-six days) the railroad re-

duced the accumulation from 9,723 tons to 6,581 tons, or 3,142 tons,

thus furnishing an average of over 28 cars more per day than

the receipts required, but to have cleared the wharf would have

required nearly 60 cars more per day than were furnished. During

November (twenty-five days) the accumulations were increased 78

tons, so that there remained on the last day of the month 6,659

tons, to have carried which would have required over 62 cars per

day in addition to those furnished.

This statement further shows that the accumulations were re-

duced on 10th June to 131 tons, the lowest point, while on 6th

October they had reached 10,917 tons, the highest point, although

during August the railroad had carried 4,171 tons more than were

received during that month. From the 5th September, when the

accumulations were reduced to 4,307 tons, to the 6th of October,

when they had reached 10,917 tons, the excess in receipts over

quantity transported was 6,610 tons, to have carried which in these

twenty-seven working days would have required an increase of 58

cars per day. The largest quantity of coal arriving in one day, in

1871, was 2,950 tons.

Statement C shows the number of tons received and forwarded

each month, the average number of tons received each day of each

month, the average number of tons forwarded each day of each

month, and the number of tons remaining ready to be transported

at the close of each month, during the continuance of the block in

1870, and to November 30th, in 1871.
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From this statement it appears that 75,530 tons -were received

during eight months and five days of 1870, and that 68,770 tons

were received during six months of 1871. The largest monthly-

receipt in 1870 was 14,386 tons, and the largest monthly receipt in

1871 was 15,507 tons. The largest receipt for two months (June

and July) in 1870 was 25,136 tons, while in 1871, for the same two

months, the receipts were 29,101 tons. For the four months from

Jane 1st to October 1st the receipts in 1870 were 48,185 tons, and

in 1871, 52,675 tons, an average increase of only 43^ tons per day,

requiring only 10 cars more per day to transport it. The largest

monthly transportation, in August of each year, was 10,837 tons, in

1870, and 12,525 tons in 1871. The largest quantity transported in

two consecutive months was in July and August of each year, in

1870, 21,641 tons, and in 1871, 23,410 tons. The quantity transport-

ed during the four months of each year from June 1st to October

1st, was in 1870, 40,139, tons (8,046 less than received), and in

1871, 42,952 tons (9,723 tons less than received), thus showing an

increased capacity for transportation of 2,813 tons in one hundred

and four working days, or 27 tons per day, or a trifle over 6 cars

per day.

July, 1870, shows an average daily receipt of 575^1 tons, while

June, 1871, shows an average daily receipt of 596^^ tons. In July,

1870,—lai-gest for that year,—the railroad transported an average of

432 2% tons per day, while in August, 1871,—largest for that year,

—

it transported 463|f tons per day, showing an increase of equipment

equal to 7^ cars per day. The smallest daily average in 1870, be-

tween June and October, was in 1870, in June, 358.^5 tons ; and in

1871, also in June, 361^| tons.

In 1870, for the six months ending li^'ovember 80th, the railroad

transported 57,563 tons, while during the same period of 1871, it

carried 62,111 tons, or 4,548 tons more, which is, say, 29J' tons per

day, thus showing an increased equipment of nearly seven cars per

day.

An examination of this statement shows a great discrepancy in the

number of cars furnished from day to day during the several

months. Thus, in 1870, 432^ tons (nearly 102 cars) were trans-

ported on an average every day during the month of July, while in

December, only 179t>\ tons (only 42 cars) were transported each

day. Had the 102 cars been furnished every day from the middle

of June until the block was removed, the complaints would have

been much fewer in number. So, in 1871, an average of 463|| tons

was carried on each day of August, say 109 cars per day, while in

November, a daily average of only 325|;J tons, or only 76^- cars
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per day. Had 109 cars been furnished every day from the 1st of

June, the block would have been much less annoying, and very

much money which has been paid for demurrage would have been

saved.

The quantity transported from June 1st to ISTovember 30th, inclu-

sive, in 1871, averaged 400j§^ tons per working day ; while, during

the block of 1870, an average of only SGS^y^ tons was carried, an

increase of 37 tons per day, or nearly nine cars per day, in 1871.

So far, I have only considered how the block could have been

removed by an extra number of cars. Is there any other cause for

the delay, or any other way, except increase of cars, by which the

heavy demurrage can be saved ? There certainly is no way by
which the coal can be transported upon arrival and without delay

except by an increased number of cars per day. The first question

will be, Are the terminal facilities sufficient ? To this the answer

is, that there are over 2,500 feet of dock-room at the wharf, where

fifteen vessels can be discharged directly into the cars at one

time, and all the time. An average of only one hundred tons per

day from each vessel would make 1,500 tons per day; or say

37,500 tons per month of twenty-five working days, which is more

than double the quantity ever received in one month for the Lowell

road, but no greater quantity than has been landed at the wharf

every day for forty consecutive days. It is not, then, a want of room

at the wharf, which covers nearly nine acres. But it will be said

that if 1,500 tons, say 350 cars, were loaded each day, they could

not be moved upon the wharf and carried away. To this the

answer would be, that they could not if the whole number were

brought in at one time, as now, but that if the cars were brought

to the wharf in trains of eighty to ninety cars, four times per day,

there would be no difficulty.

Would not the erection of pockets help to save the demurrage ?

They would, but necessarily at a very great increase in wharf

charges. The difficulty in using pockets is this: there are one hundred

and twenty-five different consignees of coal arriving at this wharf.

Each consignee averages about five varieties—the retailers more,

the manufacturers less. Each consignee wishes not only each cargo,

but each variety (sometimes four) in each cargo kept by itself.

Now, coal measures about forty cubic feet to the ton weight.

A row of pockets, twenty feet wide, filled ten feet high for

the whole dock-length of the wharf, would hold only 12,500

tons, if filled, and would cost about 175,000. This row of

pockets would not nearly have held the 10,917 tons which

were waiting for transportation over the Lowell road on
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6th of October, 1871, because that quantity embraced many varie-

ties belonging to many consignees. The pockets are subject to

great wear and tear, and would require constant repairs and entire

renewal every ten years, so that $15,000 per year, twenty per cent.,

should be allowed for them, which would be about twenty cents per

ton, besides the extra hoist, which would cost, say five cents per ton

more, making the whole extra cost on 75,000 tons, 25 cents per

ton, or $18,750 per year, a greater sum than has been paid for

demurrage.

But pockets would save much time to the railroad corporation,

for a train of fifty cars could be loaded in less than two hours, thu8

returning the cars all loaded on the same day instead of on the next

day, as now. And more than this : a vessel now reaching her dock

is entitled to her turn in discharging, and can claim to be fully dis-

charged before another vessel is commenced upon. From a sailing

vessel, by the terms of the bill of lading, and to save demurrage,

one hundred tons per day must be discharged, and it must be dis-

charged into cars, unless an expense of landing upon wharf and

reloading is incurred. And in doing this it frequently happens that

more coal is sent to a consignee than he can receive, so that cars

are not promptly unloaded, but are kept another day, and some-

times two or three, if the cargo discharging is large and the ability

to receive, small. In such a case as this, the whole cargo could be

put in the pockets and only such quantity as the consignee could

handle daily need be sent to him. The detention of cars by consignees

is no trifling matter. I have known cars to be kept by consignee

for more than a fortnight, owing to large receipts by vessel, and small

conveniences for unloading, and I have known one consignee who
receives only six hundred tons per year, to have the whole quantity

alongside the wharf at one time, while his ability to receive was

limited to a few teams per day, with a long haul and no chance to

dump the coal. And yet this consignee complained because he had

to pay demurrage, forgetting the loss caused by him to the railroad

through detention of cars, and the heavy demurrage caused to the

consignees by other vessels next in turn to his. For such cases as

these pockets would be of great service.

And there is still another way in which pockets would be ofgreat

service. If all coal is discharged directly into the pockets there

would be no delays in shifting cars out and in, but the discharging

could go on continuously, thus increasing the quantity discharged

very materially, and of course delaying the vessel less time.

But an increase of one hundred cars by the railroad would cost
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less money than the pockets, and would as effectually relieve the

consignees, who must, in their turn, be persuaded or compelled to

unload their cars more quickly and to return them more promptly.

But yet, even if all the cars carrying coal were promptly dis-

charged and returned by the consignees, there would still be, in my
judgment, a necessity for an increase in the number of cars to be

used by the railroad company in this service.

One great cause of demurrage is the large arrival to one con-

signee—frequently from several shippers—at one time. During the

present season one consignee had at one time fourteen cargoes

alongside the wharf, and another consignee has had at one time

4,500 tons at the wharf These large receipts came by sailing ves-

sels, because steamers require about 250 tons to be discharged each

day, with a heavier demurrage on a larger cargo in case of deten-

tion, so that it is for the interest neither of the consignees to

receive coal by steamers, unless at a greatly reduced rate of freight,

nor of the railroads to do so, until they can supply themselves with

an equipment sufficient to receive the steamers' cargoes within the

requirements of the bill of lading.

"While coal continues to be brought by sailing vessels they will

arrive in fleets, and fleets of vessels cannot be discharged by any

railroad corporation so that no demurrage will be incurred, even if

all the consignees are prompt m returning cars.

In conclusion, I should suggest as one remedy against demurrage,

regular weekly shipments during the season for each consignee, and

such arrangement for receiving coal as will enable each to take care

of all the coal consigned to him and arriving at one time without

any delay of cars ; and, as another remedy, for the railroad so to

increase its equipment as to be able to carry during each day of the

six months' coal season at least 600 tons per day, and in an emer-

gency 700 tons per day, and the erection of pockets to hold 5,000

tons, or more.

Tours, respectfully,

Will'd p. Phillips.

30
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(A.)

—

Statement of Goal Heceived and Forwarded to Lowell^ at

Phillips Wharf, Salem^ in 1870.
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(A.)

—

Statement of Goal Received and Forwarded—Continued.

D3,t6*
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(A.)

—

Statement of Coal Iteceived and Forwarded—Continuecl.

Date.
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(B.)

—

Statement of Goal JReceived and Forwarded—Concluded.

Date.
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(C.)

—

Statement of Goal received each day of each month during

the continuance of the hlocJc in 1870-71.

18TO.
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The following questions were issued in a circular from this office,

and addressed to various corporations, firms and individuals engaged

in manufacturing. The numbers prefixed to the subjoined answers

indicate the questions to which they are in reply :

—

1. State name and style of firm,&c., place and nature of business.

2. In manufacturing do you make use of coal or water power ?

3. From whence do you bring the coal you use, and how many
miles of land-carriage does it bear, and over what railroads ?

4. How many tons do you consume annually, and how much,

during the last two years, has coal cost you in gross and per

ton?

6. What has been the charge for its carriage per ton per mile from

tide-water to place of consumption ?

6. Have you experienced any delays or loss from demurrage ?

7. How far, if at all, would a reduction of 33 per cent, in railroad

charges for carriage of coal affect your ability to manufact-

ure, in competition with other points out of the State, or

upon the seaboard ?

8. State what leading raw materials you use in manufacturing,

and from whence they come, in what quantities, and at what

railroad tariff rates.

9. How much freight on raw materials, including coal, do you

annually pay to railroad companies ?

10. State what, in your judgment, would be the effect upon your

business of any considerable reduction in the cost of trans-

porting these raw materials ?

11. Make any additional statement pertinent to this inquiry which

may seem to you to throw light upon it.

Lawrence Manufacturing Company.

Boston, November 18th, 1871.

1. Lawrence Manufacturing Company; cotton cloth and hosiery.

2. Both.

3. Philadelphia; 24 miles land-carriage; Salem and Lowell Rail-

road.

4. 2,500 tons annually; 149,814.88 in two years; $8.41 per ton.

5. 5.2083^ cents per ton per mile (Salem to Lowell).

6. We have met with frequent delays. The raihoad has some-

times taken two months to transport coal from Salem to

Lowell. From October, 1870, to October, 1871, we paid au
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average of 65 cents per ton for demurrage on 3,626 tons of

coal.

7. It would be very important.

8. Use about 11,000 bales of cotton from Southern States, and

2,500 tons coal. The tariff rates vary according to distance,

9. Paid railroad freight on cotton, coal and other raw materials

during the last two years, $60,305.85 ; or, annually,

130,152.92. Paid vessels during the same period, $63,936.60 ;

or, annually, 131,968.30.

10. As all our raw material has to be transported great distances,

the cost of this transjDortation is of the most vital importance,

to enable us to compete with mills more favorably situated.

11. Lowell has now 550,000 to 600,000 spindles running. All the

water power in the Merrimack is used up, and more than

used during dry months, and auxiliary steam-engines have

been placed in almost all the mills, to keep the organization

together during times of drouth, by running the mills at

speed. Of course, without water-power, the future growth

and prosperity of the place depend entirely on the price of
coal. If we are subjected to heavy charges for freight, to

excessive demurrage and to long delays in transportation,

we cannot compete with any manufacturing corporation who
may be situated on the seaboard, or may obtain their coal

.

through the benefit of railroad competition, on more favora-

ble terms. I think the price of coal has alone enabled Fall

River to outstrip Lowell. To my knowledge there has been

no detention of cars at the mill at Lowell, as we have ample

facilities for receiving the coal.

T. Jbfpeeson Coolidge,

Treasurer Lawrence Manuf. Co.

Lowell Manufacturing Company.

Lowell, November 25, 1871.

1. Lowell Manufacturing Company ; Lowell, Massachusetts ; manu-

facture carpets and lastings.

2. Steam and water-power.

3. Landed at Salem and Boston, and received by Salem &
Lowell, and Boston & Lowell railroads, each about 26

miles long.

4. Use about 5,000 tons ; in 1869 and 1870 bought 10,437 tons,

costing $90,643.68, averaging $9.55 per ton.
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5. Present price, 11.25 per ton for 26 miles.

6. We have.

7. Would save ns about $2,300 per annum.

8. Wool principally; some cotton, in all about 6,000,000 lbs.;

freight from New York, 30 cents per hundred ; Boston, $2.00

and $2.20 per ton.

9. About $15,000, exclusive of freight on general supplies and

manufactured goods.

10. It would enable us to compete more successfully with those

manufacturing elsewhere.

11. In 1869 paid only $83.20 demurrage. In 1870 we paid

$1,312.60 demurrage, equal to 28.97 cents per ton, a sum

which would purchase three first-class coal-cars, with which

15 tons coal per day could be transported.

Samuel Fat, SupH Xiowell Manuf, Co.

Hamilton Manufacturing Company.

1. Hamilton Manufacturing Company ; Lowell ; cotton and wool,

and print works.

2. Both.

3. From Salem, 24 miles ; and from Boston, 26 miles.

4. From 5,000 to 6,000 tons annually ; for past two years gross

cost has been $76,285.74 ; averaging $8.62 per ton.

5. $1.25 per ton.

6. In 1871, thus far, have paid $776,56 on 1,278 tons ; total amount,

$1,775.59 for year 1871.

7. Have not data enough to reply to this enquiry.

8. The variety of raw materials used, and the great number of

l^laces from which they are shipped, would require tables

for which we have no time to make up.

9. Over $33,500.

10, 11. Lowell has utilized most of her water-power. A considera-

ble reduction in coal freights would enable her to increase

the steam-power in effective competition with the seaboard.

Then the transportation of coal, cotton, wool and dyestuffs

and passengers would be increased. The net profits of the

railways themselves would be increased. There has been

no detention of coal-cars by the Hamilton Manufacturing

Company ; they have always been discharged without delay.

Jas. a. Dupee,

Treasurer .Hamilton Manuf. Go.

31
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Lowell JBleachery.

Boston, November 27, 1871.

1. Lowell Bleachery ; Lowell.

2. Coal for power.

3. 26 miles, over Boston & Lowell, and Salem & Lowell Railroad.

4. About 6,000 tons for 1870, and about the same quantity for

187L

5. 11.25 for 26 miles.

6. Yes.

11. In 1870 we paid for demurrage, $1,794.93 ; in 1871, $3,921.46.

Our coal, including demurrage, cost us over $8 per ton, the

demurrage per ton being about 63 cents per ton on our

annual supply for 1871. Say, transportation to Lowell,

$1.25 ; demurrage, 63 cents,—$1.88 per ton. We have paid,

during the last two years, for railroad transportation, over

ten per centum of our gross receipts. We have the amplest

facilities at the works for the receipt and prompt discharge

of coal, and cars are therefore not detained.

S. G. SPELLING,

Treasurer Lowell Bleachery.

Massachusetts Cotton Mills.

Lowell, December 23, 1871.

1. Massachusetts Cotton Mills ; Lowell.

2. Principally water-power.

3. Principally from Philadelphia; about 24 miles land-carriage,

over Salem & Lowell Railroad.

4. About 1,300 tons
;
gross cost in two years, $33,351.24, at $8.66

per ton at mill.

5. About 5^ cents.

6. Loss of $910.40 for past year.

8. Cotton and coal ; cotton from Boston and from Southern ports

or places, at rates varying from $2 per ton to $1.35 per 100

lbs. Coal as stated above. The $2 per ton is on cotton

from Boston. The freight on cotton from Selma, Memphis,

&c., varies from $1.10 to $1.35 per 100 lbs.

9. About $30,000. The amount would vary annually, dependent

upon the places from which the cotton was received.

Homer Baetlett,

Treasurer Mass. Cotton Mills.
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The coal-cars have been promptly returned to the road on the

same day they have come to us.

F. F. Battles, Agent.

Boott Cotton Mills.

Boston, November 18, 1871.

1. Boott Cotton Mills ; Lowell.

2. Principally water-power.

3. Principally from Philadelphia; about 24 miles land-carriage

over Salem & Lowell Railroad.

4. About 1,500 tons
;
gross cost in two years, $27,719.70, at $8.63

per ton at mill.

5. About 5^ cents.

6. Loss of 1922.88 for past year.

8. Cotton and cOal ; cotton from Boston at $2 per ton, and from

Southern ports or places at rates varying from 11.10 to $1.35

per hundred.

9. About $15,000. This amount would vary annually, dependent

upon the places from which the cotton was received.

11. Our facilities for receipt and prompt discharge of coal are of

the amplest kind, and cars are not therefore detained at our

mills.

Rich'd D. Rogers,

Treasurer Boott Cotton Mills.

Middlesex Company.

1. Middlesex Company ; Lowell ; manufacturing woollen goods.

2. Water-power, with steam from coal as an occasional auxiliary.

Coal is used also in heating and dyeing.

3. New York and Boston ; 26 miles ; Boston, Lowell & Nashua
Railroad. Philadelphia via Salem; 24 miles; Salem &
Lowell Railroad.

4. 2,004 tons; $37,892; $9.45.

5. 4if^ cents.

6. During the past two years we have paid for demurrage, $192.48.

7. Our ability to manufacture would be effected in exact propor-

tion to the reduction in railroad charges. This company
has a surplus of water-power, and cheaper coal would prob-

ably not induce us to increase our works. It would diminish
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our expenses of manufacturing, and thereby give us a better

chance to compete with mills situated nearer to their coal,

and with foreign goods manufactured under extremely

favorable conditions as to power and fuel.

8. "Wool; Boston,—American, 1,255,342 lbs., 11 cents per 100

lbs.; foreign, 188,833, 10 cents per 100 lbs. Coal; Boston

and Salem ; average, 2,004 tons ; 11.25 per ton. Dyestuffs

;

Boston ; 117,400 lbs ; 11 cents per 100 lbs. Glue ; Boston

;

7,850 lbs ; 10 cents per 100 lbs. Soap stock (potash and red

oil) ; Boston ; 294,200 lbs. ; 11 cents per 100 lbs. Lard

oils ; Boston ; 7,022 gals, or 63,200 lbs. ; 11 cents per 100

lbs. Teazles, New York State via Worcester ; 151,600 lbs.

;

25 cents per 100 lbs.

9. $13,974.43.

10. I would add, a considerable reduction on all our raw materials

would be of much more benefit than a proportionate reduc-

tion on any one of them. Woollen manufacturing has been,

since the war, so close a business, that high freights have

had their effect in preventing us from making various styles

of coarse and bulky goods, and facility in varying our styles

of goods, and passing from fine to coarse, or light to heavy,

as the market demands, is the very life of our business.

11. In consequence ofthe various delays in discharging at Salem or

Boston, we have of late years bought our coal almost ex-

clusively in New York. Vessels from that port have no

demurrage clause in their bills of lading, and the risk of

delay falls upon them. Of course this risk is considered in

the rate of freight paid ; but we prefer to pay it rather than

run the chance of the enormous demurrage charged by some

of the vessels from Philadelphia. In several cases in the

last three years, the loss to the vessels bringing coal has been

so great that I have made them an allowance of their actual

expenses after a week's delay. I would suggest that evidence

should he taken from owners and masters of colliers, upon

the subject of this inquiry. The delay to coal does not

cease upon its discharge upon the wharf at Salem. For

want of cars and facilities for handling, it is often several

weeks, sometimes thiee or four months after landing, before

the coal is received in the company's yard in Lowell. To

enforce courtesy and an accommodating spirit is not, perhaps,

within the power of legislation, but the rough contempt

with which all complaints of delay and claims for damage

are received by the Boston & Lowell railroad and its
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branches, would seem to suggest the inquiry, whether penal-

ties or forfeiture of a proportion of freight-money may not

with advantage be imposed by law for unreasonable delay,

and railroads be held to a stricter account for damage to mer-

chandise. Although much dissatisfaction is felt by the cor-

porations established in Lowell, with the rates of freight and

manner of performing the service on the Boston & Lowell

railroad, I do not think that the strongest arguments against

them are to be drawn from the experience of the mills upon

the water-power of the locks and canals. Lowell is a centre

for skilled labor, and has many of the conditions to make it

a very important manufacturing town, could it obtain steam-

power at rates more nearly equal to those at other places, as

Providence, Fall River, &c. At present, the growth of its

manufactures is practically limited by the amount of power

to be derived from the Merrimack and Concord Rivers.

Thi^ argument is too obvious to require development by me.

RiCHAED S. Fat,

Treasurer of the Middlesex Co.

Lowell, Mass., December 12, 1871.

J. Li STACirpoLE, Esq.

Dear Sie :—Your favor requesting amount of demurrage paid by

me this season, is received.

My demurrage since June, 1871, amounts to |1,554 ^^^ on ten

cargoes of coal.

It has been with much difficulty I could get coal over the road.

I have one cargo, 217 tons coal, which was landed on the wharf at

Salem the 5th of July last, from which I have been unable to get

even a single carload of coal. Exposed as it is to rain, snow and

cold, freezing weather, the probabilities are, the coal will stay there

till a January thaw, or the opening of the spring.

Truly yours,

Wm. Kjtteedge.
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Note.—By referring to the Annual Reports, it "will be observed that some

of the roads have therein reported a larger number of casualties than they

reported to this Board at the time of occurrence, viz. : The Boston, Clinton

& Fitchburg, five more ; Boston, Hartford & Erie, fifteen more ; Boston &
Lowell, four more ; Boston & Maine, one more ; Boston & Providence,

five more ; Cape Cod, one ; Cheshire, three more ; Fitchburg, two more

;

Hartford & New Haven, three more ; Monadnock, one ; New Bedford

& Taunton, three ; Providence & Worcester, two more ; Vermont & Mass-

achusetts, one more ; Worcester & Nashua, seven more. The following

roads have reported a smaller number in their Annual Reports : Boston &
Albany, one less ; Eastern, seven less ; New Haven & Northampton, one less

;

Old Colony & Newport, one less. The Eastern Railroad reported to this

Board thirty killed and fifty-one injured in the Revere accident, and in the

Annual Report, twenty-nine killed and fifty-seven injured. The name of one

of the parties reported to this Board as killed, appears among the injured in

the annual report.
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SULE3 AK!) KEGULATIONS FOR OPERATING RAILROADS.

Boston and pKO\ai>ENCE Eailroad Coefoeation, ?

Presii>ent's OtTicE, Boston, January 3, 1872. >

To the Honorable the Railroad Commissioners of Massachusetts.

Gentlemen :—On the 19th of September last a very large representation

of the managers of the railroads of Massachusetts mot your Board, upon the

Invitation of the Commissioners, to confer upon the subject of establishing

such rules and regulations for operating the railroads of the Commonwealth

as would tend to secure the highest degree of safety, and the greatest amount

of convenience and comfort to the travelling public. After a free discus-

sion and an unreserved interchange of opinion upon the general subject, it

was deemed the most convenient and expedient mode of bringing the con-

ference to some practical and useful results, that a committee should be ap-

pointed by the railroad managers present (embracing representatives from

nearly all the roads in the State), to consult with the Commissioners from

time to time, and agree upon such a code of regulations as would meet the

reasonable requirements of the government, and insure the utmost practi-

cable amount of safety in the operating of their respective roads. The

undersigned, with his associates named below, were thereupon appointed as

such Committee.

Pursuant to these proceedings, the Commissioners and the Committee have

had several conferences together, and the Committee, at several meetings by

themselves, have diligently and carefully considered every proposition sub-

mitted to them by the Commissioners, with the objects before stated in view.

While they are aware that no degree of diligence and forecast in establish-

ing and prescribing rules for the observance of the large number of persons

engaged in the railroad business of the State can insure absolute immunity

against accident and disaster, they are happy to believe that they have suc-

ceeded, with the faitliful and laborious cooperation of the Commissioners, in

framing a code which will accomplish all that human foresight can suggest,

in making the immense amount of travel upon these thronged highways of

our people as safe " as the lot of humanity will admit."

I have examined the final revise of this code from the printers, received

with your note of yesterday's date, and find it to correspond with the action

of the Committee as each several article was ultimately passed upon by them.

I therefore return the proof-sheets, with the earnest recommendation of the
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Committee tLat the code be adopted by all the railroads of the State, as it

will be by the managers of the respective roads more particularly represented

by the Committee; and congratulating your Board, gentlemen, upon the

accomplishment of so useful a work,

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOHN H. CLIFFORD, Chairman,

Boston and Providence Railroad.

With D. W. LINCOLN,
Boston and Albany Railroad.

D. L. HARRIS,
Connecticut River Railroad.

J. B. WINSLOW,
Boston and Lowell Railroad.

WM. MERRITT,
Boston and Maine Railroad.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.

I.—Signals, 1-14

(a.) Geueral Signals, 1-10

(b.) Special Signals, 11-14

II.

—

Telegraph, 15-18

III.—Train Service, &c., 19-36

(a.) Precedence of Trains, 19-26

(6 ) Speed of Trains, 27-29

(c ) Meeting and Passing, 30-31

{ri.) Rules for operating single track, . 32-36

IV.—Employes, 37-105

(a.) General Rules 37-41

(6 ) Conductors, 42-69

(c ) Engineers and Firemen, 70-84

{d ) Brakemen, 85-90

(e ) Baggage Masters, 91-92

(/) Station Agents, 93-99

(g-.) Section Masters, 100-103

(h.) Flagmen and Gate Tenders, 104

(i.) Draw Tenders, 105

A perfect familiarity with the following rules, as well as with

all Special Regulations which may accompany the Time Table

regulating the current operation of the road, will be expected of

all employes of the company, and an ignorance of their require-

ments will never be received as an excuse for not obeying them.

I. SIGNALS.
a. General Signals, 1-11

b. Special Signals, . . ... . . . 11-14

(a.) GENEKAii Signals.
*

1. A single, short whistle from the engine is a signal to " apply "

the brakes, and should be promptly obeyed by all whose duty it is

to apply them.
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Two short whistles, a signal to " let go " brakes.

Three, to " back the train."

Four, to call in flag-men.

2. The whistle must always be sounded or the bell rung eighty-

rods before reaching a public highway crossing. Regular trains,

on time, may sound the whistle briefly at crossings, but irregular

trains, and those out of time, should sound a long whistle.

8. The Bell must be kept ringing until the highway is passed

;

and whenever a person on the track is thought to be in danger the

whistle must be sounded.

4. A Red Lantern must be displayed by night at the rear of

every passenger train, as a signal to all following trains. A Red
Flag by day and a Red Lantern at night, must be displayed on the

rear car of every freight train, and in such a position as to be

seen from the engine and by any approaching train.

5. A Red Flag by day and a Red Lantern by night, displayed

from the engine, is a signal that another engine or train is to_^

follow.

6. A Red Flag by day and a Red Lantern by night, displayed

on the track, is a signal of immediate danger, never to be disre-

garded ; and the train must be brought to a stop as soon as pos-

sible.

7. Two Flags, one red and one white, stuck by the side of the

track is a signal of danger ahead, and the train must proceed with

great caution, not exceeding live miles an hour, until the danger

is passed.

8. Every Passenger Train should be supplied with not less than

two Red Lanterns, and every Freight Train with not less than

four. In case of accident or unusual delay at night, one or more

red lights should be sent in the direction of any apjDroaching train,

to signal it to stop.

9. Torpedoes must be used in addition to flags or lanterns,

whenever, in case of accident or delay, there is any liability that

the signal-flag or lantern may not be seen, by reason of fog,

or otherwise. Engine-men, station agents and section foremen

should always be supplied with them. When a torpedo is exploded

by the engine passing over it, the train must be stopped imme-

diately.

10. Besides obeying the regular signals named above, engine-

men and conductors must give heed to any flag by day or any

Itotern by night, when displayed on the track, or any other signal

implying danger, and bring their train to a full stop to ascertain
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the reason for the signal. Anything violently waved before a loco-

motive must be taken to be a signal of danger.

(b.) Special Signals.

11. At Draw-bridges. ^r^i.-uvi-ji' \. *.

. ° ( iliStablished lor each separate
12. At Junctions. r

13. At Railroad Crossings. )

14. In case of dense fogs, so that the special signals cannot be

distinctly seen from the usual stopping-place, a man must be sent

in advance of the train to receive directions from the signal-man.

If the train has the right to pas§, he must see that the signal

conforms thereto before he returns to report.

II. TELEGRAPH.

Telegraph, 15-18

15. All orders and messages relative to the movement of trains

must be written in full (except the telegraph abbreviations of

certain prescribed questions and answers, which are perfectly under-

stood by Operators, Conductors and Engine-men). N"o such dis-

patch must be delivered until confirmed by repeating and answer.

16. Two copies of the order, when thus found to be correct,

must be delivered to the Conductor, who shall give one copy to

the Engine-man, who must read and understand the same before

starting.

17. Conductors must in no case. leave a station when directed

by special order, without having the same in writing, with the

assurance of the person sending it that the Conductor's under-

standing is correct.

18. In case of accident or- detention of a train beyond the card

time of such train, notice must be at once given at the nearest

station, and the information telegraphed to the central or termi-

nal station, and to those points where approaching trains may be

signalled.

III. TRAIN SERVICE, &0.

a. Precedence of Trains, 19-26

6. Speed of Trains, 27-29

e. Meeting and Passing 30-31

d. Rules for operating single track 32-36

(a.) Pbecedence of Teains.

19. Passenger Trains take precedence of Freight Trains. When
a Passenger and a Freight Train have the same time of depart-

ure on Table, the Passenger Train will go fitst.
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20. A Regular Passenger Train following another Passenger

Train of the same class, or a regular Freight Train following a

Freight Train, must be kept not less than ten minutes behind

that which preceded it. An Accommodation may follow an Ex-

press Passenger Train in five minutes ; but if running ahead of

an Express Train, the Accommodation must keep fifteen minutes

olF the time of the Express, unless special orders shall otherwise

direct.

21. Freight Trains must keep ten minutes out of the way of

Passenger Trains which are to pass them.

22. Extra Passenger Trains must keep ten minutes out of the

way of regular trains.

23. No train, other than an Express Train, will pass a station

where there is no bridge for crossing the track, while a Passenger

Train is discharging or receiving passengers ; and no Express Train

shall pass such station without due warning, and at a speed ex-

ceeding ten miles an hour.

24. When two Accommodation Passenger Trains approach a

station at the same time, the train running in a particular direction

(a? the Superintendent may designate), must stop before reaching

the station and wait until the other train has passed the station.

25. When a Passenger Train and a Freight Train approach a

station at the same time, the Freight Train must always stop

before reaching the station and wait till the Passenger Train has

passed the station.

26. Unless otherwise ordered, Passenger Trains must be run

with express and baggage cars first and the passenger cars behind.

When freight cars are run on a Passenger Train they must be

placed next to the engine.

(h.) Speed of Trains.

27. The speed of the several classes of trains will be regulated

by distinct and fixed orders from the Superintendent; and such

orders must be strictly observed by Conductors and Engine-men,

unless by special orders they are authorized to run at a different

rate.

28. No train will leave a station earlier than the time named in

the Time Table : provided^ that when several Freight Trains are

running upon the same schedule, the intervals of time between the

several trains may be such as each road shall prescribe.

29. All draw-bridges, and all bridges of more than three hundred

feet in length, should be approached carefully, and trains should be

run over them at a moderate and uniform speed ; and over all
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shorter bridges in strict accordance with the special rules of the

road.

(c.) Meeting akd Passing.

30. General rules for meeting and passing will be found above,

under the head of " Precedence."

31. Where there is a double track, trains should be run only in

the direction for which the respective tracks are usually used.

Except in extraordinary cases no train should be backed upon its

track ; and whenever it is necessary so to back a train, or to cross

to the opposite track to avoid an obstruction, a red flag by day, or

a red light by night, must be sent in the direction in which the

train is moving, a sufficient distance in advance to secure safety to

any approaching train, and such signal must be kept thus in ad-

vance of the train until it resumes its proper track and direction.

(d.) Rules fob Operating Single Track.

32. A train must not leave a station expecting to meet at the

next station a train having the preference of road, unless it has its

full schedule time to reach the meeting point.

33. At meeting points between two trains of same class, the train

not having preference of road must take the siding and be clear

of main track before the leaving time of the opposite train.

34. In cases where a Freight Train meets a Passenger Train, the

Freight Train must clear the Passenger Train ten minutes,

35. When expected trains are not found at the passing places

designated, on the schedule, trains must be run with great caution

to the succeeding station until the expected train is met and passed.

Trains should stop or approach with caution the switch used by
passing trains to come on to the siding.

36. If any train breaks down, stops, or is delayed from any

cause, on the road, the first duty of the Conductor, and of all per-

sons connected with the train, is to see that efficient measures are

taken to prevent other trains from running into the delayed train.

One^ and in case of danger, two efficient men, must be sent back-

ward or forward, or both, as the case may require, with Red Flags

or Lanterns, at least half a mile, to stop any approaching train.

No wish to have the Signal-men go on in the delayed train must

prevent their going forward or backward, at least half a mile, and

.

staying there, till the approaching train is stopped ; and if a second,

third or fourth train is to follow, the same precautions must be

observed until the track is clear for any following train.

[Note.—Special Rules for the running of trains (for each

road).]
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IV. EMPLOYilS,

a. General Rules, 37-41

b Conductors, 42-69

e. Enginemen and Firemen, 70-84

d. Brakemen, 85-90

e. Baggage Masters, 91-92

/. Station Agents, . . 93-99

g. Section Masters, 100-103

A. Flagmen and Gate Tenders, 104

i. Draw Tenders, 105

(a.) General Rules.

37. Employes of the company must devote themselves exclusively

to its service, obey promptly all orders they may receive from

those in authority over them, and conform to all the regulations of

the company. Negligence in the performance of duty is equivalent

to incompetency, and, if not immediately corrected upon admo-

nition, will always be good cause for dismissal from the service.

38. The safety of the passengers is the first consideration ; to

this, together with the safety, regularity and punctuality of the

trains, and the comfort and convenience ofpassengers, all opera-

tions of working or repairing the road must be completely and

entirely subordinate.

39. All employes are expected to exercise the greatest care and

watchfulness to prevent injury to persons or property ; and they

must in all cases of doubt take the course which involves no

danger. They must be civil and obliging to passengers and others

with whom their duties may bring them in contact, must not use

profane or improper language, and must avoid altercations with

any person.

40. The use of intoxicating drink on the road or about the

premises of the company, and smoking while on duty, are strictly

forbidden. Any employ^ appearing on duty in a state of intox-

ication will be forthwith dismissed, and those who do not use

intoxicating drinks will receive the preference in promotions and

employment.

41. When on duty, all employ6s whose duties bring them in

contact with passengers, will wear a cap or uniform prescribed

for their respective positions; and they will not be allowed to

modify either in any respect, to suit individual tastes.

{h.) Conductors.

42. Each Conductor is required to be familiar with the Time

Tables and all the rides concerning the running of trains, whether

they* relate specially to his duties or not.
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43. He will have entire charge of the train, and will make its

safety his first care. He is responsible for its movements while on

the road, and in the absence of a superior officer is to decide all

questions relative thereto.

44. He will see that his subordinates are instructed in their

duties, will be held responsible for their good conduct and prompt

performance of duty, and will report to the Superintendent any

misconduct or negligence on their part.

45. He must carry an accurate and reliable watch, regulating

the same daily by the standard time of the road, and comparing

it with that of his Engineman before starting on each trip.

46. He must see that his train is provided with everything re-

quired by the regulations of the road, including the tools and

implements required by law, and the proper flags and lanterns for

signals, as well as spare couplings, links and pins, and all other

articles ordinarily required in emergencies; and that a brakeman

is kept on the rear car while the train is in motion, and if train

brakes are supplied, that the same are properly connected.

47. He must know that all switches which have been changed

for his train are left right for the main track, unless they are in

charge of a regular switchman, or the conductor of a following

train is present and takes charge of it.

48. He will make reports of his train promptly, on the blanks

provided for the purpose ; and he will report personally and

promptly, and, also, in writing, to the Superintendent or Assistant

Superintendent, all accidents, and all unusual occurrences.

49. When he has reason to believe that his train has passed over

a broken rail, he must stop the train, and if he ascertains that such

is the case, if the Section Master is not at hand, he will leave a

brakeman with a red flag or lantern and torpedoes, sending him
back a sufficient distance to prevent accident to any ti'ain following.

He must also notify the agent at the next station and telegraph

the fact to the central or terminal station.

50. He must see that the several rules in relation to signals are

strictly observed.

51. PASSENGEii Conductors will be subject to the foregoing

general rules, concerning all Conductors, and also to the fol-

lowing :

—

52. Each Passenger Conductor, when on duty, will wear the

cap or uniform prescribed by the management. He must be at

the station at least fifteen minutes before the time for starting his

train ; see that the Baggage Master and Bx*akemen are in attend-

ance, and that the cars are clean, properly warmed and well

83
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ventilated, and at night, well lighted ; and he must be sure that

the bell-cord is properly adjusted through all the cars of the train.

If any car is not found in good condition and properly equipped,

or there should be insufficient accommodation for passengers, he

will notify the Depot Master, or other officer having charge of the

cars, before starting.

53. He must look after the safety and reasonable comfort of

passengers, and instruct his Brakemen how to do the same ; and

he must endeavor to have passengers observe the following

" Cautions to Passengers " :

—

Not to get upon nor leave cars while in 'motion^ but wait

until the train has come to a full stop /
Not to put heads or arms out of car windows

;

Not to stand upon the car platforms
;

To get upon the train from the station platform, and not

from the opposite tracks

;

To enter the cars by the rear door and leave them by the

forward door.

54. He will cause the name of each station at which his train

stops to be distinctly announced in each car. If the train stops

short or runs by a station, so that it must be moved again before

a final stop, the call should not be given till the final stop. He
must allow j^assengers sufficient time to enter and leave the cars in

safety, assisting them when necessary, but avoiding any unnecessary

delays, and adhering as closely as possible to the Time Table.

55. In his intercourse with passengers he must be polite and

obliging. He must see that order and decorum are preserved in

the cars, and prevent the annoyance of passengers by the rude or

improper conduct of others. [If disorderly conduct is persisted

in by any passenger after remonstrance from the Conductor, such

passenger should be removed to the baggage car and detained

there or ejected from the train at a station.]

56. When, for the non-payment of fare or disorderly conduct, it

may become necessary to remove a passenger from a car, the Con-

ductor must be careful to use no more force than is absolutely

necessary to accomplish the purpose. In every such case of eject-

ment he will ascertain the names and address of some of the

passengers, who from a knowledge of the facts can be called upon

to testify to them, if necessary, and send them with a full written

statement to the Superintendent.

. 57. He will not permit any person, not authorized by the Super-

intendent, to sell books, papers or other articles upon the cars, nor
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allow passengers to be annoyed by travelling musicians or persons

asking charity.

58. He will require of each passenger on his train a ticket or a

pass signed by a proper officer of the company. He will require

of any passenger failing to produce such ticket or pass the usual

fare for the distance siich passenger is going, in money. Such

employes on duty, as the Superintendent may designate, will also

be passed free over such part of the road as their duty requires

them to go over.

59. If any person refuses to show a ticket or pay his fare, the

Conductor will cause him to be arrested and dealt with according

to law.

60. All money paid to the Conductor must be noted on his way-

bill, giving number of passengers and naming points at which each

entered or left the train. All passes must be returned to the

Superintendent or other proper officer.

61. Upon the arrival of a Passenger Train at its destination, the

Conductor must remain with his train until all the passengers

have left it. He must see that the windows are closed, lights

extinguished, and that there is no danger from fire in the stoves,

except where some other person is designated to perform those

duties.

62. The Conductor will promptly report to the Superintendent,

or other proper officer, any damage which may occur to cars of his

train, or any other cars or property belonging to the company, of

which he may have knowledge.

Note.—[Special rules in relation to punching tickets,- season

ticket-holders, stop-over checks, &c.]

63. Freight Conductors will be subject to the general rules

concerning all Conductors (59 to 69), and also to the following :

—

64. Each Freight Conductor will see to making up his train, and

that the doors of all the cars are closed and properly secured. If

any car is not so loaded that it can run with safety to the freight

or train, he will notify the agent at the station and leave it to be

reloaded.

65. Each Conductor will be held responsible for the faithful per-

formance of duty by the Brakemen on his train, and will, in all

cases, see that they are at their posts. The Conductor will always

station himself w;here he can see and signal his men, and must

always have a Brakeman on the rear car.
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66. He will observe whether the bridge-guards are in good order,

and if not, he must promptly notify the Superintendent.

67. He will see that his train is provided with the necessary sig-

nals, and that they are used according to the rules concerning

signals, in case of accident or otherwise.

68. He must follow the Time Table as nearly as possible in

running his train, and will be further governed by the special rules

relative to his duties.

69. He will not allow any person to ride in the cars on his train

without an order from the Superintendent or other proper official.

(c.) Enginemen and Firemen.

70. Each Engineman is subject to the direction of the Conductor

while his engine is attached to a train.

71. He must carry a reliable watch, regulating the same daily by
the standard time of the road, and always comparing it with that

of the Conductor before starting on each trip.

72. He must see that his engine is kept clean and in good order,

that it is supplied with all necessary tools, and that everything is

in perfect order and in its proper place. He must promptly report

any defect to the Master Machinist for repairs.

73. He must never fail to have a head-light upon his engine

when running at night.

74. He must run according to the Ti77ie Table, and the special

rules of the road governing speed, and the general rules regulating

the precedence and running of trains.

75. He must keep a vigilant look ahead, be watchful for all sig-

nals, and promptly govern his train in accordance therewith, stop-

ping it if necessary to learn the meaning of any signal, and always

stopping when there is a danger signal.

76. He must notice all whistling posts, and give the required

warning for at least eighty rods, before crossing any highway or

travelled road at grade.

77. He must bring his train to a full stop before reaching any

railroad crossing, as required by law, and wait till he knows that

the signal is right for him to proceed.

78. He must approach switches carefully, and if they are not

right must stop. In thick and foggy weather he must take extra-

ordinary precautions, both at switches and at all places where his

right to proceed depends upon signals, strictly observing the rules in

relation to special signals at crossings, junctions, draw-bridges, &c.

79. When 'one train is following another, the Engineman will
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approach stations with caution when there is reason to expect other

trains to be standing there.

80. He will not allow any person to ride iipon his engine without

an order from the Superintendent, or other competent authority,

except officers of the road whose duties may call them there. •

81. He must be familiar with all the rules in relation to the

running of trains, and must at all times take every reasonable pre-

caution to guard against accident, and in cases of doubt must

always adopt the safe course.

82. In case of accident, he will make a written statement of

facts to the Superintendent or Master Machinist.

83. Firemen are under the direction of the Enginemen when
running and must obey their orders, and must perform such duties

about the engine as may be required of them.

84. Both Engineman and Fireman must be on the engine when
it is in motion, except when the Fireman is necessarily sent to a

switch, crossing or signal station, or to warn other trains; and

when the engine is standing, one of them must remain with it.

{d.) BEAKEMBSr.

85. Brakemen will be under the direction of the Conductor

while on the train. It is their duty to keep the cars neat and

clean, to connect the bell-cord through all the cars with the engine,

to take care of the lamijs and stoves, and do such other work on

the train as the Conductor requires. They must be at their brakes

while the train is moving, except when called away by direct order

of the Conductor.

86. One experienced Brakeman must ride upon the rear car of

every train, and it will be his duty to keep the signals for the rear

of the train in good order and to attach them in the proper positions

when running ; and in case of accident, delay or any appearance of

danger, he will immediately provide for the safety of the rear

of the train.

87. Brakemen when on duty must wear the prescribed cap or

uniform.

88. They are expected to acquire a sufficient knowledge of their

duties and familiarity with the road to be able to stop their trains

at regular stopping places without the whistle being sounded for

that purpose.

89. They will notify passengers upon the platforms of the cars

that it is contrary to rule to stand there ; they will be civil to all

passengers, and give all proper information respecting their trains

to those getting upon or leaving them while they are on duty;
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they will not smoke, read, or converse except to give necessary-

information, nor pass through the passenger cars except in discharge

of their duty.

90. When trains break apart great caution must be used in

applying the brakes so as to avoid a collision between the discon-

nected parts.

(e.) Baggage Mastees.

91. Train Baggage Masters are under the direction of Con-

ductors. They will wear the prescribed cap or uniform when on

duty, and will not leave their cars on the arrival at the destination

of the train until all baggage has been delivered.

They are required to handle baggage carefully, and are to re-

member that the law imposes a fine of $50 for injuring or destroy-

ing baggage.

92. /Station Baggage Masters will be at their posts during such

hours as may be required, ready to attend to the wants of passen-

gers. They will be polite and obliging to all, and give all proper

information in relation to the transportation of baggage over con-

necting lines, &c., see that their rooms are in a neat and orderly

condition, keep an accurate account of checks on baggage received

or delivered, and report immediately to the projDcr officer any claim

for lost or damaged baggage.

Note.—[Special Rules in relation to baggage.]

(f.) Station Agents.

93. Station Agents have charge of the company's property at

their respective stations, and the general direction of the business

of the road at those points, subject to the general rules and special

orders.

94. They will see that all parts of the station buildings and yards

are kept neat and clean, and must not permit disorderly or idle

persons to loiter around the premises, to the danger of property or

the annoyance of passengers.

95. They are required to have their ticket-ofiices open at least

fifteen minutes before the arrival of each train that stops at their

station, and to keep them open till three minutes before the train's

arrival. They must be prepared to give any information respecting

trains upon the road, and concerning all connecting trains on other

roads ; must treat passengers with politeness and see that their

subordinates do likewise. They will check the baggage of passen-

gers and see that it is properly marked and put upon the pi'oper

train.
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96. They will have charge of the tracks, sidings, switches, &c.,

at the station, and will be held responsible for the security and
position of the switches. They will also see that cars on side tracks

are properly blocked and do not obstruct the use of other tracks,

or in any way endanger the safety of passing trains. When trains

are due they must know that the track is all right for them to pass.

97. They will be held responsible that their stations are properly

supplied with flags and lanterns of the diiFerent colors, and other

signals.

98. They are required to notice all signals on trains and to

govern themselves accordingly. They must show signals required

by special rules, and in case of any danger to approaching trains

must send signals to warn them. They must communicate promptly ,

and without fail any dispatch concerning the running of trains to

the Conductors of such trains.

99. They are required to note the time at which any train passes

their station, and to signal it to stop if following another within

the time prohibited by the rules of the road. They are directed

to report all cases of trains running contrary to the prescribed

rules of the road.

{g.) Section Masters.

100. Section Masters will daily examine the track on their re-

spective sections and see that it is in good condition and safe for

the passage of trains. They will also frequently examine the sides

of all cuts and remove therefrom rocks, trees, stumps or earth,

which may be in danger of falling upon the track
;
guard all points

where exposed to wash or injury of any kind, taking especial care

in stormy weather; keep rails clear at crossings during snow-

stoi'ms ; keep fences in repair and report the names of owners of

cattle that may be found on the road ; and they will see that no

wood, lumber, sleepers or other obstructions are piled within six

feet of the track.

101. They w'lW in no case remove a rail or obstruct the track

without stationing a man with a red flag one-quarter of a mile back,

or in both directions if there is a single track, to warn approaching

trains.

102. They must know the time when all regular trains are due

and keep the track clear for them, and must be on the look-out for

flags or lanterns which announce extra trains, guarding the track

till all such extra trains or engines have passed.

103. They will keep the Road Master fully informed of all that it

may be necessary for him to know in regard to the wants of the
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track, and report promptly all slides, obstructions, defects of track

and fires near the road.

(A.) Flagmen and Gate Tenders.

104. Flagmen and Gate Tenders must be provided with flag and

lantern ; they must know the time when each regular train should

pass the highway where they are stationed, and notice all signals

for extra trains, keeping a vigilant lookout for the same. When a

train is approaching they must seasonably close the gate or show

the signal and endeavor to prevent any one crossing the track, and

must keep the gate closed or display their signal until the train has

wholly passed. They will keep the track across the road clean, and

in case of obstruction will warn trains by showing the danger signal.

(i.) Draw Tenders.

105. Draw Tenders must be at their posts at all times required

by the special rules relating to their draws. They must keep the

draw closed and in order for the passage of trains at all times when

not required to be open for the passage of vessels. They must see

that their signals are always in order, and must use the utmost

vigilance in causing them to be shown whenever the draw is open

and until it is completely closed and ready for the passage of trains.

They must be familiar with the laws of the Commonwealth in

relation to draw-bridges on railroads, and must strictly observe

the special rules of the road relating to the draw under their charge.
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BURLINGTON & MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD.

Office of General Superintendent, Burlington, Iowa, Dec. 16, 1871.

C. F. Adams, Jr., Esq., Boston.

My Deae Sir :—Your note December 6th duly received. Ex-

cuse my delay in answering. The objection made by the railroad

managers to the " Miller coupler " will be found, I think, invalid on

thorough trial.

Passenger trains do not, as a rule, stop on hills, and any ordinary

trains can be started on the level with the Miller attachment. Once

in motion, the train is no harder to jjull with than without the Mil-

ler, and with it the passengers are safer and more comfortable.

"We held out for some time on the theory that with our seventy

feet grades we needed the old-fashioned " slack," and could not do

without it ; but our experience has since shown that we were mis-

taken, and we experience no difficulty. Any way, it is only a ques-

tion of power, and if the engines now in use cannot start such a

train as the public demands, perhaps other engines could be got

that would do so.

As a help to trains starting away from stations, and in saving

wear and tear in stopping at stations, I think the track should be

elevated a little for a train length at each station. Very likely your

railroad men have found this out. I don't do it, or haven't done it;

but it should be done.

On the short trains which ply about Boston, and stop every quar-

ter of a mile or so, the Miller coupler might be objectionable if the

trains were very heavy, because it would take a little longer to

start them than it does now. To remedy this, engines of weight

enough could be put on, which would involve more expense,—pos-

sibly more than would be worth while. I should hardly think, how-
ever, that the short trains which make frequent stops were heavy

enough to trouble the engines now in use. As to the Miller coming
undone on curves, there is a danger if the road is rough and un-

even, and as a safeguard we put chains on the cars.

We have had no accidents in the two years we have been using

the coupler, and our Burlington & Missouri is not as smooth as

your New England roads.

Yours truly, C. E. Pbkkins.

34
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PHILADELPHIA, WILMINGTON, & BALTIMORE
RAILROAD COMPANY.

Pkesident's Office, Philadelphia, December 30, 1871.

Chaeles F. Adams, Jr., Esq., Railroad Commissioner's Office, No. 7 Pemberion Square,

Boston, Massachusetts.

Deae Sir :—Your letter of the 6tli inst. was duly received, and

I have availed myself of your permission to defer my reply until

this date. I take, in the order in which you place them, the several

subjects upon which you ask my opinion.

1st. " Car Construction.^''—I send you drawings showing mode

of construction adopted by this company. Ypu will see that the

floor-timbers are framed so as to oppose their greatest strength to

resist the shocks of concussion with other cars. The mode of

framing where two outside longitudinal sills were framed together

by small cross girders was discarded generally long since. The

side and end frames of the car are so braced and tied as to become

practically complete trusses. We have for three years past used

exclusively the Miller platform. It possesses amongst other advan-

tages, that of enabling the passenger to pass safely from one car to

another, that of checking the passage of dust upwards into the car,

that of allowing the act of coupling to be performed without risk,

that of preventing the annoyance of passengers by the jerking mo-

tion experienced on starting trains fitted with the common draw-

bar and coupling, and, above all other advantages, as compared with

the platform in common use, that of preventing that which is styled

" telescoping." An accomjjanying letter from the superintendent of

machinery of this company, Mr. G. W. Perry, a man of excellent

judgment, great experience and close observation, will convince

you, I think, that objections to this mode of coupling, on the ground

of insecurity on curves, or difficulty in starting trains, are of little

weight. We find, however, that greater care in drilling cars loaded

with passengers is i-equired with the Miller platform than with the

ordinary platform, in order to prevent jar.

2d. " Car Lightiiig.''^—The best and safest method of lighting

cars is, I think, that of using large metallic lamps, securely attached

to the roof of the car over the aisle. They should be three in

number, to a car of sixty-four seats, and we use kerosene oil not in-

flammable below 140° Fahr. For reading lamps in parlor or com-

partment cars, the parafiine candles are good and safe.

'6d. " Car Heating.^''—No mode yet used by this company com-

pares with the warm-water system, where warm water in gas pipes
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circulates quite around the car at its side, next to the floor, with

coils under each seat. It diffuses a moderate and sufficient heat

through the car. It makes the lower strata of air warmer than the

upper. It affords a good " foot-warmer " without over-heating the

head. It is the safest, comparatively, of all modes of heating, in

event of overturning a car. It is, to be sure, a costly apparatus,

but a great economizer of fuel.

4^7i. " Gar Brdkesr—I consider it essential that the engineman

as well as the brakemen shall have power over the brakes. We
have, during the past three years, tried three methods, each of

which complied with this condition. Of all of these we think the

Westinghouse the best, and we are applying it to all of our passen-

ger engines and cars as rapidly as we can procure apparatus from

the shops. I have tried no electric brake, and only the Loughiidge,

the McCambridge, and the Westinghouse. I hope that experience

in the use of the latter will lead to improvements in its details. I

refer you to Mr. Perry's remarks upon brakes.

hth. " SparJc Arresters.''''—The place in which to arrest sparks is,

in my opinion, the boiler rather than the smoke-stack. As a rule,

so far as my observation extends, all spark arresters attached to the

smoke-stacks call for a larger or smaller expenditure of steam, in

proportion as they offer greater or lesser obstacles to the draught.

They are necessary evils, in the present state of the art,—necessary,

inasmuch as in their absence the fire risk is too great ; evils, inas-

much as you cannot separate sparks from the smoke and gases

without an expensive expenditure of smoke and steam to maintain

a sufficient draught in the fire-box. It is to be hoped that some of

the many ingenious plans for effecting complete combustion in the

boiler, now being tried, may result in the prevention of sparks and
smoke, an enlarged area of exhaust-pipe, and the saving of fuel, as

well as the lessening of fire risk and annoyance. This company
will, early in February, have in use on trial a locomotive built with

the Weston boiler, and we hope to find that this boiler will con-

sume the fuel more thoroughly than any now in use, and show a

proportional diminution of sparks.

%t7i. " Permanent Way.''"'—We have tried many forms of safety-

switches, and prefer the Wharton, which leaves the rails of the

main-track at the switch immovable and uncut, and consequently

offers no open joint to cause ajar of the rolling-stock and a batter-

ing of the rails. With this switch properly laid down, it seems

impossible to get a train off of the tracks. The worst that could

happen would be turning a train in on to a side track. With
Wharton switches, and with self-adjusting steel frogs of the Wood
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or of the Cleveland variety, we think that we have made a con-

siderable saving of expense, while affording greater safety and com-

fort to passengers.

1th. " The relative dangerfrom hreaJcage of steel andiron rails."

—In 1869 we had about twenty per cent, of steel in track. We
broke six iron and two steel rails. In 1870 we had about thirty-

one per cent, of steel and steel head in track, and broke seven iron

and three steel rails. In 1871 we had about fifty-one per cent, of

steel and steel head in track, and broke fifteen iron and seven steel

rails, and one steel head. Of forty-one rails broken during the

three years cited, all but three were broken at one end. For some

years past this company has had every rail numbered and marked,

the date and place of laying and the kind of joint used recorded,

and, in fact, a history of each individual rail, with the name of the

maker, so kept as to enable us to testify positively as to the service

performed by each rail of each manufacturer whose rails we use.

The winter of 1871 was destructive to rails, in consequence of the

track being upheaved and otherwise displaced by freezing and

thawing of road-bed. I would observe here that the system of

numbering and recording used with our rails is applied also to

switches, frogs, wheels and axles. To compare our breakage with

that of other railroad companies, you will note that we ran for the

three years cited an average of about one million of train miles per

annum, more than one-half of which was with heavy engines on

fast passenger trains. I will add that we had no accident resulting

from a broken rail during the three yea^ named.

Sth. " The most effective way of guarding against accidents in

case of running off the track on or near hridgesP—I think that the

most effective and practicable method is to have firmly fastened par-

allel to, and about two feet distant from, the outer rail of each

track, an oak stick, say nine inches square, the base of which lies in

same horizontal plane as the base of the rail. This stick is continu-

ous on each side of the track for the whole length of the bridge

and its approaches.

'dth. Signals.—*' The degree of reliance which should be placed

on the telegraph in (jontrolling the movements of trains."

We place the most entire reliance upon our telegraph system,

and control the movements of all trains by its means. With this I

send you a report made to me by Mr. H. F. Kenney, the superin-

tendent of this road, with some papers explanatory thereof. I

think that you will become acquainted with our system by reading

this report better than by the perusal of anything which I can

write.
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During the year 1865 the earnings of this company were more
than 137,000 per mile of road. Our double track extended only

six-tenths of the length of the road. And I thought, and think,

that it would have been impracticable to have done this amount of

business without the aid of the telegraph, as much of it was irregu-

lar, particularly the movement of troops and stores.

10th. " The block system as regulating the movements of trainsP—
I think that wherever trains are required to run at short intervals

in the same direction the system of working by " blocks " should be

resorted to for the purpose of securing intervals of space instead of

merely intervals of time between trains. And I think it especially

necessary to run by safety signals rather than by danger signals ; that

is, at critical points the engineman stops unless a safety signal be

shown, instead of running until he sees a danger signal. I am now
considering the several systems for securing distance between
trains, with a view to adopting the best upon the most crowded
portions of our road. It seems to me that much remains to be
altered or added to with either of the block systems now in use

in this country.

I much regret that I have been forced to write the above with a

hasty pen. ****#**##«
Very truly yours, Isaac Hinckley.

THE PHILADELPHIA, WILMINGTON & BALTIMORE
RAILROAD.

Superintendent's Office, Philadelphia, November 28, 1871.

Isaac Hinckley, Esq., President, etc.

Dear Sib :—Please find herein a review of one day's work La

moving trains, both on the main and Delaware railroad lines.

Please observe that the frequency with which sidings occur, is in

accordance with our conviction that too many opportunities for

trains to meet and pass cannot be provided. We have not thought

it best hitherto to establish any prescribed rules for the government
of a dispatcher, upon which he might depend exclusively, as in

the case of some other employes, but having impressed him with a

perfect understanding of his duty, viz., to move trains over the

road in the most expeditious manner, consistent with safety, we
have laid upon him certain restrictions, embodying things not to be
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done, and issued no rules except such special instructions as may
be demanded from time to time by emergencies.

The dispatching office of both roads is at Wilmington, twenty-

eight miles from Philadelphia, and about seventy from Baltimore.

The practice in giving a train telegraphic orders, is as follows : The

conductor of the train desiring such order, notifies the disj)atcher,

from the nearest telegraph office, that he is ready to leave. Run-

ning orders are given him in full, ending with the question : " How
do you understand ? " A reply is immediately sent, commencing

:

" I understand," and then giving the substance of the order in full.

This reply is taken by the operator to the dispatcher's office, and

written upon the back of the original message, and marked with

the time, and initials of sending and receiving operators. If in ac-

cordance with the first message, the dispatcher gives " All right,"

the train proceeds, but not otherwise. The conductor must write

or at least sign, his reply in person. The order, as delivered

to him, is endorsed " O. K.," and marked with the initial ,of receiv-

ing operator. When an order is issued to a train at Wilmington,

the order is written in duplicate, one copy given to the conductor

and the other retained in the office. The latter is marked with

the time of delivery, and signed by the conductor, as evidence

that it is understood. When a train is running according to its

schedule time, it is not under orders from the dispatcher, such

orders being issued only to extra, or irregular trains, and to regu-

lar trains, when behind time. The dispatcher, furthermore, is the

only person authorized to move a train, under any circumstances

whatever.

Among other things to be observed by the dispatcher are, not to

take any rights or privileges from one train and transfer them to

another, without first ascertaining, in the usual form of train order,

that it is surely understood by the former train (for instance, if a

preferred train is delayed, and it is desired to bring an unpreferred

train towards it to a point beyond the usual meeting place, this

order must first be understood by the preferred train) ; to be sure

that trains following each other are at least ten minutes apart ; to

so provide, in all cases possible, that trains may meet or pass, or re-

ceive additional orders when any may be needed, at a telegraph

station ; and to bear in mind that it is far better to delay an express

passenger train than to increase in even the slightest degree the

liability of any train to accident.

The messages of November 8th are taken at random from our

files.
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In the office at Wilmington the operators keep a record of the

arrival of all trains, regular and extra (except the short trains be-

tween Philadelphia and Wilmington), at the principal telegraph

stations. Copies of these records are giyen in package G. By
them the dispatcher ascertains at a glance the whereabouts of all

trains, and issues his orders accordingly.

At 12.48 A. M., an extra freight was started from Philadelphia

(Dispatch No. 1) for Baltimore. This was about one hour behind

No. 17 freight, of the preceding day, and directly behind No. 1

express passenger. There were also on the road an empty engine

returning from Wilmington, and No. 35, of the preceding day, ex-

press passenger, north. The instructions given in the message

and the time-card were all that the conductor needed for his safe

conduct into Baltimore.

No. 2. A gravel train was sent north,—Wilmington to Thurlow,

and return,—then to work between Wilmington and a point near

by. This train was thus limited in its movements for the day. It

could not use the main track when a regular train was due (Gen-

eral Rule, No. 98), and must keep a signal-man posted at a safe

distance, on the watch for any extras.

No. 3. A train of coal was sent from Perryvill6 to North East,

and return, with instructions to avoid regular trains, and watch
for track men. Nearly all this time the train was within reach by
telegraph, in case of an emergency. At 10 A. M., it was found it

would be necessary to give orders to trains Nos. 26 and 27, and for

that reason dispatch No. 4 was sent to the agent at Baltimore.

At noon it was discovered the New York portion of our No. 9

express would be delivered to us late, at Gray's Ferry, and it would
be necessai-y to run that portion in a separate or extra train. This

train, having the right of road, like No. 9, was given orders (No. 6)

to go to Wilmington, looking out for track men.

At the same time it was an imperative duty to warn trains that

were on the watch for No. 9, to keep clear of the second section of

that train also. The gravel train near Wilmington could not be

reached directly by telegraph.

Dispatch No. 5 will show that the conductor of accommodation

'

train No. 8 was made responsible for a correct understanding of

the fact by the conductor of gravel train. Train No. 2 was warned
at Perrymansville (No. 7), and No. 20, which was likely to cross

the track at stations, was warned at North East (No. 8). On the

arrival of second section of No. 9 at Wilmington, it was there given

written orders (No. 9) to go to Perryville. Engine No. 39, which
brought this extra passenger train to Wilmington, had to be re-
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turned to Philadelphia (No. 10), being cautioned in its written

orders concerning regular trains, and such extras as were then out.

At 2.15, train No. 26 asked for orders from Baltimore (No. 11),

as per message (No. 4). This train was ordered to Chase's for fur-

ther orders. At this point the single track begins, and extends

north nearly to Aberdeen. (See B.) It was the design when No.

26 reached Chase's, if the second section of No. 9 had not been

passed, to bring the former to some meeting place on the single

track, or to hold it at Chase's, until this extra train passed south, as

might be required to insure safety. As, however, the trains met

on the double track, between Canton and Chase's, No. 26 received

orders at the latter place to run by its time-card (No. 14). No. 27

was ordered in No. 12 to meet the extra train on this same

double track, and then run by its regular schedule ; and in No.

13 all these plans and provisions were distinctly understood by

the conductor of the extra train, and running orders given him into

Baltimore.

Next, No. 11 had to be run in two sections, both being united in

one train at Wilmington.

At 4.30, train No. 20 was sent north from Wilmington, and re-

ceived written orders (No. 15) to keep on its own track until both

sections had passed. The same order was given to the gravel train

north of Wilmington (No. 16), and in the same manner as in the

case of detention to train No. 9. The engineman of No. 11 was

made responsible in having it understood. This is considered safe,

but it is to be remembered the gravel train is also constantly watch-

ing for extras. In No. 17 the second section is ordered to Wil-

mington, and cautioned about keeping a safe distance behind No.

11 proper. It is furthermore ordered to look out for the gravel

train.

In No. 19, the engine which took the second section of No. 9 to

Baltimore, was given orders to return to Wilmington, with empty

cars, and cautioned about No. 26, which it was likely to overtake,

and in No. 18, train No. 26 was notified to look out for the extra.

Our telegraph lines are leased from the Western Union Telegraph

Company, and by our contract, we are guaranteed the exclusive use

of two wires, so that if our usual wires give out, they immediately

provide us with substitutes. The operators are all controlled by

our company. * * * * * * *

Respectfully submitted,

F. S. Kenney, Superintendent.
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PHILADELPHIA, WILMINGTON & BALTIMORE RAIL-
ROAD COMPANY.

Office of the Master of Machinery, |

Wilmington, Del., December 26, 1871. )

Isaac Hinckley, Esq., President P., W. 4" B. R. R. Co., Philadelphia.

Deae Sie :—In answer to yours of December 13th, 1871, allow

me to call your attention to the tracing sent you with this letter.

The tracings show the way this company build their passenger cars.

I consider the system of their construction equal to any in use.

As to the Miller buffer, I consider it the best yet offered to rail-

roads, as it entirely prevents telescoping, and starts as easily as any
train not having three or four feet of play in a train of twelve cars.

It will allow a train to be started much easier than a train of the

same number of cars coupled with screws to take up the slack.

This system of screws is used in England, but the Miller buffer

accomplishes the work much easier and better.

As to its uncoupling on short curves, I will say it does not un-

couple on some of the shortest curves near Pittsburgh, Penn., nor

will it uncouple on any curve, if it is rightly applied to the cars. It

has worked successfully on this road, and I can say I do not know
of any cause of complaint.

Your question as to my views of a spark-arrestor, I will have to

answer I do not know of any spark-arrestor that will perform its

duties, and furnish steam in the required quantity. I think that

the sparks should be consumed in the fire-box.

Concerning a brake for cars, I consider the Westinghouse air-

brake the best in use. It has worked well on the cars of this com-
pany, and given entire satisfaction. I know of no reason why it

should fail to give satisfaction when applied to a train of cars. It

gives the engineer control of his train, and allows him time to stop

the train in time to prevent disasters.

I will with pleasure answer any other questions you may desire

to ask. Yours truly,

(Signed) George W. Pekey,

Master of Machinery.

85
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CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD.

General Superintendent's Office, )

Chicago, September 5, 1871.

)

Mr. C. F. Adams, Jr.

Dear Sir :—I have yours of September 1st, asking the result of

our experience of the Miller platform in case of collisions, and the

Westinghouse air-brake.

Miller's method of arranging platforms has been in use on the

passenger cars of this road for more than four years, in which time

there have been three collisions by trains meeting each other, and one

by an engine without a train, running into the rear of a train stand-

ing at a station. This last was where an engine was immediately

following a train at night, and through the want of sufficient cau-

tion on the part of the engineer, and a slight interruption in the

regular working of the means of stopping the engine, a slight colli-

sion occurred, but not with force enough to illustrate the effective-

ness of the Miller platform in collisions of this kind.

Upon the other occasions mentioned, when the trains met each

other with a combined velocity of from thirty-five to fifty miles

per hour, the trains being composed of from three to five cars each,

the cars did not " telescope " at all, nor did any of the platforms

break down (by ^hich means so many faithful brakemen have been

crushed), nor were any passengers injured, further than by being

jarred in being thrown forward against the backs of the seats.

The reasons for not " telescoping " are very clearly shown in Mr.

Miller's circular, whilst it is very obvious that a large part of the

force of concussion is expended on the strong buffer springs. In

one case the passenger coaches being unhooked from the baggage

car by the blow, instead of piling up, recoiled by the action of the

springs, about fifty feet, and stood on the track quite uninjured.

It is obvious that in the case of the collision at Revei-e, if the

passenger cars had been equipped with the Miller platform, the

shock would have been mitigated in a measure, from the rear car

of the Beverly train being prevented by the intervening springs

from striking against the next car ahead with so strong a blow. In

my judgment it is the best method of couj)ling passenger cars at

present in use.

We have had the Westinghouse aii'-brake in use about a year

—

first experimentally, and afterward on all the passenger and bag-

gage cars.

It admits of an instantaneous application of all the brakes on the

train by the engineer, up to the point of sliding all the wheels of
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the train in a second of time ; and this being said, there is no room

for saying more as to its eflectiveness.

The machinery is simple, and as little liable to get out of repair

as any machinery can be
;

yet the brakemen are retained, as

against possible failure in any of the parts, as well as to render such

assistance on the train as the proper care of passengers may make

desirable. ^ ***** :*

Yours truly,

ROBEKT HaERIS.
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REPORT ON THE SIGNAL SYSTEM OF THE NEW JER-
SEY RAILROAD.

Ne-w York, Jan. 22, 1872.

To the Honorable Board of Bailroad Commissioners.

I herewith respectfully present the following report on the signal

and telegraphic system of the United Railroads of New Jersey :

—

The running of all trains on the main line of railroad between

New York and Philadelphia is controlled by a series of safety sig-

nals operated in connection with a telegraph line employed exclu-

sively for this purpose.

The system is arranged, in general terms, as follows : Telegraphic

signal stations are established along the line at distances apart cor-

responding to the shortest interval that is permitted by the regula-

tions of the road between any two trains going in the same direc-

tion. The engineer of each train, upon passing one of these stations,

is informed by means of the proper signal if the preceding train

going in the same direction has passed the next signal station in

advance. In the absence of a signal denoting that such is the case,

the train is required to stop and receive explanations, and is either

detained until the preceding one has been heard from, or else is al-

lowed, by orders from the proper authority, to proceed on its way,

using all necessary precaution, and expecting to overtake a disabled

train.

On the New York and Philadelphia Railroad there are thirteen

signal stations between the northern terminus of the road, at Jersey

City, and New Brunswick, a distance of thirty-one miles. This por-

tion of the road is therefore divided into fourteen sections, averag-

ing but a little over two miles each. As a matter of fact, none of

them are more than three miles.

The number of regular trains which leave Jersey City during

each twenty-four hours is forty, and the number arriving is the

same. Of these, twenty run to and from New Brunswick and

points beyond, and the remainder are local trains for the accommo-

dation of the citizens of Newark, Elizabeth, and other intermediate

points. "With a single exception, none of these trains leave Jersey
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City at a less interval than ten minutes apart, this exception being

a slow way train leaving four minutes behind an express train.

Between New Brunswick and West Philadelphia, a distance of

58.25 miles, there are twelve signal stations, averaging about four

and a half miles apart. There are on this portion of the road seven-

teen regular trains each way daily between 'New Brunswick and

Trenton (twenty-six miles), and twenty-four between Trenton and

Philadelphia.

In passing over certain portions of the road in the cities of "New

Brunswick, Elizabeth, Newark, and Jersey City, the movements of

the trains are not under the control of the safety signals. All en-

gines or trains going in either direction are obliged by the regula-

tions to run with caution at these places, so as under no circum-

stances to endanger a preceding train. These portions of the track

are much occupied with branch trains, shifting engines, crossings of

other roads, etc., etc., which makes it necessary to except them
from the general system.

The signal employed is a white board, or a white light at night,

shown through an orifice two feet in diameter, in a black signal-

box, and placed in a conspicuous position at the side of, or directly

over, the track, so that it can be seen as far as possible. A parti-

tion within the box separates the signals for the opposite directions.

A screen of red cloth covers the orifice in the box when the signal

is in its normal position, concealing the white board by day, or

coloring the light red by night. The safety signal is exhibited to

an approaching train by the telegraphic operator, who pulls a cord

attached to it and terminating in his office, which lifts the red

screen and exhibits the white board or light. The moment the en-

gine passes he lets go the cord, and the red screen again drops into

its normal position by the action of gravity, concealing the white

safety signal.

When within half a mile of a signal station, each approaching

train gives a long, loud whistle. On hearing this, the operator at

the station at once exhibits the white signal, providing that all pre-

ceding trains have passed the next station in advance, and he

knows of no other obstruction.

If the white signal is not shown, the train is stopped in order to

obtain information from the operator in regard to preceding trains

which have not passed the next station, or of any other obstruction.

In case the train is allowed by the train-dispatcher, or other au-

thorized person, to proceed without the safety signal, and without

knowing where the preceding train is, the engineer is required to
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look out carefully for obstructions, and keep his train perfectly un-

der control till he reaches the next signal station.

When a train has passed a signal-station, the time of passing is

at once reported back to the last station and forward to the next

one in advance, as well as to the principal office at Trenton or

Jersey City, as the case may be. No operator is permitted to re-

port a train as passed unless he has seen the red flag or light at the

rear of the train, in order to be sure that no cars have been un-

coupled and left on the track in the way of a following train.

When this does happen, he reports the fact to headquarters, and

the proper telegraphic instructions are issued to provide for the

case.

Trains passing a signal station, and which have not come from

nor passed the preceding station,—for instance, when coming in

from a branch road,—are required to notify the operator of that

fact, so that he will not report it back, and cause a risk of its being

mistaken for another train which may have passed the preceding

station. When a train is to stop or leave the main line between

two signal stations, it is required to report that fact to the last sta-

tion it passes. In this case the operator does not show the white

signal, but explains the circumstance to the next succeeding train.

Each operator is provided with a blank time-card ruled in two

divisions, one for north bound and the other for south bound trains.

Each division has five columns in which he is required to set down
respectively :

—

1. The designating or schedule number of each train passing.

2. The designating number of the locomotive.

3. The time the train passed the preceding station. (This is

done when the report is received from that station before the arrival

of the train.)

4. The time of passing this station.

5. The time of passing the next station in advance (as per subse-

quent telegraj^hic report.)

By consulting this card the engineer or conductor of a train can

inform himself of the proximity or movements of other trains.

A large blank time-card, called the train-sheet, is kept at the

head office, and filled up from the telegraphic reports of the sta-

tions along the line by an operator constantly on duty. It thus

serves as a complete record of the movements and actual position

of every train on the road at all times. This sheet is also in two

divisions for north and south bound trains respectively, and one

horizontal ruled line is devoted to each train passing over the road.

The sheet is ruled vertically in columns showing :

—
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1. Designating number of engine.

2. Schedule number of train.

3. Schedule time of leaving terminus.

4. Number of cars in the train.

5. Name of conductor.

6. Name of engineer.

The remaining columns have the names of the several stations in

their consecutive order printed at the top, with distances, etc.

These columns are filled up, as the train passes over the road, by
setting down the actual time of passing each station, as reported by
the operator at that station, in its appropriate column. The six

columns first mentioned are written up when the train starts from

the initial station. A separate sheet is of course required for each

day's work.

The system of controlling trains by telegraph and signals, which

has been described, does not dispense with nor supersede any of the

precautions previously in use, or which are used on roads not pro-

vided with such a system. A train stopped or delayed on the main

track is not permitted to depend upon the station signal to hold the

succeeding train, but is required to send back a warning signal at

once. Thus it would seem that only by the grossest negligence, or

disobedience of positive orders, on the part of two distinct persons

simultaneously, is any collision liable to take place. This system is

immeasurably preferable to the one in use on many roads, especially

in New England, in which a danger signal is merely displayed for

a given number of minutes after the passage of each train. This

is not sufficient to insure absolute safety. The attendant may neg-

lect to make the signal ; the engineer may fail to observe it ; and,

even if made and observed, and the proper time has elapsed, the

preceding train may have broken down, or stopped on the road for

some cause, and in the confusion attending the accident no warning

may be sent back, or if sent back may not be seen by the engineer

of the following train.

On the New York & Philadelphia railroad two operators, one

for day and one for night service, are employed at each signal

station, and are paid at the average rate of about $40 per month.

At many of the less important stations, these operators also officiate

as station-agents or ticket-sellers.

Two telegraph wires are required to operate this system, one of

them being continuous throughout the length of the route, and

used by all stations for reporting trains to headquarters, and for

the general business of the road, and the other used exclusively for

working the signals, and divided up into separate sections, of such
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length as circumstances may render expedient, embracing from

three to six signal stations in one circuit.

The expense of constructing a line of telegraph poles with two

wires, suitable for this service is about $175 per mile, and the tel-

egraphic apparatus, signal and fixtures at the stations cost about

$200 each. The cost of operating it of course varies according to

circumstances, but beyond the amount paid for wages of operators,

is very trifling.

It will be noticed that on this road safety signals are relied on to

control trains, and not danger signals. In other words, where

there is any liability to interruption or obstruction, such as draw-

bridges, crossings at grade, etc., the thing is presumed to be wrong

until the engineer has positive evidence that it is right. If on the

contrary a danger signal is relied on, and if, either from defect in

the apparatus, or negligence on the part of the signal-man or

engineer, or if from fog, smoke or any other cause, the danger

signal, if made, is not seen, the result may be a terrible disaster.

When a safety signal is depended upon, then if it is not made or

not seen, the most serious result that will follow is an unnecessary

stoppage of the train.

Thus, in the terrible disaster at the Norwalk drawbridge many
years ago, if the train bad been required to stop when no signal

was shown indicating that the bridge was right, no harm would

have been done ; but the engineer, depending upon a signal that

the bridge was open, which he failed to see, ran into the river

with his train.

The credit of devising and introducing the system above

described, is mainly due to Mr. Ashbel Welch, General President

and Chief Engineer of the United Railroads of New Jersey, and

many of the considerations above given were embodied in the

report of a committee on safety signals and regulations some two

or three years since, of which he was chairman. For controlling

the movements of trains upon an important double-track road, it

would seem difficult to devise a system which combines convenience

and safety in a greater degree than the one under consideration.

Very respectfully,

F. L. Pope.
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THE BLOCK SYSTEM IN ENGLAND.

Mr. Alfred "Watkins, an English railway superintendent, has

published a pamphlet, in which he thus describes the "block sys-

tem " of signaling in use on the South-eastern Railway,—" a plan

so efficient," says the " Economist," " that for three years it has

enabled that railway to be almost alone in its exemption from even

minor casualties."

" The true objects to be attained in unimpeachable train sig-

naling are,—I presume to consider,—first, that no train shall be

allowed to leave one signal station until that signal station has

asked leave from the signal station in advance, and such second

signal station has replied in the affirmative ; second, that when the

train has been so allowed to leave, the sending station shall inforns

the receiving station that the train has left, and the receiving sta-

tion shall acknowledge that he has been so informed ; third, that

the signals of danger shall not be lowered until this process has

been gone through; fourth, that a record, taken down at the

moment, shall be kept in each signal box of the time of all sig-

nals.

" These four conditions complied with will secure safety from

collision, so far as it can be secured by human agency. These con-

ditions can only be realized in our modern practice by the use of

the telegraph and the absolute 'block' system. They are, and

have long since been, realized on every part of the South-eastern

system. I know of no other railways where the lohole of the sys-

tem is in application, except on the South-eastern and London^,

Chatham & Dover. These two railways had no accident to

report last year, whereas the greatest and most prosperous of our

railways—the London & North-western, Lancashire & York-

shire, and North-eastern—contributed 64 out of 122 accidents, which

disfigured the railway calendar of the whole empire. Again, an

electrical means of communications—electrical, because in no other

way can an instantaneous and certain signal or message be con-

veyed—should be established, in the case of trains running long

distances, between the driver and the guard. I now proceed to

describe the system by which the four essential conditions which I

have laid down are and have been secured. On the South-eastern

the personnel of the signal box or station consists not merely of

the ' ministering ' but also of the ' recording ' angel. The signal-

man, specially selected for intelligence, and paid good wages, is

accompanied by a youth who must understand, having been care-
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fuUy taught, the use of the telegraph, signal and speakin*g instru-

ments—-who records, with the clock before him, the exact time of

all signals given and received.

" The signal box is specially constructed, and placed so as to

give a fall view of the line and outside signals. It is made com-

fortable and warm ; it is well lighted at night ; it contains a clock,

the telegraphic instruments, the levers of the points, connected with

the signals by the ' locking ' apparatus, and is furnished with a box

of fog signals^ and with hand signal lamp and signal flags,"
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EXPENSES OF OJ'.FICE

For the Year ending December 31, 1871.

Rent of office and water, $1,104 00

Care of office and messenger, 181 99

Fuel and ice, 119 80

Office furniture, 20 00

Carpenter work, 15 20

Newspapers, books and maps, &c., ...... 97 75

Postage and express, 95 90

Stationery, 63 10

Services of experts and other agents, . . . . . • 882 70

Sundry incidentals, ......... 9 35

12,980 07

Received of railroad companies for printing their annual reports,

and paid^nto the treasury of the Commonwealth, . . . $1,440 00

BOARD OF RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.

James C. Converse, Boston, .... Term expires July, 1872.

Charles F. Adams, Jr
,
Quincy, ..." " July, 1873.

Albert D. Briggs, Springfield, ..." " July, 1874.

Clerk.—Wm. A. Crafts, Boston.

Office, .... No. 7 Pemberton Square, Boston.
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Notes to Tabulated Statement Compiled from Railroad Returns.

' In process of construction.

2 The Berksliire(3), Stockbridge and Pittsfield('45), and West Stockbridge(51) roads, are

leased to, and operated by the Housatonic Railroad Company, of Connecticut.

' The return of the Boston, Hartford and Erie(7) road is made by the Trustees. It contains

no information as to the financial condition of the Company, or the amount of

capital stock.

*Th6 Danvers(14) and Newburyport(35) roads are equipped and operated by the Boston

and Maine Eailroad Company.
* The Dorchester and Milton Branch(15) is equipped and operated by the Old Colony and

Newport Railway Company.

^The equipment of the Duxbury and Cohasset road(16) is furnished by the Old Colony and

Newport Railway Company. The road was opened over a part of the route June 15,

and through August 18. This road runs no freight trains.

'' The Fall River, Warren and Providence road(19 ) hire their equipments ; they carry no freight.

8 The books and papers of the Fitchburg road having been destroyed by fire, no return is

made of the tons of freight carried.

9 The Framingham and Lowell road(21) had not commenced business September 30 ; their

equipment was not then complete.

'0 The Hanover Branch(22) runs no freight trains.

1^ The return of the Hartford and New Haven road is for ten months only.

^^The Horn Pond Branch(24), Lowell and Lawrence(26), and Salem and Lowell(42) roads,

are operated by the Boston and Lowell Railroad Company.
^2 The Mansfield and Framingham road(27) is operated by the Boston, Clinton and Fitchburg

road, and owns no equipment.

'*The Milford and Woonsocket(30) road is equipped and operated by the Providence and

Worcester Railroad Company.
^ The Monadnock road(31) has been in operation but a short time ; the return is, therefore,

incomplete. No separate freight trains are run.

'® The balance sheet of the New London Northern roadf37) was made up December 1, 1870.

No return is made of cost and equipment.

17 The Pittsfield and North Adams road(40) is operated by the Boston and Albany Railroad

Company.
'8 The South Reading Branch road(43) owns no equipment, it being furnished by the Eastern

Railroad Company. ,

19 The Stony Brook road(46) is equipped and operated by the Nashua and Lowell Railroad

Company.
* The Stoughton Branc i='road(47) is operated partly by the Boston and Providence Railroad

Company.
"A portion of the Ware River road(50) is equipped and operated by the New London Northern

Railroad Company. The remainder is not in operation.

Note.—The figures in parentheses correspond with the marginal numbers of the roads in

the several tables.
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CONTENTS OF COMPARATIYE TABLES.

JJ. Stock Indebtedness and Cost or Eoad. Average per Mile owned
BY Company.

78. Authorized by Charter.

79. Authorized by Votes of Company.

80. Paid in.

81. Debt per mile owned.

Cost and Equipment per Mile Owned.
82. Cost.

83. Equipment.

84. Cost and Equipment.

85. Locomotives and Snow-Plows.

86. Passenger, Mail and Baggage Cars.

87. Freight and other Cars.

KK. Earnings per Mile operated.

88. Passengers.

89. Freight.

90. Eents.

91. Mails.

92. Express.

93. Total.

94. Net.

LL. Expenses per Mile operated, and per Train Mile.

95. Eepairs.

96. Fuel.

97. Oil and Waste.

98. Salaries and Wages.

99. Gratuities and Damages.

100. Eents.

101. Total.

MM. Average Eates ot Fares and Freights charged per Mile, and
Average Distance travelled.

102. Each Passenger, not including Season Tickets.^

103. Each Passenger, to and from other Eoads.

104. Each Passenger, Season Ticlcets.

105. Each Ton of Freight.

106. Each Ton of Freight to and from other Eoads.

107. Average Distance travelled by each Passenger.

108. Average Distance travelled by each Ton of Freight.
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NN. Passengers and Freight carried per Mile op Eoad operated.
109. Passengers, Local.

110. Passengers to and from other States.

111. Passengers, Total.

112. Freight, Local. '

113. Freight to and from other States.

114. Freight, Total.

00. Average Number op Cars in Trains, average "Weight of Trains, etc.

116. Average Number of Passenger Cars in Trains.

116. Average Number of Freight Cars in Trains.

117. Average Weight of Passenger Trains.

118. Average Weight of Freight Trains.

119. Dead Weight of Passenger Trains carried One Mile.

120. Dead Weight of Freight Trains carried One Mile.

121. Dead Weight hauled One Mile to each Passenger.

122. Dead Weight hauled One Mile to each Ton of Freight.

PP. KoLLiNG Stock per Mile operated.

123. Number of Locomotives and Tenders.

124. Number of Passenger Cars.

125. Number of Freight Cars.

126. Number of Baggage Cars.

127. Number of other Cars,
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Notes to Abstract, Prepared prom the Returns op Street Rail-

way Companies.

1 Equipped and operated by the Metropolitan(ll).

^ Equipped and operated by the Lynn and Boston(6).

^ Equipped and operated by the Union(20).

* Equipped and operated by the Middlesex(12).

* This Company is awaiting the completion of Atlantic Avenue, over which its tracks are to

be laid. See note appended to report.

^ Equipped and operated by the Middlesex(12).

^ Leased to, and operated by, private parties.

8 Equipped and operated by the Union(20).

3 Return is for ten months, to September 30th.

^^ Own no tracks; but lease those of the Cambridge(4), Arlington, and a portion of the

Somerville(16).

*' Leased to, and operated by, the Lynn and Boston(6).
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CONTENTS OF TABLES.

156. Amount of Capital Stock paid in to each Mile of Road operated.

167. Amount of Indebtedness to each Mile of Road operated.

158. Average Cost per Mile of Single Track Railway.
*

159. Average Cost of Equipment per Mile of Single Track Railway operated.

160. Average Number of Passengers per Round Trip.

161. Gross Earnings per Mile of Single Track Railway operated.

162. Gross Earnings per Mile run.

163. Gross Earnings per Passengers carried.

164. Gross Earnings per Round Trip.

165. Expenses per Mile of Single Track Railway operated.

166. Expenses per Mile run.

167. Expenses per Passenger carried.

168. Expenses per Round Trip.

169. Cost of Repairs on Road-Bed and Track per Mile of Road operated.

170. Cost of Repairs on Cars and Harnesses and of Horseshoeing per Mile

of Road operated.

171. Cost of keeping up the Stock of Horses per Mile of Road operated.
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